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FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
DISPOSAL AND REUSE OF GEORGE AIR FORCE BASE, CAUFORNIA

a. Responsible Agency. U.S. Air Force

b. Cooperating Agency Federal Aviation Administration

c. Proposed Action: Disposal and Reuse of George Air Force Base (AFB), San Berardino County.
California

d. Written comments and Inquiries on this document should be directed to: LL Col. Thomas J. Bartol,
Director of Environmental Division, AFCEE/ESE, Norton Air Force Base, California, 92409-6448,
(714) 382-4891.

e. Designation: Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS).

f. Abstract: On January 5, 1989, the Secretary of Defense announced the closure of George AFB,
California, pursuant to the Base Closure and Realignment Act Previous environmental
documentation culminated In the filing of a Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Closure of
George AFB on May 4,1990. A Record of Decision (ROD) for the action was signed June 20, 1990.
The base Is scheduled for closure December 15, 1992. This EIS has been prepared in accordance
with the National Environmental Policy Act to analyze the potential environmental consequences of
the disposal and reasonable alternatives for reuse of the base. The document includes analyses of
the potential Impacts each alternative may have on the local community, including land use and
aesthetics, transportation, utilities, hazardous materials/wastes, geology and soils, water resources,
air quality, noise, biological resources and cultural resources. Potential environmental Impacts are
Increased aircraft-related noise levels, Increased traffic, reduced wildlife habitat, alteration of
topography, alteration of water flow and drainage patterns, and temporary effects of elevated
concentrations of particulate matter during construction. Traffic mitigations include contributions to
area roadway Improvements. If avoidance of biological resources is not adequate or possible,
mitigation In the form of replacement, restoration, or enhancement is possible. Because the Air
Force is disposing of the property, some of the mitigation measures are beyond the control of the Air
Force. Remedlation of Installation Restoration Program sites is and will continue to be the
responsibility of the Air Force.
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SUMMARY

PURPOSE AND NEED

On May 3, 1988. the Secretary of Defense established the Commission on Base
Realignment and Closure to examine the Issue of miltary Intalation
realignments and closures. On October 24,1988. the Congress and the
President endorsed the Commission and It charter by passing the Defense
Authortzation Amendments and Base Closure and Realgwret Act (BCRA)
(Public Law 100-526).

The Commbsion submitted Its report to the Secretary of Defense on
December 29,1988. George Air Force Base (AFB). California. was one of the
bases Ireo by the Commission for closure. The Secretary of Defense
approved the Commission's reconmnendatjons on January 5 1989 and
announced that the Department of Defense would Implement them.

BCRA also requires the Secretary of Defense to comply with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) In the implementation of base closures and
realignments. The Secretary of Defense, through the Air Force, Is preparing the
required NEPA documents for the base closures. On r4ay 4, 1990, the Air Force
released the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Closure of George
AFB, which addressed environmental impacts associated with base closure.
The Record of Decision (ROD) was signed on June 20, 1990.

The Air Force must now make a series of interrelated decisions concerning the
disposition of the base property. In support of these decisions, this EIS has
been prepared to provide Information on the potential environmental impacts
resulting from several alternatives for reuse of the base property after disposal.
After completion and cpnslderatlon of this EIS, the Air Force will prepare
decision documents stating the terms and conditions under which the
dispositions will be made, Including the mitigation measures, If any, that may be
taken by the Air Force or be required of the recipients. These decisions may
affect the environment by Influencing the nature of the future use of the
property. Further environmental analysis and documentation may be required
to address other actions that may be proposed in the future.

The Air Force selected as the Proposed Action reuse of George AFB as a
civilian airport for the purpose of evaluating possible environmental impacts
resulting from the Incident reuse of the Installation. This plan was developed by
the Victor Valley Economic Development Authority (WEDA) and centers around
a regional commercial and general aviation airport for reuse of the base
property. This proposal would entail the acquisition of approximately
2,352 acres off base of which 2,217 acres would be added to the existing airfield
for Incorporation Into the airport development area. Non-aviation land uses
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proposed for property within the existing base boundary Include commercial,
industrial, and recreationrVacant land.

The following alternatives to the Proposed Action are also being considered:

"* Redevelopment of the base as an International airport. The primary
differences from the Proposed Action are (1) the larger airport
development district proposed for the International Airport, (2) the greater
area of oft-base property identified for acquisition, and (3) the substantial
Increase in the projected number of annual flight operations.

"* Redevelopment of the base as a commercial airport. This plan Is very
similar to the Proposed Action except for the addition of a large residential
land use In the existing base housing area. and the restriction of the
proposed airfield and aviation support area within the current base
boundaries.

"* Redevelopment of approximately 50 percent of the base as a general
aviation center with a limited number of aircraft maintenance operations.
The remainder of base property would remain inactive.

"* Redevelopment of the base with non-aviatlon land uses such as Industrial.
educational, medical, recreational, and residential.

"* Integration of various proposed federal agency property transfers and
Independent land use concepts with the Proposed Action and altematives.

"* The No-Action Alternative, which entails the base remaining under federal
control and being placed In caretaker status.

SCOPE OF STUDY

The Notlce of Intent to prepare an EIS for the disposal and reuse of George AFB
was published In the Federal Register on September 28, 1990. Issues related to
the disposal and reuse of George AFB were identified In the closure scoping
meeting held on March 14. 1989 at the Holiday Inn at Victorville, California. The
scoping period for the disposal and reuse of George AFB was from
September 28,1990 to November 30,1990. A public scoping meeting was held
on October 29, 1990 at the Holiday Inn at Victorville, California. The comments
and concerns expressed at these meetings were used to determine the scope
and direction of studies and analyses required to accomplish this EIS.

This EIS discusses the potential environmental Impacts associated with the
Proposed Action and Its altematives. To provide the context In which potential
environmental Impacts may occur, discussions of potential changes to the local
communities, Including population and employment, land use and aesthetics,
transportation, and community and public utility services are included In this
EIS. In addition, issues related to current and future management of hazardous
materials and wastes are discussed. Impacts to the physical and natural
environment are evaluated for soils and geology, water resources, air quality,
noise, biological resources, and cultural resources. These Impacts may occur
as a direct result of disposal and reuse actions or as an Indirect result of
changes to the local communities.
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The baseline assumed In this document Is the conditions projected at base
closure. Impacts associated with disposal and/or reuse activities may then be
addressed separately from the Impact associated with base closure. General
preclosure conditions and Impacts of closure were addressed In the closure
EIS. A reference to predosure conditions Is provided, where appropriate
(e.g., air quality), to provide a comparative analysis over time. This will assist
the decision maker and agencies In understanding potential long-term impacts
In comparison to conditions when the Installation was active.

The Air Force Is also preparing a separate Socioeconomic Impact Analysis
Studty on the economic impacts expected In the region. That document,
although not required by NEPA, provides assistance to local governments and
redevelopment agencies.

SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Influencing factors and potential environmental Impacts associated with the
Proposed Action and alternatives for reuse of George AFB are summarized In 5.
10. and 20 year intervals in Tables S-1 through S-6 and briefly described below.
Influencing factors are non-blophysical elements, such as population,
employment, land use, aesthetics, public utility systems, and transportation
networks, that directly impact the environment. Site-related regional population
and employment effects for the Proposed Action and all alternatives are
Illustrated in Figures S-1 and S-2.

SUMMARY OF PUBUC COMMENTS

The Draft EIS (DEIS) for disposal and reuse of George AFB was made available

for public review and comment In October-November 1991. A public hearing
was held In Victorvile, California, on October 17, 1991, at which the Air Force
presented the findings of the DEIS. Public comments received both verbally at
the public meeting and in writing during the response period have been
reviewed and are addressed by the Air Force in Volume II of this EIS. In
addition, the text of the EIS itself has been revised, as appropriate, to reflect the

concerns expressed In the public comments. The responses to the comments
In Volume II indicate the relevant sections of the EIS that have been revised.

SUMMARY OF CHANGES FROM THE DEIS TO THE FEIS

Based on more recent studies or comments from the public, the following
sections of the EIS have been updated or revised:

"* The discussion of MAP (Sections 1.3.1, 2.2.1, 2.3.1, 4.2.3.1, and 4.2.3.2)
have been revised.

"* Additional information has been Included In proposed airfield
improvements and conceptual airport master plans (Sections 2.2.1 and
2.3.1).

George AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS S.3
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"* Hazardous MaterlulsiHazardous Waste Management (Sections 3.3 and

4.3) includes expanded discussion discussions on the following:

- FFA schedule

- Impacts of the IRP process on reuse development

- Characterization of IRP sites

- Evaluation and effects of each IRP site relevant to each alternative's
land uses

- Concept of risk associated with certain types of development and IRP
sites.

"* Air quality (Section 4.4.3) has been revised to Include discussion of
emission credits and credit transfer.

"* Where applicable, the probable success of mitigation measures has been
described. The discussion was not Included for some resource areas; for
example, mitigation measures Involving wastewater treatment are
considered an engineering issue, since design modifications would be a
way of handling Increased demand on the faciity.

PROPOSED ACTION

Local Community. Redevelopment activities associated with the Proposed
Action would result in increases In population and employment In Victor Valley
and in the Region of Influence (ROI) (San Bernardino and Riverside counties).
Approximately 25,400 direct jobs are projected by the year 2013, with an
additional 25,700 indirect jobs in the ROI. It Is estimated that population in the
Victor Valley region would be 26,600 persons greater, by 2013, and 30,700
persons greater in the ROI, with the Proposed Action than under post-closure
condkions.

Under the Proposed Action, the acquisition of 2,352 acres of primarily privately
owned land would be required, and one residence would have to be relocated.
Redevelopment land use plans may result In minor conflicts with local zoning
ordinances. Incompatibilities between existing residential and proposed
commercial and Industrial land uses west of the airfield have been identified.
The presence of Installation Restoration Program (IRP) sites may constrain or
delay reuse at these sites unti the extent of contamination is delineated and risk
assessments and remedial designs have been implemented. Transpoutation
improvements would be required to prevent increased traffic generated by the
Proposed Action from decreasing the levels of service on Air Base Road East
and U.S. 395 to unacceptable levels. Proposed aircraft activities would not have
any adverse effects on air traffic or airspace use in the region. No decrease in
air passenger demand for other airports in the region is expected under the
Proposed Acton, whereas railroad transportation demand would Increase.

Utility demands would Increase over closure baseline projections as a result of
the growing population and greater activity levels associated with the Proposed
Action. Existing Infrastructure would have to be modified to meot the needs of
new usr

Gerg AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS S-15



Hazardous Materlals/Haaudous Waste. Types and quantities of hazardous
materils and hazardous wasts genwated by the Proposed Action are expet
to Increase from closure condiLons. The shiMt of responsblity for managing
hazardous materials and waste from a single user to multiple, smaller,
Independent users may result In a potential reduction in service because there
may no longer be one on-sie organization capable of responding to hazardous
materials and hazardous waste spills. Reuse activities are not expected to
adversely affect the remedlatlon of IRP slim Existing underground storage
tanks (USTs) would either be reused or removed prior to closure in accordance
with San Bernardino County Envlronmenal Health Services regulatiors.
Effective management technlques would be In place for the proper use and
handling of pesticides and herbicides. Demolition and renovation of structures
with asbestos-containing materials would be managed In accordance with the
National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) and other
applcable regulations.

Natural Environmen. Redevelopment activities associated with the Proposed
Action would result In an increase of 4 to 5 percent over the existing level of
groundwater overdraft. Increased emissions could Interfere with the attainment
and maintenance of air quality standards for nitrogen oxides (NOx), reactive
organic gases (ROG), and particulate matter less than 10 microns In diameter
(PMio). Noise levels, especially those associated with aircraft activities, would
Increase under the Proposed Action. Projected noise contours Indicate that
approximately 920 acres will be exposed to day-night noise levels (DNL) of
65 decibels (dB) or greater by the year 2013: however, no residences are within
areas exposed to DNL of 65 dB or greater. Surface traffic noise would expose
59 residences to a DNL of 65 dB or greater.

Potential Impacts to biological resources could Include a maximum loss of
vegetatlonlhabltat of 2,641 acres and a possible degradation of wetlands
(1.32 acres). A maximum of 1,333 acres of known or suitable desert tortoise
habitat could be lost as a result of Implementation of the Proposed Action.

No adverse effect on cultural resources is expected for on-base property;
development of off-base parcels would be accomplished in accordance with
pertinent cultural resource regulatiorn

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ALTERNATIVE

Local Community. Redevelopment activities associated with the International
Airport Alternative would result in larger increases in population and
employment In Victor Valley and In the ROf than those projected for the
Proposed Action. Approximately 54,800 dIrect jobs are prolected by the year
2013, with an additional 50,500 indirect jobs in the ROI. It is estimated that
population in the Victor Valley region would be 56,700 persons greater, by 2013,
and 64,900 persons greater in the ROI, with the International Airport Alternative
then under post-closure conditions.

S-16 George AFB Dsposal and Rouse FEIS



Under this alternative 8353 acres of primarly privately owned land would have
to be acqua d. Purchase/relocation of 489 residences, 2 apartment complexes.
I ranch, 24 comm establIshment 4 churches, and 2 government faciltie
would also be required. Redevelopment land use plans may result in minor
conflicts with local zoning ordinances. The presence of IRP sites may constrain
or delay reuse at these sites until the extent of contamination Is delineated, risk
assessments accomplished, and remedial designs have been Implemented.

Transportation Improvements would be required to prevent increased traffic
generated by this alternative from decreasing the levels of service on Air Base
Road (East and West), U.S. 396, Desert Flower, and El Mirage roads to
unacceptable levels. Proposed aircraft activities constitute nearly 13 times the
number of preclosure operations; thus. there could be an adverse effect on
competing airspace uses in the region as well as the surrounding enroute
environment. No change in air passenger demand for other airports In the
region is expected under the International Airport Alternative, but railroad
transportation demand would Increase.

Utility demands would increase over closure baseline projections as a result of
the growing population and greater activity levels associated with this
alternative. The existing Infrastructure would have to be modified to meet the
needs of new users.

Hazardous MaterlalWHazardous Waste. Types and quantities of hazardous
materials and hazardous waste associated with the International Airport
Altemative are expected to be similar to those used for the Proposed Action, but
the quantities used would be larger. The effects would likely be similar to those
of the Proposed Action.

Natural Environment. Redevelopment activities associated with the
International Airport Alternative would result in an Increase of 8 to 11 percent
over the existing level of groundwater overdraft A substantial Increase in
emissions could exceed the air quality standards for NOx, ROG, and PMio.
Noise levels, especially those associated with aircraft actilv1es, would Increase
under this alternative. Projected noise contours Indicate that approximately
5,696 acres and 128 people will be exposed to DNL of 65 dB or greater by the
year 2013. Surface traffic noise would expose 417 residences to a DNL of 65 dB
or greater.

Potential Impacts to biological resources could Include a maximum loss of
vegetation/habilat of 7,087 acres and a possible degradation of wetlands
(1.32 acres). A maximum of 5,112 acres of known or suitable desert tortoise
habitat could be lost as a result of Implementation of the International Airport
Alternative. No adverse effect on cultural resources is expected for on-base
property;, development of off-base parcels would be accomplished In
accordance with pertinent cultural resource regulations.

George AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS S-17



COMMERCIAL AIRPORT WITH RESIDENTIAL ALTERNATIVE

Local Community. Redevelopment activities associated with the Commercial
Airport with Residential Alternative would result in smaller Increases in
population and employment in Victor Valley and In the ROI than those projected
for the Proposed Action. Approximately 13,000 direct jobs are projected by the
year 2013. with an additional 15,200 indirect jobs In the ROI. It Is estimated that
population In the Victor Valley region would be 14,100 persons greater, by 2013,
and 16,500 persons greater In the ROI, with the Commercial Airport with
Residential AJtenative than under post-loue conditions.

Acquisition of off-base property would not be required under this alternative.
Redevelopment land use plans may result in minor conflicts with local zoning
ordinances. Incompatibilities between residential and proposed Industrial land
uses at the southwest corner of the base have been Identified. The presence of
IRP sites may constrain or delay reuse at these sites until the extent of
contamination Is delineated and risk assessments and remedial designs have
been Implemented.

Transportation Improvements would be required to prevent Increased traffic
generated by the Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative from
decreasing the levels of service on Air Base Road East and U.S. 395 to
unacceptable levels. Proposed aircraft activities would not have any adverse
effects on air traffic or airspace use In the region. The change In air and railroad
passenger demand would be the same as under the Proposed Action.

Utility demands would Increase over closure baseline projections as a result of
the growing population and greater activity levels associated with the
Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative. Existing Infrastructure would
have to be modified to meet the needs of new users.

Hazardous MaterIals/Hazardous Waste. Types and quantities of hazardous
materials and hazardous waste associated with the Commercial Airport with
Residential Alternative are expected to be similar to those used for the Proposed
Action. The effects would likely be similar to those of the Proposed Action.

Natural EnvironmenL Redevelopment activities associated with the
Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative would result In an Increase of
2 to 3 percent over the existing level of groundwater overdraft. Air quality and
noise Impacts would be the same as those under the Proposed Action, except
that a total of 97 residences would be subject to a DNL of 65 dB or greater from
surface trac.

Potential Impacts to biological resources could include a maximum loss of
vegetationrnabltat of 2,568 acres and a possible degradation of wetlands
(1.32 acres). A maximum of 953 acres of known or suitable desert tortoise
habitat could be lost as a result of Implementation of the Proposed Action. No
adverse effect on cultural resources is expected under this alternative.

S-18 George AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS



GENERAL AVIATION CENTER ALTERNATIVE

Local Community. Redevelopment activities associated with the General
Aviation Center Alternative would result In smaller Increases in population and
employment In Victor Valley and In the ROI than those projected for the
Proposed Action. Approximately 8,000 direct jobs are projected by the year
2013, with an additional 7,700 Indirect jobs In the two-county area. It is
estimated that population In the Victor Valley region would be 8,500 persons
greater by 2013, and 9,800 persons greater in the ROI, with the General Aviation
Center Alternative than under post-closure conditions.

Acquisition of off-base property would not be required under this alternative.
Redevelopment land use plans may result In minor conflicts with local zoning
ordinances. Incompatlblitles between residential and proposed aviation
support land uses west of the airfield have been identified. The presence of IRP
sites may constrain or delay reuse at these sites until the extent of
contamination is delineated and risk assessments and remedial designs have
been implemented.

Transportation Improvements would be required to prevent Increased traffic
generated by the General Aviation Center Alternative from decreasing the levels
of service on Air Base Road (East and West) and U.S. 395 to unacceptable
levels. Proposed aircraft activities would not have any adverse effects on air
traffic or airspace use in the region. No change in air passenger demand for
other airports in the region is expected under this alternative, but railroad
transportation demand would increase In proportion to population growth.

Utility demands would Increase over closure baseline projections as a result of
the growing population and greater activity levels associated with the General
Aviation Center Alternative. Existing Infrastructure would have to be modified to
meet the needs of new users.

Hazardous Materials/Hazardous Waste. Types and quantities of hazardous
materials and hazardous waste associated with the General Aviation Center
Aternative are expected to be similar to those used for the Proposed Action, but
the quantities used would be smaller. The effects would likely be similar to
those of the Proposed Action.

Natural Environment. Redevelopment activities associated with the General
Aviation Center Aternative would result in an Increase of I to 2 percent In the
existing level of groundwater overdraft. An Increase In emissions could exceed
the NOx, ROG, and PMio air quality standards. Projected noise contours
Indicate that approximately 117 acres wiU be exposed to DNL of 65 dB or
greater, however, no residences will be exposed. Surface traffic noise would
expose 112 residences to a DNL of 65 dB or greater.

Potential Impacts to biological resources could Include a maximum loss of
vegetatlorihabltat of 220 acres. A maximum of 9 acres of known desert tortoise
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habitat could be los as a result of Implemenation of ts lern e. No
adverse effect on cultural resources is expece from knlementatlon of this
alternative.

NON-AVIATION ALTERNATIVE

Local Community. Redevelopment activities associated with the Non-Avltlon
Altematlve would result in smaller Increasm in population and employmet in
Victor Valley and In the ROI than those projected for the Proposed Action.
Approximately 8,600 direct Jobs are protected by the year 2013. with an
additional 5,200 Indirect Jobs In the ROI. It is estimated that population in the
Victor Valey region would be 12,500 persons greater, by 2013, and 13.900
persons greater In the ROI, with the Non-Aviation Alternative than under
post-closure conditios.

Acquisition of off-base property would not be required under this alternative.
Redevelopment land use plans may result In minor conflicts with local zoning
ordinances In the southwest corner of the base. The presence of IRP sites may
constrain or delay reuse at these sites until the exent of contamination is
delineated and risk assessments and remedial designs have been Implemented.

Transportation Improvements would be required to prevent Increased traffic
generated by the Non-Aviation Alternative from decreasing the levels of service
on Air Base Road (East and West) and U.S. 395 to unacceptable levels. The
lack of aircraft actities could have a beneficial effect on air traffic and airspace
use in the region. Air and railroad passenger demand would Increase In
proportion to population growth.

Utlity demands would Increase over closure baseline projections as a result of
the growing population and greater activity levels associated with the
Non-Aviation Alternative. Existing Infrastructure would have to be modified to
meet the needs of new users.

Hazardous Materials/Mazardous Waste. Types and quantities of hazardous
materials and hazardous waste associated with the Non-Aviation Alternative are
expected to vary, but would be managed In accordance with all applicable
regulations. The effects of this alternative would, therefore, be similar to those
of the Proposed Action.

Natural Environment. Redeveloment activities associated with the
Non-Aviation Alternative would result In an increase of I to 2 percent over the
existing level of groundwater overdraft. There would be no Impact to air quality.
Surface traffic noise would expose 136 residences to a DNL of 65 dB or greater.

Potential Impacts to biological resources could include a maximum loss of
veagetadori'habitat of 3,762 acres and a possible degradation of wetlands
(1.32 acres). A maximum of 1,233 acres of known desert tortoise habitat could
be lost as a result of ImplemenMation of this alternative. No adverse effect on
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cultural resources is expected from Implementation of the Non-Avlation

Alternative.

OTHER LAND USE CONCEPTS

Federal transfers and independent land use concepts ar analyzed in terms of
their effects on the Proposed Action and other alternatives. Influencing factors
and potential environmental Impacts associated with these actions In
conjunction with the Proposed Action and alternatives are summarized in
Tables S-7 and S-8

NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Local Community. The only activities associated with the No-Action Alternative
wot..d be disposal management activities, creating less than 70 direct and
Indirect Jobs. This alternative would not result In any Increases in employment
or population compared to closure levels.

No adverse land use effects are anticipated. The on-base structures would be

left In place and maintained In a caretaker status. No effects on road, air, or
railroad transportation are expected.

Hazardous MaterIals/Hazardous Waste. Small quantities of various types of
hazardous materials, hazardous waste, and pesticides/herbicides would be
used for this alternative and managed by the disposal management team In
accordance with all applicable regulations. Security of IRP sites would be
enhanced under this alternative. All USTs would have to be removed and/or
provisions made for sufficient maintonance of all tanks.

Natural Environment. Beneficial effects on geological resources, soils, water
resources, air quality, noise, biological resources, and cultural resources are
expected as a result of the lack of reuse development and operations.
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CHAPTER 1
PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION



1.0 PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION

This environmental Impact statement (EIS) examines the potential Impacts to
the environment as a result of the disposal and reuse of George Air Force Base
(AFB), California. This document has been prepared In accordance with the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 and the Council on
Environmental Quality (CEO) regulations Implementing NEPA. Appendix A
presents a glossary of terms, acronyms. and abbreviations used In this
document.

1.1 PURPOSE AND NEED

The Proposed Action addressed In this EIS would dispose of George AFB, In
whole or part, to other federal agencies, public entitls, and/or private parties.
The closure of George AFB is authorized by the Defense Authorization
Amendments and Base Closure and Realignment Act (BCRA) of 1988 (Public
Law [PL.] 100-526). The Secretary of Defense established the Commission on
Base Realignment and Closure on May 3. 1988 to recommend military
installations for realignment and closure, focusing on the military value of the
Installation as the primary criterion In identifying candidate bases. The United
States Congress and the President endorsed the commission and its charter by
Implementing the Defense Authorization Amendments and BCRA on

October 24, 1988.

The commission submitted its report to the Secretary of Defense on
December 29, 1988, recommending realignments and closures affecting
145 military Installations. Of these Installations, 86 are to be closed. Including
George AFB. The Secretary of Defense approved the commission's
recommendations on January 5, 1989 and announced that the Department of

Defense (DOD) would Implement the realignments and closures of the selected
Installations. Under the provisions of BCRA, the Secretary of Defense must
Initiate the recommended closures and realignments by September 30, 1991
and complete them before September 30, 1995.

The George AFB property will be disposed of in compliance with the Defense
Authorization Amendments, BCRA, the Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act of 1949, and the Surplus Property Act of 1944. The base Is
scheduled to be dosed In December 1992.

Air Force decisions regarding the George AFB property Include the following:

" If, how, and when the property will be divided into parcels for disposal
(parcelization)

" What disposal method will be used for each parcel, such as:

- transfer to another federal agency
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- public beneft conveyance to an libA entity
- negotiated sale to a public body

- sealed bid or auction to the general public

What mitigation measures are needed for Air Force actions that could
cause environmental Impacts.

The Air Force goal Is to dispose of George AFB property through transfer and/or

conveyance to other government agencies or private parties. The Proposed
Action supports the specific goal of base reuse, which Is to enhance the aviation

capacity of the state of California, particularly southern California. The
development of a commercial airport In the Victor Valley could contribute an
Important source of revenue and employment opportunities for the communites
in the area.

1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS PROCESS

BCRA also requires compliance with NEPA (with some exceptions) In the
Implementation of the base closures and realignments. The issues that were
excluded from NEPA compliance are:

"* The establishment of the Commission on Base Realignment and
Closure

"* The selection of Installations for closure or realignment

"* The Secretary of Defense's acceptance of the Commission's
recommendations.

The Secretary of Defense, through the Air Force, is preparing the required NEPA

documentation at each stage of the base closure process. The Air Force
released the Final EIS for the Closure of George AFO on May 4, 1990, and
published the Record of Decision (ROD) on June 20, 1990. That document

addressed the environmental Impacts associated with closure; the ROD is
presented In Appendix B of this EIS.

The Air Force has prepared this EIS to provide Information on the potential
environmental Impacts of federal decisions regarding the disposal and Incident

ruse of George AFB. Following the completion and consideration of this EIS,
the Air Force will make a series of Interrelated decisions regarding transfer,

conveyance, and parcelizatlon of the property to be disposed. The federal
decision documents, such as the ROD, will state the terms and conditions of the
conveyance, Including the mitigation measures, if any, that will be completed by
the Air Force or base property recipients. These decisions will affect the
environment by determining or Influencing the nature of the future use of the
property.

Because the parcelization and disposal methods do not directly affect the

environment this EBS will focus on the environmental Impacts associated with
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the reuse Implemented by future owners. The Air Force will use the
redevelopment plans developed by the Victor Valley Economic Development
Authority (VVEDA) as the Proposed Action for the purpose of conducting the
required environmental analysi. In addition, the Air Force will analyze the
environmental Impacts associated with other reasonable reuse alternatives to
ensure that all potential environmental Impacts have been Identified. The
recipients of the property win subsequently determine the reuse of the property
Six alternatives have been identified, which Include four aviation reuse
proposals. a non-aviation reuse, and a no-action alternative that would not
Involve rmuse.

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). through its Western-Pacific Region, is

a cooperating agency In the preparation of this EIS. The FAA would have legal
jurisdiction over the area of George AFB to be reused as a civilian airport The

FM also has special expertise and a responsiblity to make recommendations
to the Air Force for the disposal of surplus property for airport use.

Certain activities Inherent In the development or expansion of an airport
constitute federal actions that fall under the statutory and regulatory authority of
the FAA. The FAA generally reviews these activities through the processing and
approval of an Airport Layout Plan (ALP). Goals of the ALP review system are
to: (1) determine its effectiveness in achieving safe and efficient utilization of
airspace, (2) assess factors affecting the movement of air traffic, and
(3) establish conformance with FAA design criteria and federal government

agreements (ref. Federal Aviation Regulation [FAR] Parts 77, 139, 150, 157, and
169). The FAA approval action may also include other specific elements such

as preparation of the Airport Certification Manual (Part 139); the Airport Security
Plan (Part 107); and the location, construction, or modification of an air traffic

control (ATC) tower, terminal radar approach control (TRACON) facility, other
navigational and visual aids, and facilities.

In view of its possible direct involvement with the reuse of George AFB, the FAA

is serving as a cooperating agency in the preparation of this EIS. The primary
federal laws and regulations that support the FAA's participation as a
cooperating agency In the preparation of this EIS are as follows:

"* The Federal Aviation Act of 1958, so amended (RL 85-726)
provides authority for the FAA to develop air traffic control procedures
and to manage the navigable airspace of the United States.

"* The Airport and Airway Improvement Act of 1982 (RL 97-248) and,
as amended, Airport and Airways Safety and Capacity Expansion Act of
1987 (PL 85-726) specifies that airport development projects may not
be approved unless they are compatible with plans of local agencies for
the development of the entire area in which the airport is located.
Environmental Impacts must be assessed prior to plan authorization.
Projects that involve adverse effects will not be approved unless no
prudent or feasible alternative exists and until all measures to mitigate
adverse effects have been taken.
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The potential ea acts of aiprt dweop•fn mst be asseed
prior to commitment of federal funding in accordance with NEPA and FAA
Orders 1050.10. Policies and Procedures for Considering Envronmental
Impacts, and 5050.4A, Airport E- onmnta Handbook.

Compliance with NEPA and FAA Regulations requires the preparation of
proposed airport developmert plans. This EIS present the assessment of
potential e nironmentel impat of such plans as are avalable. If reuse
proponents have developed only conceptual plans for the airport area the
environmental Impacts of those concept plans are analyzed. The FAA may then
use this document to complete their NEPA requirements when the ALP is
submitted. This EIS also provides environmental assessment Inlormation to aid
FAA decisions on funding requests for airport development projects. The new
owners would be required to prepare a final ALP and submit it to the FAA, as
appropriate, for approval.

The socioeconomic Impacts of disposal and reuse of George AFB property are
analyzed in this EIS orgy to the extent that those Impacts affect the natural or
physical environment. A detailed, concurrent study, presented In the
Socioeconomic Impact Analysis Study, analyzes the socioeconomic Impacts of
the base closure and disposal and reuse of the base property. That study
describes the effects on the local communities and the transition of activities on
the base from conditions prior to closure and throughout redevelopment
Concerns of state and local agencies and the general public regarding those
issues are addressed In that study.

1.3 SCOPING PROCESS

The scoping process Identifies the significant Issues relevant to the proposal
and provides an opportunity for public involvement In the development of the
EIS. Various Issues related to the disposal and reuse of the base were identified
during the George AFB Closure EIS scoping period (February 8 to April 8,1989)
and at the Closure Scoping Meeting held on March 14, 1989 at the Holiday Inn
In Victorville, California.

The Notice of Intent (NOI) (Appendix C) to prepare an EIS for disposal and
reuse of George AFB was published In the Federal Register on
September 28,1990. Notification of the public scoping meeting was published
In local newspapers and announced on local radio stations, and mailers were
sent to interested pames.

The scoping period for the disposal and reuse of George AFB was from
September 28 to November 30, 1990. A public meeting was held on
October 29,1990 at the Holiday Inn In Victorville, California, to solicit comments
and concerns from the general public on the disposal and reuse of George AFB.
Approximately 40 people attended the meeting. Representatives of the Air
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Force presented an overview of the meeting's objectives, agenda, procedures,
and described the process and purpose for the development of a disposal and
reuse EIS. In addition to verbal comments, several written comments were
received during the scoping process. These comments, as well as Information

from previous Air Force scoping and Base Reuse Executive Council meetings,
experience with similar programs, and NEPA requirements, were used to
determine the scope and direction of studies/analysis to accomplish this EIS.
Copies of this EIS have been mailed to all Interested parties. Appendix D

contains the distribution list

1.3.1 Summary of Scoping Issues and Concerns

Issues that arose during the scoping period are summarized In this section for
Informational purposes. The summaries reflect the Issues as they were
presented and do not necessarily Imply endorsement or acceptance by the Air
Force. Issues and concerns raised during the scoping process, for
consideration In this EIS, are summarized below.

Environmental Impacts

"The trichloroethylene (TCE) groundwater contamination emanating from the
Installation Restoration Program (lRP) Northeast Disposal Area involves Victor
Valley Wastewater Reclamation Authority (VVWRA) property. WWRA
presented the following demands:

- contamkntiion must be effectively and efficiently eliminated from
WWRA property

- further contamination must be prevented

- WWRA and its affiliates must be assured that they will not be
responsible for any costs or liability by virtue of the presence of any
such contamination. This assurance must be included in the EIS.

"* It was requested that DOD intensify its efforts to identify and remove hazardous
and toxic wastes for the reuse of George AFB.

"* A thorough discussion of remediation activities should be Included in the EIS.

"* Monitoring of air quality was recommended in order to formulate a baseline
inventory and provide a standard by which changes can be measured.

"* Impacts upon air quality resulting from proposed reuse activities should be
analyzed. The analysis should address stationary, Indirect, and mobile sources.

"* Noise, hazardous materials exposure, and other potential health risks related
to IRP cleanup activities should be addressed within the EIS.

"* A site-specific risk assessment should be conducted for all proposed rezoning.

"* Aboveground and underground storage tanks (USTs) must be permitted and
approved for disposal by the county prior to removal.
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Alternative Reuses

Avition:

" Three reuse alternatives were presented by VVEDA. Under the first George
AFB would be reused (within the existing boundaries) as a regional hub for air
carrer and general aviation airport activities. The peripheral properties of
George AFB would be developed for aerospace-related industries, higher
educatlon/Institutional development, offlce/busm park development, health
care services, and recreational facilities.

The second WEDA alternative involves developing George AFB as an airport
In expanded phases, to eventually become a large hub airport This proposal
would entail the acquisition of additional property in order to extend runways,
acquire dew zones, and Increase airport operational capaciles.

The third VVEDA proposal envisions an evolving airport developed within the
existin boundaries of George AFB. The airport would begin as a regional air
carrier facility and develop Into a larger operation serving localities
throughout the Pacific Southwest and the Pacific Rim countries.

In conjunction with these proposals, it was recommended that the California
Air National Guard should remain and that the airport should be operational
In all reuse alternatives considered for George AFB.

"* An aviation center was proposed for the reuse of George AFB that would retain
existing housing for the homeless. In the event of a national emergency, the
facility could easily accept an Air Force detachment and be reconverted to a
military operation.

"* A proposal was submitted to reuse George AFB and adjacent properties as an
international airport designed to accommodate approximately 60 million
annual passengers (MAP). Note: this figure was later revised by the city of
Adelanto to 50 MAP

* The National Park Service stated that It was not Interested in acquiring any
portion of George AFB properties, but supported the conveyance of facilities
and land for park and recreational uses to local government agencies.

- The city of Victorville expressed Interest In acquiring the park and
recreational facilities at George AFB through the public benefit
conveyance program.

- VVEDA supported the conveyance of the park and recreational
facilities to the city of Victorville.

"* The Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) Is Interested In acquiring 100 to
00o acres of base property for use as a correctional facility.

"* Reuse alternatives should maximize utilization of all properties associated
with George AFB.

* The U.S. Department of Education expressed Interest in acquiring certain
base property and facilities to convey to San Bernardino County and the
local school district
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ANrpoe George AFB reuse alternatives should maximize employmnent

opportunities for the surrouinding communltieL

"* Retention of the 1.641 uingle. and mL*Ww-faly housing units WIs ncompatible
with effective planning for the reuse of George AFB as a potential

"h ItWas suggested that Support for the homeless be Considered In the rweus
of George AFB.

Dlsposalftansfe

"* Concern was expressed that potential Impacts (specifically regarding safety~
traffic, and roadbed) associated with transporting heavy, oversized, and/or
hazardous materials over the state highway system be reviewed In the EIS.
The existing Infrastructure would eithe have to be completely upgraded
under the reuse options or service would have to be restricted to tha
supportable by the existing lr*astucture A corresponding analysis shoul
be Included In the IS.
It was recommended that the proposed transportation system servicing the
reus options of George AFB should be financially feasible, delivered In a
timely manner, practical relative to right-of-way Issues, and agreeable to
each particular Jurisdiction.

"* Prior to any future occupancy of George AFB, VWWRA will require
modification of the existing sewage collection syste by the potential
user/owner. These modifications will Include the following:

- separation of Industrial and domestic wastewater
- provisions for pretreatment and spil containment for the Industrial

wastewaters
- elimination of storm water from the sewage system.

The sewage collection system of George AFB Is presently served by the
VV#RA, under special agreement, which wil ceas at base closure unless:

- the U.S. Government conitinues the existing service agreemnent
- the base property Is annexed to a VVWRA member agency and

subeqerlyannexed to VVWRA
- VVWRA and Its member agencies agree to serve, by special

contract:(s) with any person(s) or entity~les), all or a portion of the
bass.
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The VVWRA has granwed te U.& Government n easement on WWRA
propertWy in order to remove the TCE co AMTlon. VWRA amerts tht
this easement may not be r eassged wthoul their prior express written
appoval.

The Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) at Edwards AFB stated that upon
disposal of George AFB, commercial aircraft operations Impinging on restricted
airspece wl adver affecty DOD operations Airspace cnie rn o n shKd
be addressed In the EIS.

Miscelaneno

"* Strong support was expressed for a coordinated local planning effort to
decide the future use of George AFB resources.

"* DOD was encouraged to recognize WEDA as the sole reuse authority for
George AFB.

"* The U.S. Small Business Adminftraton wouId like to ensure that the
Mirity Small Business Program (Section 8 [a] of the Small Business Act) is
utlized in any program of reuse for George AFB.

1.3.2 Issues Beyond the Scope of the EIS

Concerns and issues that are beyond the scope of this EIS were also expressed
during the scoping process. These issues, and the reasons they are not
Included in this BS, are identified below. In general, issues were determined to
be beyond the scope of this 8S I they were either not significant or I they have
been or are being addressed by other surveys and studies.

Installation Restoration Program. The Air Force is currently conducting an
iRP that defines and Implements the procedures necessary for the remedlation
of hazardous substance releases at George AFB. The IRP is a separate proces
being conducted concurrently with the analysis of the disposal and reuse EIS;
final assessments and findings of the IRP are not yet completed and may not be
completed for a period of up to 5 years. The steps in this process are shown in
Figure 3.3-3

With the base closing and reuse plans in s conceptual state, the exact effect of
IFP issues on reuse cannot be quanified with certainty at this time. The IRP, in
turn, needs additional fkvort on reuse to ensure that dsk-driven
remedistions meet the land uses that wil occur In the future. It is obvious that
as planning matures and addtional IRP inormation becomes avalable, much
coordination wi take place over the IRP and reu Issues. An in-depth
condeion of IRP management and analysis procedures is beyond the scope
of this EIS; howeve, IRP issums are discussed herein to provide a baseline for
the affected environrmet
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"The Air Force Is comnitted to the deicafto asesmeM and remediatron o
the contoaination from hazardous substances at George AFB. This
commitment wll assure the protection pIblic health as wel as restoration of
the environment. The public may participate In the IRP through the Convnunlty
Relations Plan for the program. Information about this may be obtained through
the base's Public Affars Office. Addlondy, the general public wi be asked to
comment on the remedlaotons proposd for the IRP sies; through a formal

process for National Priorities List (NPL) faciities such as George AF8. A

process, simlar to the one for this MS, wil be folowed In which public hearings
are held on proposed cleanups and comments ae taken for analysis.

Socloeconomlcs. Effects upon the physical or natural environment as a result
of potential changes in certain socioeconoinc factors that are associated with

or caused by the disposal or reuse of the base are addressed within this EIS.
Other socioeconomic Issues. such as the region's employment base, school
budgets, municipal/state tax revenues, medical care for military retrees and
dependents, local governments and services, and economic effects on utlity

systems are beyond the scope of NEPA and CEO requirements. Analysis of
Impacts associated with these Issues is provided In the Socioeconomic Impact

Analysis Study;, that document will also support the base reuse decision-making
process.

1.4 PUBUC COMMENT PROCESS

The Air Force has compiled with the NEPA mandate of public participation in the
environmental Impact analysis process primarily in two ways:

"* The subject Draft EIS was made available for public review and
comment In October-November 1991.

"* At a public hearing held on October 17, 1991, the Air Force presented
the findings of the Draft EIS and invited public comments.

All comments were reviewed and addressed, when applicable, and have been
included in their entirety In Volume II of this document. Responses to

comments offering new or changes to data and questions about the
presentation of data are also Included. Comments simply stating facts or

opinions, although appreciated, did not require specific responses. The Public
Comments and Responses section more thoroughly describes the comment

and response process.
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1.5 CHANGES TO THE DEIS

The te of th• EIS has been revied, when appropriate, to reflect concerns
expressed in public comments. Thee •vn range from tc
corrections to amendments of reuse planr The responses to the comments In
Volume II Indicate the relevant sections of the 58 that have been revised. The
major comments received on the Draft E$ were:

"* The treatment of cummnjave Impacts and mitigations was considered to
be Inadequate.

"* Ouestlons concerning the differences In the MAP used In analyzing the
aviation alternatives and the MAP at buildout provided by the alternative
proponents were ralsed.

"* The treatment of water rights was considered Inadequate.

"* The discussion of conaminaton, hazardous materials, hazardous
waste and cleanup was considered deflicent.

"* The treatment of Impacts on the Mojave River, especially downstream.
was considered Inadequate.

"* The treatment of socioeconomic Impacts was considered Insufficient.

Based on more recent studies or comments from the public, the following
sections of the EIS have been updated or revised:

"* The discussions of MAP (Sections 1.3.1, 2.2.1, 2.3.1. 4.2.3.1. and
4.2.3.2) have been revised.

"* Additional Information has been Included In proposed airfield
improvements and conceptual airport master plans (Sections 2.2.1 and
2.3.1).

"* Hazardous Materials/Hazardous Waste Management (Sections 3.3 and
4.3) Includes expanded discussions on the following:

- Federal Faclity Agreement (FFA) schedule

- Impacts of the IRP process on reuse development

- Characterization of IRP sites

- Evaluation and effects of each IRP site relevant to each alternative's
land uses

- Concep of risk associated with certain types of development and
IRP sites.

"* Air quality (Section 4.4.3) has been revised to Include discussion of
emission credits and credit transfer

"• Where applicable, the probable success of mitigation measures has
been described. The discussion was not Included for some resource
areas; for example, mitgaton measures Involving wastewater treatment
are considered an engineering Issue, since design modifications would
be a way of handling Increased demand on the faclity.
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1.6 RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS

The enVrnmenta documents listed below have been or are being prepared
separately and address envkonntal issues at George AFB. These documents
provided supporting Infonnaton for the ernronmnt analysis.

"* Final Environmental impact Statement for fe Closure oa George Air

Force Base

"* Biological Survey of George AFB (draft)

" Archaeology Survey and Inventory of George AFB

"* George AFB, World War I BuildlngslFacilties Architectural and
Historical Evaluation (draft)

"* Environmental Assessment, Impacts of Air Warrior Relocaton from
George AFB

"* Environmental Assessment, Cumulative Impacts of Aircraft
Realignments at George AFB (draft)

"* IRP Bibliography (Appendix E).

1.7 RELEVANT FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL STATUTES, REGULATIONS,
AND GUIDEUNES

Federal, state, and local statutes, regulations, and guidelines with which the
recipients of George AFB property and cooperating agencies must comply, as
related to this disposal and reuse EIS, are presented In Table 1.7-1. Federal
permits, licenses, and entitlements which may be required by reusers or

developers are presented In Table 1.7-2.
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Table 1.7-1. Relevant Federal, State, and Local Statutes, Regulations, and Guldeflnes

Page I of 4

Resource Project Activity RegqlatlqiVýuhit Agency

Air Ouality Changes in vehicle traffic The Clean Air Act. U.S. Environmental
levels or aircraft 42 U.S.C. H 7401 at Protection Agency.
operations; changes In seq.; 40 C.FR. Parts California Environmental
emissions from 50-87 Protection Agency
construction activity or the
establishment or removal
of any stationary source of
emissions

The California Clean Air Califomia Air Resources
Act. California Health & Board
Safety Code Chapter
1568
San Bernardino County San Bernardino County Air
APCD Rules and Pollution Control District
Regulations

Analysis of environmental Federal Aviation U.S. Department of
Impact of development or Administration Transportation - Federal
improvement of a public Order 5050.4a Aviation Administration
airport

Improvement of a federally 23 U.S.C. § 109 U.S. Department of
funded highway project (Standards for Federal Transportation - Federal

Aid Highways); The Highway Administration
Clean Air Act. 42 U.S.C.
§ 7506; Air Ouality
Conformity and Priority
Procedures for use In
Federal-Aid Highway
and federally funded
Transit Programs,
23 C.F.R. Part 770

Airspace Use Activities that may affect Federal Aviation U.S. Department of
airspace use and air traffic Administration (FAA) Transportation-Federal
procedures Handbooks 7400.2C and Aviation Administration

8260.3

Biological Consultation regarding Fish and WUdlife Department of Interior -

Resources federal or federally Coordination Act, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
permitted projects to 16 U.S.C. H§ 1661 et Service
Impound, divert. or control seq.
surface waters with a total
surface area greater than
10 acres
Dredge and fill activities In Clean Water Act, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
jurisdictional wetlands 33 U.S.C. § 1251 et Service; U.S.

seq.; Executive Order Environmental Protection
11990 (Protection of Agency; Department of
Wetlands) Defense - Army Corps of

Engineers; California
Environmental Protection
Agency

Activities that may affect Migratory Bird Treaty Department of Interior -
habitat of migratory birds Act 16 U.S.C. ,f 701 et U.S. Fish and Wildlife

seq.; 50 C.F.R. Part 21 Service
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Table 1.7-1. Relevant Federal, State, and Local Statutes, Regulations, and Guidelines

Page 2 of 4
Resource Project Activity Regulation/Authorty Agency
Biological Reservoir development Watershed Proection U.S. Department of
Resources and stream modification and Flood Prevention Agriculture - Sol
(con't) projects including specific Act. 16 U. S.C. 1001 et Conservation Service

fish and widlife habitat seq.. 33 U.S.C. § 701-1
Improvements

Project activities that California Fish and Callfomia Department of
could affect stream beds Game Code. Sections Fish and Game

1601 and 1603

Project activities that may Endangered Species U.S. Fish and Wildlife
affect state listed Act, as amended Service
endangered or threatened
species
Project activities that may California Endangered Califomia Department of
affect state listed Species Act Fish and Game
endangered or threatened
species

Transportation programs Department of U.S. Department of
or projects that may Transportation Act of Transportation
require the use of any 1966, 49 U.S.C. § 303(c)
park, recreation area, or (formerly 49 U.S.C. §
wildlife or waterfowl refuge 1653 (f) 1982)
of national, state, or local
significance

Ensuring that necessary Executive Order 12088 Department of Defense -
actions are taken for the (Federal Compliance U.S. Air Force
prevention, control, and with Pollution Control
abatement of Standards)
environmental pollution
from federal facilities and
activities under the control
of the agency

Cultural Project activities that may Historic Sites Act, Department of Interior -
Resources affect properties with 16 U.S.C. §§ 461 et seq.; National Park Service;

archaeological, historic, National Historic Advisory Council on
architectural, or cultural Preservation Act, Historic Preservation, State
value that are listed or are 16 U.S.C. §§ 470 et seq.; Historic Preservation Office
eligible for listing in the Protection of Historic
National Register of and Cultural Properties,
Historic Places 36 C.F.R. Part 800;

National Register of
Historic Places,
36 C.F.R. Part 60;
California Historic
Preservation Act.
Determinations of
Eligibility for Inclusion in
the NRHP, 36 C.FR. Part
63; The Secretary of the
Interior's Standards for
Historic Preservation
Projects, 36 C.F.R. Part
68 (Executive Order
11593)
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Table 1.7-1. Relevant Federal, State, and Local Statutes, Regulations, and Guidelines
Page 3 of 4

Resource Project Activity Regulation/Authority Agency

Cultural Transportation programs Department of U.S. Department of

Resources or projects that will require Transportation Act of Transportation

(cont'd) the use of or have 1966 (Public Law
significant impacts on land 89-670) 49 U.S.C. 303,
of an historic site of Section 4(f)
national, state, or local
significance

Land Use Disposal of dwellings McKlnney Homeless Department of Housing
Assistance Act, 42 and Urban Development -
U.S.C. § 11411 Department of Health and

Human Services

Transfer of federal Federal Property U.S. Environmental
properties comprising Administrative Services Protection Agency;-
George Air Force Base Act. 40 U.S.C. § 471 et Department of Defense -

seq.; Base Closure and U.S. Air Force
Realignment Act of
1988, Public Law 100-526

Control of height of airport FAR Part 11 U.S. Department of
facilities Transportation - Federal

Aviation Administration

Noise Aviation Housing and Urban U.S. Department of
Development and U.S. Transportation - Federal
Environmental Aviation Administration
Protection Agency
guidelines

California Noise Califomia Department of
Standards, Title 21, Transportation, Department
Subchapter 6. of Aeronautics

Waste Remediation of past Comprehensive U.S. Environmental

Management discharges of hazardous Environmental Protection Agency;
substances Response, Department of Defense -

Compensation and U.S. Air Force; California
Uability Act, 42 U.S.C. §1 Environmental Protection
9601et seq.; Executive Agency
Order 12580 (Superfund
Implementation)

Generation and temporary Resource Conservation U.S. Environmental
storage of hazardous and Recovery Act, 42 Protection Agency;,
substances U.S.C. ,§ 6901 et seq. Department of Defense-

U.S. Air Force, California
Environmental Protection
Agency

Identification of Air Force Policy - Department of Defense -

asbestos-containing Management of U.S. Air Force
materials in base facilities Asbestos at Closing

Bases.

Disposal of pesticides and Federal Insecticide, U.S. Environmental
pesticide containers Fungicide and Protection Agency;

Rodenticide Act, Department of Defense -
7 U.S.C. §§ 136 et seq. U.S. Air Force
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Table 1.7-1. Relevant Federal, State, and Local Statutes, Regulations, and Guidelines
Page 4 of 4

Resource Project Activity Regulation/Authority Agency

Waste Closure of underground Resource Conservatlon U.S. Environmental
Management storage tanks and Recovery Act, Protection Agency;
(cont'd) 42 U.S.C. §§ 6991 - Department of Defense -

69911 U.S. Air Force
Location of PCB Transformer Fire California Fire Marshall
PCB-contamlnated Rule, 50 Fed. Reg. 29,
electrical equipment 177

Water Establishment of safe Safe Drinking Water Act U.S. Environmental
water regulations and (Public Law 95-523), as Protection Agency
maximum contaminant amended. Subchapter
levels applicable with XII, Safety of Public
minor exceptions to public Water Systems, Part B
systems

Discharge of wastewater Clean Water Act, 33 U.S. Environmental
U.S.C. §§ 1251 et seq.; Protection Agency;
The National Pollution Department of Defense -
Elimination Discharge U.S. Air Force; California
System. 40 C.F.R. Part Environmental Protection
122 Agency

Discharge of dredge or fill Clean Water Act, 33 Department of Defense -
material Into waters of the U.S.C. §§ 1251 et seq.; Army Corps of Engineers
United States 40 C.FR. Part 230
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CHAPTER 2
ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE

PROPOSED ACTION



2.0 ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

This section describe the Proposed Action reasonable alternatives to the
Proposed Action, and the No-Action Altemetve. In addition, potential federal
transr of George AFB properties and faclities from 000 to oher federal
agencies ae described, as re Independent reus options that are not pert of a
complete plan. Other alternatives that were Identified but elimnad from
further conmsderation are briefly descrbed The potenti envonmental impacts
of the Proposed Action and alternatives re summarized In table form.

The potential land acquisition Identifed under each altenmative Is described I
(1) the parcel's proposed use and/or development is expeced to occur within
the 20-year pedod covered by the analy"is, (2) the area is Intended to be sat
aside, as In the case of future airport expansin, or (3) the arm is considered a
buffer zone to prevent future non-compatible land uses. Specific discussions on
land acquisitions subject to enviomental analysis are found within the
appropriate land use category for each alternative.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

BCRA legislates the delegation of federal authority and consultative

requirements of the Administrator of General Services to the Secretary of

Defense with respect to the excess and surplus real property and faciities

located at a military installation dosed or realigned under this act. Federal
property management regulations (FPMR) address disposal methods

associated with base closure. Disposal methods Include transfer to another
federal agency. public benefit conveyance, negotiated sale to state or local

government, and public sale by auction or sealed bid. Because these disposal
methods are valid in the conveyance of George AFB either In its entirety or in
some form of parcelization, it Is possible that different methods of disposal will
be assigned to different parcels on George AFB.

Provisions of BCRA and FPMR require that the Air Force first notify other DOD

departments that George AFB is scheduled for disposal. Any proposals from
these departments for the reuse of George AFB are given priority consideration.
I the department is wing to purchase the property.

Under the provisions of FPMR which implement the Stewart B. McKinney
Homeless Assistance Act (PL 100 - 77), the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) is required to determine the suitab41ity of underutilized,

unuuilized, and/or excess building and land for use by homeless assistance
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The Air Force has reported George AFD to HUD as "to be excess on or abotA
December I199V HUD then reported the potenl avalablity of faciltas at
George AFB In the June 21, 1991, Federal Register. Alter publication, homeless
assistance providers had 60 days to make expressions of Interest on suitable
property to the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and to receive
a lease application to be completed In 90 days. HHS Is required to determine.
within 25 days. the suitability at the homeless assistance provider. Homeless
Assistance Providers determined to be suitable by HHS may be able to lease
avalable property prior to closure of the bass. The minimum term of a lease Is
one year If the Air Force determines a bulding or a parcel of land to be surplus,
the homeless assistance providers wil be provided an application to acquire the
property by deed.

Prior to either leasing or deeding the property, the Air Force may consider other
federal uses and other Important national needs. However, In deciding the
disposition of surplus property, a priority of consideration will be given to uses
which assist the homeless. Subsequently the property wil be made avalable to
federal, state, and local agencies and the public.

Three reuse plans were provided to the Air Force during the scoping meeting for
the disposal and reuse of George AFB. Each of these proposals addressed
redevelopment focusing on civilian airports of various magnitude: (1) a
commercial airport, (2) an International airport, and (3) a general aviation center.
Although each of the plans offered different levels of detal. all three were
conceptual In nature. In order to accomplish Impact analysis, a set of general
assumptions was made. These assumptions Include employment and
population changes arising from Implementation of each reuse plan, consistent
land use designations for similar reuse options, proportion of ground
disturbance anticipated for each land use type, transportation and utility effects
of each proposal as a function of Increased population growth due to
redevelopment, and anticipated phasing of the various elements of each reuse
plan (as measured at the closure baseline, and at the baseline plus 5. 10, and
20 years, respectively). Details regarding the generation of these assumptions
are found in Appendix F, Methods of Analysis. Specific assumptions developed
for Individual reuse plans are identified In the discussion of each proposal,
within Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

Two additional alternatives were developed by the Air Force In order to provide
analysis of the widest range of potential reuse options. The Commercial Airport
with Residential Alternative was modelled after the Proposed Action, with the
primary difference being the retention of a residential component. The
Non-Avlatlon Alternative was developed to provide an analysis of a plan whose

components represent highly marketable reuse options without the continuation
of an operating airfield.
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2.2 DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION

WEDA was formed as a Joint F , ',,s Authority (JPA) (California Community
Redevelopment Law (Health and -Lety Code Section 3300 at se•qj) In
September 1989 In order to obtain tle to George AFB and its faclitis VVEDA
consists of a partnership of local jursdictions: the county of San Bernardino,
the city of Victorville, the city of Hesperla, and the town of Apple Valley. WEDA,
the recognized reuse authority, has developed plans for the reuse of George
AFB which the Air Force has adopted as the Proposed Action. The city of
Adelanto, another jurisdiction within the overall George AFB environs, removed
itself from WEDA early In the planning process, and pursued its own plan for
the purchase and reuse of the base. The International Airport Plan, as proposed
by the city of Adelanto, Is described In Section 2.3.1.

Upon announcement of base closure, the county of San Bernardino, and later
WEDA upon its JPA designation, contracted with several consulting firms and
agencies to prepare technical reports pertinent to the development of a reuse
plan. Among the areas addressed were the following:

" Airport development

"* Marketing analysis and strategy

"* Existlng land use

"* Traffic analysis

"* Building Inventory.

Results of these technical studies are being compiled Into the WEDA Reuse
Plan. Area-specific land uses have been Identified for development on the
George AFB property and on adjoining parcels marked for acquisition in
WEDA's proposal for reuse as an evolving commercial airport. The Air Force
has Included this plan as the Proposed Action for the purpose of analyzing
environmental impacts. Two additional alternatives analyzed by WEDA early in
their planning process are presented In Section 2.4 as alternatives eliminated

from further consideration.

Under the Proposed Action (Figure 2.2-1), the reuse of George AFB would
center around a regional commercial and general aviation airport. The FAA's
National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS) 1990-1999 identifies the
need for a new general aviation airport In the Victorvile area. The proposed
establishment of a civilian aviation reuse at George AFB would be consistent
with the NPIAS's goal for a new airport The total acreage of each land use
category is shown In Table 2.2-1. Off-base property acquisition needs are
discussed in the applicable land use category descriptions, as described In
detail below (all acreages used In this document are approximate). Table 2.2-2
describes the acres disturbed by construction In each of the three phases
(1993-1998, 1998-2003, and 2003-2013) after base closure for the Proposed
Action as well as the other alternatives.
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Ta"l 22-1. Land Us. Acrseft Propoesed Aotlon

Off-Sm Property
Land Use Bsm Property Acquisiton
Airfel 1,575 338
Aviation Support 746 1,879
commercia

OfIcs~sn Park 612
lndusrllBusinsessPark 916 136
Industrial 850
Recrestlond Vacant Land27

Goff Course 77
Subtotal 5,073 2,352

TOWa 7.425

WVEDA provided the followinig types df data for analysis:

"* Proposed reuse options for the airfield
"* Conceptual plan for clvlan use of the aviation facilities using the FAA

Airport Reference Code (ARC) 0-5
"* Some anticipated construction/demrolitlon activties
"* A general listing of anticipated airport tenants
"* Proposed acquisitions
"* General guidelne for projected employment
"* TrHp generation Intes wo aviation areas
"* Phasing plans for aviation Improvement
"* Recommnde use of existing buildhigs
"* Long-range developmient concept-
"* Projected air passenger demand.

The following assumptions were used to expand upon the analysis:

"* Acreage figures for proposed land uses
"* Projected flight operations and fleet mixes through 2013
"* Fleet mix rewsntto of a minimum of 50 percent of applicable

Stage IIl aircraft In 2003 and all Stage III In 2013
"* Constuctondemolition activities
"* Employment and population projections through 2013 for Victor Valley

and the 2-county region of influence (ROI)
"* Traffi genrwation and daily trip projections through 2013
"* Utility requirement projections through 2013
"* Areas disturbed by construction/demolition
"* Phasing plans for total reuse through 2013
"* Proposed trnprainsystems.
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Table 22-L. DIsturbed Acre In 5, 10, Wnd 20 Year Intevat
lim-ius~ 1__B_2oo3 2003-2013 Total

Pr-p--- Action-On-BaOe OffSm O eOff--,se On-Baa. Off-Sam On-S,_ O4ff-Q-
Proposed Act~on 0 0

Airfield 68 101 68 101
Aviation Support 130 155 238 523
Comnmer•e

OllcOBuslness 135 135 281 551
Park

Industrial
Aviation-Related 154 140 301 595
Business Park 101 357 330 687 101

Recreation 15 15
Totals 502 101 787 1,150 101 2,439 202

International Airport Alternative
Arfield 876 3,169 876 3,169
Aviation Support 268 268 690 1,226
Commercial

Hotel 477 477
Industrial

General 687 687
Business Park 124 125 249

Aviation-Related 217 186 217 186
Totals 1,164 268 1,217 3,437 125 876 2,506 4,581

Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative
Aviation Support 67 67 69 203
Commercial

Retal 14 9 23
Industrial 244 490 734
instutional

Medical 1 1
Educational 22 22
Public 12 12

Residential 314 565 694 1,573
Totals 430 885 1,253 2,568

General Aviation Cent Alternative
Aviation Support 220 220

Totals 220 220

Non-Aviation Alternative
Commercal

Retail 9 9 18
Industrial

Business Park 165 165 330 660
Institutional

Medical 1 1

Educational 69 69 144 282

Public 12 12
Recreation 4 4

Vacant Land 15 15
Residential 709 921 1,140 2,770

Totals 975 1,164 1,623 3,762
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2.1 Arild

The aifield land use category Includes 1,575 acres on base. It encompasse
the following proposed reus options depicted In the WEDA Airport Master
Plan: runways, taxiways, nwuay protection zones, terminal, control tower fire

station, and terminal parking (gure 2.2-2). The aed would be used primariy
by passenger aircraft (air canrer and commuter), akrcmft maintenance and
general aviation aicaf Addtonal actMtes requiring WarWd support Include
the transport of air cargo, and flights associated with the maintenance of all
types of aircraft (Specif fcitis required for general aviation and
maintenance functions are discussed under Section 2.2.2, Aviation Support).

An area of 338 acres of off-base property has been designated for acquisition by
WEDA as part of the airfeld. This parcel Is located to the north and along the
western edge of Runway 17/35. it would be set aside for future extension of the
runway, IF necessary, and provides an increased safety zone for operations
within the 20-year period of analysls The total area to be disturbed by
construction would be 68 acres on site and 101 acres off site.

A conceptual plan for the civilian use of the aviation facilities at George AFB was
developed and provided In the Airport Master Plan. The conceptual plan used
the FAA Advisory Clrcular 150/5300-13 In developing the layout of the
characteristics (e.g., dimensionm separations, and clearances) of airfield
elements to allow current operation of all commercial aircraft. The airfield as
designed is capable of handling widebody aircraft, such as the Boeing 747. The
following Important features of the airfield are cited In the airport development
plan:

"* The existing runways would be retained at their current length and
width, although they will be repaired, as required.

"• Some unused pavements would be abandoned or removed.

"* New taxiways would be constructed as follows:

- parallel to the western side of the north-south (primary) runway

- at the northern end of the primary runway for existing aircraft

- west of the primary runway to serve aviation-related Industrial areas

- parallel to the crosswind (secondary) runway at Its northeast edge
to serve aviation support areas

- east of the secondary runway to support aviation support areas.

"* Runway Protection Zones (RPZs) located at either end of each runway
would be kept free of structural development except for required
navigational aids. These zones would provide an enlarged safety area,
yet retain the possibility of lengthening the runways at a later date.

" Flexiblity exists within the layout to add runways parallel to either the
primary or secondary runway If the airport capacity requires expansion.

George AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS 2-7
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A terminal area would be located at the Itersection of Worley and Cory
Boulevards, adjacent to the large aircraft parking ramps. AN terminal functions
(aircraft parkng, terminal buddin vehicle parling fire station, and air trafc
control tower) would be provided in one central location. The plan for the
terminal is flexible. Although intended to meet passenger forecasts for a
20-year period (up to 15 MAP by 2013), expansion of the terminal area beyond
those projected numbers Is feasible I the need arises. The analysis Is based on
1 MAP by 2013, the WEDA anticipated passenger load projected for that year.

Services related to general aviation would be provided along the secondary
runway, adjacent to the terminal area. Associated facilities are discussed In
Section 2.2.2, Aviation Support.

The existing facilities would be reused to the maximum extent possible,
especially for aviation-related functions However, some buildings would have
to be removed or modified. Nearly all new construction associated with the
airfield land use zone would be In the terminal area. Anticipated
construction/demolition actvities Include:

". Removal of all buildings within the boundaries of Sabre Boulevard,
Calico, Weasel, and Readiness streets, except Building 350, for vehicle
access and parking

"* Construction of a new passenger terminal (approximately 67,000
square feet) In the location of existing Buildings 691,692, and 695,
which would be demolished.

The majority of rehabilitation and construction within the airfield is expected to
take place soon after base closure. Existing buildings (e.g., 717, 718, or 720)

could be used as a temporary terminal until the new facility is complete.

The following airfield improvements are proposed and would be developed In
accordance with FAA Advisory Crculars, standards, and recommendations:

a Reconstruct, strengthen, and recommisslon existing Runway 17/35,
10,050 feet by 150 feet with high Intensity runway lighting (HIRL).

a Reconstruct, strengthen, and recommision existing Runway 3/21,
9,116 feet by 150 feet with HIRL

* Maintain and strengthen the existing taxiway and apron system and
construct additional lighted taxiways and aircraft run-up aprons.

. Install precision approach path indicator (PAPI) systems for Runways 3,
17, 21, and 35.

* Install runway end identifier lights (REIL) on Runways 3, 21, and 35.

e Establish two helicopter landing areas.

e Establish a full precision Instrument landing system (ILS) including
runway visual range (RVR) with necessary off-airport marker facilities to
Runw'ay 17. The ILS would consist of a localizer and guide slope and
an approach light system with sequenced flashing lights.

George AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS 2-9



" Establish a nonprecislon instrument (NPI) approach to Runways 3.17.
and 35.

"* Esta@ish a VHF ormnidirectlond range (VOR)Idistanca measuring
equipment (DME) with an of-ap compas locator outer marker or
similnr faciliti

"* Retain an air traffic control tower (ATCT).

"* Construct aircraft rescue and fire fighting facitlem
"* Establish RPZs to meot FAA criteria.

"* Retain and construct commercial passenger handling faclitkles,
Including auto parking.

"* Construct taxiways aprons buidings, and hangars for aircraft
maintenance and general aviation operations.

"* Improve and construct on-airport roads to accomodate aviation
development and facnliles.

The above-mentioned off-airport compass locator outer marker Is a critical
component of an ILS. The marker would be located 4 to 7 nautical miles (nm)
from the threshold of the ILS runway (Runway 17/35). The outer marker Is a
low-powered transmitter that provides a nondirectional signal used for
directional guidance to the initial segment of the ILS approach, as well as a
signal that activates aural and visual indicators In the aircraft for guidance In the
final approach. The outer marker plot Is approximately 180 by 60 feet, Including
access road and easement. The device consists of an antenna mounted on a
wood pole with a prefabricated equipment shelter and battery standby power.
All equipment would be enclosed within a 7-foot chain link fence. A simlar
facility could be needed to establish the proposed nonprecision approaches.

The exact site of the outer marker or markers under the Proposed Action has
not yet been selected. They would likely be situated on private property;, a real
estate Interest would be acquired for this land. An environmental survey would
be conducted as part of the siting process to avoid potential environmental
Impacts resulting from construction of the marker.

Passenger service by air carrier and commuter airlines makes up a substantial
proportion of flight operations proposed for the reuse of George AFB. Although
freight and mail would be transported as "belly cargo" In the fuselage of
passenger aircraft, there does not appear to be a significant demand for
dedicated air-cargo service in the Victor Valley area. General aviation activities
anticipated at the commercial airport Include corporate flying, private or
pleasure flying, and instructional flying. In addition, other potential airport
tenant operations could include airline flight crew training and activitles
associated with military law enforcement or other government agencies.
Table 2.2-3 lists the projected flight operations assumed for the Proposed Action
for the baseline year following closure (1993), and for the periods 5, 10, and
20 years beyond baseline (1998, 2003, and 2013, respectively). Because of the
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Tibl 2.24. P d P11W Operis - PIsps Acton
Yew Opertion ____t_ _niwi Mkedm
1993 Aildine Train~n 100% 8-747.20 Total 10,000

1996 Air Passenger Ai• Caden. 5% 88-7270; 0C4.0
45% ;=.,00'
45% W-757-,00

5% 0-T4?-70; -1041O40'M, Lrl011-00"

CommuWa 25% Bech 1900 1500
25% SAM 340
25% OHC4
25% A t =brear t

Ailine Trining 100% 13-747-= 10.000

General Aviation 6% SgeEgne16,00

7% Turbo PrpJwt 1.700
4% HelNcopOr O

Aircraft Maintenance 45% 8-737.300 1,000
5% B-747-200

45% 0-757-200
5% W-707-200"

Total 53,60

2003 Air Passenger Air Carrier. 5% B-727; DC.9-30 5,200
45% 5-737.300"
45% B-757.200*

5% 8-747-200; DC-10-30"; L-1011-500"

Commuter 25% Aeech 1900 16,100
25% SAAS 340
25% DHC-6
25% Ermnwbrr aillel

Ailine Training 100% B-747-200 10,000

General Avation 85% Singe Engine 20,000
23% =&I*Eg 7,100

7% Turbo PropJet 2,200
5% Helopter 1,500

Aircraft Maintenance 45% B-737.300* 2,600
5% B-747-200

45% B-757-200"
5% B-767-200"

Total 64,700

2013 Air Passenger Air Carrier. 5% MD-63" 8,900
45% 8-737.300
45% B-757-2000

5% B-747-200, DC-10-30'; L-1011-500"

Commuter 25% Beech 1900 14,200
25% SAAB 340
25% DHC-6
25% EmbrarwBrawlia

Airline Training 100% B-747-200' 10,000

General Aviation 64% Single Engine 24,900
24% MulI Engine 9,300

7% Turbo Prop/Jet 2,700
5% HWce 2,000

Aircraft Maintenance 45% B-737-00' 4,000
5% 13-747-200'

45% 0-737-200'
5% 8-767-200'

Total 76,000

*Fkprownts Stage III Aircraft.
Source: Operations based on estimates from commercial airport foreca (P&D Technologies, 190).
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proposed elimination of Stage II aircraft, the fleet mix for 2003 represents a
minimum of 50 percent applicable Stage III aircraft. The fleet mix for 2013
would consist of all Stage III aircraft

The primary runway is the north-south Runway 17/35. An estimated 50 percent

of all flight operations would utilize this runway. The remaining operations are
expected to use the northeast-southwest trending crosswind Runway 03/21.

Approximately 93 percent of all operations are likely to occur between 7 a.m.
and 10 p.m. The remaining 7 percent would occur between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.
As an airport authority, WEDA would operate the commercial airport It would
also assume the role of a redevelopment agency, and manage the marketing
activities for the airport and associated properties.

2.2.2 Aviation Support

The aviation support land use consists of 746 acres within the base boundaries
designated as areas for the support of general aviation and government agency
usage. The proposed training for flight crews of widebody aircraft could also be

supported In this zone. The primary locations of aviation support (696 acres) to
be developed within the 20-year analysis period lie on either side of the northern
section of the crosswind runway. A 50-acre parcel north of Air Base Road will
continue to be used In Its present capacity for fuel storage and distribution. The
total area to be disturbed by construction would be 523 acres on site.

The largest off-base area (1,879 acres) proposed for acquisition by WEDA is for
aviation support and consists of two parcels. The larger parcel (1,605 acres)
lies to the east of Runway 17/35. The smaller parcel Is the 274-acres south of
Air Base Road currently under avigational easement to George AFB. Specific
development is not identified for these parcels within 20 years. They are
intended to act as a protective buffer between the airfield and future, possibly
Incompatible, uses. These areas also provide room for expansion if the
predicted capacity of 15 MAP is exceeded.

In addition to the airfield, some or all of the aviation support land use zones
would probably fall under the jurisdiction of the airport authority. The

development and operations of the aviation support area would, thus, be

managed in accordance with FAA and other applicable statutes.

2.2.3 Commercial

The commercial land use zone covers 612 acres of on-base property adjacent

to the northern edge of Air Base Road. Reuse for this parcel has been Identified
as office/business park. This would require removal of existing base housing to
provide space for proposed office complexes. No other details have yet been
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provided concerning plans for thIs area. The total area to be disturbed by

construction would be 551 acres on site

,2.4 InduWlIl

The are Identillid for Industrial land use Is 1,766 acres of on-bae property.

Both aviation Industrial and bidusalu park development e.

Aviation-related uses are planned for 850 acres on either skie of the southern

portion of the crosswind runway. Potential activities that could make use of the
faitles in this area Include aircraft overhaul and nmantenance, modification,
manuacturing and subammbl, aeronsulc research and development and
testing; law enforcement brushfire fighting (with water-drop aircraft); and drug
enforcement

The locations of the aviation-related Industrial areas mnimize conflict with
aircraft or vehicle movement Existing hangars and repair shops could be
reused with little or no modification. Parcels of various sizes would be made

avalable to potential users.

An Industrial business park Is proposed for the 916-acre parcel south of Air Base
Road. Potential uses Include general office space, research and development

endeavors, and related activities. This parcel would be developed in two

phases (one per decade), with roughly 450 acres developed In each phase.

AN development in the Industrial parcels west of the primary runway (650 acres),
north of Air Base Road (200 acres), and south of Air Base Road (916 acres)

would consist of new construction. The plan projects 1.74 million square feet of

structural floor space for the western parcel and 4.35 million square feet of floor
space for the first phase of development of the southern parcel. Over the
20-year period of analysis, 8.71 million square feet of structural floor space Is

expected to be developed in the southern Industrial land use zone. The total

on-site area to be disturbed by construction would be 1,282 acres.

Off-base land acquisition, amounting to 135 acres, has been proposed under
the Industrial land use. This parcel lies south of Air Base Road, contiguous to
the western edge of the Industrial/business park and the eastern edge of the

aviation support parcel now under easement to George AFB. Purchase of this
property by WEDA would allow greater control over land use planning and
Improve upon circulation among the various land use zones. The total off-site
area to be disturbed by construction would be 101 acres.

2.2.5 Recreatlon/Vacent Land

The proposed recreation/vacant land use zone consists of 297 acres. The
existing golf course, covering another 77 acres, is considered a subset of this
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land uLa category. The total area to be disturbed by construction would be

15 acres.

.26 TbansporUtion

Ground access has been established In the plan throughotA the aviation support
and Industrial land use areas adjacent to the akfield. In addiWon to the eisting
main gate and residential gate entrances, an access road west of the main gete
is also proposed to serve the Industrial area west of the primary runway. N
three access roads would Intercept Air Bma Road. A perimeter road would
encircle the proposed airport development area. Relocation of the existing
perimeter road would allow access to the northeast portion of the airport. The
dedicated airport access road would enable Industrial users to avoid using
Adelanto Road.

2.2.7 Employment and Population

The Proposed Action would generate both direct Jobs (e.g., airport and
avlation-elated employees, Industrial and commercial personnel, etc.) on-site
and Indirect jobs (e.g., retallcommercial, recreational, food services, etc.) In
San Bernardino and Riverside counties (ROI). Approximately 25,400 direct jobs
and nearly 25,700 indirect jobs are likely to be generated In the ROI by the year
2013. This represents a 54-percent increase over closure baseline employment
levels. Employment Impacts are shown In Table 2.2-4.

Table 2.2-4. ROI Project-Related Employment and Population Effects -
Proposed Action

Closure 1998 2003 2013
Employment 68 18,350 36,017 51,077

Direct 50 9,100 17,856 25,391

Indirect 18 9,250 18,161 25,686
Population 9,405 19,610 30,726

Employment Increases would be accompanied by population Increases. The
ROI population Is expected to Increase by more than 30,700 persons over the
closure baseline by the year 2013 as a result of the Proposed Action. This
represents a 9 percent Increase over post-closure population projections.
population Impacts are shown in Table 2.2-4.
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LS Tmft Ouradmon

Baed on the employent and population projectons, the Proposed Action
would generate abot 95,900 averae daly trip to and from the base property
by We yser 2013.

2.2.0 UUlMleIS

By 2013, the projected activities and population Incteases In the Victor Valley
would generate the fkoowing IrmmssmIn ility demands over projected
cosure baseline co•ndlons:

"* Water -6.1 mllion gallons per day (MGD), or an ncresme of
app rdMly s percent

"* Wastewater - 1.8 MGD, or an increae of 8 percent

"* Solid waste - 0.13 milon cubic yards per year, or an increae of
approxnhmatey 5 percent

"* EBectricity•- 5W0 megawatt-hours (MWH) per day, or an kinese of
approximadn ly 5-1/2 percent

"* Natural Gas - 30,490 therms per day, or an increase of 3-1/2 percent.

Improvernents to some utlity systems would be required to provide adequate
service to proposed new facilitel The increases in water demand created
under the Proposed Action would be within the total demand currently forecast
by Mojave Water Agency (the regional State Water Project agency). On-ste
Inrastructur improvements required to supply water under this action would be
the responsiblity of project developers. A brief description of required utility
Inmpovements associated with the Proposed Action is provided below for each
of the systems add d within this analysis.

Water Supply. Specific alterations to the water supply system would be
dependent on the developer's requirements and the purveyor's plans to change
the existing % - supply Infrastructure.

WastewateW. Regional wastewater treatment Is provided by the VVWRA. The
system Is considered to be In good condition and improvemet do not appear
necessary to serve new users In the short term. No pre-treatment system exists
for industrial wastewater on base. Future industrial users would most likely
need to develop a pre-treatment facilty.

Solid Waste. Refhe disposal services are now provided by a contractor who
disposes of the solid waste at the Victorvie landfill. No major changes
associated with this service are anticipated under the Proposed Action.

Electricity. Electricity is provided to the base by Southern California Edison

(SCE) through two power transformers connected in parallel at the base service
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substation. Some modllcatione would be required to serve the needs of new
users, minimally consisting of the instalation of additonal metes

Natural G8a. Southwest Gas Company (SW Gas) supplies the base with

natural gas from two transmission ines. Major renovations have been made
since the most recent evaluation conducted In 1965. Some modiications would
be required to serve the needs of new users, minikay consisting of the
instalation of additional meters.

2.3 DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES

2.3.1 International Airport Alternative

The city of Adelanto developed a reuse plan Independent of that proposed by

the other communities of the Victor Valley. The city proposes to acquire the
base through negotiated sale and annex the base property to support the

creation of the High Desert International Airport (HDIA). This facilty has been
designed to ultimately accommodate up to 50 MAP, as well as provide extensive
cargo and freight operations and support the needs of future hypersonic and

suborbital aircraft now In the planning phases. The analysis is based on

25 MAP, which would service the projected 20-year shortfall.

The 20-year time frame analyzed within this EIS will, based on regional aviation
studies and reports according to the plan, see a shortfall of 24 MAP In the

southern California airline passenger market. The demand In Orange County is

portrayed as especially critical, because there is no suitable site for a new

airport and the existing airports lack space to expand sufficiently.

The FAA's NPIAS identifies the need for a new general aviation airport in the
Victorville area. The proposed Phase I establishment of a civilian general
aviation reuse at George AFB would be consistent with the NPIAS goal for a

new general aviation airport. The Phase II and III establishment of additional

commercial aviation facilities will be considered by the FAA In a proposed 1992

update to the NPIAS.

The proposed Super Speed Train (SST) line from Anaheim, California, to Las
Vegas, Nevada, with an alignment through Victor Valley, is seen as an added

Incentive to the marketability of the HDIA. Airline passengers, specifically from
Orange County, will be encouraged to utlize this facility because of the

availability of efficient transportation to and from the airport. Operations are
tentatively scheduled to begin In the year 2000, after a 4-year construction
period.

The International Airport Alternative (Figure 2.3-1) proposes a major super-hub

facility designed to service southern California's projected long-term shortfall In

passenger and cargo demand. The Airport Development District (ADD)
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Includes the airfield and aviation support land use categories. Non-aviation land
uses complete the development planned for the base-owned property, and
Include Industrial, Industrial-business park, and commercial areas. Analysis
through the year 2013 encompasses development of 13,426 acres (of a total
20,000 acres proposed for the complex over a longer period of time). The ADD
covers 2,920 acres, or 58 percent of base-owned property Most of the land
proposed for acquisition (8,088 of the 8,353 acres) Is designated ADD. The
non-aviation land use zones comprise 2,153 acres, or the remaining 42 percent
of total base property. Off-base proposed land acquisition comprises only
265 acres for non-aviation purposes (Figure 2.3-2).

The total acreage of each land use category Is shown In Table 2.3-1. Off-base

property acquisition needs are discussed In the applicable land use category
descrptions.

Table 2.3-1. Land Use Acreage - International Airport Alternative

Acreage

Off-Base Property
Land Use Base Property Acquisition
Airfield 2,920 6,338
Aviation Support 1,750
Commercial 530
Industrial - General 982
Industrial - Business Park 331
Industrial - Aviation 310 265
Subtotal 5,073 8,353

Total 13,426

Plans for reuse and/or renovation of specific existing facilities or for demolition
or new construction were not yet fully developed at the time the HOIA Plan was
released by the city of Adelanto. Data for analysis were provided by the
proponent, and Included:

"* Projected airport activity

"* Projected air passenger demand

"• General guidelines to phasing plans for aviation Improvement

"* Aviation and non-aviation related facility projections

"* Proposed transportation system established in the city of Adelanto's
1990 General Plan

"* General guidelines for employment and population projections

* Trip generation estimate for 2010

* Discussion of anticipated environmental Impacts.
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Assumptions were generated to supplement detals provided In the reuse pan
whoe necessary for purposes of analysis. These assurmtins were:

"* Acreage figures for proposed land ure
"* Projected Right operations and Best mixes through 2013
" Fleet mix rersntto of a minnmum of so percent of applicable

Stage III aircraft In 2003 and all Stage III in 2013.

"* Constructlion/ldeelon activities

" Emploment and population projections through 2013 for Victor Valley
and the 2-county ROI

"* Traffic generation and daly trip projections through 2013

"* Utility requirement projections through 2013

"* Areas disturbed by constructiondemolition
"* Phasing pans for total reuse through 2013.

2.3.1.1 AbIleld. The airfield land use zone contains 9,258 acres, with only
2,920 acres, or 32 percent, located within George AFB boundaries. The airfield

category encompasses the same basic components as those described for the
Proposed Action.

The general layout of the HDIA Is also similar to that of the Proposed Action and
of the military airfield In that it retains the primary and crosswind runway
configuration. However, under this alternative, one additional runway would be
constructed parallel to each of the existing rnwvays (primary and crosswind).
All four would be expanded to a length of 14,000 feet and be renovated/
constructed to accommodate all types of commercial and cargo aircraft.

The airfield was designed to provide for the required peak-hour operational

capacity (to support 25 MAP). It is anticipated that the majority of air traffic

would flow In a north-south direction. The crosswind runways would be used
only when required because of weather (e.g., crosswinds above 20 knots)

except for general aviation. These conditions are expected to occur during no

more than 20 percent of all commercial operations.

The primary and crosswind runways will be separated in order to provide

physical access to the center of the airfield. It would be necessary to shift the
existing north-south runway 1 mile to the north.

The international terminal facility would be constructed west of the primary
runways. It would consist of two separate buildings with a total of 70 gate

positions (the number required to service 25 MAP). A specific design for the

terminal area has not been developed but an estimate of 15,000 to
25,000 square feet per gate position has been proposed for this complex.
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The area that eoxmpasse the current miary "lgIne to the east side of the
crosswind runxway would be dedicated to contracted, military, fixed-base

-peraton TPO); corpo- envnin; and other general aviation
uses. The exsting faclities would be renovated for these s wherever
possible General aviation operations would be focused primariy aong the
crosswind runways to separate them from the air carrier flight actvties.

Most of the construction associated with the akfield would occur within the
off-base land parcel proposed for acquisitlon The new crosswind runway and
any new fatles required to support general aviation functions would be buil
on base-owned property. The total area to be disturbed by construction would
be 876 acres on site and 3,169 acres off site.

De.'oopment has been planned In phases The existing base would serve as
the temporary airport facility until I996 The two existing runways would be
used Initialy, and an as-yet-unidentied building would become the temporary
air terminal. Construction of the new intemationul termidal complex would
begin In 1995. Activities such as general aviation and contracted military
operations are assumed to begin soon after base closure. Limited commercial
actilvtes would also begin at an unspecifie existing facility In 1993, and
continue through 1996 when the operation can be moved to Its permanent
location.

The following airfield Improvements are proposed and will be developed In
accordance with FAA Advisory Circulars, standards, and recommendations:

"* Phase I

- Initial development of the Intemational Airport Is essentially the
same as that depicted for the Proposed Action

- Land acquisition to accommodate the ultimate airport development
(Phases II and IlI).

"* Phases 11 and III

- Construction of two runways, each 14,000 feet by 200 feet
(Runways 17R/35L and 17L135R) with HIRL

- Reconstuct, strengthen, and lengthen existing Runway 3/21 to
14,000 feet and widen to 200 feet with HIRL

- Construct a new runway parallel to Runway 3/21 and install HIRL

- Maintain and strengthen existing taxiway and apron systems

- Consuct new lighted taxiway system for the new runways and
aprons

- Install PAPI systems for Runways 17R, 35L, 17L, 35R, and on both
ends of new Runway 3/21

- Install REIL on Runways 351, 35R, and on both ends of new Runway
3/21

- Establish full precision ILSs Including RVR with necessary off-airport
marker facilities for Runway 17R and 17L The ILS would consist of
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a localizer and guide dope and an approach light system with

- Abandon edxsting Runway 17/36

- Establish a new ATCT

- Construct a new commercid passenger terminal faclty with aprons,
auto parking, and road access system

- Provide facilies to acmodate ll service at the new airport area.

The off-airport compass locator outer marker, as described for the Proposed
Action, would be constructed. An environmental survey would be conducted as

pert of the siting process to avoid potential enirkonment inpacts resulting
from construction of the marker.

The HDIA would, by the time of buldout, be able to accommodate all widebody
aircraft, as well as hypersonic and suborbital aircraft Table 2.3-2 lists the
projected flight operations and flet mix assumed for the Interational Airport
Alterative at 5, 10, and 20 years after closure. Because of the proposed
elimination of Stage II aircraft, the fleet mix for 2003 represents a minimum of

50 percent applicable Stage III aircraft The fleet mix for 2013 consists of all
Stage III aircraft.

The north-south runways would continue to be the primary runways used for
commercial operations. It Is assumed that 80 percent of all commercial flights
would utilize these runways. The northeast-southwes trending crosswind
runways would be used for the remaining 20 percent of commercial (because of
weather restrictions) and all general-avlation activities.

Approximately 95 percent of all operations are likely to occur between 7:00 am.
and 10:00 p.m. The remaining 5 percent would occur between 10:00 p.m. and

7:00 a.m.

The city of Adelanto has applied for Public Benefits Transfer of all of the
aviation-related portions of George AFB. The remainder of the base is to be
obtained through negotiated purchase.

2.3.1.2 Aviation Support. The aviation support land use would consist of a
total of 1,750 acres, all of which are located off base. The 764-acre parcel to the
southwest of the ADD, along the western border of the base, Is planned for

airport administration, maintenance facility offices, and equipment storage. The
986-acre parcel north of the primary runways and the terminal complex would
become a major air cargo support area. The total area to be disturbed by
construction would be 1,226 acres off site.

2.3.1.3 Commercial. The commercial land use zone would consist of a single

530-acre parcel at the eastern edge of the base, north of and adjacent to Air
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Table 2.3-2. Projected Flight Operations - InteatIona Airport Alternative

Yew Operation _" _MIX_ Annul Operatns

low Air Passenger 31% SABM340 OHC.4 8000=
46% DC430, 1-737.300*, BAE-146
14% MD41O'
10% B-7.7-200*

Air Cargo 50% DC"M
50% 8, -727 2,0o0

General hAlaon 66% Single Engne 12A00
19% Multi Engine 3,700

8% Turbo Prp/Jet 1.500
7% Helicopter 1,400

Aircraft Maintenance 45% B-737-300* 2,O00
5% B-747-20

45% 0-757-200
5% 8-767-200'

Total 103,400

200 PAsseige 31% 5B340 DHC-6 200o000
45% CC-9-30, B-737-30'. BAE-146
14% MDS'0*
10% B-757-200'

Air Cargo 100% B-757-200 3,000

General Aviation 63% Single Engine 36,80O
2D% Multi Engine 11,700

9% Turbo Prop/Jet 5,200
8% Helfcpt 4,700

Aircraft Maintenance 45% B-737-300' 3,0
5% 8-747-200

45% 0-757-200
5% B-767-200'

Total 264,400

2013 Air Passenger 20% B-747-200' 525,000
16% MD-80'; -8-737-300'
15% MD-63*
25% 8-757-200*
24% 8-767-200W: DC-104-SO L-1011-500*

Air Cargo 100% 8-757-o20* 4,000

General Aviation 81% single Engine 83800
21% Multi Engine 28,800
10% Turbo rop/Jet 13,700
8% Healic 11,000o

Aircraft Maintenance 45% B-737-300 4000
5% 8-747-200"

45% B-757-200*
5% 8-767-200"

Total 670,300

Note: Represents Stage Aircra.
Sources: Air passenger operations estimates based on projected fleet mix from discussion with Don CowWright, aviation

consultant to the city of Adelanto.
Air cargo, maintenance and general aviation estimates from commercial airport forecast (P&D Technologies, 1990).
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Base Road. It has been designed as a hotel/park, and would ultimately Include
resort/conference faclities, hotels, golf courses, recreatnal facilities and open

space areas. The Mo~ave River Corridor wll provide the backdrop for active and
passive recreational activities. The existing base golf course would be retained

and expanded to 18 holes.

It Is assumed that all existing structures would be removed to accommodate the
proposed commercial development, although residential units may be
temporarily used on a short-term or Interim basis. The significant stand of
mature trees located In the current residential areas on base would be retained.

Construction of the hotel/park complex is anticipated to begin In early 1995.
The total area to be disturbed by construction would be 477 acres on site.

2.3.1.4 Industrial. The total land area Incorporated under the industrial
category would consist of 1,888 acres. All but 265 acres would be located
within base boundaries. Three subsets of industrial land use have been
identified for purposes of analysis: aviation, general, and business park.

The aviation Industrial zone consists of two parcels. The on-base portion would
encompass a 310-acre parcel along the eastern boundary of George AFB. The
second, 265-acre parcel would be located at the northwest comer of the ADD,
adjacent to the air cargo facility complex. It would comprise the sole area of
land acquisition proposed for industrial use. No specific users have been
targeted for these parcels; however, a range of operations such as aircraft

maintenance, overhaul, and parts manufacturing could be accommodated and
could benefit from the proximity to the crosswind runways and to the air cargo
operations. The total area to be disturbed by construction would be 217 acres
on site and 186 acres off site.

The industrial-business park area would surround the commercial zone on the
westem and part of the northem sides and consist of 331 acres of on-base
property. Potential uses of this area include light industrial, offices, public
facilities, and other typical business park activities. The total area to be

disturbed by construction would be 249 acres on site.

The 982-acre site south of Air Base Road would be designated as Industrial
Park V as part of the ongoing Adelanto Industrial Park Development Program.
Development in this area is expected to begin soon after closure, and proceeds
will be used to finance airport improvements. The total area to be disturbed by
construction would be 687 acres on site.

2.3.1.5 Transportation. Specific designs for ground access within the
International Airport complex have not yet been completed. Ground access to
the HDIA would be provided through construction/renovation of a multi-modal

system under this alternative. It would include an enhanced freeway system,
local transit networks, and the SST network.
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Development of th proposed transportation network is stoin the planning
phases. A conceptual realignment for U.S. 395, reeny approved by the state,
Is discussed under Section 2.5, Other Future Actions In the Region. An

eastwest freeway connecting to Interstate 15 has also been proposed, but a
specific location has not yet been Identified (see Figure 2.3-1).

23.1.6 Employment and Population. The International Airport Altemative
would generate both direct Jobs (e.g., airport and aviation-related employees,
Industrial and commercial personnel, etc.) on-site and Indirect Jobs (e.g.,

retal/commercial, recreational, food services, etc.) In the ROI. Based on

assumptions related to the floor-to-area ratio and employment factors projected
for each land use, approximately 54,800 direct jobs and 50,500 Indirect Jobs
would likely be generated In the ROI by 2013. Employment impacts are shown

In Table 2.3-3.

Table 2.3-3. ROI Project-Related Employment and Population Effects -
International Airport Alternative

Closure 1998 2003 2013

Employment 68 61,246 67,380 105,307

Direct 50 36,180 38,793 54,843

Indirect 18 25,066 28,587 50,464

Population 36,533 41,613 64,932

Employment Increases would be accompanied by population increases. The
ROI population is expected to Increase by approximately 64,900 persons over

the post-closure estimate by the year 2013. Population Impacts are shown in

Table 2.3-3.

2.3.1.7 Traffic Generation. Based on the employment and population
projections, the hlternational Airport Alternative would generate about 310,000

average dally &npe to and from the base property by the year 2013.

2.3.1.8 Utilities. By 2013, the projected activities and population Increases In
the Victor Valley associated with the International Airport Alternative would

generate the following Increases In utility demands over closure baseline
conditions:

* Water - 12.9 MGD, or an Increase of less than 17 percent

* Wastewater - 3.9 MGD, or an Increase of 17 percent

* Solid waste - 0.28 million cubic yards per year, or an Increase of
17 percent

* Electricity - 1,200 MWH per day, or an Increase of 12 percent

* Natural Gas -64,950 therms per day, or an Increase of 7 percent.
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Some utiy systems would be Improved to provide adequate service to
proposed new facile. Anticipated stm pv me are expected to be
similar In nature to those associated with the Proposed Action.

2.3.2 Commercial Akipot with Residential Alternative

The Commercial Airport with Residential Altematve (Figure 2.3-3), Is similar to
the Proposed Action In that the reuse of George AFB would center around a
regional airport The airport area would encompass the airfield and
aviation-support land use categories, covering 1,686 acres, or 33 percent of
base-owned property A large residential area encompassing 39 percent of the
base-owned property Is the main difference between this alternative and the
Proposed Action.

Non-aviation land uses Included within this reuse plan are commercial,
Industrial, recreational/vacant land, institutional, and residential. The
development proposed for these 3,387 acres completes the reuse plan for the
entire base. No off-base property is proposed for acquisition under this
alternative.

The total acreage of each land use category is shown in Table 2.3-4.

The following assumptions were used to develop this alternative and expand
upon the analysis:

" VVEDA data used in the analysis

- proposed reuse for the existing airfield

- conceptual plan for civilian use of the aviation facilities

- some anticipated construction/demolition

- general listing of anticipated airport tenants

- general guidelines for projected employment

"* Acreage figures for proposed land uses

"* Projected flight operations and fleet mixes through 2013

" Fleet mix represents a minimum of 50 percent of applicable Stage III
aircraft In 2003 and all Stage III aircraft in 2013.

"* Employment and population projections through 2013 for the Victor
Valley and 2-county ROI

"* Traffic generation and daily trip projections through 2013

"* Utility requirement projections through 2013

"* Areas disturbed by construction/demolition

"* Phasing plans for total reuse through 2013

"* Residential development concepts

"* Industrial and commercial development concepts

"* Proposed transportation systems.
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Table 2.3-4. Land Use Acreage - Comnnercial Akpo with
Residential Alternative

Land Use Acreage

Base Property

Airfield 1,400
Aviation Support 286
Comecal Retall 26
Industrial 1,048
Institonal

Higher Education 37
Medical 20
Public Education 20

RecreationNacant Land 261
Residential

Existing Development 337
Proposed Development 1,638

Total 5,073

2.32.1 Airfield. The airfield land use zone covers 1,400 acres. The airfield
includes runways, taxiways, and runway protection zones. As in the Proposed
Action, the airfield would be used primarily by passenger aircraft (air carrier and
commuter) and general aviation aircraft. Additional activities requiring airfield
support include the transport of air cargo and flights associated with the
maintenance of all types of aircraft.

Conceptual plans and specific features of the airfield are similar to those of the
Proposed Action, which are cited in the Airport Master Plan (see Section 2.2.1).
The major differences between the Commercial Airport with Residential
Alternative and the Proposed Action are as follows:

"* The overall airfield land use zone is smaller (by 27 percent, or 513 acres)

"* The runway protection zones are restricted to the present base property

" All development is within existing base boundaries.

Existing facilities would be reused to the maximum extent possible, especially
for avlation-related functions. However, some buildings would have to be
removed or modified. The majority of rehabilitation and construction within the
airfield is expected to take place soon after base closure. No land is expected
to be disturbed by construction since the existing airfield would be used.
Projected operations for this alternative are identical to those of the Proposed
Action for the baseline year following closure (1993) and for the periods 5. 10,
and 20 years beyond baseline (1998, 2003, and 2013, respectively). (See
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Table 2.2-3 [Section 2.2.11 for the Commercial Airport with Residelntl
Alternative operations.)

Passenger service, freight transportation, and general aviation activities ae the
same as those discussed in Section 2.2.1 for the Proposed Action.

2.3.2.2 Aviation Support. The aviation support land use zone covers 286
acres. These have been designated as areas for support of general aviation,
terminal, control towe, fire station, terminal parking, and government agency
usage. Existing fuel storage facilities could be used for civilian purposes.

Some existing faclities would have to be demolished and/or renovated in order
to accommodate civilian aviation support-related uses. Demolition and
renovation of some facilities would take place soon after base closure and
should be completed within 15 years. The total area to be disturbed by
construction would be 203 acres.

In addition to the airfield, some or all of the aviation support land use zones
would probably fall under the jurisdiction of the airport authority. The
development and operations of the aviation support area would be managed In
accordance with FAA and other applicable statutes.

2.3.2.3 Commercial. The commercial land use zone covers 26 acres. The
area would serve both Industrial and residential development as a retail area.
Existing facL;,& include a commissary, exchange store, and bowling center
These and other buildings could be renovated to accommodate civilian retail
uses. Renovation and/or new construction is anticipated to take place within
approximately 10 years. The total area to be disturbed by construction would
be 23 acres.

2.3.2.4 Industrial. The Industrial land use zone covers 1,048 acres. This
category could include aviation-related businesses, such as aircraft
maintenance, modification, and manufacturing. The Industrial areas could also
include general office space, research and development endeavors, and related
activities. The location of aviation-related Industries woi~d minimize conflict with
aircraft or vehicle movement. Existing hangars and repair shops could be used
with little or no modification. Construction/renovation is not expected to occur
within the first 5 years The total area to be disturbed by construction would be
734 acres.

2.3.2.5 Institutional. The institutional land use zone covers 77 acres. Two
elementary schools are presently located within this area. A 37-acre parcel
could be used for some form of higher education, such as a small college,
vocational, or training facility. The existing 25-bed base hospital also lies within
the Institutional land use area. The total area to be disturbed by construction

would be 35 acres.
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2.3.2.6 RecrestioneVcant Land. The recreatonivacant land use zone covers
261 acres. This area Includes an existing golf course and gymnasiu Steep
slopes would provide approximately 130 acres of natural open areas.

2.3.2.7 ResidentiaL The residential land use zone covers 1,975 acres.
Existing units comprise 337 acres of this total. Proposed new residential
developmn would occur on the uneeloped base land south of Air Base
Road, on the west side of the base along Adelanto Road, and north of the
existing residential area. The total area to be disturbed by construction would
be 1,573 acres.

2.3.2.8 "ransportation. Ground access has been established In the plan
throughout the aviation support and industrial land use areas adjacent to the
airfield. In addition to the existing main gate and residential gate entrances, an
access road west of the main gate Is also proposed which would serve the
Industrial area west of the primary runway. AI three access roads would
Intercept Air Base Road. A perimeter road would encircle the airport
development area. The relocation of the existing road would allow access to
the northeast portion of the airport The dedicated airport access road would
enable Industrial users to avoid using the potentially congested Adelanto Road.

2.3.2.9 Employment and Population. The Commercial Airport with
Residential Aitemative would generate approximately 13,000 new direct jobs on
site by the year 2013. An estimated 15,200 Indirect jobs (e.g., retal/commercial,
recreational, food services, etc.) are likely to be generated In the ROI.

Employment Impacts are shown In Table 2.3-5.

Table 2.3-5. ROI Project-Related Employment and Population Effects -
Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative

Closure 1998 2003 2013

Employment 68 10,518 18,425 28,225

Direct 50 5,175 8,703 13,002

Indirect 18 5,343 9,722 15,223

Population 5,825 10,133 16,490

Projected employment would generate population changes In the area.
Population Increases of approximately 16,500 over post-closure are estimated
by the year 2013, Including 700 students using the higher education facility.
Population Impacts are shown In Table 2.3-5.
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2.32.10 kfi Generation Based on the employment and population
projections, this alternative would generate approximately 146,60 average daly
trips to and from the base property by the year 2013.

2.3.2.11 Utilltiek. By 2013, the projected activities and population Increases in
the Victor Valley associated with the Commercial Airport with Residential
Alternative would generate the following Increases in utility demands over

closure baseline conditions:

"* Water - 3.2 MGD, or an Increase of 4 percent

"* Wastewater- 1 MGD, or an Increase of4 percent

"* Solid waste -0.07 million cubic yards per year, or an Increase of
4 percent

" Electricty - 300 MWH per day, or an increase of 3 percent

"• Natural Gas- 16,100 therms per day, or an increase of less than
2 percent

Some utility systems would have to be Improved to provide adequate service to
proposed new facilities Necessary system Improvements are anticipated to be

the same as those associated with the Proposed Action.

2.3.3 General Aviation Center Alternative

The General Aviation Center Alternative (Figure 2.3-4) focuses upon a variety of
private aviation activities. A minimal amount of new construction is proposed;

nearly all operations would reuse existing faclites. However, approximately 50
percent of the base has not been identified for development and, thus, Is
considered to remain Inactive.

The airfield and aviation support areas comprise 2,038 acres, or 40 percent of
the base property. Non-aviation land use is highlighted by a large (340 acres)
residential area that would reuse the majority of the base housing units. The
remaining portion of George AFB proposed for reuse has been designated for

Institutional, commercial, and public/recreation purposes. The total acreage of

each land use category is shown in Table 2.3-6.

The General Aviation Center proponent provided the following types of data for
analysis:

"* An overall operations concept Including air shows, museum,
restaurants, housing, and concessions

"* Some anticipated construction/demolton activities

"* General guidelines to employment and population projections

"* A general listing of anticipated airport tenants.
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Table 2.34 Land Use Acreage - General Aviation Center Alternative

Land Use Acreage

Base Property

Airfield 1,573
Aviation Support 465

Commercial Retail 282
Institutional

Education 35
Medical 20

Recreation/Vacant Land 125

2,233
Residential 340

Total 5,073

The following assumptions were used to expand upon the analysis:

"* Acreage figures for proposed land uses

"• Projected flight operations and fleet mixes through 2013

"* Employment and population projections through 2013 for the Victor
Valley and the two-county ROI

"* Traffic generation and daly trip projections through 2013

"* Utility requirement projections through 2013

"* Areas disturbed by construction/demolItion

"* Phasing plans for total reuse through 2013

"* Proposed transportation systems

"* Recommended use of existing buildings

"* Areas disturbed by construction/demolition.

2.3.3.1 Airfield. The airfield land use zone consists of 1,573 acres and includes
the existing runways, taxiways, and runway protection zones. Other specific
features of the airfield (e.g., terminal, control tower, parking, etc.) are similar to
those of the Proposed Action, as described in Section 2.2.1.

Conceptual plans and specific features of the airfield have not been developed;
therefore, no airport layout plan is Included for this alternative.

Nearly all facilities would be reused. The parking apron surrounding Hangar

676 would be hardened within 5 years of closure. Building 694 would be
removed in order to construct a public parking lot.
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Aild acOvites and/or potential users Idernled include national air show&
corporate and private aviation, f•ced base operations and experimental and kit
plane demonstts Proected operations for the General Aviation CAen
Alternative are shown for the years o analysis in Table 2.3-7. AN operations
would occur during daylight hours.

Table 2.3-7. Projected FligM Operations - General Aviation Center Alternativ

Year Opermton Fleet Mix Annual Oemtlon

1993 General Aviation 90% Piston Engine 10,800
10% Turbo Prop 1,200

Aircraft Maintenance 83% Narrow Body Jet 415
17% Wide Body Jet 86

Total 12,500

1998 General Aviation 90% Piston Engine 24,300
10% Turbo Prop 2,700

Aircraft Maintenance 83% Narrow Body Jet 1,325

17% Wide Body Jet 275

Total 28,600

2003 General Aviation 90% Piston Engine 31,500
10% Turbo Prop 3,500

Aircraft Maintenance 83% Narrow Body Jet 2,150
17% Wide Body Jet 450

Total 37,600

2013 General Aviation 90% Piston Engine 45,000
10% Turbo Prop M

Aircraft Maintenance 83% Narrow Body Jet .j20
17% Wide Body Jet 680

Total 54,000

Source: Estunufs based on comnme a&Ot forea: (P&D Technobogles, 1990).

2.3.3.2 Aviation Support, The aviation support land use zone covers 465

acres. It Includes facilities for aircraft maintenance, aircraft parking, aviation
sales center, and other leased properties, as would be defined by market
demand.

Some new construction would be undertaken for aviation support. An area of
approxdmately 55 acres at the west end of Runway 03/21, currently used for
weapon storage, would be leveled and paved to support storage of aircraft
awaiting refurbishment. A building would be constructed at this site for airrame
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cleaning and painting. T-hangars would be bult in the area of the northwes

base boundary (near the intersection of El Mirage and Adearto roads). The

total area to be disturbed by construction would be 220 acres.

Activities presently identified to be conducted within the aviation support zone

include airframe manufacture, beginning immediately after closure; aircraft
(commuter) overhauls, commencing in 1998; and large airframe overhaul,

starting in 1996.

2.3.3.3 Commercial. A commercial area of 282 acres would occupy a large
part of the cantonment area of the base. Specific uses Identified for the

development/reuse of facilities within this parcel would include:

"* Conversion of Building 591 Into an aircraft museum

"* Conversion of an as-yet-unidentified warehouse for a sound stage and
videotape processing studio

"* Establishment of a data processing center

"* Conversion of clubs and open mess to restaurants

"• Reuse of the service station and commissary for the same purposes
(leased to Independent contractors)

"* Reuse of the movie theater, library, craft center, and child care center
for the same purposes (operated by the General Aviation Center)

"* Establishment of a flight shop in one of the facilities to sell souvenirs of
the aviation center.

2.3.3.4 Institutional. Two institutional land use zones are identified for the
General Aviation Center. The institutional-medical parcel (20 acres) contains the
existing base hospital, which would be leased to a private medical group. The
second Institutional parcel (35 acres) would retain its current educational use.

2.3.3.5 Recreation/Vacant Land. The recreation land use area comprises a
total of 125 acres. Recreational areas and facilities such as parks, the golf
course, athletic fields, the gymnasium, and swimming pools would be made
available to the general public. These facilities would be jointly administered by
the General Aviation Center and a local jurisdiction. Vacant lands constitute
2,233 acres for the General Aviation Center Alternative. Vacant land would be
used as motion picture and/or television sets as the need arises.

2.3.3.6 Residential. The residential land use zone covers 340 acres. A
minimum of 1,000 of the 1,641 existing units would be retained for rentals. The
dormitories would be converted to apartments or townhouses. Some of the
quadruplexes in base housing would be converted to duplexes.

2.3.3.7 Transportation. All access roads in and out of the base would be

expanded to four lanes to facilitate traffic flow, especially during air shows.
Internal roads would become one-way streets.
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2.3L3-& Employm and Poplgtin The General Aviation Center Alternative
would generate 8,pay 000 new direct jobs by the year 2013.
Approimately 7.700 Indirect jobs (e.g.. Ing . recreational, food
servces, etc.) would be created In the ROL Employment Impacts 2re shown in
Table 2.3-.

Table 2.L34. ROI Project-Read Employment and Population Effects -
General Aviation Center Alternatve

Closure 1996 2003 2013
Employment 68 11,986 15,846 15,781

Direct 50 6,131 8,074 8,046
Indirect 18 5,855 7,772 7,735

Population 6,563 9,018 9,780

Projected employment would generate population changes in the area. An
Increase of approximately 9,800 persons over post-closure conditions Is
estimated by the year 2013. Population Impacts are shown In Table 2.3-8.

2.3.3.9 Traffic Generation. The General Aviation Center Alternative would
generate an estimated 96,000 average daly trips to and from the base
(5 percent heavy duty diesel, 8 percent medium duty gas, and 8? percent light
duty gas). An estimated 85 percent of all traffic would be on the roadways
during daylight hours.

2.3.3.10 Utilities. By 2013, the projected activities and population Increases in
the Victor Valley associated with the General Aviation Center Alternative would
generate the following Increases In utility demands over closure baseline
conditions:

"* Water - Increase of 2.2 MGD or an Increase of 3 percent

"* Wastewater - Increase of 0.7 MGD or an increase of 3 percent

"* Solid Waste - Increase of 0.05 million cubic yards per year or arn
Increase of 3 percent

"* Electricity - Increase of 211 MWH per day or an Increase of 2 percent
"* Natural Gas - Increase of 11,110 therms per day or an Increase of

1 percent.

Some utility systems would have to be Improved to provide adequate service to
proposed new facilities. Necessary system Improvements are anticipated to be
the same as those associated with the Proposed Action.
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2.3.4 Non-Aviation Alternative

This alternative includes only non-aviation land uses (Figure 2.3-5). The focal
point of the Non-Aviation Alternative Is a large residential land use zone. The
existing airfield would remain inactive and the open areas around the airfiekld
and in the southern portion of the base would be used mainly for residential and
recreational purposes. No off-base property would be acquired for this
alternative. Other components of this alternative Include Industrial, education,
medical, and commercial areas. The total acreage of each land use category is
shown in Table 2.3-9.

Table 2.3-9. Land Use Acreage - Non-Aviation Alternative

Land Use Acreage

Base Property

Commercial Retail 20
Industrial Business Park 942
Institutional

Higher Education 470
Medical 20
Public Education 20

Recreation/Vacant Land 290
Existing Golf Course 77

Residential
Existing Development 337
Proposed Development 2,897

Total 5,073

The following assumptions were used to develop this alternative and expand
upon the analysis:

"* Conceptual plan for non-aviation use of George AFB

"• Acreage figures for proposed land uses

"* Construction/demolition activities

"* Employment and population projections through 2013 for the Victor
Valley and the 2-county ROI

* Traffic generation and daily trip projections through 2013

* Utility requirement projections through 2013

* Areas disturbed by construction/demolition

* Phasing plans for total reuse through 2013

* Proposed transportation systems

* Recommended use of existing buildings.
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2.3.4.1 Commercial. The proposed commercial land use zone covers
20 acres. This retal area would serve both industrial and residential

development. The existing facilities Include entrance gates and the traffic check
house. It is anticipated that new construction would take place In the
commercial zone within 10 years of base closure. The total area to be disturbed
by construction would be 18 acres.

2.3.4.2 Industrial. The industrial land use zone covers 942 acres, the majority
of which are presently runways, taxiways, and the operational apron. Because
demolition of these surfaces could be very expensive, they may be reused for
surface storage areas or parking, as well as for new development sites.
Approximately 80 percent of the industrial area Includes existing industrial-type

facilities. The remaining 20 percent is vacant and would be available for new
development. Development of the industrial area would be phased over
20 years after base closure. The total area to be disturbed by construction
would be 660 acres.

2.3.4.3 Institutional (Education/Medical). The higher education land use
zone covers 470 acres. The existing facilities include stores,

administrative/office space, fast-food service, child care center, dormitories, and
a lounge/day room. These facilities could potentially support a small 4-year
college. Demolition or renovation of some existing facilities would likely be
required to support the education land uses. These activities would likely be
phased to meet user demands by the year 2013. Auxiliary parking may be
needed to support the demands of the employees and students. The total area
to be disturbed by construction would be 295 acres.

The two elementary schools presently on base are located within the 20-acre

public education portion of the institutional land use zone. The existing base
hospital lies on a 20-acre parcel that comprises the institutional-medical land

use area.

2.3.4.4 Recreation/Vacant Land. The recreation/vacant land use zone covers
367 acres. The existing facilities Include a 9-hole golf course with clubhouse
and baseball fields. The golf course would be expanded to 18 holes with
housing incorporated along the fairways. Steep slopes would provide
approximately 180 acres of natural open area. The recreation/vacant lands
areas may be fully operational within 20 years of base closure. The total area to
be disturbed by construction would be 19 acres.

2.3.4.5 Residential. The proposed residential land use zone covers
3,234 acres. Existing units comprise 337 acres of this total. Proposed units
Include a gated retirement community; which would occupy this area of existing
units and an additional 744 acres of undeveloped land. The remaining
2,150 acres of undeveloped base land south of Air Base Road and on the west
side of the base along Adelanto Road is also proposed for new residential
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development. The residential development would be phased over a 20-year
period. Approximately 246 units would be developed by 1998, 244 units by
2003, and 300 units by 2013, for an approximate total of 790 housing units The
total area to be disturbed by construction would be 2,770 acres.

2.3.4k6 Transportation. Circulation Improvements would Include a new road
extending from Emerald (Topaz) Road at the north end of the base, south to
Amethyst Road which would ultimately connect to the proposed east-west state
highway. This north-south road would be the primary entrance to the Industrial
development. An Improved access from Crippen Avenue In Adelanto would
also be developed. Shay Road and Rancho Road would be extended. Ground
access has been established in the plan throughout the residential and
Institutional land use areas. Two new intersections with Air Base Road would
also be required.

2.3.4.7 Employment and Population. The Non-Aviation Alternative would
generate approximately 8,600 new direct jobs on site and 5,200 indirect jobs In
the ROI by the year 2013. Employment impacts are shown In Table 2.3-10.

Table 2.3-10. ROI Project-Related Employment and Population Effects -
Non-Aviation Alternative

Closure 1998 2003 2013
Employment 68 3,851 6,511 13,846

Direct 50 2,397 4,081 8,632

Indirect 18 1,454 2,430 5,214
Population 3,401 6,313 13,900

Projected employment would generate an estimated population increase of
13,900 over the post-closure estimate by the year 2013. In addition, about 8,400
students would enter into the region and reside in dormitories and family
housing. Population Impacts are shown in Table 2.3-10.

2.3.4.8 Traffic. Based on the employment and population projection, this
alternative would generate approximately 185,800 average daily trips to and
from the base property by the year 2013.

2.3.4.9 Utilities. By 2013, the projected activities and population Increases in
the Victor Valley would generate the following Increases in utility demands over
closure baseline conditions:

* Water - 2.8 MGD, or an Increase of less than 4 percent

* Wastewater - 0.9 MGD, or an increase of less than 4 percent

* Solid Waste - 0.06 million cubic yards per year, or an Increase of less
than 4 percent
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* Electrlcity - 272 MWH per day. or an increase of IM than 3 PeceW

* Natural Gas - 14,300 therms per day, or an Increase of teas than
2 percent.

2.3.5 Other Land Use Concepts

This section describes land use concepts which are not part of any Integrated
reuse plan, but could be Initiated on an indidual basis. These concepts
Include proposed federal transfers and conveyances to non-federal agencies
and private parties. Employment and population effects are shown In
Table 2.3-11. Figure 2.3-6 shows the location of each of the proposed land use
concepts.

U.S. Department of Justice. The BOP, through the U. S. Department of
Justice, has submitted a specific request for land at George AFB. An 860-acre
parcel located south of Air Base Road has been designated as a proposed
Federal Correctional Complex (FCC). This parcel is the present site of the base
munitions storage area. IRP sites have been Identified In this area (see Section

3.3.3 for location and details). The BOP has requested that the uncontaminated
portion be made available immediately following publication of the ROD.
Construction would begin soon after the ROD is filed, and will not be dependent
upon completion of the final cleanup phase of the contaminated area.

The BOP estimates that the proposed complex could house 2,000 to
2,750 inmates, and generate 1,000 jobs. Capital construction costs could reach
$200 million, and the annual operating budget would be approximately
$32 million.

U. S. Department of the Interior. The U.S. Department of the Interior (National
Park Service) has requested the transfer of base recreational facilities to a local
jurisdiction through the public benefit program. Specific facilities identified
include, but are not limited to, the following:

* Schmidt Park and Pool

* Ballfields

* Base gymnasium

* Base youth center

* Golf course

* Base recreation center.

Apart from administration of the aforementioned public benefit program, the
National Park Service Is not Interested In acquiring any George AFB properties

for its own use.
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U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development As part of the
McKlnney Act of 1987 (P. L 100-77). HUD, In conjunction with the Department of
Health and Human Services and the General Services Administration, identifies
surplus government buildings and properties for suitability as housing for the

homeless. Housing for low-income families and individuals and for the
homeless population in the Victor Valley has been identified within the existing

housing area in the southeast region of George AFB. There are 60 residential
units along Alaska Circle, Hawaii Street, and Sheppard Street east of Cory
Boulevard. The Alaska Circle Community, a specific proposal developed by the
Lillie Ruff's Inc. Homeless Program, lies just north of Air Base Road, close to
the hospital and adjacent to the golf course. It is surrounded on all sides by

approximately 400 feet of vacant land.

All 60 units were constructed in 1966, and represent the most recent
construction within the housing area. There are 56 three- or four-bedroom
duplexes within the Alaska Circle Community. The remaining buildings consist
of four-bedroom detached individual homes. The houses and their associated

landscaping have been well maintained. Needed renovations would be minor,
and consist primarily of interior/exterior painting, and carpet and fixture
replacement. The residences could be occupied soon after base closure.

U. S. Department of Transportation. The FAA, through the U. S. Department
of Transportation, has expressed interest in obtaining a garage at George AFB
for use by the Boron Airway Facilities Sector Field Office (AFSFO). The base

automotive hobby shop has been identified as adequate to meet the AFSFO's

need for a facility to house seven government vehicles.

U. S. Department of Education. Following the completion of a preliminary

screening, the U. S. Department of Education has expressed Interest in certain

facilities and property on George AFB on behalf of San Bernardino County and
the Adelanto School District. Details of the preliminary proposals for reuse are

as follows:

"Adelanto School District

- 10-acre parcel that includes George AFB School

- 30-acre parcel consisting of (1) a 10-acre site surrounding the
Harry R. Sheppard School, (2) a 10-acre site adjacent to the
southern boundary of the Sheppard School, and (3) a 10-acre site
located between the eastern boundary of the Sheppard School and
the southern boundary of George School

- 10-acre parcel on Texas Street, on the northern side of the base

- Base gymnasium and athletic fields.

"* San Bernardino County Library
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- An unkdentified 35,000 square foot facility is requested for a regional
libmry and bookmobie headquarter

". San Bernardino County Museum
- An unidentified 8,000 square foot facility has been proposed for

research and operations.

". San Bernardino County Superintendent of Schools

- Community College and school districts have expressed Interest in
reuse of some of George AFB property. Specific proposals have
not yet been formulated.

San Bernardino County Work Furlough Program. San Bernardino County is
Interested in obtaining one or more of the existing facilities on George AFS to
house inmates in support of their Work Furlough Program. Although specific
buildings have not yet been identified, it is likely, based on a similar request in
another location, that a dormitory or barracks type of facility would be selected.
This program would support approximately 200 inmates and require 20 staff
members.

Medical Facilities. Several private medical facilities in the Victor Valley have
expressed a desire to acquire the base hospital. Reuse would most likely entail
conversion to an out-patient clinic, special purpose, or medical teaching facility,
and would generate 60 jobs on site.

2.3.6 No-Action Alternative

The No-Action Alternative would result in the U.S. Government retaining
ownership of the property after closure. The property would not be put to

further use. The base would be preserved, i.e., placed in a condition intended
to limit deterioration and ensure public safety. A disposal management team

(DMT) would be provided to ensure base security and maintain the grounds and
physical assets, including the existing utilities and structures. No other military
activities/missions would be performed on the property.

The future land uses and levels of maintenance would be as follows:

"* Maintain structures in mothballed condition. This would involve
disconnecting or draining some utility lines and securing facilities.

"* Isolate or deactive utility distribution lines on base.

* Provide limited maintenance of roads to ensure access.

* Provide limited grounds maintenance of open areas. This would
primarily consist of infrequent cutting to eliminate fire, health, and
safety hazards.

* Maintain golf course In such a manner as to facilitate economical
resumption of use.

* Maintain existing leases, where applicable.
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A OMT has been established at George AFB. The responsiltles of this team
Include coordinating closure activities, establishing a caretaker force to maintain
Air Force properties after closure, and serving as the Air Force liaison
supporting community reuse. For the purposes of environmental analysis, it
was assumed that this team would comprise approximately 50 people at the
time of closure.

The DMT, as used In this document, may refer to the Air Force disposal
personnel or to one of the caretaker contractors. In some cases each team
may have distinct responsibilities. For example, under the No-Action
Alternative, each contractor Is responsible for the management and disposition
of their own hazardous waste. The Air Force DMT would be responsible for
Inspection and oversight to ensure hazardous waste practices are in
compliance with pertinent regulations.

The base would maintain its license with the State Water Resources Control
Board to continue to fill its water requirements from the same well system
although the amount drawn would be significantly reduced. Nonessential water
lines would be drained and shut off. VVWRA would continue to provide

wastewater treatment under caretaker status, but the flow would be negligible or
zero. Solid waste collection from the base would likely be reduced to a
negligible level under this alternative. The existing power and space-heating

systems serving George AFB would likely be utilized at substantially reduced
levels while the base Is In caretaker status. Electrical power would be required
for security lighting and other essential systems, and natural gas would
probably be required during winter months to maintain minimal space heating In
mothballed facilities.

2.4 ALTERNATIVES EUMINATED FROM FURTHER CONSIDERATION

Several other possible alternatives were considered but eliminated by the Air
Force from further study. These reuse plans were very similar to the alternatives
already subject to environmental Impact analysis. Therefore, the conditions
presented were already covered in the range of options reflected within the

Proposed Action and alternatives.

2.4.1 Evovling Airport

A potential alternative proposed by VVEDA considered reuse of George AFB as

an evolving regional air carrier airport located within existing base boundaries.
This plan was not chosen by WEDA for further development and, thus, was not

analyzed, because of Its limited growth capacity.
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2.4.2 Regional Hub Akrpu

WEDA also considered a regional medium hub airport within existing bass
boundaries for a potential reuse option. This proposal was not developed
further because of its limited scope and Inability to accommodate airport
expansion.

2.4.3 Expandable Airport

A local/regional airport plan was presented by the city of Adelanto as an
additional alternative to their international airport plan. The airport would begin
operations to serve I MAR, then expand to ultimately accommodate 15 MAP
This plan was dropped from further consideration and development by the city
of Adelanto because it failed to allow sufficient expansion to meet Adelanto's
projected goals. This alternative is generally encompassed within the Proposed
Action.

2.4.4 Non-Airport Land Use

A land use plan that would ultimately eliminate all aircraft operations from
George AFB was also developed by the city of Adelanto. This plan was not
analyzed separately since a non-aviation plan developed for this study
incorporated all of the same basic land uses. Analysis of the Non-Avlatlon
Alternative therefore encompassed reuses proposed by the city of Adelanto.

2.5 OTHER FUTURE ACTIONS IN THE REGION

Three reasonably foreseeable future actions could be considered as
contributing to a potential cumulative impact on the disposal and reuse of
George AFB. The first action is Air Force activity at other bases In and adjacent
to San Bernardino County.

* Norton AFB - Norton AFB is scheduled to close In 1994.

• March AFB - March AFB is projected to be realigned; retiring one unit,
and relocating several Norton AFB units.

* Edwards AFB - Total Air Force and civilian contractor personnel is
projected to decrease by several thousand over the next few years.

These Air Force actions are expected to have a minimal Impact on alternatives

for reuse of George AFB.

The proposed realignment of U.S. 395 (Figure 2.5-1) would have the mitigating
effect of Increasing roadway capacity, thereby reducing the level of service
(LOS) rating. A project start-up date has not yet been established.
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The SST, proposed by the California-Nevada Super-Speed Ground
Transportation Commission, has been delayed for the formeable future due to
financing difficuties. The possible traffic mitigation effects of the SST are
addressed under the International Airport Alternative in Section 4.2.3.2.

2.6 COMPARISON OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A summary comparison of the Influencing factors and environmental Impacts on
each biophysical resource affected by the Proposed Action and alternatives Is
presented In Tables 2.6-1 through 2.6-6. Influencing factors are non-blophysical
elements, such as population, employment, land use, aesthetics, public utility
systems, and transportation networks, that directly Impact the environment.
These activities have been analyzed to determine their effects on the
environment. Impacts to the e-ivronment are described briefly In the summary
and discussed in detal in Chapter 4.0. Tables 2.6-7 and 2.6-8 present
influencing factors and environmental impacts of the federal transfers and
Independent land use concepts.
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CHAPTER 3
AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT



3.0 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

This chapter describes the environmental conditions of George AFB and its ROI
as it would be at the time of base closure. The disposal and reuse of George
AFB may Influence the surrounding communities of Adelanto, Victorville, Apple
Valley, and Hesperta.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides Information to serve as a baseline from which to Identify
and evaluate environmental changes. Although this EIS focuses on the
biophysical environment, some non-biophysical elements, or influencing factors
are addressed to the extent that they directly impact the environment. The
non-blophysical elements of population and employment, land use and
aesthetics, public utility systems, and transportation networks In the region and
local communities are addressed. This chapter also describes hazardous
materials found on base, storage tanks, asbestos, herbicides and pesticides,
polychlorinated blpheny1s (PCBs), radon, medical and biohazardous waste, and
the IRP process. Finally, it describes the pertinent natural resources of soils and

geology, water resources, air quality. noise, biological resources, and cultural
resources.

The ROI to be studied will be defined for each resource area affected by the
Proposed Action and alternatives. The ROI determines the geographical area to

be addressed as the affected environment. Although the base boundary may
constitute the ROI limit for many resources, potential impacts associated with
certain issues (e.g., air quality, utility systems, and water resources) transcend
these limits. ROls are carefully delineated to produce an accurate basis for

analysis regarding base disposal and reuse impacts.

The baseline conditions assumed for the purposes of analysis in this document

are the conditions projected at base closure. Impacts associated with disposal
and/or reuse activities may then be addressed separately from the Impacts
associated with base closure. The closure EIS (U.S. Air Force, 1990e)
addressed the general preclosure conditions and impacts of closure. A
reference to preclosure conditions Is provided, where appropriate (e.g., air

quality) in this document, in order to provide a comparative analysis over time.
This will assist the decision maker and agencies in understanding potential

long-term Impacts In comparison to conditions when the Installation was active.
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3.2 LOCAL COMMUNITY

3.2.1 Community Setting

George AFB Is In the Mojave Desert In southwestern San Bernardino County,

California (Figure 3.2-1). The base Is bordered by the cities of Adelanto to the
west and southwest and Victorville to the southeast. The base Is situated in a
geographic subregion of the southwestern Mojave Desert known as the Victor
Valley. This analysis utilizes census tract boundaries to approximate the
geographic area known as the Victor Valley. These boundaries are Illustrated in
Figure 3.2-1. It is also called the "High Desert," designated as such by virtue of
its elevation of approximately 3,000 feet, in contrast to the below-sea level
Colorado and Sonoran deserts to the southeast. Most of the population of the
Victor Valley reside In the cities of Adelanto, Victorville, and Hesperia and the
town of Apple Valley.

The two-county (San Bernardino and Riverside) area Is considered the ROI for
purposes of describing and analyzing employment effects. Because the
greatest job and population effects are expected to occur in the Victor Valley,
the valley Is used as an area of concentrated study for community impacts In
this EIS.

The populations of San Bernardino and Riverside counties were among the four
fastest growing in California during the 1980s. The two-county ROI increased in
population from 1.6 million in 1980 to 2.6 million in 1990, an average annual
growth rate of 5.2 percent during the decade. All Victor Valley communities
witnessed even more rapid population growth during the 1980s, particularly
during the last half of the decade when the valley was the fastest growing
portion of San Bernardino County. Average annual rates of population growth
for key area communities from 1980 to 1990 were as follows:

e Adelanto, 14.7 percent

e Apple Valley, 12.4 percent
* Hesperia, 14.1 percent

e Victorville, 11.1 percent.

The populations of Adelanto and Hesperia nearly quadrupled between 1980 and
1990, and both Apple Valley and Victorville tripled In population during the
decade. Both San Bemardino and Riverside counties are projected to continue
their rapid growth through the year 2020. Based on results of the 1990 census,
the Victor Valley communities had the following population figures In April 1990:
Victorville 40,700, Adelanto 8,500, Hesperia 50,400, and Apple Valley 46,100. At
the time of base closure (January 1993), the population of the Victor Valley is
projected to be 196,200.
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In 1989, George AFB had a total mlitary-related population of 13,291, which

Included 4,346 permanent parties and 8,945 military dependents. An additional
2,537 military retirees are associated with the base. The on-base population

decreased slightly between the fiscal years 1989 and 1990, although the number
of military retirees living In the area has gradually Increased. The total
military-related population, Including all military personnel and their dependents,

increased by 1,741 between 1987 and 1990. At closure, the base-related

population will decrease to approximately 50 DMT employees.

The two-county ROI has become less dependent on military jobs since 1970.

Civilian jobs increased from 375,000 in 1970 to 821,000 in 1988, or an average
gain of 4.5 percent per year. Military jobs Increased from 34,000 In 1970 to just

35,000 in 1988, for an average rise of only 0.1 percent annually.

In 1990, there were an estimated 34,100 jobs In the Victor Valley. Currently, the

largest employers In the Victor Valley are George AFB, Continental Telephone of

California (Contel), the Victor Valley School District, the Hesperla Unified School

District, and the Southwest Portland Cement Company (with at least 900 jobs at

each organization). A detailed analysis of socioeconomic conditions and
potential impacts of the Proposed Action and alternatives is provided in the

Socioeconomic Impact Analysis Study (U.S. Air Force, 1991c).

As with many facets of San Bernardino and Riverside counties, housing growth

increased dramatically during the 1980s. The most rapid housing growth in San

Bernardino County occurred in the Victor Valley. The number of housing units

constructed in Adelanto, Apple Valley, and Hesperia nearly tripled between 1980

and 1990 in response to an increased demand. Similarly, the number of units

constructed in Victorville Increased by approximately two and one-half times

over the same period. Estimated 1990 vacancy rates were high in all Victor

Valley communities except Victorville, although these figures largely reflect
recent rapid construction of new housing.

George AFB comprises 5,073 acres (Figure 3.2-2), half of which is virtually flat
(less than 2 percent slope), making this area suitable for aircraft runways. The

base topography generally slopes downward toward the northeast. The base is
located on a slight ridge and some sloping occurs toward the north and

northwest. The highest base elevation Is 2,920 feet mean sea level (MSL) at the

southwestern comer of the base, south of Air Base Road, and the lowest

elevation is roughly 2,650 feet MSL at the northeastern comer of the base. The

eastern edge of the base, adjacent to the Mojave River, contains scattered areas

(a total of about 100 acres) of slopes greater than 25 percent.

Winter temperatures in some desert areas range near zero, often compounded

by the wind chill factor. In the summer, temperatures can reach ss high as

120 degrees Fahrenheit In the lower elevations. Rainfall and humidity are

generally low. Precipitation throughout the desert is less than 4 inches per year,
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and usualy occurs over a short duration with high Itensity The resulting flash
floods rapidly modify the terrain ta Is exposed to the erdve unlace runoff.
Usually heavy or persistent rains cause the temporary Ming of a number of dry
lakes urd the sturace water evaporates or Infiltrates Into the adl. The sparse
vegetation in the high desert Is represented by sage brush and creosote scrub.
and pinon-juniper and Joshua tree woodlands.

Access to the George AFB ae Is provided by severl highways. U.S. Highway
395 runs north-south through Adelanto abou I mile west of the base. Access
from the south and northeast Is provided by Interstate 15 Q-15), which runs
through Victorville and Is the major route between Los Angeles, Californria and
Las Vegas, Nevada. Access to this region from the west and east Is provided by
State Route (SR) 18, which runs through VictorvIle and south of Adelanto.
These highways can be reached from the base via Adelanto Road, which runs
along the western boundary of the base, and Air Bass Road, which runs along
the southern end of the base.

AMTRAK provides direct passenger rail service from Victorvile north to Las
Vegas and south to San Bernardino and Los Angeles. The Union Pacific and
Atchinson Topeka and Santa Fe (AT&SF) railroads provide service from
Victorville. Piggyback service Is avallable for pickup and delivery by the AT&SF
Railroad; however, the Union Pacific Railroad requires independent carrier
service.

Although small airports designed for recreational use and plot training operate
In the Victor Valley (Adelanto, Apple Valley, and Hesperia), the largest major
airport serving the region Is Ontario International Airport, approximately 45 miles
southwest of George AFB. Ontario International Airport Is served by at least
eight major carriers with direct or connecting flights to all major cities In the
nation. Umouslne/shuttle service Is available between the Victor Valley and the
Ontario Airport.

3.2.2 Installation Background

George AFB was established in 1941 as the Victorvlle Army Airfield to train
plots and bombardiers serving in World War II. At the end of the war, the airfield
was deactivated and used for storage. It was reactivated in 1950 and renamed
George AFB in honor of Brigadier General Harold H. George. The base was
developed In a relatively Isolated area to avoid land-use conflicts. Support
communities existed and were established dose to the base. In 1951 Tactical
Air Command (TAO) assumed responsibility for base operations. George AFB Is
currently the home of the 35th Fighter Wing, under TAO.

The base contains its own housing, schools, hospital, commercial, and
recreational facllties, as well as the operational air base. Most of the base
development took place In the 1940s through the 1960s and many World War II
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buildings are st In extence. Expensim and base Impovemets continued

tihrough the 1 9ft, but ceased after base closure was announced.

3.3 Land Use and Aestetice

This section describes the land uses and aesthetics for the base property and
the surrounding areas of George AFB at base closure. Projected land oses at
doue are assumed to be simlar to exadt land uses In the vicinity of the
base. The ROI Includes the base property and potentialy affected adjace
properties that are within the juridiction of the cities of Adelanto and Victorvi
and portions of San Bernardino County.

George AFB Is owned by the U.S. Government However, appr y
260 acres in the southwest corner of the base are within the jurisdictional
boundaries of the city of Adelanto (Figure 3.243). The remaining base area Is
unincorporated and, unin transferred within the fderal governmenrt would fal
under the jurisdiction of San Bernardino County after the Air Force disposes of
the base property. A 274-acre avigational easement is located south of the
north-south runway and Air Base Road. This easement is considered perpetual
and assignable, and has no expiration date.

George AFB adjoins the communities of Adelanto and Victorvile. Adelanto Is
located to the north, west, and southwest of George AFB; Victorvlle is located
to the east and southeast of the base. These communities regulate planning,
zoning, and subdivision control within their respective boundaries and have
extraterritorial jurisdiction for planning and subdivision review outside those
boundaries. Other unincorporated areas surrounding the base are under the
jurisdiction of San Bernardino County, which regulates zoning and subdivision
control.

3.2.3.1 Land Use

On-Base Land Use. George AFB will continue to provide base support for the
35th Fighter Wing, tenant units, Air National Guard, and miscellaneous agencies
until base closure. The base property, which comprises 5,073 acres, Includes
the following general land uses:

LLdUanAC
Aviation support 133
Airfield 2,418
Industrial 197
Medical 12
Educational 36
Commercial 134
Public/recreational 316
Residential 386
Vacant Land 1441
TOTAL 5,073

George AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS 3-7
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The existing land uses for George AFB and vicinity are shown In Figure 3.2-4.
The following text briefly describes on-base land use categories.

The aviation support areas contain facilities for aircraft ground equipment and

jet engine maintenance. The facilities Include aircraft repair hangars, equipment

repair shops, and administrative offices. Reflecting the base's primary mission,

aviation support areas occupy a large portion of the land at George AFB and
are located between the airfield and the cantonment area.

The airfield land use at George AFB contains facilities to support an active
military flying Installation with an operational airfield. The airfield consists of two
runways of the following lengths/widths:

Runway 17/35 - 10,050 by 150 feet
Runway03/21 - 9,126 by 150feet

Navigational aids on Runway 17/35 include high-intensity runway lights, strobe
lights, approach lighting, and radar reflectors. Runway 03/21 has the same
navigational aids, minus strobe lights. The airfield components are generally
well maintained and In good condition. A renovated aircraft control tower and

new fire department facility are located adjacent to the flightline at the northern
terminus of Cory Boulevard. Three large aircraft hangars, a number of smaller

hangars, office facilities, warehouses, and maintenance facilities are also
located along the flightline. An extensive or --ase liquid fuels system, including
a bulk storage and flightline distribution syst;rn, has been developed to support
aviation operations.

The industrial area of the base is northwest of Phantom Road near the flightline.

Facilities used for aviation maintenance and warehousing are generally in good

condition with a mixture of new and old buildings. The munitions storage area,
south of Air Base Road, includes a new administrative building.

The medical area, in the southeast portion of the base north of Air Base Road,

includes the renovated base hospital with a new, attached structure. The facility
provides a full range of medical and dental services.

The educational area, in the southeast portion of the base north of Air Base
Road, includes two elementary schools owned and operated by the Adelanto

School District on government land. The terms of the lease provide that the

facilities would revert back to the Air Force if the schools are vacated.

The office facilities in the commercial area are generally located In the central

part of the cantonment area near Cory Boulevard. Several of these office

buildings, including the Air Division Headquarters and the Resource Managers

complex, were recently constructed and are generally in good to excellent
condition.

George AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS 3-9
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An additional on-base commercial arm supports both retail and service needs
of base personnel. Facilities Include the bas exchange, commissary, bowing
aley, mln•-al, credit union, bank, beverage store, fast-food restaurant,
automobile service station, poet office, child care center, movie theater, and
temporary lodging facilities. The fast-food restaurant (Burger King), post office,
and beverage store have been constructed since 1965.

P ub-0 19-18-tol M Ia Weie include a 9-hle gog course in the southeast area
of the base adjacent to base housing. The course Includes a clubhouse/pro
shop, a new golf cart barn, and drivng range. Indoor recreational facilities
Include a gymnasium that Is equipped with racquetball courts, weight room,
basketball court, dressing rooms, and sauna.

A large park, Including a pool, Is located close to the base gymnasium.
Additional swimming pools are located at the Officers' and NCOs' Clubs. Within
the base cantonment, there are tennis courts In two locations, In addition to six
baseball fields, two of which are Little League baseball fields.

Additional facilities Include a recreational center, arts and crafts center, an auto
hobby shop, and skeet shooting range. There Is also an athletic field and
running track to the west of the elementary schools that Is currently not used.

The residential areas at George AFB Include single- and multiple-familly housing

units and dormitories.

The George AFB family housing area consisting of 1,641 units Is located on the
eastern part of the base, north of Air Base Road. The housing consists of 1,617
multple-famly units and 24 singie-family homes. The buildings were
constructed between 1951 and 1966, have been well maintained, and are
generally In good condition. Most units have been renovated over the years.

Open space areas and playgrounds are located throughout the entire housing
complex. The housing area is well landscaped with grass yards and large
shade trees. Parking areas are limited and there are only a few garages.

There are 1,786 units of dormitory and temporary lodging facilitles In two
separate areas on the base. The newer dormitories include separate
dayroom/laundry structures. There are also separate parking lots available for
each of the buildings, as well as two dining hall facilitles. Rooms In the newer

dormitories have Individual exterlor entries and private bathroom facilities,
whereas the rooms In the older buldings exit to a common hallway and have

common bathroom facilities. There are no cooking facilities within any of the

dormitory rooms.

The existing undeveloped vacant land areas at George AFB are primarily

located near the residential and Industrial areas. These are generally

George AFB Disposal and Reuse FEIS 3-11



developable except for areas with 15 percent or greater slopes along the
ea-em ba bounda.

Adjacent Land Use. George AFB is adjacent to the cities of Adelanto to the
west/soufthwst and Victo1vile to the east and southeast. Approximately
260 acres in the southwest comer of the base Is within Adelanto's city limits.
This area is zoned open space-public land (OS-PL). The majority of land
adjacent to the base Is privately owned and Is zoned for residential, commercial,
and Industrial uses. Figure 3.2-5 depicts land uses of the developed areas in the
vicinity of George AFB.

In the city of Adelanto there Is an urbanized area of 1,000 acres that Is bounded
by Air Base Road on the south, Crippen Avenue on the north, U.S. 395 on the
west, and the base boundary on the east This area contains 458 stucco or
wood-frame residences, 2 apartment complexes, 4 government facilities
(Adelanto Fire Station, police station, U.S. Post Office, and the Adelanto School
District offices), 23 commercial establishments, 4 churches, and some Industrial
development. The residential uses within this area are concentrated in the
northern portion and scattered throughout this urbanized area. The churches,
apartments, and public facilities are located throughout the area. Commercial

uses are generally located along U.S. 395 and Air Base Road. The light
industrial uses are located along the west side of the base between Adelanto
Road and the base

Another growth area In Adelanto, where sporadic development has occurred, is
bounded by U.S. 395 on the east, Crippen Avenue on the north, Mojave Drive on
the south, and extends westward approximately three miles to Koala Road. This
area is zoned for a mix of residential, Industrial, and commercial uses and
contains several recent housing and industrial park developments, Including
apartment, mobile home, and single-family projects along Lee, Bartlett, and
Lawson Avenues, and along Air Base Road. A large industrial development is
located northeast of the Los Angeles Department of Water & Power (LADWP)
power plant at Rancho Road and Raccoon Avenue. The Adelanto Correctional
Facility is also located in this area. Other large parcels are developed or are
under construction southwest of the power plant and along Rancho Road
eastward to Bellflower Road.

Immediately to the north of the urbanized area of Adelanto and north of the
base is an area of 7,000 acres that is mainly vacant desert land with scattered
rural residences. This area Is within Adelanto and its sphere of Influence. The
area is generally bounded by the base on the south, midway between Terosa
Road and Madera Road on the north, U.S. 395 on the west, and Helendale Road

on the east. The residences consist of 16 modular homes and 15 houses. In
addition there are five trailer houses occupied In this area. The majority of the
modular homes and houses are located In two sections 1-1/2 miles
north/northwest of the northern end of the north-south runway. In addition, a
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horse ranch, an automobile wrecking yard, and some abandoned wood-frame
buildings are present In this area. To the northeast of the north-south runway,
the off-base land Is vacant desert with no residential development.

Land uses southwest and south of the base are dominated by open space with
pockets of commercial or industrial development at major Intersections.
Commercial land uses are located along Bartlett Avenue and U.S. 395. The new
City Government Center Is located on Air Base Road, at U.S. 395, with more
generally Isolated commercial development occurring eastward to Adelanto
Road. A large industrial land use Is located east of Adelanto Road, north of

Rancho Road.

The county of San Bernardino borders George AFB on the east and north.
Within this area the Mojave River channel lies approximately 0.25 mile east of
the base at its closest point. Presently, there Is some scattered housing
development In this area about 1.5 miles north of Air Base Road, between the
base and the river. About 0.5 mile north of the northeast comer of the base is
the Victor Valley Regional Wastewater Facility.

The city of Victorville borders George AFB on the east and the eastern portion of
the south base boundary. Existing development within the city of Victorville,
adjacent to George AFB, Is generally confined to residential development along
both sides of Village Drive, starting approximately 0.5 mile south of Air Base
Road and continuing south to Mojave Drive. In addition, new residential
development is proposed south of Air Base Road. Two new single-family
residential developments including 336 acres are proposed adjacent to Village
Drive. The densities of these developments range from 2.9 to 3.6 dwelling units
per acre (Victorville Planning Department, 1991). The remaining areas In
Victorville adjacent to the base are undeveloped, and planned for Industrial
development as indicated in the Victorville General Plan (Cotton, Beland and
Associate, 1988).

Land Use Plans. The cities of Adelanto and Victorville and the county of San
Bernardino have jurisdiction over the lands adjacent to the base (see
Figure 3.2-3). Each of these entities has a General Plan. The city of Adelanto
has adopted the land use plan, not the entire General Plan (The Planning
Center, 1990a), as the interim policy direction the city plans to Implement. The
plan covers 20,000 acres, including George AFB, and proposes the
development of an international airport facility. The plan also Includes
noise-compatible land uses, such as manufacturing, industrial, and business
parks, in the projected overflight areas. The city of Victorville's General Plan

(Cotton, Beland and Associate, 1988) Indicates light industrial uses adjacent to
the southeast portion of George AFB. Their plan also Includes some
commercial areas and indicates a flood plain along the Mojave River. The San
Bernardino County General Plan (San Bemardino County, 1990c) Indicates a
floodway along the Mojave River and agricultural/low density residential
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development (10-acre minimum parcel size) to the east of the base. The cowty
plan Includes a 5-acre minimum parcel size for low-density residential uses
north of the base.

Air Force Policies Affecting Adjacent Land Uses. The Air Force developed
the Air Installation Compatible Use Zone (AICUZ) program to minimize

development that is Incompatible with aviation operations In areas on and
adjacent to miltary airfields. Municipalities that have land located within the
MCUZ are not required to zone this land In accordance with the AICUZ.
However, the Air Force encourages cooperation by such jurisdictions when
making land use decisions.

The AICUZ land use recommendations for areas near a mlitary airfield are
based on two composite studies. One study addresses compatible land uses
based on exposure levels to aircraft noise. The other addresses safety issues
and Identifies the areas with hazard potential due to aircraft accidents and
obstructions to air navigation. Then the composite study Is prepared with the
safety zones and noise contours combined to make 13 Compatible Use Districts
(CUDs). CUDs are delineated specifically for each Individual Air Force base,
using operational Information derived from the base mission. An AiCUZ report
for George AFB was Issued In 1983 (U.S. Air Force, 1983).

The AICUZ program applies only to military airfields. Similar criteria are
established by the FAA for civilian airports. With the closure of George AFB,

FAA criteria will apply to airport activities.

AICUZ Noise Considerations. AiCUZ noise contours are based on composite

noise ratings that are calculated from flight patterns, numbers and types of
aircraft, power settings, times of operations, and climatic conditions (U.S. Air
Force, 1983). A day-night weighted average sound level (DNL) is used to

describe the noise environment.

Figure 3.4-3 shows the DNL noise contours for the baseline aircraft activity at
George AFB. Within the DNL 65 dB contour, 8,970 acres are in Adelanto,

3,300 acres are in Victorville, and 15,120 acres are In San Bernardino County.
The areas of Victorville and Adelanto most affected by noise are zoned for
single-family residential and industrial use. Industrial use is generally
compatible with noise levels of DNL 65 to 75 dB.

AICUZ Safety Considerations. The second objective of the AICUZ Is to ensure
that the areas surrounding the base are safe and that land uses in areas of high

accident potential are properly planned. The AICUZ delineates areas at either
end of the runway where the probability of aircraft accidents are highest. These

areas have been identified through statistical analysis of past Air Force aircraft
accidents in the vicinity of Air Force facilities worldwide. Based on accident risk,
certain land use restrictions are recommended and identified by specific zones
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known as the Clear Zone (CZ) and two Accident Potential Zones (APZs), APZ I
and APZ II.

The area directly beyond either end of the runway Is designated as a CZ. This
zone extends for 3,000 feet from the end of the runway and Is 2,000 to 3,000 feet
wide centered on the extended runway centerline. The Air Force recommends
no development In the CZ (U.S. Air Force, 1983). At George AFB, the CZ Is
applied to the ends of each of the two runways and within these CZs the land Is
undeveloped desert (Figure 3.2-4).

The APZs are located beyond the CZ. Each zone designates different specific
allowable uses. APZ I extends beyond the CZ for 5,000 feet and Is 3,000 feet

wide. Industrial, agricultural, recreation, and open space uses are allowed In the
APZ I. Residential and land uses that concentrate large numbers of people are
discouraged In APZ I (U.S. Air Force, 1983). The APZ I at George AFB
encompasses undeveloped desert, a horse ranch north of the base, and
commercial, Industrial, and residential development along Adelanto Road.

Low density residential and retail uses of low Intensity are allowed In APZ II In
addition to the uses allowed In APZ I. APZ II extends an additional 7,000 feet
beyond APZ I and Is 3,000 feet wide with a less critical accident potential rating.
At George AFB, within APZ II there are approximately 20 residences
(low-density) along National Trails Highway and southwest of U.S. 395.

San Bernardino County developed the Airport Land Use Commission (AWC) to
address potential land use compatibility/safety Issues related to airport traffic
which are designated on Hazards Overlay Maps. Noise-related aviation hazards
are included in the Noise Element in the San Bernardino County General Plan
(1990c).

Because airports do not own or control the land necessary to ensure the safety
of their operations and adjacent land uses, the county of San Bernardino has

adopted the following policies applicable to airports Including George AFB, as
follows:

"* Adopt a Land Use Compatibility Aviation Chart, as set forth In the San
Bernardino County General Plan (1990c).

"* Adopt a safety area for George AFB that Is one mile outside the existing
65 DNL contour line.

"* Evaluate existing land uses for compatibility and amend through the
General Plan Amendment process If land use conflicts exist.

"* Continue the support of the AWC In San Bernardino County Including
updating existing and Initiating new comprehensive Land Use Plan
studies for each airport In the county.

"* Adopt the AICUZ Accident Potential Zone Maps and land use
compatibiity charts
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At George AFB the San Bernardino County Airport Safety Review Areas extend
beyond the base boundary In all directions ranging from 1 to 5 mile. The

county has not Initiated action to revise these overlay maps to reflect base
closure, pending decisions on reuse. If the reuse of George AFB includes an
airport, San Bernardino County will need to revise safety zones and noise
Impacted areas maps. The zoning and general plans for each entity. with

Jurisdiction In the Impacted area, will need to be updated once a decision on

reuse is determined.

Closure Basellne. Under baseline conditions, George AFB would be dosed

and airfield operations would be terminated, removing all land use conflicts and
constraints associated with the AICUZ. Land use restrictions contained In the
San Bernardino County General Plan (1 990c) and zoning/General Plans for the
cities of Adelanto and Victorville presumably would remain in effect, however,
until repealed or modified.

3.2.3.2 Aesthetics. Visual resources Include natural and man-made features
that give a particular environment Its aesthetic qualities. Criteri used In the

analysis of these resources include visual sensitity, which Is the degree of
public Interest In a visual resource and concern over adverse changes In Its
quality. Visual sensitivity Is categorized In terms of high, medium, or low levels.

High visual sensitivity exists In areas where views are rare, unique, or In other

ways special, such as in remote or pristine environments. High-sensitivity views
would Include landscapes that have landforms, vegetative patterns, water

bodies, or rock formations of unusual or outstanding quality. Views from the
east side of George AFB are considered to be of high visual sensitivity, and
Include the Mojave River In the foreground and Quartzite Mountain in the
background. These views are mapped in Figure 3.2-6.

Medium visual sensitivity areas are more developed than those of high

sensitivity. Human influence is more apparent In these areas and the presence

of motorized vehicles and other evidence of modem civilization is

commonplace. These landscapes generally have features containing varieties
In form, line, color, and texture, but tend to be more common than high visual

sensitivity areas. The residential areas with numerous mature trees, and the golf

course and Its related landforms are considered to be of medium visual
sensitivity.

Low visual sensitivity areas tend to have minimal landscape features, with little

change in form, line, color, and texture. The portions of George AFB not
previously mentioned in terms of aesthetics are considered to have low visual
sensitivity.

Only a few areas of George AFB are readily visible from off base. The west side

of the base Is visible from Adelanto Road, the south portion from Air Base Road,
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and the eas side from Shay Road. The bane insutional and resideni mae
are not readly visible from off bass.

The desert arms surrounding the base are generally of low visual sensitvt.
The medium visual sensitivity area southwest of the base, In the city of Adelanto,
is used for residential and some commercial purposes.

The aesthetics of George AFB, especially In the residential areas and along Cory
Boulevard, have been enhanced by numerous landscape projects throughout
the years. Trees have been planted along the streets in these areas and are
now mature.

Other on-base Improvement projects conducted In the 1980s Include
construction of the following major buildings and related landscaping:

* Dormitory complex

SDivision headquarters

* Communications facility

Fire station

* Squadron operations.

These new building projects have been constructed using masonry units or
stucco to complement the base's original buildings.

Approximately half of the land at George AFB is vacant land. Recreational areas
with associated open space provide visually pleasing views, especially eastward
from the base. The 9-hole golf course has tree-lined fairways and many
landforms that enhance the visual appeal of the course. The golf course offers
panoramic views of the Mojave River and of Quartzite Mountain to the northeast

3.2.4 Transportation

The ROI for the transportation analysis includes the existing principal road, air,
and rail networks In the Victor Valley portion of San Bernardino County. The
analysis focuses on the segments of the transportation networks in the region
that serve as direct or necessary indirect linkages to the base, and those that
are commonly used by personnel at George AFB. The area in the Immediate
vicinity of the base Is of special interest.

3.2.4.1 Roadways. Traffic volumes typically are reported as either the daily
number of vehicular movements in both directions on a segment of roadway,
averaged over a full calendar year (average annual daily traffic, or AMDT) or the
number of vehicular movements on a road segment during the average peak
hour. The average peak-hour volume typically Is about 10 percent of the AMDT
(Transportation Research Board, 1985). These values are useful Indicators in
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determining the extent to which the roadway segment Is used and In messing
the potential for congestion and other problems.

Traffic flow conditions are generally reported In terms of LOS, rating factors that
represent the general freedom (or restriction) of movement on roadways
(Table 3.2-1). The LOS scale ranges from A to F, with low-volume, high-speed,
free-flowing conditions classified as LOS A. LOS E is representative of
conditions that, although not favorable from the point of view of the motorist,
provide the greatest throughput per hour. With minor Interruptions, however,
LOS E will deteriorate to LOS F (Transportation Research Board, 1985). As
traffic volumes increase or traffic-handling capacities along given roadways
decrease, free-flow conditions become restricted and LOS deteriorates. LOS F
represents breakdown, stop-and-go conditions. Levels of service generally are
evaluated and reported for typical dear-weather conditions.

Table 3.2-1. Road Transportation Levels of Service

Criteria (Volume/Capacity)
4-Lane 4-Lane 2-Lane

LOS Description Freeway Arterial Highway
A Free flow with users unaffected by 0-0.35 0-0.28 0-0.10

presence of others In traffic stream

B Stable flow, but presence of other 0.36-0.54 0.29-0.45 0.11-0.23
users In traffic stream becomes
noticeable

C Stable flow, but operation of single 0.55-0.77 0.46-0.60 0.24-0.39
users becomes affected by
Interactions with others In traffic
stream

D High density, but stable flow; speed 0.78-0.93 0.61-0.76 0.40-0.57
and freedom of movement are
severely restricted; poor level of
comfort and convenience

E Unstable flow; operating conditions 0.94-1.00 0.77-1.00 0.58-0.94
near capacity with reduced speeds,
maneuvering difficulty, and extremely
poor levels of comfort and
convenience

F Forced or breakdown flow with traffic > 1.00 > 1.00 >0.94
demand exceeding capacity; unstable
stop-and-go traffic

Source: Trmnspration Research Boad, 195.

Traffic flow conditions usually are most congested during momring and evening
peak hours, and depend on the physical characteristics of the roadway, traffic
volumes, and the vehicular mix of traffic. A common design goal Is to provide
peak-hour service at levels no lower than LOS C or D. A typical two-lane rural
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hlgwmay will have a maximum two-way design capacity of 2,000 to 2,800
pasengervehicles per hour. On such roads, travel Is affected substantially by
traffic In the opposing lane, and by curves and hills, all of which impair a
motorist's ability to pass safely. By contrast, each lane of an Interstate highway
(dided, with restricted access) will provide a capacity of about 2,000 vehicles
per hour under a wide range of conditions. In urban or suburban settings, the
capacity of signalized intersection that restrict traffic flow Influences LOS more
than the capacity of a roadway segment. LOS ratings presented In the
remainder of this section are determined by: (1) peak-hour traffic volumes and
capacity for key roadways, and (2) Intersection volumes and capacities for

urban and suburban road segments, as noted.

Existing road and highway conditions are described at three levels: (1) regional,
representing the major links within the Victor Valley; (2) local, representing key
community roads; and (3) George AFB roads.

Regional. The region surrounding George AFB is served by a network of
Interstate, U.S., and state highways, and city and county roads (Figure 3.2-1).
1-15 provides direct access to Ontario, 45 miles to the south, and to Barstow,
35 miles to the northeast. 1-215 connects the base to San Bernardino, about
45 miles to the south, via 1-15. From Ontario, 1-10 links the region with Los
Angeles, about 50 miles west of Ontario, and Palm Springs, about 60 miles to
the east. U.S. 395 intersects 1-15 about 13 miles south of the base but diverges
toward the north, whereas 1-15 continues to run in a northeasterly direction. It is
proposed to upgrade U.S. 395 to full freeway status, and to relocate it 1 to
3 miles west of its present alignment. Caltrans currently is planning to widen
SR 18 (Palmdale Road) into a four-lane expressway with freeway to surface
street interchanges at U.S. 395 and 1-15. This would become the first major
east-west highway through Victor Valley. No dates have been established for
construction of the U.S. 395 or SR 18 improvements.

Service levels on regional roads currently are comparatively good (free-flowing)
on road segments outside the Influence of urban commuting traffic. These
conditions are expected to be unchanged at base closure. Intercity traffic In the
region is generally unrestricted and the rural sections of the regional-service
roads provide acceptable LOS.

As part of the Victor Valley Infrastructure Enhancement Program (traffic/road
analysis component) of 1988, the San Bernardino Associated Governments
(SANBAG) in conjunction with San Bernardino County identified roadway
Infrastructure needs in the Victor Valley to the year 2010. A computer-based
model used future land use assumptions within the Valley for 1995 and 2010 to
estimate vehicular trips. These trips were then distributed throughout the Valley
and assigned to the existing road network. The study, which assumed the
continued operation of George AFB, recommended the following changes
pertinent to the vicinity of the base (San Bernardino County, 1 988b):
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"* U.S. 396, change to freeawy status
"* Air Bass, Emerald Fopaz), E Mirage, and Adelanto roads, change to

major arterial divided
"* Cobalt Road (across Air Bas Road from George AFB Main Gate) and

El Evado roads, change to major arterial (not divided).

LocaL Figures 3.2-7 and 3.2-8 show the general local road network now In
place and projected to be In place at the time of base closure In the Immediate
vicinity of George AFB. Access to George AFB may be gained from either the
Main Gate (Phantom Street) or the Housing Gate (Cory Boulevard), both of
which open onto the north side of Air Base Road and are about 1 mile apart
(Figure 3.2-9). Air Base Road Is a two-lane, east-west, collector road that
extends from National Trails Highway, about 3 miles east of the Main Gate, to
U.S. 395, about 2 miles west of that gate.

National Trails Highway (old U.S. 66) Is a two-lane, north-south collector road
that becomes SR 18 after it crosses under 1-15, and leads into the city of Apple
Valley. The most Important road leading into the city of Victorville from the base
Is Village Drive, a four-lane, north-south arterial. Adelanto Road is a major
north-south street In the city of Adelanto, and starts where U.S. 395 diverges to
the northwest, about 2 miles south of Air Base Road. Adelanto Road adjoins a
portion of the western boundary of George AFB.

Under the various base reuse alternatives analyzed In Chapter 4 of this study,
five other roadways will become Important to provide access to the base area:

"* Helendale Road Is In the unincorporated portion of San Bernardino
County and extends north toward the community of Helendale from
near the north base boundary.

"* CrIppen Road Is an east-west roadway In Adelanto that crosses
U.S. 395 1 mile north of Air Base Road and extends to the west base
boundary.

"* Colusa Road is an unincorporated area east-west road that runs
between Adelanto Road and Helendale Road, about 4 miles north of Air
Base Road.

" El Mirage Road Is also an east-west road In Adelanto that presently
extends west from U.S. 395, but Is proposed to extend east to the west
base boundary.

"* Shay Road Is an unincorporated area north-south road that extends
north from Turner Road about 0.6 mile east of Air Base Road, along the
east base boundary,

All five of these roads are presently relatively minor two-lane roadways for which
no traffic data have been collected. The Victorville General Plan proposes that
Air Base Road and National Trails Highway, north of Rancho Road, be Improved
to four-lane arterial highways with 84-foot rights-of-way. That plan also
proposes that El Evado Road south of Rancho Road be improved to parkway
status with four lanes, divided, and with a 100-foot right-of-way. It also proposes
to improve Amethyst/Cobalt Road to parkway status south from Air Base Road

(City of Vlctorville, 1990).
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Preclsr Referene. Preclosure (19•0) pek-houm traffic volume
capacite, and LOS on key community roadways are shown in Figure 3.2-10.
The three roadways ishown on that figure and the five local roadways listed

above am identified for this study as key comnmunity roads because they would
provide the most direct access to the George AFB area upon reuse. The

current key coninurty roads are:

"* Air Base Road East (Housing Gate to Vilage Drive)

"* Air Base Road West (Main Gate to U.S. 395)

"* U.S. 396 (Air Base Road to E Mirage Road)

"* Village Drive (Air Base Road to Mojave Drive).

The key community road currently experiencing the most critical problem Is Air

Base Road East, where the peak-hour traffic Is about 1,700 and the peak-hour
LOS is E. The high volume Is the result of base traffic going to and from the
Victorville area via Village Drive. The other key community roadway with LOS E
Is U.S. 395 between Air Bse Road and E Mirage Road, where the peak-hour

traffic volume Is about 1,300. Air Base Road West has an LOS of C
(approaching D), with about 750 peak-hour vehicles. Village Drive has an LOS
of A, and a peak-hour volume of about 875. 1-15 Is also operating at a
peak-hour LOS of C, with a peak hour volume of about 5,600 (Victor Valley
Economic Development Authority, 1990b).

Recently, an addiional lane was constructed on Air Base Road at the Main Gate.
The current LOSs on the three most Important Intersections on Air Base Road
are listed below (Victor Valley Economic Development Authority, 1990b).

LOS
Intersection a.m. p.m.

Main Gate at Air Base Road A A
Housing Gate at Air Base Road A E
Village Drive at Air Base Road A B

Conditions of other pertinent Intersections In the area are as follows (Victor

Valley Economic Development Authority 19WGb):

"* Air Base Road at Adelanto Road Four-way stop; long lines of traffic In
both directions on Air Base Road

"* Air Base Road at National Trals T-intersection; stop for Air Base
Highway Road, but free right turn; Inadequate

merge area

"* U.S. 395 at Air Base Road Flashing red at Intersection; long
queues on north, south, and
westbound legs.
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Access to the base currently Is gained through the Main Gate and the Housing
Gate, both of which open onto Air Base Drive. The Main Gate Is open 24 hour
a day, whie the Housing Gate Is subject to scheduled closures. The base
contains 53 miles of paved roadways, mostly laid out In a north-south, east-west
grid pattern that Is cut diagonally by Cory-Worley boulevards (see Figure 3.2-9).
The three on-base roads that receive the heaviest traffic are Cory Boulevard,
Phantom Street. and Mustang Street These roadways are designated as the
key on-base roads for the purposes of this study. AlI are two-lane roads except
for Phantom Street. which has four lanes between the Main Gate and POL
Access Road (about 0.5 mile). Figure 3.2-11 shows the peak-hour volume,
peak-hour capaclty, and LOS of each of the key on-base roads In 1987,
Including two locations on Cory Boulevard and Phantom Street

The southerly portion of Phantom Street has a peak-hour volume of about 1,360
and operates at LOS B (approaching C). Between Mustang Street and Sabre
Boulevard, Phantom Street operates at LOS D because it is only a two-lane
road. Cory Boulevard extends north and then curves northwest from the
Housing Gate and Air Base Road. Between South Carolina Avenue and Nevada
Avenue, Cory Boulevard has a peak-hour volume of about 960, and operates at
LOS D. Between the Housing Gate off Air Base Road and Sheppard Street,
Cory Boulevard operates at LOS E because of Intersection delays at the gate.
Mustang Street Is the main east-west street between Cory Boulevard and
Phantom Street It has a peak-hour volume of 395 vehicles and operates at
LOS B (Military Traffic Management Command Transportation Engineering
Agency, 1987).

Closure Baseline. Traffic on the key roads will increase In proportion to the
area's population minus the traffic generated by the base by the 1993 closure
baseline. Figure 3.2-10 shows the projected peak hour traffic on the key
community roads. U.S. 395 will continue to have peak hour congestion
problems, operating at LOS E as in 1990. Without base traffic, however, Air
Base Road is projected to experience relatively free flow (LOS A and B).
Community growth Is projected to be strong enough that loss of
base-generated traffc would have little effect on community peak-hour traffic at
the time of base closure.

After closure of George AFB, traffic generated by the base will no longer use
these streets, except as required by a 50-person DMT using Cory Boulevard as
the only access. The LOS for all on-base roads will then be A (see Figure
3.2-11).

3.2.4.2 Airspace. Airspace Is a finite resource that can be defined vertically
and horizontally, as well as temporally, when describing its use for aviation
purposes. As such, It must be managed and utilized in a manner that best
serves the competing needs of commercial, general, and military aviation
interests. The FAA Is responsible for the overall management of airspace and
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has established different airspace designations that are designed to protect
aircraft while operating to or from an airport, transiting enroute between

airports, or operating within "special use" areas Identified for defense-related
purposes. Each type of airspace Is defined In the Glossary of Terms and
Acronyms/Abbreviations, Appendix A. Rules of flight and ATC procedures have
been established which govern how aircraft must operate within each type of
designated airspace. All aircraft operate under either instrument or visual flight
rules (IFR or VFR). IFR aircraft (primarily commercial and military aviation)
operate within controlled airspace and are tracked and separated by the ATC
system. VFR aircraft (primanly general aviation) are not normally tracked by
ATC but rather fly under a see and be seen concept in which pilots are
responsible for their own separation from other air traffic. Airspace around the

busier airports is more stringently controlled and may require that all aircraft

(including VFR) be In contact with and monitored by an ATC agency while
transiting through the area.

A given geographical region may encompass several different types of airspace
that apply not only to normal IFR and VFR aircraft operations, but to military
flight training operations as well. Military operations areas (MOAs) and

restricted areas are the most common types of airspace that have been

designated for defense-related activities. MOAs contain nonhazardous air
Intercept flight training operations which do not restrict transit of other air traffic.
Restricted areas, however, normally contain aerial gunnery or air-to-ground
bombing activities and transit through these areas by any non-participating
aircraft is generally limited while such hazardous activities are taking place.

The type and dimension of individual airspace areas established within a given
region and their spatial and procedural relationship to each other is contingent

upon the different aviation activities conducted in that region. When any
significant change is planned for this region, such as airport expansion, a new
military flight mission, etc., the FAA will reassess the airspace configuration to

determine if such changes will adversely affect (1) air traffic control systems
and/or facilities; (2) movement of other air traffic in the area; or (3) airspace
already designated and used for other purposes (i.e., MOM or restricted areas).
Therefore, considering the limited availability of airspace for air traffic purposes,

the given region may or may not be able to accommodate any significant airport
or airspace area expansion plans.

Airspace ROI. The ROI selected for this study is an area within a 20 nm radius

of George AFB from the surface up to 13,000 feet MSL, which represents a
three-dimensional volume of airspace normally required to support IFR air traffic

operations at a typical military or civil regional airport (Figure 3.2-12). Airport

expansion resulting from international growth could require additional
supporting airspace beyond the dimensions of this ROI. The ROI encompasses
the different airspace areas that were associated with preclosure operations at

George AFB as well as portions of the DOD R-2508 Complex, which Is an
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expanse of airspace utilized for defense-related missions. Restricted Area
R-2515 and the Complex (Charlie MOA) is in the southern portion of the R-2508
Complex and within the ROL. Airspace within and Immediately surrounding this
ROI is under the jurisdiction of the Edwards FAA Radar Approach Control
(RAPCON) which is operated by the FAA and primarily responsible for ATC

radar services at George AFB, Edwards AFB, China Lake Naval Weapons
Center, and Palmdale (AF Plant 42). Aircraft operations within this ROI do not

normally conflict with air traffic flows at the other airfields or the Norton AFB and

Ontario Airport area due to the manner in which ATC airspace and procedures
have been segregated for the respective locations. Airspace above 13,000 feet

MSL is controlled by the Los Angeles Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC)

and is not significantly affected by operations within the ROI. However,
significant growth at one or more of the major airfields In the region could lead

to potential airspace conflicts between the respective airport traffic flows and
added congestion in the ARTCC's airspace.

Preclosure Reference. An understanding of the ROI airspace environment

and its use under the preclosure reference is necessary to help determine its

capability and capacity to accommodate future aviation activities. The same
constraints and considerations such as terrain, runway alignments, and other air
traffic flows would apply under alternate aviation uses of George AFB.

Airspace designated for ATC purposes around George AFB consists of the

Ground Controlled Approach (GCA) radar traffic area, transition areas
established In conjunction with George AFB instrument approach procedures or
overlying federal airways, a control zone, and an airport traffic area (ATA).
(Explanations of transition areas, control zones, and airport traffic areas are
contained In the Glossary of Terms and Acronyms/Abbreviations, Appendix A.)

In addition to these designated ATC airspace areas, five federal, low-altitude,

enroute airways transit the area containing George AFB terminal operations.
Figure 3.2-12 depicts each of these designated ATC airspace areas and the five

federal airways.

The George AFB GCA radar traffic area is airspace that is sub-delegated to the

base by the Edwards FAA RAPCON for the control of local IFR traffic. Using an
Air Force surveillance radar system located on the base, the GCA is responsible

for providing ATC services within the lateral limits of this airspace below
7,000 MSL to arriving and departing aircraft, as well as to those remaining within

the radar traffic pattem for successive practice approaches to the airfield. This
ATC facility also provides traffic advisories to other aircraft transiting through
this airspace. After normal operating hours at George AFB, this airspace reverts

back to the Edwards FAA RAPCON, which is then responsible for IFR

operations within this area. When the Edwards FAA RAPCON is closed, this

airspace is then under the control of the FAA's Los Angeles ARTCC. Radar

systems utilized by the Edwards FAA RAPCON and Los Angeles ARTCC cannot

presently provide radar coverage below 4,500 feet MSL within the George AFB
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vicinity because of terain and the remote locations of their various radar aees.
Therefore, IFR aircraft atriving at and deputin from George AFB below
4,500 fet must be separated through the use of convntlonal nonrad'r ATC
procedures when the GCA Is not in operation; however, very few light
operations occur at George AFB during those hours.

The traffic patters, instrument approaches and departure procedures used at

George AFB under preclosure condition basically represet the airspace
requiements for IFR aircraft operating at the base and transitioning between the
base and the enroute airspace system (airways or oher transit routes) or the
R-2508 complex. Table 3.2-2 Identifies the type and number of aircraft

operations that were conducted at George AFB In calendar year (CY) 1900. The
orderly flow of the base IFR aircraft Is predicated on the use of these instrument
procedures and traffic patterns or other directions from ATC to maintain proper
sequencing and separation. VFR aircraft normally fly In a more direct route to
and from the base; the plots of these aircraft are responsible for maintaining
visual separation between aircraft.

Table 3.2-2. George AFS Aircraft Operations*, 1090
Aircraft Operations

Assignment Type Day Night Total

Aircraft Based at George AFB F4E/G 19,915 1,958 21,873
Aircraft Based at George AFB OV-10 3,485 350 3,835
Transient A-7 119 0 119
Transient A-10 187 0 187
Transient OA-37 180 0 180
Transient T-38 4,737 0 4,737
Transient F-4 7,770 0 7,770
Transient OV-10 121 0 121
Transient F-15 4,755 0 4,755
Transient F-16 4,490 0 4,490
Transient C-130 260 0 260
Transient C-141 277 0 277
Transient A-4 232 0 232
Transient A-6 257 0 257
Transient F-14 184 0 184

Totals 46,969 2,308 49,277

*An aircrat operation is one takeoff or one landing.
Source: George AFB.

Figure 3.2-13 delineates George AFB's airport traffic patterns as they apply to
VFR (tower-controlled) as well as radar-directed (GCA-controlled) operations.

Jet aircraft using VFR traffic patterns are not permitted to fly multiple rectangular

patterns to Runway 21 (landing/departing to the southwest), in order to reduce
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noise effects on the city of Adelanto. Successive rectangular patterns to
Runway 03 (andln•departng to the northeast) are conducted only when
necessitated by mission requirements, because of the strong crosswind
conditions that can result from the Santa Arna winds in the area

The radar traffic patterns are used by the GCA to route aircraft under its control
for landings on the north/south oriented Runway 17/35, the primary runway for
the base. The radar traffic patterns are used for arriving IFR aircraft, as wel as
for aircraft flight training Involving successe practice approaches to
Runway 17/35. There are no radar trafc patterns to Runway 03/21; Instrument

approach procedures are not established for this runway because of terrain,
prevaillng winds, and noise consideratons.

The airspace utilized for the flight tracks flown by military aircraft using the

Instrument approach procedures to Runways 17 and 35 Is shown in
Figures 3.2-14 and 3.2-15, respectively. The procedures are based on
directional guidance and distance provided by a tactical air navigation (TACAN)
and an instrument landing system/distance measuring equipment (ILS/DME)

located on the airfield. The standard procedures (identified as TACAN or
ILS/DME) are contained within a 10-nm radius of George AFB and are primarily

used by air transport-type aircraft. The "high altitude" approaches (identified as
HI-TACAN) are initiated within AFFTC airspace 24 nm north of George AFB and
are used primarily by fighter-type aircraft returning to the base after operating in
the AFFTC special use airspace complex.

Figure 3.2-16 illustrates the two published, standard-instrument departure
procedures used prior to closure of George AFB. These procedures channel

aircraft from the base and Into the enroute airspace structure. Essentially, one
route (Identified as the "Peace' departure) Is for traffic westbound from George

AFB, and the other route (identified as the "Orddy" departure) Is for eastbound
traffic. These procedures are used for takeoffs from three of the four runways.

Instrument departures are not conducted from Runway 03 due to terrain, wind,

and noise considerations,

Defense-related airspace within the ROI includes a portion of R-2515, the
Complex I Charlie MOA, a Controlled Firing Area (CFA) and five military training
routes (MTRs) as shown in Figure 3.2-12. R-2515 and the Charlie MOA are part
of the R-2508 Complex, which consists of several different restricted areas and

MOAs used extensively by Edwards AFB, China Lake Naval Weapons Center,

and Fort Irwin for various test and training activities. Although George AFB
aircraft were one of the principle users of this complex, other DOD

requirements have filled any scheduling vacancies resulting from the base

closure.
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R-2515 is ocated 16 nm north of the base. Misslon activieswithinl R-2515
Include extensive test and test support activities at all atitudes air-to-ground

gunnery and precision bombing tests within designated ranges, and air
refueling. The number of sorties conducted In R-2515 In 1990 Is shown in Table
3.2-3. The southernmost portion of R-2515 contains a 4 nm-wIde, east-west
corridor (Alpha Corridor) designated for supersonic fVhts below 30,000 feet
The eastern end of this corridor Is approximately 16 nm north of George AFB.
Aircraft utilization data for the Alpha Corrdor are not available. Other activity
includes numerous helicopters and pipeline or poweuline patrol aircraft below
1,000 feet above ground level (AGL) along California Highway 58.

Table 3.2-3. Restricted Area Altitudes and CY 1990 Aircraft Sorties

Restricted Base Ceiling Number of
Area Altitude (ft) Altude (ft) Sorties

R-2502N Surface Unlimited 5,203
R-2509 Surface Unlimited 6,182
R-2515 Surface Unlimited 35,226

Sources: U.S. Air Fote, George AFB; U.S. Air Fore, Edwards AFB.

The Complex 1 Charlie MOA extends from 200 feet AGL up to, but not
including, 18,000 feet MSL, with an overlying air traffic control assigned airspace
(ATCAA) extending up to 60,000 feet MSL, noted as flight level (FL) 600. This
MOA and Its overlying ATCAA are approximately 14 nm north of the base, and

provide additional airspace for aircraft transition within the R-2508 range
complex. Approximately 24,650 aircraft sorties were conducted through this
MOA In 1990.

The five MTRs that transit the George AFB ROI (Figure 3.2-12) are all VFR routes
(VRs). George AFB Is the scheduling agency for VR-1217 and VR-1218. The
remaining three routes are scheduled by other military groups In the region.
Table 3.2-4 delineates these MTRs, the operating altitudes for those MTR
segments that transit the George ROI, and the number of operations that were
conducted on each MTR in 1990.

Table 3.24. Military Training Route Altitudes and 1990 Aircraft Operations
Base Ceiling Number of

MTR Altitude (ft) Altitude (ft) Operations

VR-1205 200 AGL 1,500 AGL 161
VR-1217 1,000 AGL 1,500 AGL 2,855
VR-1218 1,000 AGL 1,500 AGL 1,047
VR-1257 1,000 AGL 1,500 AGL 1,036

VR-1265 200 AGL 1,500 AGL 250

Sources: U.S. Air Force, George AFB; U.S. Air Force, Edwards AFB.
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A CFA Is located 9 nm west of George AFB, In conjunction with the El MWrage
Adelanto private airfield, and Is used by a defense contractor for testing
remotely piloted vehicles. This testing Is conducted periodically between the
surface and 5,000 feet MSL under stringently cvntronled conditions. Restricted
areas R-2502N (approximately 45 nm northeast of George AFB) and R-2509
(approximately 42 nm north/northeast of George AF5) are outside the ROI;
however, George AFB currently has scheduling responsibility for these areas.
R-2502N Is utilized for air-to-air and air-to-ground bombing and gunnery training
and ovedles the Leach Lake tactical weapons range. R-2509 overles the
Superior Valley weapons range and Is used for air-to-ground bombing and
gunnery training. Table 3.2-3 delineates the operating altitudes associated with
these two restricted areas and the number of sorties conducted In each area In
1990.

There are 12 civil airports located within the George AFB ROI (Figure 3.2-12).
However, only the Apple Valley Airport, Hesperia Air Lodge, and Sun Hill Ranch
are public airports. The remaining nine airports are private airfields. Aircraft
operations at these airports are conducted only In visual weather conditions.
There are no publIshed Instrument approach procedures, ATC facilities, or
navigational aids available at any of these civil airports. Aircraft operating at
these airports are generally unaffected by flight operations at George AFB, as
they will either stay dear of the control zone or contact the tower for traffic
advisories while traveling through it. Palisades Ranch, located north of the base
and within the control zone, has very limited airfield operations which do not
Interfere with base air traffic. The current and projected annual operations for
each of the three public-use airports are shown In Table 3.2-5. There are no
operational data available for the private-use airports.

Table 3.2-5. Existing and Closure Baseline Projected Annual Aircraft
Operations for Civil Public-Use Airports In the Vicinity of George AFB

Annual Operations
Airpor 1990 1992
Apple Valley 71,000 77,000
Hesperia Air Lodge 40,000 45,000
Sun Hill Ranch 200 240

Source: Managera/Operators of Apple Valley, Hesperia Ar Lodge, and Sun Hill Ranch Mrpofm.

Closure Baseline. Upon base closure and the termination of flight operations
at George AFB, all designated ATC airspace areas and published Instrument
procedures would be canceled and the area would remain under the general
control of the Edwards FAA RAPCON. The surveillance radar system, control
tower, and navigational aids (TACAN and ILS) would be removed from service,
pending any reuse requirements for these facilities. It Is not likely that the
airspace would be readily used by the Edwards FAA RAPCON for new IFR
transit routes to other airports In the area. VFR aircraft operating from the public
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and private airports in the area could transit freely through the airspace
sunounding the dosed airfield without any tower communications requirements
or concers with bas miltary aircraft operations Other mlitary aircraft would
continue to operate on the MTRs transing the ROI. Air traft on the federal
airways tranasitg the ROI would no longer be affected by miltary aircraft
climbing/descending between the base and the R-2508 complex.

Restricted area R-2515 and Charlie MOA, as well as R-2502N and R-2509 are an
Integral part of the R-2508 airspace complex and wil continue to support
ongoing DOD and conractor test and training missions. Thes areas wll not be

affected by the base closure loss of the George AFB flying mission since this
airspace Is scheduled to remain near ful capacity by other mnitary units The
MTRs transiting the ROI should also be unaffected since these routes were not
establihed solely for George AFB alrcraf Scheduling responsiblity for the ten
MTRs controlled by George AFB would likely be transferred to other DOD
installations currently using or expected to use the airspace. If no DOD user
can be identified, the airspace could be returned to the National Airspace
System.

The special use airspace within the ROI, as well as restricted areas R-2502N and
R-2509, are an Integral part of the AFFTC complex. They will not be affected by

the base closure, because this airspace is used by other military units and
scheduling is expected to remain near full capacity in the future.

3.2.4.3 Air Transportation. Air transportation includes passenger travel by
commercial airline and charter flights; business and recreational travel by
private (general) aviation; and priority package and freight delivery by

commercial and other carriers. The closest commercial airline service to
George AFS is at Ontario International Airport, approximately 45 road miles and
50 minutes driving time to the southwest on the eastern city limits of Ontario,
California. Palmdale Airport is approximately 50 road miles and 55 minutes
driving time to the west of George AFS.

Ontario International Airport is substantially larger in terms of passenger volume
than Palmdale Airport, although both carry only a fraction of the passengers

handled each year by Los Angeles International Airport in the city of Los
Angeles, approximately 2 to 3 hours driving time to the west of George AFB.

Recent (1990) annual passenger volumes at the three airports were as follows
(Los Angeles Department of Airports, 1991):

"* Ontario International Airport - approximately 5.4 MAP

"* Palmdale Airport - less than 0.1 MAP

"* Los Angeles International Airport - approximately 45.8 MAP

Ontario International Airport served as a shipping and receiving point for

approximately 210,000 tons of cargo In 1986, the most recent year for which
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comprehensive regional air cargo data are avallable (SCAG, 1991). This
represented appro x -te ly 17 percent of d Southern Callfornri air cargo
shipments tIht year. Los Angeles Internatonal Airport accounted for
82 percent of air cargo volume In that yea, while Burbank, John Wayne, and
Long Beech airports combined represented only I percent of regional air cargo
activity (SCAG, 1901).

San Benwdino County operates the Apple Valey Airport, about 10 miles east of
the bas, the Barstow Airport, about 30 miles to the northeast, and the Hesperia
Air Lodge, about 20 miles to the south. These three smaller airports are used
mostly by private aircraft owners, and none have scheduled airline flights (San
Bernardino County, 196ak).

Upon closure of George AFB there would be a very small reduction In travel
through the Ontario and Palmdale Airports resulting from the loss of base
personnel and dependents who currently use the airports. As with highway
transportation, the loss of base-related air travel would be more than
compensated by projected rapid population growth In the Victor Valley and
adjacent areas. Likewise the closure of Norton AFB would minimally reduce air
passenger travel through the Ontario and Palmdale airports.

3.2.44 Railroads. The Victor Valley Is served by three major transcontinental
railroads: Southern Pacific, Union Pacific, and the AT&SF (Figure 3.2-7). The
lines of the latter two traverse north-south about 0.5 mile east of the George
AFB eastern boundary; the Southern Pacific line runs In a generally east-west
direction across the southern part of the Victor Valley from the Palmdale area.
All three of these lines continue south through the Cajon Pass (where trackage
is shared) into the San Bernardino Valley.

In 1942, about 2 miles of 100-foot-wide railroad spur right-of-way was acquired

between the Union Pacific/Santa Fe line and the easterly base boundary, at a
point about 3,000 feet south of Air Base Road (Figure 3.2-8). The route crosses
both National Trails Highway and Air Base Road. The right-of-way continues

northwesterly from the base boundary about 2 more miles through the
munitions storage area, across Air Base Road again, and Into the main
warehouse area at the base's flightllne. The spur was declared excess property

in 1979 and the trackage was removed and sold in 1986. The right-of-way,
however, remains In government ownership. This right-of-way could become an
Integral part of any reuse of George AFB (WEDA, 1990).

Since the end of October 1990, AMTRAK service has been available to the
Victor Valley. The station Is at the Intersection of 7th Street and SR 18 In
Victorville. During the first 3 months of 1991, the station was used by 1, 149
passengers.
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There Is currently a proposal to consct an SST line between Las Vegas,
Nevada. and Anaheim, California. This privately financed proposal for a tain
using magnetic levitatio technology Is projected to begin operations In the
year 2000. The system will be designed to carry up to 4 MAP (Callfomia-
Nevada Super Speed Train Commissio Ig00b). The proposed alignment
could pass very near George AFB, and with a station there, could provide
access to the Vlctor Valley. The final alignment will not be determined unti
completion of an EIS/EIR and approval by both the California and Nevada state
legislatures. This approval Is currently scheduled for 1993. In August 1990, the
SST Commission designated a consortium headed by the Bechtel Corporation
to be the franchisee (subject to a franchise agreement) to build and operate the
train. The Bechtel consortium would have the responsibility for developing a
plan that would include the route and stations (number and locations) to be
served (Califomia-Nevada Super Speed Train Commission, IgG9b).

Upon closure of George AFB, there would be some very small reductions In use
of the AMTRAK system In Victorville. These reductions would be quickly
overcome by the projected rapid population growth In the Victor Valley.

3.2.5 Utilities

The utility systems addressed In this analysis Include the facilities and
Infrastructure used for

"* Potable water pumping, treatment, storage, and distribution
"* Wastewater collection and treatment

• Solid waste collection and disposal

* Energy generation and distribution, Including the provision of electricity
and natural gas.

The ROI for utilities Includes systems serving George AFB as well as the

surrounding Victor Valley area. The major attributes of utility systems In the ROI
are processing and distribution capacities, storage capacities, average daily
consumption, peak demand, and related factors required In making a
determination of adequacy of such systems to provide services in the future.

Preclosure utilities analyses include the demand for water, wastewater
treatment, solid waste disposal, electricity, and natural gas. Because the utility

demands associated with the base site were such a small proportion of the
service areas of the various utility providers, both on-site and off-site utility
demands were combined In the analyses, without differentiation by location.

3.2.5.1 Water Supply. The Victor Valley area and George AFB presently have
Independent water supply systems. George AFB maintains Its own wells, on
land leased from the city of Adelanto.
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Vickr Valley. Within the Victor Valley region surrounding George AFB, there
are more than 100 public and private water purveyors covering service areas of
variou sizes and populations, as well as numerous private wells used for

Individual residences or agricuitural use. The major purveyors (those with over
200 servce connections) are:

"* Hesperia Water District

"* Victor Valley Water District

" Apple Valley Ranchos Water Company

"* City of Adelanto Water Department

"* Southern California Water Company - Victorville No. 1

"* Southern California Water Company - Victorville No. 4

"* Southern California Water Company - Victorville No. 5

"* County Service Area 70-J

"* Mariana Ranchos County Water District

"* Apple Valley Heights County Water DistrIct

Virtually all of the water In the Victor Valley Is obtained from groundwater
sources, although the high desert region presently has an unused allotment of

more than 50,000 acre-feet per year (af/yr) of water from the State Water
Project The Mojave Water Agency (MWA) was Initially created in 1960 to
manage the distribution of this state water allotment throughout an area

encompassing the 4,800-square mile of the high desert region, Including the
Victor Valley.

The MWA recently published a water demand projection In the Master Plan for

Delivery of Imported Water: Final Report (MWA, 1990). In 1990, domestic water

demand averaged 38.1 MGD (.e., 42,700 af/yr) within the Upper Basin Region
that underlies Victor Valley (Table 3.2-6 and Figure 3.2-17).

Table 3.24. Average Daily Water Demand within the Victor Valley (MGD)

1987 1990 1993

Implicit Forecast 32.6 38.1 43.7

Closure BaselIne 32.6 38.1 40.4

Change from Forecast 0.0 0.0 -3.3
Percent Change 0.0 0.0 -7.6

Source: Bandon MWA, 1990.

George AFB. George AFB currently derives Its water from eight wells located
adjacent to the Mojave River north of Turner Road about 0.5 to 1 mile east of the
base. The city of Adelanto leases the land to the Air Force, who Installed,

operates, and maintains the wells (U.S. Air Force, 1990b). The state water well
permit Is held jointly by George AFB and the city of Adelanto. The wells vary In

depth from approximately 100 to 445 feet, and productive capacities vary from
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1.0 cubic feet per second (cfs) to 3.56 cfs (Lee and Ro Consulting Engineers,
1984).

Water is pumped uphill from each well to Pumping Station No. 2, located near
the wells at an elevation of 2,659 feet. Two ground-level, steel storage tanks and
five booster pumps are located nearby. The two tanks have a total storage
capacity of 300,000 gallons. The booster pumps convey the water
approximately 3 miles from Pumping Station No. 2 to No. 1, located on the base
at an elevation of 2,889 feet. The conveying lines between Pumping Station No.
2 and No. I consist of three supply mains, two 12- and one 14-Inch line that
extend west from Pumping Station No. 2 along the north side of Turner Road,
and connect to the on-base water treatment and storage plant located east of
Starfighter Street.

AM incoming water is chlorinated at Pumping Station No. 1. This station has
three ground-level steel tanks with a combined capacity of 1.05 million gallons

and one elevated steel tank (140 feet high) with a capacity of 500,000 gallons.
Two booster stations (Nos.1 and 1A) pump water from the three ground-level
storage tanks and elevated tank Into the distribution system that runs
throughout the main cantonment area (U.S. Air Force Bioengineering, 1990b);
facilities south of Air Base Road are also linked to the base water supply system
via a 3-Inch line; facilities on the west side of the runway connect to a 3-inch line
metered by the city of Adelanto Water District (U.S. Air Force, 1990b).

One of the other 12-inch conveying lines that links Pumping Stations Nos. 1 and
2 also connects to an Adelanto Water District pump station and continues
westward to an Adelanto Water District ground storage tank. The remaining
12-inch conveying line linking Pumping Station Nos. 1 and 2 also links to the
base non-potable water system at a location upstream from Pumping Station
No. 1. Non-potable water is stored in the holding pond near the golf course.
This water is used primarily for watering the golf course and fire fighting
purposes.

It Is anticipated that the on-base utilities Infrastructure, including the potable
water treatment and distribution system, will remain on the base in its current
condition after closure.

3.2.5.2 Wastewater. Prior to 1981, George AFB operated its own wastewater
treatment plant, located between the housing area and the crosswind runway
(U.S. Air Force, 1989b). VVWRA constructed a new secondary treatment plant,
located on property adjacent to the northeastern boundary of George AFB, to
serve its member communities of Adelanto, Apple Valley, Hesperia, Victorville,
Oro Grande (San Bernardino County Service Area [CSAJ No. 42), and Spring
Valley Lake (CSA No. 64). When the VVWRA treatment plant came on line,
George AFB contracted for service from the VVWRA and interceptor lines were
constructed to connect the base with the plant.
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Victor Valley. The VVWRA activated sludge plant currently treats an average of
about 6.5 MGD. Sewage from each community/user Is collected via a system of
metered Interceptor lines and each community/user is billed by the VVWRA on a
per-gallon basis Most of the on-base wastewater mains are gravity flow and run
toward the north side of George AFB. The revenue source funds normal
maintenance and operation of the Interceptor system and the treatment plant.
Additionally, a one-time fee for new connections of Industrial, commercial, or
residential facilites or other users within each of the WWRA member
communities is assessed by VWJRA. This fee is calculated for each new
connection based on the projected wastewater flows expected from the facility
and is deposited In a capital Improvements fund for future expansion of the
plant or interceptor system. Each community/user operates and maintains the
wastewater collection system within its boundaries, metering and charging its
customers accordingly. George AFB differs from other users in that the base
has a contracted maximum flow limit (0.83 MGD), and no voting rights as a
member of VVWRA. VVWRA discharges approximately 91 percent of its

advanced secondary treated effluent into the Mojave River and approximately
9 percent of its standard secondary treated effluent into percolation ponds for
groundwater recharging (California Regional Water Quality Control Board, 1989;

Kurtz, 1991).

By February 1991, VVWRA had completed construction of a sludge-drying
lagoon (evaporative basin). The bricks produced in this basin are to be stored
on site until an appropriate disposal technique Is selected (expected In 2 years).
During the first half of 1990 (through July), a contractor removed one-third of
the sludge inventory from the sludge-holding lagoon (where it had been held
since plant start-up In 1981) for use on agricultural land in California.
Screenings and grit from the VVWRA processing, amounting to 329 cubic yards
in 1990 (0.14 cubic yards per million gallons treated) were hauled to a local
landfill. Skimmings are currently discharged into thickening lagoons (Kurtz,
1991).

Geore AFS. The base has two metered lines that connect to the WWRA
Interceptor system. Une one services the flightline area and collects about
65 percent of base wastewater flows. This 15-Inch line runs from south of the
abandoned on-base wastewater treatment plant northeast to the treatment
plant. Une two services the residential areas and the hospital and collects the
remaining 35 percent of base wastewater flows. The base flow rate is normally

between 0.8 and 0.85 MGD. Wastewater from buildings on the west side of the
runways and south of Air Base Road is disposed of in septic systems and

leaching fields (U.S. Air Force, 1989b).

In April 1987, WWRA Issued George AFB an "Order Requiring Corrective Action
Pursuant To VWJRA Sewer Use Ordinance.' This corrective action order (CAO)

outlined seven specific non-compliance issues related to wastewater flows from

George AFB received at the VVWRA treatment plant and due dates for
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corrective actions In order to regain compliance with the VVWRA Sewer Use

Ordinance.

The non-compliance Issues Include: George AFB mixing of Industrial and
residential wastewater, high levels of volatile organics, benzene, viscous oil, and
other toxic materials discharged to the VVWRA treatment facilities; and storm
water directly entering the sewer collection system without pretreatment.
Required corrective actions Include: submittal to VVWRA of a spill containment
program; Industrial and domestic wastewater separation; storm water runoff
separation from the sewer collection system; and VVWRA approved
pretreatment and oll separator facilities (VWRA, 1987).

The CAO Identified April 10, 1989 as the deadline for full compliance with the
order;, however, in April 1988, the base requested and received an extension of
the deadline until June 1990 (VVWRA, 1988). In January 1989, base officials
notified VVWRA, that in view of the impending closure of George AFB, the

design of a pretreatment facility necessary to comply with the CAO, which was

approximately 60 percent complete, had been canceled. The base indicated
that it would continue ongoing efforts to minimize Industrial discharges to the
sewer collection system via chemical product/soap substitution, source control
procedures, and use of oil/water separators (VVWRA, 1989; U.S. Air Force,
1989b). VVWRA notified the Air Force that because compliance with the CAO

had not been achieved, future discharges from the base by future base
occupants other than the Air Force must fully comply with VVWRA ordinances, If
the new user is served by VVWRA.

Based on the forecast population decline in the Victor Valley associated with the

closure of George AFB and the implicit future rates of per-capita wastewater
treatment demand Indicated In the Wastewater Master Plan, the VVWRA
forecast would be reduced to an average of 6.7 MGD by the year 1993

(rable 3.2-7; Figure 3.2-18). This reduction Is approximately 8 percent lower
than the extrapolated VVWRA projection for the year 1993. VVWRA has
indicated that projection In the plan does not necessarily reflect current
estimates as a result of recent population changes within the Victor Valley since
publication of the plan.

Table 3.2-7. Wastewater Generation within the Victor Valley Wastewator

Treatment Authority Service Area (in MGD)

1987 1990 1993

Implicit Forecast 4.3 5.8 7.3
Closure Baseline 4.3 5.8 6.7

Change from Forecast 0.0 0.0 -0.6
Percent Change 0.0 0.0 -8.1

Source: Band on WWRA, 1966.
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VVWRA and member collection agencies that serve the communiltes in the
Victor Valey are presently planning both short- and long-term Infrastructure

impovements on a relatively large scale In anticipation of substantial rates of

population growth and IncrKmased conversion from septic tank usage to
centralized treatment. The VWPRA treatment plant was designed for continued
growth in the region and has an ongoing expansion plan. The current 9.5-MGD
capacity of the plant Is expected to be adequate for the VVWRA service area
until about 1995. In the Wastewater Master Plan, three alternate scenarios for
improvement of the existing Infrastructure are analyzed. These three
alternatives are continued expansion of the existing Interceptor system and
treatment plant to accommodate the entire Victor Valley, construction of two
sub-regional treatment plants, and a combination of the first two scenarios with
a single new treatment plant located In the Apple Valley. Since publication of
the plan In 1988, various Improvements have been made including substantial
enlargement of the capacity of the existing central treatment plant.

3.2.5.3 Solid Waste. Solid waste from George AFB currently Is disposed of In
the Victorville landfill, operated by San Bernardino County. The landfill Is
located In a hilly area approximately 5 miles northeast of the base In an
unincorporated area of the county, Immediately north of the city of Victorville.
The facility Is designated as a Class III landfill, suitable for the disposal of

non-hazardous and general municipal waste. Presently, the landfill will accept
clean construction and demolished building material with no volume
restrictions. However, the county landfill Is planning to collect fees for such
materials beginning In summer 1991 (Stager, 1991).

Victor Valley Disposal is the private hauler for both George AFB and a total of
approximately 113,000 persons In Adelanto, Apple Valley, and Victorville. The
private hauler annually collects 420 tons (approximately 6,800 cubic yards) from

the base and these municipalities. George AFB contributes approximately 5 to
7 percent of the total waste.

The Saj ;•-•-4rdino County Solid Waste Management Department (SWMD)
recently pi epared updated solid waste demand and capacity projections for all
county landfills, Including those In Apple Valley, Hesperla, Phelan, and Victorville.

The Victorville landfill had 420,775 cubic yards of remaining capacity on
permitted land as of June 30, 1990. At the current rate of 510 cubic yards per
day (186,150 cubic yards per year), the site's life expectancy Is 2 years (through
1992). The U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) owns additional land with a
potential capacity of approximately 5 million cubic yards near the existing site;
however, this area Is not presently permitted for use as a landfill (San Bernardino
County SWMD, 1991). The Hesperia landfill had a remaining capacity of
958,000 cubic yards on currently permitted land as of June 30, 1990, with a life

expectancy of approximately 6 years (through the year 1996). The county is

actively seeking to permit adjacent land with an undetermined potential
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expansion capacity. As of June 30, 1990, the Phelan landfll had a remaining
capacity of 847,250 cubic yards, with a lif expectancy of 16 years (through the
year 2006); the SWMD did not indicate any expansion potential at the Phelan
landfill. The Apple Valley landfill had a remaining capacity of 172,430 cubic
yards with a life expectancy of 2 years (through the year 1992). This site was
reported to have a potential 1.55-millIon cubic yard expansion capacity,
although the report also Indicated that expansion of this land was not acttvely
pursued" (San Bernardino County SWMD, 1991).

Solid waste In the Victor Valley region tends to be less dense than In other
metropolitan areas (50 to 55 pounds per cubic yard compared to 80 pounds per
cubic yard) as a result of the slow plant growth In the area and corresponding
reduction of plant material waste products (Barnes, 1991). The county presently
Is encouraging sourcereductlon and recycling objectives that meet or exceed
the objectives of State Assembly Bill 939, which would result In a 60-percent
combined source reduction and recycling by the year 2010. The Victorvile
landfill currently utilizes post-sorting by contract salvagers, which results in
recovery of less than 0.2 percent of solid waste received. Additional time for
salvage could increase this rate to more than 1.5 percent (San Bernardino
County SWMD, 1991).

Several county-owned or -operated disposal sites in the surrounding region,
notably Big Bear and Lucerne Valley, are nearing or at capacity, and are under
consideration for replacement by small transfer stations following base closure.
In the Victor Valley, the Apple Valley landfill Is also receiving the same
consideration to convert its operations to a transfer station In 1992. The waste
from these transfer stations may be diverted to the Victorvilie landfill, but the
amount of material from the small landfills will have only a minor effect on
long4erm landfill capacity In the high desert (San Bernardino County, 1991).
Sludge from the VVWRA wastewater treatment plant Is not deposited in the
Victorville landfill but Is placed in an on-site VVWRA sludge lagoon at the
treatment plant; therefore, Increased activity expected at the treatment plant Is
not expected to have an Impact on the landfill.

According to county projections, the desert region's landfills will have adequate
capacity through the year 2030 (San Bernardino County SWMD, 1991).

Table 3.2-8 and Figure 3.2-19 indicate the implicit projection of the SWMD at
current rates of disposal for the four Victor Valley landfills.

3.2.5.4 Energy

Electricity. Electricity Is provided to George AFB and the surrounding Victor
Valley area by the High Desert District of SCE. The District consisted of 101,000
metered customers in 1990. The region is currently utilizing alternate electrical
generating techniques, including the Solar One project in Daggett and various
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Table 3.2-t. Solid Wate Generation withiln the Victor Valley

(mIlon of cubyc Yards p year)
1967 1990 199

Implicit Forecast 0.61 0.74 0.87
Closure Baseline 0.61 0.74 0.80
Change from Forecast 0.0 0.0 -0.07
Percent Change 0.0 0.0 -40

Souross Bamd an San kmwdino County SWMO, IM, 1901.

photovoltaic projects, because the high desert region has a high potential for

soar electric generation capabiity.

SCE supplies electricity to George AFB through parallel connections of two
manually-switched, 33-klovolt %kV) circuits terminating at two power
transformer at the on-base substation. The substation Is on the west side of
Starfighter Street, across from the water storage and treatment plant and feeds
a 4-WV distribution grid comprising six main circuit&. The on-base substation
and distribution system Is owned by the Air Force. A few facilities on the west
side of the runways are serviced through a separate metered connection from
the Adelanto area.

The reduction in electricity demand within the district associated with the
closure of George AFB was estimated from the projected population decline in
the Victor Valley and average per-capita electricity demand under closure
baseline conditions (Table 3.2-9; Figure 3.2-20).

Table 3.2-9. Electricity Demand within the Victorville District of Southemn
California Edison (in MWH per day)

1987 1990 1993

Implicit Forecast 3,420 5,070 5,738
Closure Baseline 3,420 5,070 5,446
Change from Forecast 0.0 0.0 -292
Percent Change 0.0 0.0 -5.1

Sources: BIwd on Calfornia Energy Commission, 190; SCE, 1991.

Natural Gas. Service to George AFB and the high desert region Is provided by
SW Gas. Natural gas is provided via a 4-inch high pressure gas line entering the
base from the west near Gasoline Alley and extending to a metering and
regulating station, on the east side of Sno Street Approximately 36,000 linear
feet of Air Force-owned gas lines extend through most areas of the base from
this station, except the facilities west of the runways and south of Air Base Road.
The estimated on-base gas demand for space heating, water heating, and other
natural gas appliances totalled 219,886 cubic feet per hour In 1985. The annual
gas consumption declined between 1987 and 1989.
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SW Gas anticipated no future restrictions to natural gas service because a

30-Inch high-pressure, natural gas pipeline (owned by Southern Califrrda Gas
Company) has an existing tap near the intersection of Rancho and Adelanto
roeds Although the existing tap Is not yet In service, thi line coud be used by
SW Gas to supply additional demands In the area of the base (Goodman, 1991).

In 1989 SW Gas prepared a long term forecast of population within the
Victorvile District Natural gas consumption rates within the district for the past
5 years (1986 to 1990) were used to estimate an average per-capita demand
factor for the district and obtain an Implicit projection of future natural gas
consumption based on the total population projections (SW Gas, 1991). Using
the same per-capita rate, the reduction in natural gas demand within the district
associated with the closure of George AFB was estimated from the projected
population decline In the Victor Valley under closure baseline conditions
(Table 3.2-10; Figure 3.2-21).

Table 3.2-10. Natural Gas Demand within the Victorville District of the

Southwest Gas Company (in therms/day)

1987 1990 1993
Implicit Forecast 161,995 240,100 321,976

Closure Baseline 161,995 240,100 305,680
Change from Forecast 0.0 0.0 -16,296
Percent Change 0.0 0.0 -5.1

Source: Based on SW Gas, 1991.

3.3 HAZARDOUS MATERIALSIHAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

Hazardous materials and hazardous waste management activities at George
AFB are governed by specific environmental regulations. For the purpose of the
following analysis, the term hazardous waste or hazardous materials will mean
those substances defined as hazardous by the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), 42 U.S. Code (USC)

I9601 -9675, and the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended by the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 USC H6901-6992. In general, this

includes substances that, because of their quantity, concentration, or physical,
chemical, or infectious characteristics, may present substantial danger to public
health or welfare or the environment when released into the environment.
Additionally, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has granted the
state of California the authority to promulgate and enforce environmental
regulations. The state regulations, which must be at least as stringent as the

federal regulations, are outlined in the California Code of Regulations (CCR),
Title 22, Section 30.
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Hazardous materials transportation is regulated oy the Federal Department of
Transportation (DOT) regulations within Chapter 49 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR).

The ROI encompasses all geographic areas that are exposed to the possibilty
of a release. The ROI for IRP sites Is within the existing base boundaries, with
the exception of the Northeast Disposal Area. where a TCE-contamlnated
groundwater plume has migrated off base. Specific geographic areas affected
by past and current hazardous waste operations, Including cleanup activities,
are presented in detail below.

3.3.1 Hazardous Materials Management

Preclosure Reference. Operations at George AFB currently use hazardous

materials including aviation fuels, oils, lubricants, hydraulic fluids, solvents,
corrosives and compressed gases. The Hazardous Materials (HAZMAT)
Handlers Business Plan (U.S. Air Force, 1990f) and The Spill Prevention and

Response Plan (U.S. Air Force, 1991d) address the prevention of the discharge
of pollutants and include contingency plans to address unauthorized releases.
The HAZMAT Plan and The Spill Prevention and Response Plan also disclose
the storage location of hazardous materials that are shipped to the base. At
closure, hazardous materials will be transferred for use to other installations
through the Air Force supply system, marketed for reuse through the Defense
Reutilization and Marketing Office (DRMO), or disposed of in accordance with
applicable regulations.

Closure Baseline. After base closure, only the DMT and possible interim users
will be using hazardous materials. All parties will be responsible for managing
these materials in accordance with federal, state, and local regulations; for
protecting their employees from occupational exposure to hazardous materials;

and for protecting the public health of the surrounding community.

The DMT will be responsible for the safe storage and handling of all hazardout

materials used in conjunction with all base maintenance operations, such as
paint, paint thinner, solvents, pesticides, herbicides, fungicides, and

miscellaneous petroleum products associated with vehicle and machinery
maintenance. These materials will be shipped by the DMT in compliance with
the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA) under 49 CFR. The DMT

and regulatory authorities will have oversight to ensure compliance with all

applicable regulations.

If the Air Force authorizes interim use of base facilities prior to disposal, it will
require that all hazardous materials used by an interim user be shipped, stored,

and handled in compliance with pertinent regulations by the Interim user. Again,
the DMT and the regulatory authorities will have oversight to ensure compliance
with all applicable regulations.
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In accordance with federal, state, and local regulations all parties will be

responsible for the management of hazardous materials. Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA) regulations under 29 CFR require that all
parties must protect their employees from potential occupational exposure to
hazardous materials and establish a hazardous communication program to
protect the surrounding community from a release of a hazardous material;

appropriate parties must file a Hazardous Materials Business Plan with the San
Bernardino County Department of Environmental Health Services (DEHS).

3.3.2 Hazardous Waste Management

Preclosure Reference. A variety of hazardous wastes are generated as a result
of maintenance activities on George AFB. These substances include fuel and ol
wastes, solvents, strippers, paint wastes, and several other chemical wastes. As
required by CCR, Title 22, Section 66493 (b) these hazardous wastes and
quantities generated are reported to the California Department of Health

Services (DHS) Toxic Substances Control Division.

As a result of an RCRA Part A permit application submission, George AFB

operated as an interim status Hazardous Waste Storage Facility under a
California DHS 5-year permit Issued 28 June 1985. That permit authorized

on-site storage within a designated area for up to 1 year. The DRMO operated
the permitted Hazardous Waste Storage Yard for the Air Force. Numerous
Storage Accumulation Points were designated throughout the installation to

facilitate the daily collection and temporary storage (90 days) of hazardous
wastes. The wastes were transported to the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard
prior to the expiration of the 90-day storage limit.

In view of the impending closure of the installation, an RCRA Part B permit
application, requesting permanent permit status for the Hazardous Waste

Storage Yard, has not been filed. As a result, the facility lost its interim status as

a storage facility on June 28, 1990 and has since become a 90-day storage
facility. Hazardous wastes are stored temporarily at 29 90-day Accumulation
Points and 6 Satellite Accumulation Points (Table 3.3-1). The wastes are

transported off base and disposed of by a licensed contractor in accordance

with RCRA as implemented by 40 CFR Parts 260-270 and CCR Title 22 prior to
the expiration of the nporary 90-day storage limit. Permitting information can

be found In Appendix G.

George AFB has several plans that address hazardous waste management on
the base. The Spill Prevention and Response Plan addresses the discharge of

pollutants and includes a contingency plan to address unauthorized releases.

Closure Baseline. At the time of base closure, all of the hazardous waste

generated by base functions will have been collected from all accumulation
points and disposed of at a permitted facility, in accordance with RCRA.
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Table 3.3-1. Hazardous Waste Storage Locations

Location
Site (Bulding #) Description

Accumulation Points (90-day storage)
1 18 Auto Hobby Shop
2 310 Fight Simulator
3 538 Supply Inspection Section
4 540 Power Production
5 552 Fuel Truck Maintenance
6 555 Vehicle Maintenance
7 559 Armament Shop
8 564 NDI Shop
9 652 Corrosion Control
10 659 CE Material Control
11 670 Uquid Fuel Maintenance
12 676 Phase Section
13 676 Phase Section
14 676 Wheel and Tire Shop
15 682 AGE Section
16 682 Corrosion Control
17 683 Training Section
18 685 FuelShop
19 685 Fuel Shop
20 686 Propulsion Branch and Test Cell
21 691 561/562/563 AMU
22 719 20 AMU Support Section
23 720 Support Section
24 720 21 AMU
25 724 Fire Department
26 756 Corrosion Control
27 761 Alert Hangar
28 785 Missile Maintenance
29 789 AGE Section

Satellite Accumulation Points
1 513 Entomology
2 551 Fuels Testing
3 553 ECM Shop
4 768 Combat Munitions Unit
5 1120 Munitions Inspection
6 1155 Hosoltal

Source: U.S. Air Force. 19M9.

Hazardous waste generated by the DMT will be tracked to ensure proper
identification, storage, transportation, and disposal, as well as implementation of
waste minimization programs. The Hazardous Waste Storage Yard (site $5-23)
(Figure 3.3-1) Is an IRP designated site and will be studied, evaluated,
remedlated, and dosed under CERCLA and all other applicable regulations.
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3.3.3 Installation Restoration Program (IRP) Sites

IRP Is an Air Force program to Identify, characterize, and remedlate

environmental contamination on its installations. Although legally acceptable at

the time, procedures followed prior to the mid-1 970s for managing and

disposing of many wastes often resulted In contamination of the environment.

The program has established a process to evaluate past disposal sites, control

the migration of contaminants, and control potential hazards to human health

and the environment. Section 211 of the Superfund Amendment and

Reauthorization Act (SARA), codified as the Defense Environmental Restoration

Program (DERP) of which the Air Force IRP is a subset, ensures that DOD has

the authority to conduct its own environmental restoration programs.

Prior to passage of SARA and the establishment of the National Contingency

Plan (NCP) for hazardous waste sites, Air Force IRP procedures followed DOD

policy guidelines mirroring EPA's Superfund Program. Since SARA was passed,

most federal facilities have been placed on a federal docket and EPA has been

evaluating the facilities' waste sites for inclusion on the NPL. George AFB was

officially listed on the NPL on February 12, 1990, primarily because of

groundwater contamination within the Northeast Disposal Area (Figure 3.3-2).

In October 1990, the U.S. Air Force entered into a Federal Facilities Agreement

(FFA) with U.S. EPA Region IX, the state of California (DHS) and the California

Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) Lahontan Region. The

California DHS authority has now transferred to the California Environmental

Protection Agency (California EPA), Department of Toxic Substance Control

(DTSC). The FFA stipulates that any corrective actions under RCRA shall be

considered and managed pursuant to CERCLA. Objectives, responsibilities,

procedures and schedules for cleanup were also established in the FFA. A

representation of the IRP management process under CERCLA is shown in

Figure 3.3-3.

Ongoing activities at identified IRP sites may delay or limit some proposed land

uses at or near those sites. Future land uses by the reuse organization on a

site-specific level may be, to a certain extent, limited by the severity of

contamination or level of remediation effort at these IRP sites. Regulator review

as required by the FFA and the Air Force programs will also ensure any

site-specific land use limitations are identified and considered. The FFA and Air

Force programs will also ensure sufficient opportunity for public involvement In

this decisional process.

The original Air Force IRP was divided Into four phases consistent with CERCLA:

• Phase I: Problem Identification and Records Search

• Phase II: Problem Confirmation and Quantification
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INSTALLATION RESTORATION PROCESS
(The CERCLA Process)

Sources of Information on IRP
Iriormation Repod"oe (Public Libraies)
USAF Base Pubic Affai Office

Site Discovery USAF Disposal ManaWemner Team (OMT)

_I_ _ Adnisdrai Record (USAF and EPA)
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Remedial Design/
Remedial Action (RD/RA)

Pictorial Presentation
of IRP Process

Figure 3.3-3
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"* Phase III: Technology Base Developrnt
"* Phase 1V: Corrective Action.

After SARA was passed In 1986, the IRP was realigned to Incorporate the
terminology used by the U.S. EPA and to integrate the new requiremenrt in the
NCR The result was the creation of three action stages:

"* Preliminary AssessmenSite Inspection (PANSI)
"* Remedial InvestIgationlFeaslbility Study (RI/FS)

"* Remedla! Deslgri/Remedlal Action (RD/RA).

The PA portion of the first stage under the NCP Is comparable to the original
IRP Phase I and consists of a records search and Interviews to determine
whether potential problems exist. A brief S1 that may Include soil and water
sampling Is performed to give an Initial characterization or confirm the presence
of contamination at a potential site.

An RI Is similar to the original Phase II and consists of additional field work and
evaluations In order to assess the nature and exten of contamination. It
Includes a risk assessment and determines the need for site remedlation.

The original IRP Phase IV has been replaced by the FS and the RD within the
third stage. The FS documents the development, evaluation, and selection of
remedial -. t •n alternatives to clean up the site. The selected alternative Is then
designed (RD) and Implemented (RA). Long-term monitoring Is often performed
In association with site cleanup to assure future compliance with contaminant
standards or achievement of cleanup goals. The Phase III portion of the IRP
process Is not Included In the normal SARA process. Technology Development
(TD) under SARA Is done under separate processes Including the Superfund
Innovative Technology Evaluation program. The Air Force has an active TM
program In cooperation with the EPA to find solutions to problems common to
Air Force facilities.

The closure of George AFB will not affect the ongoing IRP activity. These IRP
activties wil continue In accordance with federal, state, and local regulations to
protect human health and the environment, regardless of the alternative chosen
for reuse. The FFA between the U.S. Air Force, U.S. EPA, California DHS, and
the California Regional Water Quality Control formalizes the joint Involvement in
IRP

Again, the public may keep abreast of the IRP at George AFB through various
sources of Information (see Figure 3.3-3). More Information about the public
comment process may be obtained by contacting the base Public Affairs Office
or the Disposal Management Team's Environmental Programs Office.
Additiorally, the IRP as mandated by CERCLA and the NCP has a public
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participatory program much like the one in the preparation of this EIS. The Air
Force will, with the acceptance of each RI/FS by the regulatory community,
prepare a proposed plan for the remedlatlon of a site(s) which will include a
discussion of alternatives considered. The proposed plan wll be distributed to
the public for comment; a public meeting will be held to discuss the proposed
plan and comments on the proposed plan will be accepted by the Air Force.
The Air Force will then respond to all comments making those responses part of
a public ROD on what the remediatlon wi entail prior to any Remedial Action
being taken (see Figure 3.3-3).

Preclosure Reference. Because the Air Force began the IRP process at
George AFB in 1981, prior to terminology and procedural changes, both phases
and stages are contained in the IRP Information Repository and Administrative
Record. The IRP Phase I Records Search was published in January 1982. It
initially identified 54 potential disposal sites (3 munitions disposal sites,
13 landfills, 13 miscellaneous dump or burial areas, and 25 liquid disposal/spill
areas). Of these sites, 25 were recommended for further evaluation. Three
primary areas of concern were Identified: the Industrial Storm Drain, the
Northeast Disposal Area, and the Southeast Disposal Area.

Several field studies have since been performed to determine the existence,
nature, and extent of any new and existing contaminated sites on base; these
additional studies have further id3ntified two more primary areas of concern, the
Central Disposal Area and the West Perimeter Disposal Area. To date, 65 sites
have been identified (see Figure 3.3-1) under the FFA for inclusion in the
remedlatlon r'rocess. The Initial sources of contamination at the IRP sites were

primarily the maintenance and refueling of aircraft and ground support
equipment. fire protection training, corrosion control, and past disposal actions.
The most prevalent contaminants that have been identified Include solvents and
petroleum products. Other contaminants found or thought to exist in small
quantities include radioactive materials (vacuum tubes), munitions (rifle
cartridges and flares), acids, asbestos, pesticides, and various other shop and
household wastes. A summary of site descriptions, including locations and
wastes is provided in Table 3.3-2. Additional IRP information is available at
Public Information File Locations at San Bemardino County Libraries (Adelanto

and Victorville Branches).

For ease of discussion, most IRP sites are grouped Into the aforementioned five
geographic areas on the base, as follows (Figure 3.3-2): the Northeast Disposal
Area, the Industrial Storm Drain Disposal Area, the Southeast Disposal Area, the
Central Disposal Area, and the West Perimeter Disposal Area. IRP sites within
each geographic area are described In Sections 3.3.3.1 through 3.3.3.5. IRP
sites not incorporated Into one of these five areas are discussed in Section
3.3.3.6. The following sections discuss Individual sites based upon varying
status of Investigative studies and availability of results (I.e., various phases of
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IRP have been completed, are currently under way, or are planned for the
future).

In addition to the mandates of the IRP, prior to the transfer of any property at
George AFB, the Air Force must also comply with the provisions of CERCLA
§ 120. CERCLA § 120h specifically requires that, before federal property can be

transferred from federal ownership, the United States must provide notice of
specific hazardous waste activities on the property and Include In the deed a
covenant warranting that "all remedial action necessary to protect human health

and the environment with respect to any [hazardous] substance remaining on
the property has been taken before the date of such transfer. Furthermore, the
covenant must also warrant that "any additional remedial action found to be
necessary after the date of such transfer shall be conducted by the United

States." To ensure that money is available to conduct environmental restoration

at military Installations scheduled for closure, Congress appropriated
$100 million to the Defense Base Closure Account for fiscal year 1991 to be

used exclusively for that purpose. It is expected that future authorization acts
will continue to fund environmental restoration activities at dosing installations.

In light of the continuing responsibility of the Air Force for restoration activitles

at George AFB, it is unlikely that such activities would be eligible for federal
funding under the Airport Improvement Program managed by the FAA.

The combination of the requirements on the Air Force to complete the IRP for

the contaminated sites on George AFB and provide the assurances required by

CERCLA's 120(h) for all properties transferred may delay parcel disposition or
conveyance and affect reuse.

The Air Force Is committed to the identification, assessment, and remedlation of

the contamination from hazardous substances at George AFB. This

commitment will assure the protection of public health as well as restoration of
the environment. Additionally, the Air Force will work aggressively with the
regulatory community to ensure that parcel disposition or conveyance occurs at
the earliest reasonable date so as not to Impede the economic redevelopment
of the area through reuse of George AFB. Quantification of those delays based

on the conceptual plans for all redevelopment alternatives and what Is currently

known at this stage of the IRP is not possible.

3.3.3.1 Northeast Disposal Area. The Northeast Disposal Area comprises
approximately 730 acres. The IRP Phase I Records Search (CH2M Hill, 1982)
Identified waste disposal sites in this area, consisting of burial sites, landfills, fire
training areas, and spill or liquid disposal sites, which could contain wastes with

potentially hazardous characteristics. Additionally, an industrial and stormwater
sewer from the flightline, another potential source of contamination, runs
through the area. A groundwater monitoring well was Installed during the
Phase II, (Stage 1) Confirmation/Quantification Study, in 1985. Quarterly
sampling revealed TCE contamination within the Northeast Disposal Area during
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January 1986. A cleanup and abatement order was Issued by the California
Water Quality Control Board, Lahontan Region, on January 16, 198 This order
required the base to Investigate the extent of the groundwater contamination
and Initiate the cleanup of TCE In the groundwater. This order was rescinded
upon signature of the FFA.

As part of the Phase Ii (Stage 2) ConfirmatIon/QuantificatIon Study (1986), the
Air Force Installed 44 groundwater monitoring wells In the area In order to
determine the nature and extent of any groundwater contamination. TCE
contamination has been detected at least once in 42 of those wells In past
sampling, with 12 wells showing TCE concentrations above the California State

Action Level of 5 parts per billion (ppb). The field Investigations have shown the
area of contamination to be approximately 1.25 miles long by 0.75 mile wide,
extending 0.75 mile north of the base boundary (Figure 3.3-2). In addition to
TCE, benzene and 1,2-dlchloroethane were detected In a few wells at levels

exceeding state drinking water standards. Other volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) have also been detected, but below State Action Level concentrations.

As a result of a Phase IV Feaslbility Study, the Air Force has designed and
constructed an Upper Aquifer remedlatlon facility for groundwater
contamination from the Northeast Disposal Area. Remediatlon would Involve
extracting contaminated groundwater from both on-base and off-base wells,
removing the TCE and other VOCs by use of air stripping towers, and

recharging the treated water through the existing abandoned wastewater
treatment percolation ponds. The pump-and-treat system is currently being
tested, and the Air Force Is prepar, ,g for full operations. The system will treat

approximately 750,000 gallons per day once operational. A cleanup using this
system would be anticipated to last from 15 to 30 years. However, the system Is
not supported by a final cleanup decision under the FFA at this time. The Air
Force is continuing the RI/FS under the FFA which will culminate in a Proposed
Plan. The Proposed Plan will be distributed for public review and comment
prior to the Air Force's submittal to the EPA Region IX and state of California of

an ROD which will specify the exact scope of the final RA to be taken and
cleanup objectives to be met.

The Fire Fighting Training Facility (Site FT-19), also located within the Northeast
Disposal Area, consists of a 100-foot diameter concrete pad, an ol/water

separator to separate fuel components from wastewater, and an evaporation
tank to evaporate residual contaminated water. These facilities were refurbished
In 1987. Prior to this upgrade, fuel for the training fires was sprayed directly on

an asphalt pad, which had severely degraded and did not contain the fuel as
required. The underlying soils are contaminated with fuel components and
must be cleaned up.

Activities In the Northeast Disposal Area are designed to clean up groundwater
contamination and define and clean up soil contamination associated with the
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various sites The method chosen for the cleanup of contaminated soils has not

been finalized.

3.3.3.2 Industrial Storm Drain Disposal Area. The Industrial Storm Drain
Disposal area consists of the Industrial storm drain and outfall ditch site, which
has been In operation since the early 1940s. In the past, the storm drain
received industrial wastes, Including waste oils, fuels, solvents, and paint

strippers, as well as storm water. In 1983, the Industrial sources were
disconnected from the storm drain system and connected to the sanitary sewer
system. The storm drain consisted of over 3.5 miles of piping In two parallel
sections, the East Storm Drain and the West Storm Drain.

A segment of the East Storm Drain was constructed of perforated corrugated
metal pipe. The main flow was easterly to an o8/water separator. Under normal

flow conditions, the discharge continued easterly from the separator and was
pumped into the sanitary sewer system. The primary contaniination in the East
Storm Drain was lead. The perforated corrugated piping was removed and
replaced during 1990. The remaining segments of the East Storm Drain were Jet
steam cleaned. Currently, the East Storm Drain receives no industrial waste.

Some remedial activities for the West Storm Drain are currently under way. The
remedial activities consist of the cleanup of contaminated areas associated with
sections of perforated pipe, followed by closure in place of remaining sections.
Cleanup activities on the West Storm Drain are on-going. This cleanup may not
be the final cleanup of this area as the remediation activities are not supported
by an ROD as the final RA. Additional study is ongoing and additional RA may
be required.

3.3.3.3 Southeast Disposal Area. The Southeast Disposal Area contains ten
IRP sites comprised of three munitions, five landfill, one liquid disposal or spill,
and one burial site. Site RW-09 was Identified as being used for the disposal of
low-level radioactive wastes. The other landfills reportedly received a variety of
wastes, including paper, general refuse, solvents, paints, and miscellaneous
debris.

A water quality analysis, conducted at the Southeast Disposal Area, Indicated
the presence of radioactivity in the groundwater. The natural occurrence of
radioactive material in rocks may provide sources for the Introduction of
radioactivityInto the groundwater. Uranium materials oxidize readily, providing
a source of soluble (hexavalent) uranium (JMM, 1988b). The levels detected In
the groundwater are, thus, likely a result of natural occurrences in the area.

These results will be substantiated during additional RI/FS work scheduled for

this area.

3.3.3.4 Central Disposal Area. Investigations of the Central Disposal Area

have been conducted since 1982. Ongoing investigations at the Central
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Disposal Area constmo of annual sampling and measurements of water levels In
monitoring wells The Central Disposal Are has seven waste disposal stes
comprised of three burial sites and four lquid disposal or splls sites. Site WP-1 I
contains fuel-related hydrocarbons, such as petroleum, oil, and lubricant POW)
waste generated from vehicle maintenance and the fuels laboratory: Several
years will be required to complete this cleanup, which has not yet begun.

The Hazardous Waste Storage Yard (Site SS-23) will dose In compliance with
RCRA and CCR, Tile 22 (U.S. Air Force, 19901). Soil samples were taken as part
of the RI effort. Sample results from these tests Indicate that no significant
contamination of the soils and groundwater associated with the Hazardous

Waste Storage Yard has occurred. Additional sampling, as outlined In the
closure requirements of the permit, will be performed. Any contamination that
may be Identified will be remedlated by the Air Force.

3.3.&S West Perimeter Disposal Area. One IRP site (SD-18) comprises the
West Perimeter Disposal Area. No soil contamination In excess of applicable
regulatory standards was discovered In ten shallow soil borings adjacent to the
site. Because there is no confirmed soil contamination, no further soil
Investigations in the West Perimeter Disposal Area will be performed.
Groundwater conditions In the area have not been Investigated.

3.3.3.6 Other Waste Sites and Disposal Areas. Many IRP sites at George
AFB have not been Investigated since their Initial identification In 1982 because
they were not considered to be a sufficient threat to human health and welfare
to warrant further Investigation. Sites OT-49, OT-50, OT-61, OT-62, OT-64, OT-65,

OT-66, and WP-63 have not been delineated on Figure 3.3-1 but have been
Included on Table 3.3-2. These sites are not believed to be potential sources for
contamination (ie., relatively small quantities are involved). The Air Force will
accomplish further investigation on 27 of these sites to confirm contamination or

noncontarnination. The appropriate regulatory officials will be consulted and a
decision will be made as to whether remediation efforts are warranted and what
methods of remediation will be adopted.

Further site characterization was conducted at Site SS-30 from May 22 to
August 8, 1990. Field observations and analytical data Indicate that fuel-related

contamination is present In the soils and the groundwater. Several potential
JP-4 leak sources may have contributed to the total vadose zone (unsaturated

soil above ground water) and groundwater contamination identified at this site.
A contaminated groundwater plume was detected and estimated to be

approximately 300 feet long and 240 feet wide. The RA Indicates that cleanup is

required to preserve nearby groundwater resources (IT Corporation, 1990).

Closure Baseline. IRP clean up activities will continue well pest the
December 1992 closure date for George AFB. To help accelerate the dean-up
process the IRP sites at George AFB have been placed In three operable units.
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Stes, designated to each operable unit were determined by common
c-ntamination type and geographical location. The sites associated with each
operable unit are listed In Table 3.3.2. The DMT will oversee the coordination of
the contractors and assure that U.S. and California EPA, RWOCB and local
regulatory agency concerns are addressed pursuant to the FFA. The Air Force
will retain easements In order to perform operations and maintenance on all
remediation systems. Funding for the restoration activities at closure
Installations was authorized by Congress In 1991 specifically for that purpose. It
is anticipated that future authorization acts will continue to fund environmental
restoration activitles at dosing Installations. The current schedule for future IRP
activities is provided in Table 3.3-3. The deadlines are binding on the Air Force
subject to compliance by the other FFA parties to the agreed review periods.
The parties to the FFA may request extensions for good cause, for example,
Identification of significant new site conditions.

3.3.4 Storage Tanks

Regulations. USTs are subject to federal regulations within RCRA, 40 CFR
Part 280. These regulations were mandated by the Hazardous and Solid Waste
Amendments of 1984. The state of California has adopted regulations under
Title 23, Chapter 3 of the CCRs. California regulations are more stringent than
the federal regulations and require secondary containment on both the tank and
piping systems Installed after January 1, 1984. San Bernardino County DEHS
administers the state regulations for USTs at George AFB.

Aboveground storage tanks are regulated under California Health and Safety
Code, Division 20, Section 6.67, the Uniform Fire Code, and the National Fire
Protection Association regulations, and are enforced by the base fire
department

Preclosure Reference. There are 47 UST systems at George AFB, listed in
Table 3.3-4. The George AFB UST Management Plan dated September 1990
(Entech, Inc., 1990c) describes the number, types and status of USTs on the
base.

There are three USTs designed In compliance with San Bernardino County's
1988 regulations (Table 3.3-4, Tank Nos. 749-1, 749-2, and 749-3). Periodic
monitoring is accomplished through a county-approved tracer system.

There are five aboveground storage tanks (Table 3.3-5) for JP-4 fuel. This fuel is
provided to the base through a liquid fuel pipeline system. The fuel Is then
transferred through the Uquid Fuel Distribution System (LFDS) to numerous
aircraft refueling hydrants on the flightline. The LFDS has leak detection
(soil-gas) monitoring, In compliance with San Bernardino County regulations.
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Table 33-4. UST Inver..y

- Inllation Consuion
Tank # (asons) Contents Date Material
12-1 10.000 Unleaded gas 1966 Steel
12-1 9,950 Unleaded gas 1966 Steel
12-3 10,000 Unleaded gas 1966 Steel
12-4 1,000 Wasteol 1966 Steel
285 500 # 2 Diesel fuel Unknown Steel
550-T6 10,000 Unleaded gas 1971 Steel
550-T7 10,000 Unleaded gas 1971 Steel
550-T8 2,000 # 2 Diesel auto 1971 Steel
643-1 4,000 Unleaded gas 1983 Fiberglas
643-2 4,000 JP-4 1983 Fiberglass
643-3 4.000 JP-4 1983 Fiberolass
690-1 50,000 Contaminated JP-4 1948 Steel
690-2 50,000 NaOH + H20 1948 Steel
690-3 50,000 JP-4 1948 Steel
690-4 50,000 JP-4 1948 Steel
701 200 # 2 Diesel fuel Unknown Steel
708-1 50,000 JP-4 1951 Steel
708-2 50,000 JP-4 1951 Steel
708-3 50,000 JP-4 1951 Steel
708-4 50,000 JP-4 1951 Steel
708-5 50,000 JP-4 1951 Steel
708-6 50,000 JP-4 1961 Steel
710-1 1,250 # 2 Diesel fuel 1974 Steel
710-2 600 # 2 Diesel fuel Unknown Steel
724-1 1,000 Unleaded gas Unknown Steel
724-2 1,000 # 2 Diesel auto Unknown Steel
724-3 500 # 2 Diesel fuel Unknown Steel
730 500 # 2 Diesel fuel Unknown Steel
749-1 6,000 JP-4 Unknown Fiberglass
749-2 1,000 Unleaded gas Unknown Fiberglass
749-3 6,000 JP-4 Unknown Fibergl ass
761-1 1,000 JP-4 1976 Steel
761-2 500 # 2 Diesel fuel 1978 Steel
806-1 1,000 # 2 Diesel fuel Unknown Steel
808 500 Waste fuel & H20 Unknown Steel
814 500 # 2 Diesel fuel 1967 Steel
819 500 Waste fuel & H20 Unknown Steel
841 .00 # 2 Diesel fuel Unknown Steel
842 600 # 2 Diesel fuel Unknown Steel
1146 1,000 Unleaded gas Unknown Steel
1155-1 12,000 # 2 Diesel fuel 1983 Steel
1155-2 25,000 # 2 Heatina fuel 1983 Steel
1200-2 600 # 2 Diesel fuel Unknown Steel

32000-1 5,000 JP-4 1951 Steel
32000-2 5,000 JP-4 1951 Steel
32000-3 5,000 JP-4 1951 Steel

3.A=_-4 5.000 JP-4 1951 Steel
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Table 3.34. Aboveground Storage Tank Invitory

Tank Building # Total Capacity (galon)

1 547 420,000
2 548 209,000
3 554 630,000
4 556 668,000
5 557 419,000

Scum.: CN2M Hil, IM3

Closure Baseline. AN USTs not needed for future operations at the base wll be
removed. Remaining USTs must comply with all federal, state, and local
regulatons regarding system Integrity, spill prevention, and liability Insurance.
Adequate preservation of the system, including draining and purging flammable
gases, may be necessary to minimize the risk of accidental Ignition or explosion
from aboveground tanks. Abandonment and temporary closure of both

underground and aboveground storage tanks will be closely coordinated wih
the San Bernadino County DEHS.

3.3.S Asbestos

Regulations. Asbestos is regulated by EPA and OSHA. Asbestos emissions
Into ambient air are controlled according to Section 112 of the Clean Air Act,
which establishes the National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants (NESHAP). The Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act
(AHERA) addresses the management of asbestos in schools from kindergarten
through grade 12. Asbestos may be released Into the air during the renovation

or demolition of buildings. Asbestos-containing material (ACM) that can

crumble or break as a result of hand pressure is called friable asbestos. These
fibers can be emitted from various bulding materials, such as pipe and boiler

wrap, acoustic ceilings, and other Insulating materials. NESHAP regulates the
demolition or renovation of buildings with ACM. EPA has a policy that
addresses leaving asbestos In place and not disturbing the material.

Preclosure Reference. The current Air Force practice Is to remove or manage
asbestos In active facilities only when it poses a threat of release from friable
ACM. The Air Force policy concerning the management of asbestos for base

closures can be found In Appendix H. George AFB has surveyed 184 of the

1,970 existing on-base faciities for asbestos; 40 percent contained ACM
(U.S. Air Force, 1989c).

A base-wide survey for ACM is required by FPMR disclosure law prior to base
disposal. Completion of the George AFB asbestos survey is anticipated In 1992.
Once the survey Is completed, an asbestos management plan will be developed
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Which we IdenrKY aPprpftW methods for mkinizing the rks of wxpore to

asbestos In accordance with Ak Force regulatlion

Closur Bass"e

An analysis wi be conducted to determine the cost effectiveness of removing
ACM verMsU devaluing the property prior to Muse. ACM wil be removed 9 a
building Is, or Is Intended to be. used as a schooa or chid-care facilitx.
friable asbestos wll be removed in accordance with applicable health laws,
regulations, and standards. I it Is determined th a health hazard exists.

3.3.6 Peetikde and Herbicide Usage

Regulations. The feea regulations that control the use of pesticides and
herbicides are contained within the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), 40 CFR 162,165,166,170 and 171. Implementation of
the federal regulations by the state are found under TItl 3, Chapter 4, of the

CCRs

Preclosure Reference. All of the pesticides, fungicides, and herbicides utilized
at George AFB are stored In Buldings 513 (Pest Management) and 1138/1139
(Golf Course Management) (Table 3.3-6).

Closure BaUeline. At the time of closure, pesticides and herbicides will
continue to be utilized at the Pest Management and the golf course
maintenance areas.

3.3.7 Polychlorlnated Biphenyls (PCBs)

Commercial PCBs are Industrial compounds produced by chlorination of
biphenyks PCBs persist in the environment, accumulate In organisms, and
concentrate in the food chain. PCIs are used in electrical equipment, primarily
In capacitors and transformers. because they are electrically nonconductive and
stable at high temperatures.

Regulations. The disposal of these compounds Is regulated under the federal
Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), which banned the manufacture and
distribution of PCBs with the exception of PCBs used in enclosed systems. By
definition, PCB equipment contains 500 parts per million (ppm) PCBs or more,

whereas PCB-contaminated equipment contains PCB concentrations greater
than 50 ppm but less than 500 ppm, while PC8-Items contain from 5 to 49 ppm
PCBs The U.S. EPA regulates the removal and disposal of all sources of PCBs
containing 50 ppm or more; the regulations are more stringent for PCS
equipment than for PCB-contamninated equkip The state regulates the
disposition of PCB-ltems,
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Table 3.34. Pesticide/flungicideerbiclde Storage
(Poe Management and Golf Course Managemen)

Namefrrade Name Ouantltv
Pestiie
Diazinon 1 gallon
Raygon Piquld) 1 gallon
Ficam W WP I gallon
Carbaryl 3 gallon

None

Parmitol 25 E 25 gallons
Bronici 4 gallons
Round-up Piquld) 5 gallons
Dalapon 50 pounds
Weed AR 2-4-D 5 gallons
Round-up glyphosate 41% 3 gallons
2-4 D 5 gallons
Cutrine plus-copper 4 gallons

Source: U.S. Air Force . 1960.

California regulations under Tide 22, Chapter 30 of the CCRs are more stringent
than the federal TSCA regulations. Additional state regulations are found In the
California Health and Safety Code, Chapter 6.5. Within California, fluids
containing 5 ppm PCBs or more are regulated as a hazardous waste.

Preclosure Reference. There are six contaminated electrical devices at

George AFB with PCB concentrations between 50 and 499 ppm. These six
contaminated electrical devices will be removed prior to base closure.
Addltlonally, there are 68 transformers that contain 5 to 49 pprm PCBs; these
transformers will remain In place and their locations will be disclosed to the new
owners.

Closure Baseline. There will be no federally regulated PC8-contaminated
equipment on base at closure. PC8 Items (the 68 Items with 5 to 49 ppm of
PCBs) will remain in place and the new owners wili be Informed of their
existance and locations. PCB Items remaining after base closure will be
managed in compliance with state regulations.

&.3.6 Radon

Radon is a naturally occurring colorless and odorless radioactive gas that Is

produced by radioactive decay of naturally occurring uranium. Radium, of

which radon gas is a by-product, is found in high concentration In rocks
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containing uranim granite. shale, phosphate, and pkchblende Atmospheric
radon is dluted to inslgifcant concentrations. Radon that Is presemnt in sol,

however, can enter a buiding through small spaces and openings,
accumulating in enclosed areas, such as basements. The cancer risk caused
by exposure, through the Inhalation of radon, Is currently a topic of concern.

Regulations. There are no federal or state standards regulating radon
exposure at the present time. U.S. Air Force policy requires Implementation of
the Air Force Radon Assessment and Mitigation Program (RAMP) to determine

levels of radon exposure of military personnel and their dependents. EPA has
made testing recommendations for both residential structures and schools.
For residential structures, using a 2- to 7-day charcoal canister test, a level
between 4 and 20 plcocurles per liter (pCi/1) should lead to additional screening
within a few years. For levels of 20 to 200 pCLA, additional confirmation
sampling should be accomplished within a few months. If there is an excess of

200 pCIiI, the structure should be Immediately evacuated. Schools are to use a
2-day charcoal canister, readings of 4 to 20 pCI/i require a 9-month school year
survey. Table 3.3-7 summarizes the recommended radon surveys and action
levels.

Table 3.3-7. Recommended Radon Surveys and Mitigations

Facility EPA Action Level Recommendation

Residential 4 to 20 pCV/I Additional screening.
Expose detector for I year.
Reduce levels to below 4 pCi/I within
a few years.

Residential 20 to 200 pCVI Perform follow-up measurements.
Expose detectors for no more than
3 months.

Residential Above 200 pCVI Perform follow-up measurements.
Expose detectors for no more than
one week. Immediately reduce
radon levels.

Two-Day Weekend Measurement

School 4 to 20 pCI/1 Confirmatory 9-month survey.
Alpha track or Ion chamber survey.

School Greater than 20 pCIA Diagnostic survey or mitigation.

Congrme has set a naional goal for Indoor radon concentration of th outdoor ambient levls of
from 0.2 to 0.7 pMI.
Source: U.S. EPA, 1I6M.

Preclosure Reference. With the development of RAMP, the Air Force Is now

able to evaluate the concentration of radon in family housing units on military
Installations. If high concentrations of radon are detected, venting the gas is
Implemented according to RAMP recommendations. The initial radon screening
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UrVey at George AFB was conducted by the Bioenvironmentol Engineering
DMvion and consisted of 30 samples taken hrm miltary famly housing unis
between December 1967 and February 1968. AN survey results were belo
EPA's reco env9 ded mitigation level of 4 pCfi, thus, no further actions were
deemed necessary (U.S. Air Force, 1989c).

Closure Baselne. Based on the survey results, no further action Is necessary.

3.3.9 Medlcal/Biohmardous Waste

Regulations. Current federal standards do ot require regulation of medical
waste; Title 22, Article 13 of the CCRs regulates infectious wastes.
Section 66845 offers four methods for treatment and disposal of such wastes:

* Incineration In a controlled-air muli-chambered Incinerator which
provides complete combustion of the waste to carbonized or
mineralized ash, rendering Infectious waste, non-Infectious and
disposable as non-hazardous waste

* Burial at a Class I or Class 1 landfll

* Discharge to sewage system if the waste is liquid or semiliquid
* Sterilization by heating In a steam sterilizer or other sterilization

technique approved by the DHS, so it is rendered noninfectious.

Preclosure Reference. George AFB has a 25-bed hospital that provides basic
In- and out-patient care. Ai medical wastes and other contamirnted materials
are Incinerated by a hospital pathological Incinerator with secondary
combustion for air pollution control. The Incinerator Is permitted by the San
Bernardino County Air Pollution Control District. The hospital generated
12,700 pounds of waste in 1990. The base hospital laboratory autoclaves all
blohazardous waste prior to disposal (Rodriguez, 1991).

A number of photographic operations currently exist at George AFB.
Table 3.3-8 lists the slver recovery units which treat photochemical wastes prior
to discharge to the sewage system.

Table 3.3-8. Silver Recovery Units
Source Building No.
Armament Recording Laboratory 107
Base Photo Laboratory 350
Dental X-Ray Processing 1150
Medical X-Ray Processing 1155
Non-Destructive Aircraft Maintenance Shop 564
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Ckor Baselm. The hospital wi be Inactive and no bwohadausWage will
be generated at bae closure. Existing blohawdous and photo we
wi be processed and removed prior to closure.

3.4 NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

This section describes the affected environmnent for natural resources: soils and
geology, water resources, air quality, noise, biological resources, and cultural

resources.

3.41 Soils and Geology

The ROI for soils is localized and limited to George AFB. For geology, the ROI
extends to neighboring aggregate deposits northeast of George AFB and the
general tectonic framework that encompasses the Mojave Desert

3.4.1.1 Soils. In general, soils at George AFB have formed on alluvial fan
deposits from the nearby mountains. Soils generally consist of sand and loamy
sand with little clay. The formation of caliche layers In older soils hampers direct
Infiltration of precipitation by acting as a partial barrier. The extent to which
caliche layers occur Is dependent on weathering and degree of erosion loamy
sand with little clay. The formation of caliche layers In older soils hampers direct
Infiltration of precipitation by acting as a partial barrier. The extent to which
caliche layers occur Is dependent on weathering and degree of erosion.

"Desert pavrnent" Is a term often used to describe the overall surface sol
condition In the ROI. Characteristics of desert pavement Include thin, residual
concentrations of wind-polished pebbles (SAIC, 1985). In areas where the
topography slopes, the pavement Impedes Infitration and promotes sheet flow
and gully erosion. The potential for sediment transfer by water or wind erosion
differs among soil types and Is dependent upon slope and whether or not the
desert pavement acts as a protective cover.

The Soil Conservation Service (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1986) has
mapped sols on and around George AFB. Most of the on-base soils consist of
the Bryman loamy fine sand that forms on terraces and older alluvial deposits.
This fine sand Is susceptible to high wind erosion In unprotected areas, although
water erosion has a slight Impact. The shrink-swell potential is moderate and
the overall strength is low. Typically, the surface layer consists of pale brown
and light yellow loam with fine sand. The Bryman loamy fine sand, when
Irrigated, meets the soil requirements for prime farmland; however, the area
surrounding the base is not Irrigated and, thus, the land does not qualify as
prime farmland (see AD Form 1006, Appendix I).

Another common soil unit In the ROI is the Mojave Variant loamy sand. The
permeability of this unit is moderately low and runoff is medium. The sol is
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susceptible to slight water eroslon, but has a high potential for wind erosion In
unrotected area" Surface layers consist of light brown, loamy sand underlain
by a reddlsh-pink sil.

The eastern section of the ROI, near the Mojave River, contains a wider variety
of soils. The Haplargids-Calckithid Complex occurs mainly between flood
plains of the Mojave River, on terrace escarpments, and on narrow alluvial fans
and drainageways. The permeability of these soils is moderately low and the
hazard of water erosion Is moderately high. Wind erosion is moderate in
unprotected areas.

The eastern section of the ROI, near the Molave River, contains a wider variety
of sols. The Haplargids-CalciorthId Comrlex occurs mainly between flood
plains of the Mojave River, on terrace escarpments, and on narrow alluvial fans

and drainageways. The permeability of these soils is moderately low and the
hazard of water erosion Is moderately high. Wind erosion is moderate in
unprotected areas. Cajon Sands occur predominantly along the southeastern
boundary of the ROI. They exhibit high permeability and, therefore, low water
capacity. The hazard of water erosion Is slight to moderate and wind erosion
potential Is high.

Contamination was identified In soil samples collected along the east edge of
the flight line apron (IT Corporation, 1990). Contaminants and concentrations
are Identified In Section 3.3, Hazardous Materials/Hazardous Waste
Management.

3.4.1.2 Physiography and Geology. George AFB Is situated in the Mojave
Desert region of the Basin and Range Physiographic Province. The desert Is
bounded on the north and northwest by the Garlock Fault and Tehachapi
Mountains and by the San Gabriel and San Bernardino mountains to the south.
Characteristic landforms of the region Include alluvial fans, stream terraces, and
playas. General elevations In the Mojave Desert range from 4,000 feet MSL In
the mountain ranges to around 2,000 feet MSL In some of the dry lake basins.
The surface elevation of George AFB Is approximately 2,900 feet MSL Several
faults are present In the region. Locally, the base lies in a wedge-shaped
tectonic section that Is underlain by geologic units ranging from Precambrian to
Recent In age (Bortugno and Spitder, 1986).

George AFS Is located on an extension of the Victorville Fan, which originates at
the base of the San Gabriel Mountains and extends northward to the Mojave
River (Montgomery, 1988a). Surficlal units at George AFB consist of alluvial
deposits originating from nearby mountains during the past million years (SAIC,
1985). Stream deposits, erosion, and other weathering factors have modified
the alluvial fans to form their present land surface.

Geologic units exposed in the region are generally grouped into consolidated

rocks and unconsolidated deposits (Bader et al., 1958). Consolidated rocks of
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Tetiary age const of coarse, conglomeratic sandstones that have poor
permeabilty and water-bering caracter Unconsolidated deposits. which
comprise most of the desert floor. are of Ouaternary age. Thes deposits, ae
composed of materials ranging In size from coarse sands and gravels to sfts
and clays. These units are typically permeable, porous, and have good water-
bearing characteristics (Bader t al., 1958).

The older consolidated deposits (arold and Shoemaker formation) are
underlain by a basement complex of nonwater-bearing Igneous and
metamorphic rocks. The basement rock Is well-exposed in the San Gabriel
Mountain range but becomes less evident north of the range. The units are also
exposed in the isolated mountain ranges northeast of the base. Driling records
indicate that the basement complex Is approximately 600 feet below ground
surface on base (Montgomery, 1988b). The Paleozoic-Mesozoic basement
complex consists primaily of quartz monzonite and metamorphosed marine
sediments, commonly occurring with quartz and microcdlne In granite
pegmatites (Figure 3.4-1).

Mineral and Natural Resources. The diverse topography and geologic
features associated with the Mojave Desert region yield numerous mineral and
natural resources. Scattered localities near the base have extracted minerals
Including gold, silver, Iron, tungsten, turquoise, zeolite, barite, copper, and clay.
Currently, limestone Is mined In the mountains northeast and southeast of the
base. Sand and gravel are mined from alluvial fans and stream deposits near
the base for use in the construction Industry. Approximately 125 tons of sand
and gravel per hour were being excavated from deposits located within 5 mles
of the base In the 1960s (Goldman, 1968).

Seilsmiciy. George AFB is on a down-dropped block (Mojave Block) bounded
by the San Andreas and Garlock faults, both of which have mainly horizontal
movement Within the Mojave Block, numerous potentially active faults parallel
the San Andreas Fault The Helendale Fault, approximately 10 mles east of the
base, has had movement within the last 11,000 years and is among the many
active faults found within the region. Most of the faults trend In a northwest-
southeast direction. Most faults In the ROI cut Quaternary age formations and
are considered potentially active (Montgomery, 1988b). The ROI Is located In
Seismic Zone 4 (International Conference of Bulding Officials, 1985). The 1982
building code for on-base structures is determined by the proximity to main fault
systems. Seismic Zone 4 is characterized by areas likely to sustain major
damage from earthquakes, and corresponds to Intensities of VIII or higher on
the Modified Mercalli Scale. There is no known liquefaction potential on the
Installation; however, Davis et al. (1982) Indicate that the airfield and
surrounding region could experience very strong shocks, with damage such as
failing chimneys and cracks in walls of ordinary masonry structures from an
8.3 magnitude earthquake along the southern San Andreas Fault.
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&4.2 Water Resources

The surface and groundwater ROi generally extends beyond the base boundary,
encompassing areas that would be affected by changes in resource usage. The
ROI for groundwater Includes all of the Upper Mojave River Basin from
Helendale south to the San Bernardino Mountains. There are no coastal areas
or wild and scenic rivers in the ROL.

3.4.2.1 Surfce Water. No perennial or intermittent streams occur on base. A
small man-made pond Is located on the base golf course. On-base runoff
normally collects In slight topographic lows or along streets during Intense
storms because the capacity of storm drains and collection systems Is limited.
Surface runoff travels north and northeast along the airfield area and generally
east toward the Mojave River in the main cantonment area. The nearest
l00-year floodplain is in the Mojave River, which lies outside of, but adjacer,
the northeastern portion of the base boundary.

The principal Mojave River drainage basin covers an area of over 3,000 square
mles (Subsurface Surveys, Inc., 1990) in the south-central portion of the
Mojave Desert. The river channel Is about 125 miles long, has a gradient of
approximately 19 feet per mile, and Is located approximately one-quarter mile
east of the base (Montgomery, 1988b). The Mojave River acts as the principal
source of recharge to the Upper Mojave River Groundwater Basin. Watersheds
In the mountain ranges south of the base contribute to the majority of the
Mojave River's stream flow. Heavy precipitation Is the principal source of
surface water and Is responsible for the formation of gullies and channels
tributary to the Mojave River. Surface flow (perennial) in the Mojave River
stream bed Is observed at the Forks, the Upper and Lower Narrows near
Victorville, Camp Cadf, and Afton. Perennial flow at the Forks originates from
the drainage area of Deep Creek; during dry periods, no surface flow occurs.
Between the Upper and Lower Narrows in Victorville, surface flow Is generated
from groundwater aquifer constrictions and causes groundwater exposure at
the surface, as perennial surface flow In the Mojave River Channel.

Surface Water Quality. The quality of surface water storm flow from the
Mojave River Is generally good. Tests indicate that the water contains less than
400 ppm of total dissolved solids (tds) (CH2M Hill, 1982). Surface runoff from
the base has not been tested and, thus, no conclusions can be made on the
quality or the degree of contamination (Montgomery, 1988b).

3.4.2.2 Surface Drainage. On-base surface flow generally runs north and
northeast along the airfield and east towards the Mojave River in the area of the
main cantonment. The on-base storm drain system consists of pipes ranging In
size from 12 to 60 inches (CH2M HUI, 1982). The drainage system capacity Is
limited and, during periods of heavy precipitation, localized flooding occurs,
especially in the main cantonment and base housing areas (San Bernardino
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Comty, IgGO). Runoff water •ong the eastern section o the base Is
transported through street gutters and pipelines to an oufall ditch that
eventually Rows to the Mojave River. Most of the runway and taxiway surface
flow Is collected by nlrets and conveyed in piping to an outfall ditch that runs
parallel to the eastern base boundary. AN water from base storm drainage lowa
Into the Mojave Rivw. Runoff from the western portion of the base Is directed
northeast and eventually flows Into the Mojave River north of the base. Runoff
from the flightfine, Industrial, and office ares Is directed In a northern and
eastern direction (CH2M Hil, 1982.) Because of high evaporation and
percolation rates associated with the surrounding solls, runoff from normal
rainfall seldom reaches the Mojave River. However, during abnormally Intense
rainfall, localized flooding may occur and some runoff may reach the river. The
base currently does not operate under a National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permit, but Intends to apply for California's storm
water general permit.

3.4.2.3 Groundwater. George AFB ovedlies the George subbasin of the Upper
Mojave River Groundwater Basin (Subsurface Surveys, Inc., 1990).
Groundwater under George AFB appears to be concentrated In two main zones.
The shallowest zone of groundwater occurs under perched or unconfined
conditions and is discontinuous across much of the base. The uppermost zone
Is termed the Upper Aquifer by Montgomery (1988b). The other occurrence of
groundwater, referred to as the Regional Aquifer, is below the Upper Aquifer in a
relatively permeable zone at an elevation approximately equal with the Mojave
River alluvium. Principal recharge to the Regional Aquifer and to the Mojave
River Groundwater Basins (Upper, Middle, and Lower) is primarily accomplished
through Mojave River underflow (Murk, 1985). The Regional Aquifer is the zone
from which the base and the city of Adelanto obtain their water.

Several studies have concluded that the Upper Mojave River Basin is In a state
of overdraft (more water Is pumped out than is replenished). Studies conducted
by the California Department of Water Resources (CDWR) (1967) and Murk
Engineers (1985) indicated that groundwater levels In the Upper Mojave River
Basin declined more than 25 feet from 1958 to 1981. The water table in the
Hesperia Water District dropped 33 feet from 1953 to 1989. Although overdraft

Is certain, the degree of overdraft throughout the basin has not been firrmly
established. Table 3.4-1 lists the estimated overdrafts reported by various
investigators.

According to the CDWR (1967) and Bader (1958), the majority of the water wells
In the Upper Mojave Basin produce from groundwater zones 200 to 600 feet
below the ground surface. The total amount of groundwater stored in the upper
1,000 feet of the Upper Mojave Groundwater Basin is estimated to be about
41.5 million acre feet (Subsurface Surveys, Inc., 1990).
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Table 3.4-1. Estimated Groundwater Overdraft

Overdraft
Invesgator(s) Greater than but lm than
Murk Engineers (1985) 3,852 24,522 afyr
Calitornla Polytechnic University (1987) 0 24,500 sf/yr

COWR (Bulletin 84) (1967) 0 13,400 sf/yr
Molave Water Agency* (1991) 12,000 30,000 af/yr
Stetson (1974) 22.000 30,000 sf/yr

* Penlonal communWaon.
af/r - Am ftetaw'.

Murk Engineers (1985) have completed the most detaled and recent
invesigation of groundwater conditions to date and their data conform to the
average conditions reported by other Investigators. Murk Engineers (1985) data
have, thus, been used for this analysis.

According to Murk Engineers (1985), the Upper Mojave River Basin has the

following characteristics:

"* Safe Yield 18,500 af/yr
"* Overdraft (1981 use Conditions) 26,500 af/yr

"* Average Annual Overdraft (over 23-year 24,500 af/yr
period from 1968-1981)

Safe yield Is defined as that quantity of water that can be withdrawn from the
groundwater aquifer without Impairing the aquifer as a water source. When
groundwater Is extracted (consumed) at a rate less than the safe yield, there Is a
net inflow to the basin (rising water table). When groundwater is extracted from

the basin at a rate that exceeds the safe yield, the basin is considered in
overdraft conditions.

Water demand (production) for the Upper Mojave Basin in 1990 was 124,100
af/yr (PIrne, 1990). Projected water demand for the Upper Mojave Basin Is
estimated at 165,000 af/yr by the year 2010 (Pimie, 1990). Because some of the
groundwater withdrawn from the basin is returned through deep percolation
due to Irrigation, wastewater filtration plants, and lakes, the actual loss (through
evaporation, etc.) of groundwater from the basin is assumed to be about
45 percent of production (Pimle, 1990). Therefore, the annual average
consumption (oss of water) for the Upper Mojave Basin was estimated to be
about 53,800 sf/yr In 1990 and is projected to be about 74,500 af/yr (about
45 percent of production) by 2010 (Pimie, 1990). From a regional perspective,
this Increase In demand, combined with the current overdraft condition, requires
decisions by local communities regarding additional water provisions for this
region. The MWA, organized by the state In 1960, operates as a local contract
agency to supply water to the Mojave Desert region through the State Water
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Protect (SWP). The MWA Is one o 30 contractors in the state and, under Its
existing contrm, has a maximum adocation of SWP water at a maximum of up
to SO,800 f/yr for a regian under its udiction However because the
projected demand In 2010 is 165,000 atyr, the MWA and other local water
districts wi have to identify additional sources of water to meet the icrmsing
demand by the yer 2010. Based on Pknle (1990), water budget calculations
estimated that the Upper Mojave Basin wE have to import approximately 56,000

f/Oyr by the yer 200.

Uhxoc lgs and crs section rom past Investigations characterize the
Upper Aquifer as a heteogenous mixture of sit and sand. Groundwater in this
aquifer migrates downward through a zone of low permeability. Tests
performed on the Upper Aquifer Indicate it has a moderately high average
transmlssity of about 11,700 gallons per day per foot (gpd/ft) and a relatively
low storage coefficlent of about 2 x 104. Data from numerous observation wells
on base Indicate the Upper Aquifer Is discontinuous and pronounced vertical
leakage Into the Regional Aquifer was evident In tests conducted by
Montgomery (19Mb).

The Regional Aquifer occurs below elevations of about 2,600 feet MSL (300 to
450 feet below ground surface on the west side of the base, becoming
shallower to the east). This aquifer consists of relatively coarse sands and
gravels and Is separated from the Upper Aquifer by intervals of low permeability
clay. The zone is apprcadmately 300 fee thick and water flows under the
Influence of horizontal gradients (Montgomery, 1988b). Test results indicate the
Regional Aquifer has a moderately high average transmissivity of 53,900 to

60,500 gpd/ft and a relatively low storage coefficient of 5 x 10.3 (Montgomery,
l9eeb).

Borings drilled by Lee and Ro (1984) on George AFB indicated that the alluvial
fan deposits beneath George AFB become increasingly porous west of the
Mojave River. In general the aquifer characteristics are similar to those identified
by Murk (1985) for the Upper Mojave River Basin. Lee and Ro (1984) indicated
that the economical aquifers on base, with the best quality water, are present

between depths of 300 and 450 feet below the ground surface.

Groundwater Quality. The mineralogical composition of groundwater within
the ROI varies greatly and is dependent upon geologic conditions. The highest
mineralization level is farthest from the source of recharge. The quality of

groundwater has been Investigated continuously since 1982. The most
significant groundwater contamination in the ROI is the high TCE levels found
within the Upper Aquifer in the Northeast Disposal Area on base. This aquifer Is
not a potable water source for the local area. However, it overles the Regional
Aquifer, which Is the source of potable water for the base and surrounding
communities and leakage from the Upper Aquifer to the Regional Aquifer Is
possible. The sowly moving plume has been identified near the northeast
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coi of the base and acurely extends off base. (San Beradino Coaty,
IMOs). A pumn et remedilon system Is currenty in piace an swln
EP apprl" to begin operatons. (See Section 3.3 for dataed WroraIon
con-nk known cw i naaL)

34.3 Air OuGmy

Air quality in a oiven ocadton is described as the cce intration of vawiou
pollutants in the atmoephere, generally expressed In units of ppm or
micrograms per cubic meter (ag/rm). Air quality Is determined by the type and
amount of polluants emited Into the amoephere, the size and topography of
the air basin and the prWaimng meteorogi conditions. The significance of a
pollutant concenrao is determined by comparing It to federal and/or state
ambient air quality sndards. The standards represent the maximum
allowable atmospheic concentraions that may occur and sti protect public
health and welfare, with a reasonable margin of safety The federal standards
are established by the U.S. EPA and termed the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS). The state standards are established by the Californa Air
Resources Board (ARB) and are termed the Callfomia Amblent Air Quality
Standards (CAAQS). The NAAQS and CAAQS are presented in Table 3.4-2.
The main pollutants considered In this S are ozone (03), carbon monoxde
(CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2). and particulate matter loe
than 10 microns in diameter (PM o).

The existing air quality of the affected environment is defined by air quality data
and emissions hrtlon Air quality data are obtained by examining records
from air quaiy monitoring stations maintained by the San Bernardino Conty
Air Pollution Control District (SBCAPCD). Information on pollutant
concerMations measured for short-term (24 hours or less) and long-term
(annual) averaging periods is extracted from the monitoring stamon data In order
to characterize the existing air quality background of the area. Emission
Iwentory formatlo. for the affected environment Is obtained from the ARB and
Ceorge AFB. Inventory data are separated by pollutant and reported In tons per
day In order to describe the baseline conditions of pollutant emissions in the
amre

Identiying the ROI for an air quality assessment requires knowledge of the
pollutant types, source emission rates and release parameters, the proximity
reladonship of proJect emission sources to other emission sources, and local
and regional meteorological conditions. For Inert pollutn (a, pollutants other
than ozone and Its precursors), the ROI is generally limited to an area extending
a few min downwind from the source.

The ROI for ozone may extend much farther downwind than the ROI for Inert
pollutants. Ozone I a secondary pollutant formed In the aft•mphere by
photoche mi reactions of previously emitted pollutants or precursors. Ozone
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Table &"4. Nationul end Calfomi Ambise Air Ousity swtandmd

Pollutants #W a aging Time Caliornia lanars Prmmy" 8econdarylil
Omone 1-hour 0.M pp 012 pmSam. as primlary Idr

(160= mgw= 23 gý 3

Carbon mnoxidde S-hoW 9 ppm3  9 ppm

t23 mgn)(40 m&)tn

Mhroge dioxide Annual average -0.053 pprN Samne as primary stanar

1-hour 0.25 PPM (00I-

(470 pqgtii3

Sulur dioxide Annual avesrage - SOPgAM 3

24-hour 0.05 ppm~' 300Is pa-
(131 pgn 3  p14 ppmn)

3-hour - 1.300 pagm 3

(0.5 ppmn)

1-hour 0.25pm

PM.10 Annual 30ong 3(g) u0gg/mn 3 Sam. as puimawy standard

Sufts24-hour 5;PIP/

Lead 30-day 1.5#9M

Quaftery -1.5po/rn
3  Sam.e as primary stawdar

"Hyroge sulfIde 1-hour 003 ppnL

Vinyl chloride 24-howr 0.010 p"s

valslty0  Ahour (lm10 6 hi soa unfflcien amount to-
pmn, PST) produce an exiinction

ooeffclent of 0.23 per km due
to particles when the relative
humidlity is Wass than 70%.
AF1 Metno V.

(a) Californis sanodards; for ozncarbon monoxide, sulfur d~oxide (I howr), nitrogen dioxide, and particulate matter (PtsI0))
are values that are not to be exceeded. The aulfates, lead, hydrogean sulfie, vinyl chloride, and visibility reducin partcle
standards are not tobe equaled or exceede.

(b) National standards, otherm tan moand those based on annual averagesor annual arithmeti nmeanare not tobe
exceeded nmoe tha once a year. The mozoe standard is attaind when Vie expected number of days per calendar Voar, with
maximrum hourly average w cocetations abovefVi standard, is equal to orleestha 1.

Wa Concentratio exprese Wistin unfie nwhich it waspromnulgated. Equkivaletunitegivenhi parenthessaebasedon a
referIerncteperabare of 2Mr C and a refrenc pressure of 760mmn of mnercury. AN moeaurementsm of air quality we to becorretedt Iaism reer ncteperaoturf25" C anda.refernepressureof760mmotf mecury (1,013.2 mllibar); ppm
hin Iti table refes -to ppm by volume, or. domores of pollutan per mole of gas

(d) N ational Primary Standards- The levels; of air quality necessary, with an aidequate margin of saflety to protect the public
healt. Each state mnus attain Vie primrwy standards no later than 3 years after that-states implemnentation plan is

_&rve !!th EPA.(a) f -onlfl:V-yS~mtanad The levels of air quality necessary to protecwh publicwelfare from any Mnown or
atcptdadverse e f-ects of a pollubtat Each state must attain the secondary standlards within a 'reasonable tine" after

th fmplemntaIIonln Is approved by le EPA.
;)ZM oction wher th s .=fe ozone and/or suspended particulate mattermw violated. National standards apply

I Calculated asgomticman.
U) This standard is iONtne to liMi the frequency and severity of visibility ipmpairet due to regional haze and Is equivalent

to a 10.mll nominal visual rane when relative humidty Is less than 70 percent.
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pruS are mainly reactive organic gases (ROG) In the form of
hydrocarbons and niroge oxides (NO). In the presence of solar radlaton, the
maximum effect of precursor emissions on ozone levels usually occurs several
hours after they ar emitted and, therefore, many miles from the source. Ozone
and Its precursors transported from other regions can also combine with local
emissions to produce high local ozone concentrations. Ozone concentrations
are generally the highest during the summer months and coincide with periods
of maximum Insolation. Maximum ozone concentrations tend to be regionally

distributed, because precursor emissions are homogeneously dispersed in the
atmosphere.

For the purpose of air quality analysis, the ROI for emissions of ozone
precursors from the project's construction and operational activities would be
the existing airshed surrounding George AFB, Le., the Southeast Desert Air
Basin (SEDAB). Project emissions of ROG and NOx are, therefore, compared to
emissions generated within the SEDAB. (The SEDAB comprises essentially
those portions of San Bernardino, Kern, Los Angeles, and Riverside counties
east of the Pacific Crest National Scenic Tral, and all of Imperial County.) The
ROI for emissions of the Inert pollutants (CO. SO2, and PMio) Is limited to the

more Immediate area of George AFB. Project-related emissions of inert
pollutants are, therefore, compared to the San Bemardino County portion of the
SEDAB emissions as a means of assessing potential changes In air quality.
Outlines of the SEDAB and the San Bernardino County portion of the SEDAB
are shown In Figure 3.4-2.

Regulations. The Federal Clean Air Act, as amended In August 1977 and
October 1990, dictates that project emission sources must comply with the air

quality standards and regulations that have been established by federal, state,
and county regulatory agencies. These standards and regulations focus on
(1) the maximum allowable ambient pollutant concentrations resulting from

project emissions, both separately and combined with other surrounding

sources, and (2) the maximum allowable emissions from the project A

summary of relevant air quality regulations is provided in Table 1.5-1.

3.4.3.1 Regional Air Quality. According to the EPA guidelines, an area with air
quality better than the NAAQS is designated as being In attainment; areas with
worse air quality are classified as nonattainment areas. A nonattainment

designation is given to a region If the primary NAAQS for any criteria pollutant is
exceeded at any point in the region for more than 3 days during a 3-year period.
Pollutants In an area may be designated as unclassified when there is a lack of

data for the EPA to form a basis of attainment status. The ARB also designates
areas of the state as either in attainment or nonattainment of the CAAOS. An
area is In nonattainment for a pollutant If the CAAQS has been exceeded more
than once in 3 years. Federal and state attainment designations are shown In
Table 3.4-3 for the SEDAB.
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The federal standard for PMio was promulgated In July 1987. Sufficient PMjo
monitoring data are not yet available to classify many areas of the country. EPA.

therefore, designates areas according to the likelihood of violating the standard.
Group 1 status Is assigned to those areas having a 96 percent or beoer
probability of exceeding the standard, Group 2 to those areas having 20 to

95 percent probability, and Group 3 to areas with less than 20 percent
probability. These group classifications wilt be changed to

attaInment/nonattainment designations as sufficient monitoring data become
available.

Preclosure Reference. The SBCAPCD currently operates air quality
monitoring stations throughout San Bernardino County. Stations In the vicinity

of George AFB Include Victorville, Phelan, and Hesperla. Victorville monitors
levels of 03& S02, PMio, and lead; Phelan monitors CO. NOx, 03, and S02
Hesperia monitors all of the aforementioned pollutants. During the period 1987

to 1989, the NAAQS for 03 was exceeded less than 4 percent of the time, while
the more stringent CAAQS for 03 was exceeded up to 16 percent of the time

(rable 3.4-4). Annual and 24-hour state standards for PMio were exceeded In
each of the years from 1987 to 1989, whereas the only exceedance of a national

PMio standard occurred In Hesperia In 1989 (annual average).

Despite the nonattainment status of the SEDAB for 03 and PMio, air quality Is

generally good around George AFB. The main sources of air pollutants In the
area are mining (particulate), cement production (NOx and particulate), and
motor vehicles (hydrocarbons, NOx, and CO). However, additional air quality
problems can be associated with pollutants transported from sources located

outside the SEDAB area.

Ozone is formed in the atmosphere In the presence of sunlight, by a series of

chemical reactions involving mainly NOx and reactive hydrocarbons. Ozone
concentrations tend to have greater regional significance than other pollutants
because their Impact can be detected many miles from the source of precursor

emissions. Air quality in and around George AFB is directly affected by 03
transported In from the South Coast Air Basin and San Joaquin Valley Air Basin

(ARB, 1989). In 1989, the Victorville air quality monitoring station, about 5 miles

southeast of George AFB, recorded 26 days when ozone NAAQS were
exceeded. Some of these exceedances were caused by transport Influence

from the South Coast and San Joaquin Valley Air Basins.

Closure Baseline. It can be reasonably assumed that pollutant concentrations
after base closure would be similar to, or somewhat less than, concentrations
experienced under preclosure conditions. This Is because numerous emission
sources would be eliminated by complete closure of the base (e.g., aircraft

operations and aerospace ground activity). The closure would also reduce the
number of motor vehicles operating In the surrounding area. However, total

emissions from the base are small In comparison to the basinwide emissions,
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and the overal e~ec of closure Isxece to have negligible effe cts on

arenwds m'e -bedn

.43.&2 Air Pollutent Emission Sources

P.elour Reference. The most recent emission Inventories for George AFB,
the SEDAB, and the San Bernardino County portion of the SEDAS, are
presented In Table 3.4-5. The emission Inventor for George AFB Is

repesetatveof preclosure conditions In 1988. The inventories for the SEDAB
adthe San Bernardino County portion of the SEDAB represent 1987 data. The

primary emission sources from the base Include aircraft, motor vehicles, and
aerospace ground equipment. Surface coatings and fuel evaporation contribute
a substantial amount of the total hydrocarbon emissions. In addition, aircraft
ground operations, fire training operations, and heating/power production add a
small portion to the total Inventory.

Table 3.4-5. Preclosure Emission Inventory (tons per day)
Source PM10 S02 CO ROG NOx
George AFS (a)
Aircraft Flying Operations 0.13 0.06 4.52 1.18 1.27
Aircraft Ground Operations 0.00 0.01 0.16 0.05 0.04
Aerospace Ground Equipment 0.03 0.01 0.40 0.04 0.41
Heating and Power Production - - 0.01 0.00 -

Motor Vehicles (military and clvulan) 0.03 0.00 1.36 2.21 0.19
Fire Fighting Practice Pit 0.00 - 0.02 0.01 -

Surface Coating - -- 0.07-

Fuel Evaporation (gas station and JP-tank) - - - 0.45 -

Subtotal 0.19 0.08 6.47 4.01 1.91
San Bernardino County 1  100 11 190 50 134
Southeast Desert AirBasin (b N/A N/A N/A 150 280
Notes: NWA -Not applicable.

(a) U.SAMr for99elOs.
(b) Californila Emissions Inventory, 1967 (AMB. 11910a). San Bernardino County inventory Includes emissions from tha

portion of fte county In the Soufthes Desert Air Basin only.

Closure Baseline. The emission Inventory for George AFB3 after closure wil
essentially be eliminated. The remaining emissions can be estimated by
assuming that emissions other than those associated with aircraft, aerospace
ground equipmnent fire fighting, and heating/power generation are proportional
to the change In on-base population. The ratio of the preclosure base
population (Including military personnel, military dependents, and civilian
employees In 1988) to the base population after closure (1993) Is applied to
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each of the vehicle, surface coatng, and fuel evaporation category emission i 7

order to estimate closure emissions Emissions from the aircrafL aerospace
ground equipment, and fire fighting categories are eliminated completely.
Heating plants and power generators are assumed to operate at 20 percent of
the preclosure capacity in order to fufill minimum building heating and power
requirements Closure baseline emissions are presented in Table 3.4-6.

Table 3.4-4 Closure Emission Inventory (tons per day)

Source PM1o S02 CO ROG NOx

Aircraft Flying Operations - -..

Aircraft Ground Operations - -..

Aerospace Ground Equipment - - - -

Heating and Power Production - - 0.002 0.001 -
Motor Vehicles (military and civilian) 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.000
Fire Fighting Practice Pit - - - - -

Surface Coating - - - 0.000 -

Fuel Evaporation (gas station and JP-tank) - - - 0.000 -

Total 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.002 0.000

Note: Emissions are based on data from Table 3.4-5 times the ratio of the year 1903 base osure population to year 1m bas
population.

3.4.4 Noise

The ROI for noise sources at George AFB is limited to the Victor Valley portion
of San Bernardino County. The area most affected by the base closure and
reuse Is limited to the base property itself, the cities of Adelanto and Victorville,
and adjacent unincorporated lands.

The characteristics of sound Include parameters such as amplitude, frequency,
and duration with an extremely large range of amplitudes. The decibel (dB), a
logarithmic unit that accounts for the large variations in amplitude, Is the
accepted standard unit measurement of sound. Table 3.4-7 presents examples
of typical sound levels. Sound also varies with frequency or pitch. When

measuring sound to determine its effects on a human population, A-weighted
(dBA) sound levels are typically used to account for the response of the human

ear. A-weighted sound levels represent the sound level according to a

prescribed frequency response established by the American National Standards

Institute (ANSI S1.4-1983).

Noise Is usually defined as sound that Is undesirable because it interferes with

speech communication and hearing, Is Intense enough to damage hearing, or Is
otherwise annoying. Noise levels often change with' w; therefore, to compare
levels over different time periods, several descriptors were developed that take

Into account this time-varying nature. These descriptors are used to assess and

correlate the various effects of noise on man and animals, including land-use
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Table 3.4-7. Comparative Sound Levels

Common Outdoor Noise Level Common Indoor
Noise Levels (dBA) Noise Levels

110 Rock Band
Jet Flyover at 1000 ft

100 Inside Subway Train (New York)

Gas Lawnmower at 3 ft

90
Food Blender at 3 ft

Noisy Urban Daytime Garbage Disposal at 3 ft
80 Shouting at 3 ff

Diesel Truck at 50 ft

Gas Lawnmower at 100 ft Vacuum Cleaner at 10 ft
S-"70

Commercial Area Normal Speech at 3 ft

Heavy Traffic at 300 ft
S60

Large Business Office

Dishwasher Next RoomS50

Small Theater, Large Conference
Quiet Urban Nighttime 40 Room (Background)

Quiet Suburban Nighttime Library

30 Bedroom at Night

Quiet Rural Nighttime Concert Hall (Background)

20
Broadcast and Recording Studio

10
Threshold of Hearing

0
Sowm: Aaswnch. 1UO.
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coWpWtby. dleep Interemce. sNnoyc hawing loss, speech Iterference,
and startle effects. One descriptor used to describe time-varying sound Is the
Sound Exposure Leve (SEL). The SEL value represernt the A-weighted sound
level Itegrated over the entire duration of the noise event and referenced to a
duration of I second. When an event lats longer than 1 seond, the SEL value
wil be higher than the highest nd level during the evert

The DNL was developed to evaluate the total community noise environmen.
The DNL (sometimes abbreviated as Ldn) Is the average A-welgtted acoustical
energy during a 24-hour period with a 10 dS adjustment added to the niWtm
levels (between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.). This adjustment Is an effort to account for
the Increased sensitivity to nighttime noise events. The DNL was developed by
the EPA and Is mandated by HUD, the FAA, and DOD. The noise descriptors
used In this report are the DNL and SEL

The DNL Is an accepted unit for quantifying human annoyance to general
environmental noise, which Includes aircraft noise. The Federal Interagency
Committee on Urban Noise developed land-use compatiblity guidelines for
noise In terms of DNL (USDOT, 1985). The California Department of Health,
Office of Noise Control, has also developed iand use compatibility guidelines.
The Office of Noise Control guidelines give 60 to 70 dB as the maximum
normally acceptable level and 70 dB as the conditionally acceptable level for
noise-sensitive receptors such as residences, transient lodging, churches, and
school. The San Berardino County Noise Eement also provides land use
guidelInes. The County gives 60 dB as the acceptable external noise level for
residential lands and 65 dB If noise reduction Is Incorporated and the Interior
level Is below 45 dB. Table 3.4-8 provides FAA-recommended DNL ranges for
various land use categories based upon the committee's guidelines. The FAA
guidelines were used In this study to determine noise Impacts.

Appendix J provides additional Information about the measurement and
prediction of noise. This appendbc also provides more Information on the units
used In descr•blng noise, as well as Iormation about the effects of noise such
as annoyance, sleep Interference, speech Interference, health effects, and
effects on animals.

3.4.4.1 Existing Noise Levels. Typical noise sources In and around airfields
usually Include aircraft, surface traffc, and other human activities. Miltary
aircraft operations and surface traffc on local streets and highways are the
existing primary sources of noise In the vicinity of George AFB. In airport
analyses, areas with DNL above 65 dBA are often considered In land-use
compatibility planning and Impact assessment; therefore, the contours of DNL
greater than 65 dBA are of particular Interest.
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Table 3.4" Land Use Comnpetbilty Guidelines in Afcraft Noise Expoe Arne
The designaons contie in this table do not constute a federl drmnton tt atny e of lo e byt p-• n •
acceptable or unaceptable under federa, state, or local l. The reepondblltyr des•eing the e a pemembe lend
uses and the relationsh betwee epeo6 ili pmrperties end speclc noise contomr rms wih the loal o authoitis FMA deAmn
under Part 150 ae not Intended to subskti federally deltrmined lWWd uses for those desermie to be appropriaes by local
authoritis in reeponse n locay determined needs nd value In achieving noise compatible lnd u

Land Use DNL 5-'70 ONL 70.75 DNL 75 and ah
Reeldemli ,Residential other then mobile homeaensient lodgings NLR requred(& NLR required incompatible

Mobile hoe pa a -pt,
Transient lodgings NLR requiredts) NLR requiredl Incompatible

Palo Uee Schools hospitals, end nursing homes NL required(), Incompatible hcmpatle
Churches, auditoriums, and concert halt NL requireds NLR required imcopaible
Governmental sevces Compatible N roqu NLB req-e
Transportation Conpatle Compatible () compatibler
Parking Compatible Compatible cmptil

CommWeril Wse
Offices, businm and profeslional Compatible uirNLR requ
Wholesale and retail - building materials, hardware, Compatible Compatible C-ompatble

and farm equipment
Retail trade -general Compatible NL require. NLR required
Utilities Compatible Compatible () Cmail
Communication Compatible NLR required NLR required

1anufa-tu-ing and Production(b()
Manufacturing, general Compatible Compatible Compatible0
Photographic and optical Compatible NLR requked NLR required
Agriculture (except livestock) and forestry Compatible Compatible Compatible
Uvestoci farming and breeding compatible Compatible Incompatible
Mining and fishing, resource production and Compatible Compatible Compatible

extraction

lRecreational
Outdoor sports arenas and spectat sports Compatible Compatible Incompatible
Outdoor music shells, amphitheaters Incompatible Incompatible incompatible
Nature exhibits and zoos Compatible Incompatible incompatible
Amusements, parks, resorts, and campa Compatible Compatible Incompatible
Golf courses, riding stables, and water recreation Compatible Compatible Incompatible

Notes:

DNL: Day-night sound level In decibels.
Compatible: Generally, no special noise attenuating materials awe required to achieve an interior noise leel of DNL 45 In

habitable spaces, or the activity (whether indoom or outdoors) would not be subject to a significant adverse
effect by the outdoor nolise viel.

Nl. Nois Level Reduction. NLR is used to denote the total anount of noise tranamission los in decibels required to
reduce an exterior noise level In habitable Interior spaces to DNL 45. In most places, typical building construction
automatisally provides en NLR of 20 decibels. Therefore, If a structure is located In en area exposed to aircrMt noise
of ONL 70, the interior level of noise would be about DNL 45. I the structure Is located in en area exposed to aircraft
noise of DNL 70, the interior level of noise would be about DNL 50, so an additional NIB of 5 decibels would be
required if not afforded by the normal construction. This NLR can be achieved through the use of noise atlenualtig
materials in the construction of the structure.

Incompatible: Generally, the land use, whether In ma structure or an outdoor activity, Is considered to be Incompatible with the outdoor
noise exposure, even If special attenuating materials were to be used in the construction of the building.
The land use is generally Incompatible and should only be permitted In arem of infill in existing neighborhoods or
where the community determines that the use must be allowed.
NLR required In offices or other areas with noise sensitive activities.

Sources: Derived from the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration, Federal Aviation Regulations
(FAR) Part 150, 'Arport Noise Compatibility Planning," Code of Federal Regulations, Tide 14, Chapter 1, Subchapter 1,
Part 150, Table 1. yanuary it.I5, revised October 25,d 69).
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Preolosur Referenme Aircaf noise at George AFB occurs during ahiraft
engine warmup, makrterance and testing. tadings. takeoffs, approachos, and
landings. Noise contours for preclosure aircaf operations wore taken from the
closure EIS for George AFB. Information used in the closuire study included
information on aircraft types; runway use; runup locations; takeoff and landing
Noigt tracks; aircaf alitd, speeds, and engine power settings; and number of
daytime (7 am.tolo0p.m.) and nighttime (10p.m. to 7aLM.)operations. The
noise contours for preclosure are shown In Figure 3.4-3. Only those contours
equid to or above DNL 66 are shown.

Surface vehicle traffi noise levels for roadways In the vicinity od George AFB
were analyzed using the Federal Highway Administration's (FWA's) Highway
Noise Model (FHWA, 1978). This model incorporates vehicle mb4 traffi volume
projections, and speed to generate DNL The noise levels are then presorted
as a function of distance from the centerine of the nearest road. The results of
the modeling for surface traffi are presented In Table 3.4-9. The actual
distances to the DNUs may be less than those presented In Table 3.4-9 because
the screening effects of Intervening buildings, terrain, and walls were not
accounted for In the modeling.

Table 3.4-9. Distance to DNL from Roadway Coentrine for the Preclosure Reference and Closur
Baselline

Distance (feet)
No. of No. of No. of

Roadway DNL 65 Residences DNL 70 Residences DNL 75 Residences
Predmure

Air Base Road West 140 2 50 0
Air Base Road East 220 4 70 0*
U.S. 395 180 13 60 0 30 0
E3 Mirage Road -*-*

Helendale Road -*

Village Drive 140 2 50 0
Shay Road *-*

Closime

Air BasseRoad West 30 0 -*-

Air BasseRoad East 40 0 -*

U.S. 395 220 13 70 0 30 0
ElMirage Road -*-*-

Helendale Road -*-*-

Village Drive *-*-

Shay Road -*-

Contained w"ti the roadway.
'Number of houses betweeni Air Base Rload and power Hnes south of Clovis Steo (approximately 1.5 Miles).
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Appendbc J contains the data used In the surface t anlalis. These data
Include ANDTs traffic mi and speeds.

Cleur Bhielng. The projected noise levels for the closure baseline were
calculated using the traffic projections at base closure (Appendk J). The rsulsu
of the modeling for the roadways analyzed are presented In Table 3.4-9. Again,
the actual distances to the DNLs may be less than those presented In the table

because the model doe not account for screening effects of hItervenng
buidig Wn*a, and weils.

34.4.2 Nol-Set-I0ve Areas. The preclosure ROI for George AF8 includes
nolse-sensitive receptors such as residential units, hospitals, classrooms, and
parks that are within the DNL 65 dB contour The contours from the Final
Envronmemal Impact Statmn for the Closure of George Air Force Base
indicate that there are 30,900 acres exposed to DNL 65 or greater in and around
George AFB. This includes 17,000 acres with 5,000 residents in the region
between DNL 65 and 70, and 7,200 acres with 2,600 residents in the region
between DNL 70 and 75. Section 3.2.3, Land Use and Aesthetics, describes
land uses on and near the base.

At closure It Is assumed ta there would be no aircraft operations and.

therefore, there would be no areas Impacted by aircraft noise.

3.4.5 Biological Resources

Biological resources Include the native and naturalized plants and animals in the
project area. For discussion purposes, these are divided into vegetation, wildlife
(including aquatic blota), threatened or endangered species, and sensitive
habitats. Human activities In the Immediate vicinity of George AFB have altered
the natural environment primarily through urbanization. Some Irrigated
agriculture occurs along the Mojave River to the east of George AFB and a
mining operation Is located near Oro Grande. The remaining undeveloped

areas are In a relatively undisturbed condition, although off road vehicle (ORV)
use, road construction, and other human activities have resulted In scattered
localized habitat alteration.

The ROI used for discussions of the biological resources present and potential
impacts on these resources Is the base and the surrounding area within about
5 miles of the base. This includes the area within which potential impacts could
occur and provides a basis for evaluating the level of Impact.

The following descriptions are based on literature Information for the area, aerial
photographs (dated November 1985), a February 1991 reconnaissance survey
of the area outside the base, and a March 1991 field survey on the base.
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3.4.5.1 Vegetatio. George AFB is located on an alluvial mesa adjacent to the
western bank of the Mojave River. The hot, dry climate and lack of varied
topography on the base and in the surrounding area have resulted in vegetation
that is predominantly creosote bush scrub. This community is dominated by

creosote bush (Lares triclentata) and various other shrubs that occur as
co-dominants, notably burro weed (Ambrosia dumosa) and saitbush (Atriplex
spp.). The ephemeral drainages of the area support a variety of species, from
typically upland species such as Mojave rubber rabbitbrush (Chtysothamnus
nauseosus sap. mohavensls) and snakweed (Gutierrezia sarothrae) to
moisture-seeking species, such as mulefat (Baccharis salicitolia) and cattal
(7Tha latiolia). The Mojave River is east of the base boundary and supports a
broadleaved winter-deciduous community known as Mojave riparian forest,
visually dominated by a canopy of Fremont cottonwoods (Populus fremontll)
and willows (Safl/ spp.).

The vegetation of the project area Is shown in Figure 3.4-4. The categories
Include creosote bush scrub, Joshua tree woodland, riparian/wetland, ruderal,
urban/landscaped, and disturbed habitat. The riparian/wetland category
includes the Mojave riparian forest, riparian scrub (dominated by mulefat and/or
shrubby willows), freshwater marsh (primarily cattails and sedges), and sandy
stream channels bordered by riparian vegetation. The ruderal category includes
areas that have been temporarily disturbed, allowing weedy plant species (e.g.,
tumbleweeds, mustards) to colonize. For clarification purposes, two other
categories are presented on the vegetation map. Non-vegetated areas that are
paved (e.g., roads, parking lots, airfield, support facilities), graded or filled, and
covered with structures are classified as disturbed habitat. Surface-mined areas
are also classified as disturbed. On-base residential areas are classified as
urbanlandscaped (a mixture of disturbed and landscaped). Residential and
commercial industrial areas in Adelanto, Oro Grande, and Mojave Heights are
Included In the urban/landscaped category.

Much of the on-base native vegetation has been disturbed. In some areas, it
has been permanently replaced by base-related facilities and landscaping,
whereas in others it has been temporarily disturbed, allowing large populations
of tumbleweeds (Salsola spp.) and other weeds to colonize and thrive.
Approximately 454 acres have been landscaped, including playing fields, lawns,

and the golf course. Buildings and pavement cover another 187 acres.
Vegetation manipulation and maintenance (e.g., mowing, seeding, application of
oil palliatives for dust control) take place over 2,125 acres. The remaining
2,307 acres, primarily comprising creosote bush scrub, are not actively
managed. Herbicides used for weed control include 2,4-D in lawn areas and
2,4-D or dicambra for Russian thistles in large areas (U.S. Air Force, 1990a).

Native vegetation remaining on the upland areas of the base is fairly uniform
and consists mainly of creosote bush scrub, although the co-dominant species
in this community vary on different areas of the base. The scrub on the western
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and northern areas of the base and Its surrounding areas is dominated by
creosote bush and burro weed. Occasional small stands of almost pure burro
weed occur on the western side d the base. Joshua trees (Yucca brev•Ila) are

common, particularly outside the base boundary just west of Helendale Road.
Other common associates In this area are Mojave rubber rabbltbrush, Mormon
tea (Ephedra nevadensis), and cotton-thorn (Teracymla sp.). Tumbleweeds

dominate some of the area that has been disturbed by runways and other base

activity. The eastern side of the base Is also dominated by creosote bush.
Although burro weed Is stil common, particularly In the northeast portion of the
base saltbush species (4tidpex confedhlolla, A. po/carpa) are the principal
co-dominants. Penci cactus (Opuntla ramosissima), Mormon tea, spiny
hopsage (Grayla splnosa), and cotton-thorn are prevalent. Several dense
stands of tumbleweeds are present. In some low-lying areas in the southeast
portion of the base, there are nearly pure formed stands of saltbush and Mojave
rubber rabbltbrush. Creosote bush and saltbush dominate the undisturbed
southern parts of the base, with occasional Joshua trees and cotton-thorn.
Much of the southern area has been highly disturbed by base activities, which

has given rise to large tumbleweed and mustard (Brassica geniculata)

populations. Grass and herbaceous species throughout the creosote bush
scrub community include galleta grass (Hilaria rigida), Indian ricegrass

(Oryzopsis hymenoides), red brome (Bromus rubens), sandmat (Euphorbia
po/ycapa), and chia (Sa/va columbariae).

Several ephemeral drainages occur on the base and In the area Immediately
adjacent to the base, generally following the slope of the mesa northward or

running In an easterly direction toward the Mojave River. The drainage that
flows northeast from the runway area to the river supports a limited amount of

riparian vegetation (primarily mulefat) in association with upland species, such
as Mojave rubber rabbitbrush, saltbush, and snakeweed. These washes do not
form a true riparian association. In other drainages, particularly two east-flowing
washes that originate near the residential section of the base, a more diverse
riparian community that Includes cottonwoods, willows, cattails, and mulefat is
found.

Some areas of the base, such as the golf course and playing fields, have been
landscaped. Non-native grasses cover these areas, and species such as pines,

palms, and other common landscape trees and shrubs have also been planted
(U.S. Air Force, 1990a).

The Mojave River has been affected by upstream diversions and drought, but it
still supports a diverse community of trees and shrubs known as Mojave riparian

forest. On the floodplain near the Mojave River, Fremont cottonwoods form a
relatively open, deciduous canopy beneath which grows many shrub species

Including Mojave rubber rabbitbrush, mulefat, Great Basin sagebrush (Artemisla

tf-dentata), yerba santa (Eriodictyon trichocalyx), California buckwheat
(Eriogonum tasciculatum), and Torrey saltbush (Atriplex torreyl). Along the
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Sbemban black wiow (Sa gooddingil) and red wilow (S. lbevgat) ae
the prominent species, while common associates include muketL mugwort
(Mais/a doug/as/ra), sedge (Camx p.). and deergrass (Muh/wbergla
rgens). The non-native tararisk (Tamwir spp.) Is another common strearnslde
Species.

The area north of the base between the Mojave River and U.S. Highway 396 Is
also within the alternative reuse planning area. Although creosote bush scrub is
the dominant plant community, Joshua trees are abundant in the western
portions of the area.

The California Desert Native Plant Act (Food and Agriculture Code, 1986) gives
special consideration to a number of species for their individual uniqueness
and/or their contribution to the well-being of the desert ecosystem. Species In
the area receiving protection are all members of the families Agavaceae
(Including Joshua trees) and Cactaceae (Including chollas), and catclaw
(Acacia greggI). Removal of these species requires a permit Issued by either
the agricultural commissioner or the sheriff of the county In which they are
growing.

3.&5.2 Wildlife Resources. Wildlife In the vicinity of George AFB includes
species associated with Mojave creosote scrub, Mojave riparian forest, and
agricultural and urbanized areas. These habitats support a wide range of
species Including several that are considered sensitive by state and federal
governments (Section 3.4.5.3). Wildlife activity Is highest In the undisturbed
habitats and lowest in areas disturbed by Air Force activities, urbanization, and
ORV use.

Common mammals of the George AFB vicinity Include black-tailed Jackrabbit
(Lepus califomicus), coyote (Canis Iatrans), Audubon cottontal (Syllagus
auduboni/), and kit fox (Vulpes macrotis). These species can be found In all
habitat types of the area with the exception of those with heavy human
Influence. The antelope ground squirrel (Ammospetmophilus leucurus), desert
kangaroo rat (Dlpodomys deser), Merriam's kangaroo rat (Dipodomys
merrlamQ, and desert pocket mouse (Perognathus penicillatus) occur away
from tres in creosote scrub habitat with light, sandy soils.

Rodent control takes place on the base, primarly on the golf course. Traps are
used for gophers, and diphacin bait Is used for ground squirrels (U. S. Air Force,
1900a).

Birds present Include the common raven (Corvus corax), which frequents all

habitat types The horned lark (Eremophila alpesft/s), loggerhead shrike (Lanius
/udovlc/anus), mourning dove (Zena/da macroura), quail (Callipep/a sp.),
greater roadrunner (Geococcyx cal/fomianus), lesser nighthawk (Chordeiles
acutpennrs), and Say's phoebe (Sayomis says) can be found In creosote scrub
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habitat and light agricultural areas The cactus wren (Campylorhypnchus
bruntmlcaplllus) Is common In creosote scrub with a moderate amount of
cactus for nesting and protection. The red-taled hawk (Buteo jamalcensie) and
American kestrel (Falco sparverlus) are likely to nest In the Mojave riparian
forest and hunt over the desert scrub. The house finch (Carpodacus

neomeidcanus), common barn owl (&tyo alba), and white-crowned sparrow
(Zonotrichia leucophrys) are associated with agricultural and urbanized areas in
the vicinity.

Resident reptiles of the Mojave creosote scrub Include the side-blotched lizard
(UWa stansburana), California whiptail (Cnemidophorus tigris), zebra tailed lizard
(Calllsauris draconoides), desert spiny lizard (Phtynosoma platyrhinos),
western patch-nosed snake (Salvadora hexalepis). rattlesnake (Crotalus spp.),
and western shovel-nosed snake (Chionactis occipitalis). The western fence
lizard (Sceloporus occidentalis) Is common to the urban and riparian areas, but
not the desert scrub.

Two species of amphibians may occur In Mojave creosote scrub: the western
spadefoot (Scaphiopus hammondi) and the western toad (Bufo boreas).

The Mojave riparian forest located just east of the boundary, Is a particularly

Important habitat for wildlife In the area due to of the lack of water, trees, and
dense scrub In the surrounding uplands. Many birds nest and shelter In the tall
canopy of cottonwoods and willows while mammals and amphibians make
homes In the riverbank and riparian understory. The forest Is especially
Important to migrating birds. The greater diversity of plants and insects in the
Mojave riparian forest provides a greater food base than the surrounding
habitats, allowing for a higher density of wildlife. This habitat, however, Is not
pristine. George AFB Is located west of the Mojave River, and aircraft from the
base occasionally fly over the riparian corridor, generally above 1,000 feet AGL
Developments along the eastern side of the river include the Southern Pacific
Railroad, Irrigated agriculture, mining operations, and several small towns. All of
these contribute disturbances, particularly noise and human presence, that
affect wildlife use of the riparian habitat.

Aquatic habitats In the high desert near George AFB are limited to ephemeral
drainages (arroyos), the Mojave River (with perennial flow near the base), and a
small reservoir between the river and the base. Streams with intermittent flow
typically support a variety of aquatic Insects (e.g., mosquitoes and various flies)
and other species, such as frogs and toads, that need water for only part of their
life cycle. A more diverse flora and fauna is generally present In perennial
waters. Sixteen species of fish have been reported In the Mojave River system
(Moyle, 1976), and only one of these, the Mohave tul chub (Gila bicolor
mohavensis), listed as endangered and discussed In Appendix K, is native to
this system. Downstream of the Lower Narrows, in the vicinity of George AFB,
few fish are expected to be present In the river. Mosquitofish (Gambusia affinis)
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and arroyo chubs (Gila orcutt) are the most likely species to be present. Other
fish species (primarily Introduced game fish) may occur as transients during
peak runoff periods

The small reservoir between the river and the base is likely to support a variety

of aquatic invertebrates when water is presenL Amphibians may breed there as
well.

Aquatic blota are unlikely to be present in the ephemeral drainages on the base
and in the area proposed for development of the international airport, because

water is present for only a short time. No evidence of locations that could hold
standing or flowing water long enough for colonization by aquatic blota were

found within these drainages during field surveys in February and March 1991.
Only the drainage ditch along the east side of the cross-wind runway could
possibly contain water long enough in wet years to suppW? aquatic fauna. The
small reservoir used for golf course irrigation probably supports an aquatic

fauna dominated by various life stages of aquatic insects (e.g., midge and fly

larvae and dragonfly nymphs).

3.4.5.3 Threatened and Endangered Species. A number of federally and

state listed threatened, endangered, candidate, or special concern species are

known to be present In the vicinity of George AFB (LSA, 1988; City of Adelanto,
1990). The status and distribution of these species was determined through
reference to the Califomia Natural Diversity Database, contacts with federal and

state agencies, and a literature review. A letter was sent to the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS) requesting a list of species In the project area as

required for Initiation of informal consultation under Section 7 of the
Endangered Species Act, as amended. Their reply indicates the number of

species that could occur in the vicinity of George AFB. Threatened,
endangered, and other species of concern that are or may be present on and
near George AFB are listed and discussed in Appendix K.

The primary species of concern in the ROI Is the desert tortoise (Gopherus

agassizli. The Mojave population of this species was federally listed as an
endangered species in 1989 by emergency rule and as a threatened species by

final rule in April 1990. It is also state-listed as threatened. The desert tortoise
requires firm but not hard ground (such as the banks of washes or compacted

sand) for construction of burrows. Mojave desert areas, with moderate shrub
cover and relatively free of human disturbance, are probable habitats for the
tortoise. A Bureau of Land Management (BLM) map of tortoise density shows
the northern third of George AFB to be in a geographic area capable of

supporting 20 to 50 tortoises per square mile (Western Mojave Land Tenure
Adjustment Project, 1988). A recent biological survey (SAIC, 1990a) has shown

that the desert tortoise inhabits portions of George AFB and its vicinity

(Figure 3.4-5). A 304-acre area in the northeast comer of the base (and
extending outward past the base boundary) is expected to have high densities
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of desert tortoises (50 to 100/square mile). Low densities were found in
730 acres, and the remainder of the area surveyed (1,130 acres) contained no
tortoises.

Species that are candidates for federal listing and that are likely to be present In
the ROI are the Mohave ground squirrel (Spermophilus mohavensis), Barstow
woolly sunflower (Eriophyllum mohavense), desert cymopterus (Cymopterus
deserticola), Mojave monkey flower (Mimulus mohavensis), California
red-legged frog (Rana aurora draytoni), southwestern pond turtle (Clemmys
marrnorata pallida), and the San Diego coast homed lizard (Phrynosoma

coronatum blainvillei). The Mohave ground squirrel is state-listed as threatened,
as is the Swainson's hawk (Buteo swainsoni). The red-legged frog, pond turtle,
and homed lizard are also state-designated species of special concern, and the
three plant species are on Ust 1 B of the California Native Plant Society (i.e.,
rare, threatened, or endangered in California and elsewhere). Other
state-designated species of special concern expected or known to occur in the
project area include golden eagle (Aguila chrysaetos), LeConte's thrasher
(Toxostoma lecontel), prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus), summer tanager
(Piranga rubra), burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia), short-eared owl (Asio
flammeus), and Mojave buckwheat (Chorizanthe spinosa).

3.4.5.4 Sensitive Habitats. Sensitive habitats include wetlands, plant
communities that are unusual or of limited distribution, and important seasonal
use areas for wildlife (e.g., migration routes, breeding areas, or crucial
summer/winter habitat). In the vicinity of George AFB, wetlands and riparian
woodlands associated with the Mojave River are the primary sensitive habitats.
Aerial photographs of the base (dated November 23, 1985) indicated the
presence of a small pond just south of the base housing area and two short

segments of drainages that required field survey to determine their wetland
status. A field survey was conducted in March 1991 to verify the presence or
absence of wetlands on the base and to determine the size of those present.
Habitat for the desert tortoise has been discussed under Section 3.4.5.3.
Wetlands and riparian areas in the project area are shown in Figure 3.4-5.

Wetlands are defined as "those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface

or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under
normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted
for life in saturated soil conditions" (Federal Interagency Committee for Wetland
Delineation, 1989). Areas that are periodically wet but do not meet all three
criteria (hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soils, and wetland hydrology) are not
jurisdictional wetlands subject to Section 404 of the Federal Clean Water Act
and to the swampbuster provision of the Federal Food Security Act. Areas that
have been disturbed or that are classified as problem area wetlands, however,
may not meet all three criteria as a result of natural or man-induced reasons, yet

are still considered wetlands.
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The routine on-site method, plant community assessment procedure, was used
for the two drainage channels adjacent to the housing area. The hydrophytic
vegetation criterion was met (all dominants were obligate wetland species), and

the wetland boundary was abrupt This (by Step 7 in the manual) eliminated the
need for examining sods. Although the hydrology has been disturbed Q.e.,

runoff has become concentrated by storm drains and enhanced due to lawn

Irrigation), the hydrology criterion was met and both are jurisdictional wetlands.

For the drainage channel adjacent to the cross-wind runway, the same general
methods were used, but this wetland came under the problem area wetland
category because it is manmade (channelized), has sandy soils, and contains

numerous upland plant species along with the wetland species. Considering

the natural conditions present, this channel was determined to be a wetland

(downstream to a break In topography) based on vegetation and hydrology
Indicators. The small pond south of the housing area is managed for golf
course Irrigation and is not a jurisdictional wetland.

The three wetland areas identified on base from the field survey all occur in

natural (or altered) drainage pathways but owe their above-average water
supply to runoff from base activity. Each area is less than 1 acre in size. The
wetland northeast of the housing area is about 0.43 acres, the one east of the
housing area is 0.02 acres, and the drainage channel near the runway is

approximately 0.87 acres. The total acreage for these three wetland areas is

approximately 1.32 acres.

Filling of wetland areas totalling less than 10 acres does not require an
individual Corps of Engineers (COE) permit, since this is an activity covered by

the existing authorization of a nationwide permit. Filling of a wetland between 1

and 10 acres requires prior notification to the COE, whereas filling of a wetland

under 1 acre does not. However, notification of the COE is recommended even

in those cases where filling of less than 1 acre is anticipated.

Two of the wetlands are located just east of the base residential area

(Figure 3.4-5), occurring at the end of culverts carrying residential runoff.
Wetland vegetation in both would presumably die off if landscape Irrigation were

discontinued. The northemmost and larger of the two is located at the

upstream end of a riparian zone approximately 900 feet long. The wetland is

approximately 125 by 150 feet (0.43 acre) and Is dominated by a dense stand of

sandbar willow (Salix exigua). The wetland contains a small stand of cattails
that occurs near the outfall of the culvert and a large willow (probably Salix

gooddingii) in its center. The site likely receives water at irregular but frequent
intervals, depending on the types and frequency of water use in the residential

area. Riparian vegetation such as cottonwoods, mulefat, and tamarisk

continues downstream from the wetland, although the area also contains
upland species such as filaree (Erodium sp.) and English elm (Ulmus procera, a

common landscape tree on the base).
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The second wedand Is a very small area a few hundred feet to the south of the
first one, again dominated by sandbar willow with cattails near the outfall of a
residential drainage culvert. The wetland Is approximately 30 by 30 feet (0.02
acre). Downstream, cottonwoods occur sparsely for about 150 feet. with
creosote and an escaped grass species from the residential area. Water flow at
this site also appears to depend on residential use.

The largest of the three wetlands occurs In the northern area of the base In a
disturbed drainage ditch near the east side of the crosswind runway. The
wetland Is divided by a culvert beneath one of the base roads. The wetland Is

approximately 475 feet long by 20 feet wide on the west side of the road, and
approximately 1,420 feet long by 20 feet wide on the east side. Cattails and
sedges, Including Scirpus and probably Cyperus, are the dominant species;
tamarisk also occurs. The water source appears to be runoff from the vicinity of
the runway. The wetland ends prior to another culvert, although the drainage
continues northward without hydrophytic vegetation. Mulefat and rubber
rabbitbrush are common along the channel north of the wetland area. A few
long-dead cottonwoods occur near the northern base boundary, Indicating a

probable change in the area drainage patterns.

The small reservoir is maintained for irrigation of the golf course. Although it
supports cattals around the margin, this is not a jurisdictional wetland because
it is a managed water supply.

3.4.6 Cultural Resources

Cultural resources consist of prehistoric and historic sites, structures, districts,
artifacts, or any other physical evidence of human activity considered important
to a culture, subculture, or community for scientific, religious, traditional, or
other reason. For the purposes of this EIS, paleontological remains are also
included within the cultural resources category.

The ROI for the analysis of cultural resources Includes, minimally, all areas
within George AFB boundaries, whether or not certain parcels would be subject
to ground disturbance. The potential conveyance of federal property to a

private party or non-federal agency constitutes an undertaking, or a project that
falls under the requirements of cultural resource legislative mandates, because
any historic properties located on that property would cease to be protected by
federal law. The ROI also Includes those areas designated for potential
acquisition under certain proposals that might be disturbed as a direct or
Indirect result of base reuse. These off-site areas would comprise an additional
2,352 acres under the Proposed Action, and 8,353 acres under the International
Airport Alternative.

Numerous laws and regulations require federal agencies to consider the effects
of a proposed project on cultural resources. These laws and regulations
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stipulate a process for compliance, define the responsibilities of the federal
agency proposing the action, and prescribe the relationship among other
involved agencies (e.g.. State Office of Historic Preservation, the Advisory

Council on Historic Preservation). Compliance with requirements of these laws
and regulations ideally Involves four basic steps: (1) identification of significant
cultural resources that could be affected by the Proposed Action or its

alternatives, (2) assessment of the impacts or effects of these actions,
(3) evaluation of significance of potential historic properties within the ROI, and

(4) development and implementation of measures to eliminate or reduce
adverse impacts. The primary law governing cultural resources In terms of their

treatment in an environmental analysis is the National Historic Preservation Act
(NHPA), which addresses the protection of historic and cultural properties. In

addition, cultural resources, including paleontological remains, are covered by
requirements of NEPA.

All four steps mentioned above will be accomplished, as necessary, for on-base
properties within the ROI. The Proposed Action and one alternative, however,

have designated considerable off-base areas for acquisition in support of
conceptual development plans. These parcels are privately owned and outside
Air Force jurisdiction. Record and literature searches were conducted to

identify these off-base properties in order to provide the decision-maker with as
complete a profile as possible of cultural resources subject to potential impact

under each of the reuse alternatives.

Only those potential historic properties determined to be significant under
cultural resource legislation are subject to protection or consideration by a
federal agency. According to National Register criteria (36 CFR 60.4), the
quality of significance is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and

objects that:

" Are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to

the broad patterns of history

". Are associated with the lives of persons significant in the past

"* Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction; represent the work of a master; possess high artistic
value; or represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction

" Have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important In
prehistory or history.

To be listed in or considered eligible for listing in the National Register, a cultural

resource must meet at least one of the above criteria and must possess integrity
of location, design, setting, materials, feeling, and association. Integrity is

defined as the authenticity of a property's historic identity, as evidenced by the

survival of physical characteristics that existed during the property's historic or

prehistoric occupation or use. If a resource retains the physical characteristics
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it possessed In the past, it has the capacity to convey hnormatlon about a
cultre or people, historical patterns, or architectural or engineering design and
technoogy. Significant cultural resources, either prehistoric or historic in age,
are referred to as "hstorkc propertes. a

In compliance with the NHPA, the Air Force has conducted the Section 106
consultation process. Record and literature searches were performed at the
Archaeological Information Center (San Bernardino County Museum), the
National Archives (Pacific Southwest Region), and at George AFB. Results are
discussed under the appropriate resource category.

3.4.6.1 Archaeological Resources. Numerous cultural resource surveys have

been conducted on George AFB and in its Immediate environs. The most
recent was performed in November 1990 In support of base closure (SAIC,
1990b). The survey area encompassed approximately 3,500 acres, and covered
all areas not subject to present development or major disturbance. Detaled
descriptions of the methods, cultural context, findings, recommendations, and
related topics are found in Archaeological Survey and Inventory of George Air
Force Base, California (SAIC, 1990b). This document is incorporated by
reference, and is summarized herein for purposes of the analysis.

Three archaeological sites (one prehistoric, one historic, and one of unknown
temporal affiliation) were recorded during the 1990 survey. In addition,
13 isolated finds were located. The archaeological sites consisted of.

"* A low-density prehistoric lithic scatter

"* A rock calm (unknown temporal affiliation)

". An historic trash dump (circa 1930s).

No archaeological sites eligible for the National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP) were identified during the survey. The California State Historic
Preservation Officer (SHPO), In their letter of May 28, 1991, concurred with
these findings.

The potential for buried archeological deposits is high along the floodplain and
first terrace of the Mojave River. Known significant resources lie just outside the
boundary of areas designated for potential acquisition. Disclosure of specific
locations of cultural resources Is prohibited In public documents by
43 CFR 7-18a.

3.4.6,2 Historic Structures and Resources. No evidence of pre-military
historic sites or structures has been identified on George AFB. The base,
however, was established during World War II, and could reflect the historical
development of that era, specifically as It relates to the training of mlitary flight
crews.
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Because there Is a potential for historical significance, World War II buildings
were evaluated to determine whether or not they could be considered eligible
for the NRHP. Results of that effort are found in the draft George Air Force

Base, California, World War II Buildings/Facilities Architectural and Historical
Evaluation (SAIC and Hatheway Associates, 1991). This document Is hereby
incorporated by reference and Is summarized in this EIS for purposes of
analysis.

Four historic structures were thought to be potentially significant following the

initial evaluation of George AFB facilities. Upon further Investigation. however,
the Air Force determined that these properties were not eligible for inclusion in
the NRHP The SHPO concurred with this determination In their letter dated

August 7, 1991.

The potential for historic structures and buried historic properties exists in

off-base parcels designated for acquisition. Evidence was provided through the
records search (Archaeological Information Center, 1991), which examined
historic maps and related material. The existence and nature of these sites can
only be determined following a reconnaissance survey to be accomplished by
the new user prior to reuse development of these areas.

3.4.6.3 Native American Resources. Consultation was initiated with the

Native American Heritage Commission to ascertain whether or not any Native
American group or individual has concern with or can Identify sacred areas

within the George AFB environs. This process has produced negative results.
Therefore, it is assumed that no area of Interest to Native Americans exists

within the ROI.

3.4.6.4 Paleontological Resources. No significant paleontological resources

have been identified or recorded In the George AFB environs.
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CHAPTER 4
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS



4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the potential environmental Impacts associated with the
Proposed Action and alternatives. To provide the context in which potential

environmental Impacts may occur. discussions of potential changes to the local
communities, Including population, land use and aesthetics, transportation, and
community and public uility services are Included in this EIS. In addition,
Issues related to current and future management of hazardous materials and
wastes are discussed. Impacts to the physical and natural environment are
evaluated for geology and soile water resources, air quality, noise, biological
resources, and cultural resources. These Impacts may occur as a direct result
of disposal and reuse activities or as an Indirect result caused by changes within
the local communities. Cumulative Impacts and possible mitigation measures
to minimize or eliminate the adverse environmental Impacts are also presented.

Cumulative Impacts result from the incremental impact of the action when
added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions
regardless of what agency undertakes such other actions. Cumulative Impacts
can result from Individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place
over a period of time" (CEO, 1978). Cumulative impacts are discussed by
resource In this chapter.

Means of mitigating adverse environmental impacts that may result from
Implementation of the Proposed Action and alternatives are discussed as
required by NEPA. Potential mitigation measures depend upon the particular
resource affected. In general, however, mitigation measures are defined in CEO
regulations as actions that include:

(a) Avoiding the Impact altogether by not taking an action or certain
aspect of the action

(b) Minimizing Impacts by limiting the degree or magnitude of the action
and its Implermenation

(c) Rectifying the impact by repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring the
affected environment

(d) Reducing or eliminating the impact over time by preservation and
maintenance operations during the life of the action

(e) Compensating for the Impact by replacing or providing substitute
resources or environments.

A discussion of the effectiveness of mitigation measures Is included for those
resource areas where it Is applicable, as in the case of replacement of wildlife
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habitat, for example. Where appropriate, an addition to the text regarding the
probability of success associated with a particular mitigation has been mad&.

4.2 LOCAL COMMUNITY

This section discusses potential effects on local communities as a result of
disposal and reuse of George AFB.

4.2.1 Community Setting

Socioeconomic effects will be addressed only to the extent that they pertain to
the biophysical environment. A complete assessment of socioeconomic effects
is presented in the Socioeconomic Impact Analys's Study. Employment and
population generated by the Implementation of the Proposed Action and each
alternative are discussed herein. The closure baseline projects employment
levels of 50 direct and 18 Indirect jobs for the year 1993 to remain constant
through 2013 for the No-Action Alternative. Victor Valley population estimates
for the closure baseline and post-closure are 196,200 for 1993 and 285,500 for
2013. This represents an increase of approximately 89.300, or 46 percent.

Future reuse of the base is uncertain in its scope, activities, and timing. This EIS
addresses these uncertainties by evaluating alternative reuse scenarios
Intended to encompass the full range of reasonably foreseeable reuses and
their environmental impacts.

This analysis recognizes the potential for community Impacts arising from
"announcement effects" stemming from information regarding the base's
closure or reuse. Such announcements may impact the affected communities'

perceptions and, In turn, could have Important local economic effects. An
example would be the In-migration of people anticipating employment under
one of the reuse options. If it were later announced that the No-Action
Alternative was chosen, many of the newcomers would leave the area to seek
employment elsewhere. Such an effect could result In an initial, temporary
Increase In population followed by a decline In population as people leave the

area.

Alternatives are defined for this analysis on the basis of (1) plans of local
communities and Interested Individuals, (2) general land use planning
considerations, and (3) Air Force generated plans to provide a broad range of
reuse options. Reuse scenarios considered in this EIS must be sufficiently
detaled to permit environmental analysis. Initial concepts and plans are taken
as starting points for scenarios to be analyzed. Available information on any
reuse alternative is then supplemented with economic, demographic,
transportation, and other planning data to provide a reuse scenario for analysis.

Appendix F describes this scenario development process.
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4.2.1.1 Proposed Acdon Fu conversion d George AF8 property for civilian
use is estimated to occur over approximately 20 years. The redevelopment of
this property Into civilan aviation-related, industrial, and commercial uses would
cause many changes In the loca communities.

It is estimated that the redevelopment activities at George AFB under the
Proposed Action would generate approximately 25.400 direct and 25.700
Indirect jobs by the year 2013. Figure 4.2-1 provides a comparison of total
employment as a result of implementation of the Proposed Action and other
alternatives. Direct jobs would be located In Adelanto and Victorvile upon
disposition of George AF5 property, whereas indirect jobs would be created
throughout the ROL.

Population Impacts In the Victor Valley area under the Proposed Action are
estimated to reach approximately 26,600 in 2013. The long-term population
change associated with the Proposed Action represents a 9-percent increase
over projected 2013 post-closure estimates. Figure 4.2-1 also provides a
comparison of population Inmigration under the Proposed Action and other
alternatives. The majority of Inmigrants are expected to locate In the Victor
Valley. The communities likely to experience the largest increases in population
are Victorville, Adelanto, Hesperia, and Apple Valley. Base redevelopment as a
result of the Proposed Action would generate positive economic benefits of
Increased employment and earnings In the region.

4.2.1.2 International Airport Alternative. The level of economic activity under
this alternative would be greater than those reported for the Proposed Action. It
Is projected that redevelopment of George AFB would generate nearly 54,800
direct and 50,500 Indirect jobs In the ROI by the year 2013. These employment
figures are considerably higher than those projected for the Proposed Action.

The Vi'-tor Valley population Impact under this alternative Is projected to reach
approximately 56,700 in 2013. This represents an approximately 20-percent
Increase over projected 2013 post-closure estimates.

4.2.1.3 Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative. It is projected that
redevelopment of George AFB under this alternative would generate
approximately 13,000 direct jobs and 15,200 Indirect jobs In the ROI by the year
2013.

The Victor Valley population Impact under this alternative Is projected to reach
14,100 In the year 2013. This represents an approximately 5-percent Increase
over projected 2013 post-dosure estimates.

4.2.1.4 General Aviation Center Alternative. Redevelopment activities
associated with this alternative are expected to generate approximately 8,000
direct and 7,700 indirect jobs in the ROI by the year 2013.
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The Victor Valley population Impact of this alternative is projected to reach
approximately 8,500 in the year 2013. This represents an approximately
3-percent Increase over projected 2013 post-closure estimates.

4.2.1.5 Non-Aviation Alternative. Redevelopment activities associated with
this alternative are expected to generate approximately 8,600 direct and 5,200
Indirect jobs In the ROI by the year 2013.

The Victor Valley population Impact this alternative Is projected to reach 12,500
In the year 2013. This represents an approximately 4-percent Increase over the
projected 2013 post-closure estimate.

4.2.1.6 Other Land Use Concepts. Full conversion of George AFB property
for civilian use will not occur under the federal property transfers and
Independent land use concepts. These transfers and land use concepts would
be initiated on an Individual basis and not as part of any integrated reuse
alternatives. The potential effects of federal transfers and Independent land use
concepts will be discussed In relation to their effects on the Proposed Action
and/or other reuse alternatives. Only alternatives for which Impacts exist are
cited, the remainder have Insignificant or no Impacts.

U.S. Department of Justice. The proposed FCC could directly employ 1,000
persons. The complex could house between 2,000 and 2,750 Inmates. This
proposal would reduce total direct employment if implemented In conjunction
with either the Proposed Action or the International Airport Alternative (2,480
jobs). The FCC would reduce Industrial development. This proposal would
Increase job opportunities by approximately 8 percent if implemented In
conjunction with either the Commercial Airport with Residential, the General
Aviation Center, or the Non-Aviation alternatives by reducing residential
development

U.S. Department of Interior. This proposal would generate approximately
5 direct jobs and reduce business park usage if Implemented in conjunction
with the International Airport Alternative. Commercial usage would be reduced
if implemented In conjunction with the Proposed Action.

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. No direct jobs would
be generated by this proposal and approximately 150 people would be housed.
This proposal would result in a net reduction of 677 direct industrial jobs If
Implemented In conjunction with the Proposed Action and 1,700 direct jobs In
conjunction with the International Airport Alternative.

U.S. Department of Education. This proposal would result In 102 direct jobs
and a net reduction of 578 commercial jobs If Implemented In conjunction with
the Proposed Action. A net reduction of 45 business park jobs would occur if
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the U.S. Department of Education proposal was Implemented In conjunction
with the International Airport Atemative.

San Bernardino County Work Furlough Program. This proposal could result
In a reduced demand for residential opportunities because of proximit to the
Inmates. No significant change In employment or population levels are
expected from the Implementation of this proposed reuse.

Medical Facilities. Use of the base hospital by one of several private medical
facilities would cause an Increase of 60 on-site jobs. No significant change In
employment or population levels are expected from the Implementation of this
proposed reuse.

4.2.1.7 No-Action Alternative. Under the No-Action Alternative, only
caretaker status activities would occur at the base. It Is estimated that the
caretaker activities at George AFB will maintain approximately 50 direct and 18
secondary jobs in the Victor Valley and elsewhere in San Bernardino and
Riverside counties through the year 2013. This represents no Increase
compared to closure conditions because the No-Action Alternative requires no
additional jobs beyond those required at closure. There will be no net Increase
in population under the No-Action Alternative.

4.2.2 Land Use and Aesthetics

This section discusses the Proposed Action and alternatives relative to land use

and zoning to determine potential Impacts In terms of land use and aesthetics.
Land use compatibility with aircraft noise Is discussed In Section 4.4.4.

Figures are Included in this section that depict the impacted land uses for the
Proposed Action and the alternatives. Table 4.2-1 presents the residential area
in acres and the residential population affected by air traffic noise from the
Proposed Action and alternatives by each representative year.

4.2.2.1 Proposed Action

Land Use. The land uses associated with Implementation of the Proposed
Action are generally consistent with the existing land uses for the cities of
Adelanto and Victorville, with a few exceptions (Figure 4.2-2). The proposed
Industrial land use west of the airfield would be Incompatible with Adelanto's
residential development adjacent to the west base boundary. Within San
Bernardino County, one off-base residence and related structures would have to
be purchased to accommodate the expansion of the existing north-south airport
runway to the north. The remaining land to be acquired for the airport
expansion Is vacant, undisturbed desert lands.
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Table 4.2-1. Residential Land Use Noise Exposure for the George AFB Development Plans

Approximate Population
Total Acres Within Noise Exposed 65 DNL Range and

Year Proposed Action and Alternatives Contour 65 DNL Range Greater
1993 Proposed Action* 552 0

International Airport Alternative 0 0
Commercial Airport with
Residential Alternative* 551 0
General Aviation Alternative 13 0

1998 Proposed Action 751 0
International Airport Alternative 4,758 64
Commercial Airport with
Residential Alternative 750 0
General Aviation Alternative 36 0

2003 Proposed Action 836 0
International Airport Alternative 8,149 293
Commercial Airport with
Residential Alternative 837 0
General Aviation Alternative 69 0

2013 Proposed Action 920 0
International Airport Alternative 5,696 128
Commercial Airport with
Residential Alternative 920 0
General Aviation Alternative 117 0

*Only airline training operations would be conducted in this year.

Once an airport layout plan has been approved for the Proposed Action, a study
will need to be conducted in accordance with FAR Part 150. The FAR Part 150
study implements portions of Title I of the Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement
Act of 1979. The impacts identified in the FAR Part 150 study may require
mitigation to reduce adverse effects of airfield operations on surrounding land
uses or protect future land uses from conflicts.

Zoning. The Proposed Action is generally consistent with the residential and
industrial zoning presently in place in the cities of Adelanto and Victorville
regulating areas surrounding George AFB property, with three exceptions.
Presently the land within the city of Adelanto to the east of the north end of the
north-south runway is zoned manufacturing/industrial (M/1) and would thus need

to be rezoned to airport development park for runway expansion to the east. In
addition the city of Adelanto's zoning sphere of influence coincides with the
expansion to the north and Adelanto, through its zoning powers could control
the expansion of the airport. The existing residential zoned land in the city of
Adelanto due west of the south end of the diagonal runway, north of Brockman
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Avenue would conait with the proposed airport "g path. Th proposed
aviation support land use south of Air Bae Road, within the city of Aelanto. Is
presently zoned MWI and would thus need to be rzoned. The Proposed Action
wi generate reduced noise contours from preclosure. Therefore, the zoning
Impacted by Ome contour changes can be moded by the jurlsdos
surrounding the bow.

General Plans. The Proposed Action is consistnt with the city of Adelanto's
Interim General Plan Mh Planning Center, 1990a) since the entire area to the
west and north of George AFB i propoed as an ADD. In addtion, the area to
the south of the base, within the city of Adelarnto, is proposed for M/l reuse
district, which would be compatible zoning for the anticipated noise Impacts
associated with the airport opeatorns

The Proposed Action is consistent with the city of Victorville's General Plan
(Cotton, Beland and Associate, Inc., 1988) since Industrial (business park) is
proposed south of Air Bae Road and the adjacent land within the city of
Victorvlle is proposed for compatible light Industrial uses. From midway
between Air Base Road and Turner Road on the east side of George AFB, the
proposed land use is rural residential (2-5 dwelling units per acre) which is
compatible with the proposed on-base public recreation reuse on the eastern
portion of the base.

The Proposed Action is Inconsistent with the San Bernardino County General
Plan (1989). The land within the county's jurisdiction to the north is proposed
for low density residential. With the expansion to the north of the airport, the
plan would need to be modified to Include airport uses. However, the General
Plan land uses to the east of the base In the county's jurisdiction is consistent,
since this is proposed agricultural use.

Aesthetics. On-base adverse effects on features of medium visual sensitivity
are not expected as a result of Implementation of the Proposed Action. No
visual effects to the golf course are expected because its reuse would continue
in the same activity and the surrounding area would remain as open space.
Within the city of Adelanto, the Implementation of the Proposed Action would
cause minor off-base visual effects because most of the new development
would be readly visible from surrounding major roads and highways, such as
U.S. 395, Air Base Road, and Shay Road. There would be no aesthetic Impacts
to the city of Victorville.

Cumulative Impacts. There would be no cumulative Impacts to land use and
aesthetics.

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures may be knplemented by the city of
Adelanto and San Bernardino County to minimize off-base Impacts resulting
from the Proposed Action. The current Inhabitants of the off-base residence
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located near the north-south runway would need to be relocated according to
the applicable federal and state relocation statutes. The city of Adelanto and
county of San Bernardino will need to revise zoning regulations and the airfield
safety areas. These safety areas need to be modified to reflect new FAA
requirements. Architectural design standards and landscaping requirements
can be Implemented to minimize the visual Impacts of on-base Industrial uses,
especially regarding the residential area adjacent to the west base boundary
located within the city of Adelanto.

4.2.2.2 International Airport Alternative

Land Use. The overall impacts related to land use especially in the city of
Adelanto would be significantly greater than under the Proposed Action,
because it includes the acquisition of approximately 8,350 acres of off-base
property, which Includes urban and rural development In the city of Adelanto.
This property, to be used for the development of an international airport, is
about 3-1/2 times the amount of off-base property to be acquired under the
Proposed Action. It will change the character of Adelanto and vicinity. The one
major impact of the international airport will be the relocation of significant
portions of Adelanto's population and related commercial facilities.

The on-base land use conflicts caused by implementation of this alternative
would include the existing residential area that would be converted to
commercial reuse (i.e., hotel park). However, the off-base land use impacts
under the International Airport Alternative would be greater than those of the
Proposed Action since a large number of existing inhabitated structures will
need to be acquired with the residents being relocated. The acquisition of
approximately 1,000 acres southwest of George AFB (bounded by Air Base
Road on the south, U.S. 395 on the west, El Mirage Road on the north, and the
west base boundary) will require the purchase of approximately 400 acres of
urban development that currently include 458 residences. In addition, this area
contains 2 apartment complexes, 23 commercial establishments, 4 churches,
and 2 government facilities that would need to be acquired and demolished.
The acquisition of approximately 7,350 acres northwest of George AFB
(bounded by El Mirage Road, U.S. 395, Tesoro Road, Emerald Road, and the
northwest base boundary) would require the purchase of 15 houses and 16
modular houses. In addition, an automobile wrecking yard and a horse ranch
would have to be acquired. The remainder of the privately owned desert land is
presently vacant.

A major portion of the residential development in Adelanto to the southwest of

crosswind Runway 03/21 would be impacted by the 65 DNL noise contour
associated with the airport operations (see Table 4.2-1). This area is generally
single family residences with some multi-family residences and commercial
uses along U.S. 395.
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Zoning. The International Airport Alternative Is inconsistent with Adelanto's
present zoning in the area between U.S. 395 and bass property north of Air
Base Road. This land is currently zoned for residential industrial, and
commercial uses, however, this would be Insignificant in that the zoning could
be revised for airport development as Indicated in Adelanto's Interim General
Plan (The Planning Center, I990a). This alternative would also be inconsistent
with Adelanto's zoning In an area from Adelanto Road east 5 mles and from
0.5 mle south of Rancho Road on the south to one half mile north of Air Base
Road on the north side. This area is within the 65 DNL contour and is presently
zoned for residential uses (see Table 4.2-1). Figures 4.2-3 through 4.2-5 depict
the land uses impacted by airport associated noise.

General Plans. The General Plan impacts of the International Airport
Alternative are the same as for the Proposed Action (Section 4.2.2.1, General
Plan).

Aesthetics. The on-base aesthetic effects caused by implementation of the
International Airport Alternative would be the same as for the Proposed Action.
The off-base aesthetic effects within the city of Adelanto would be especially
visible from existing U.S. 395, because the western boundary of the new
international airport terminal and related facilities would adjoin the highway.
This area is currently either residential, with some commercial uses, or open

desert land. Once the airport Is developed, the area along U.S. 395 would
become urbanized with parking, buildings, and the typical related
appurtenances such as street lights and directional signals to the east of the
highway. The significant aesthetic impact will be the urbanization of essentially
vacant desert lands that will occur within the city of Adelanto as a result of the
International airport.

Cumulative Impacts. There would be no cumulative impacts to land use and

aesthetics.

Mitigation Measures. No on-base mitigation measures would be required
under the International Airport Alternative. The off-base mitigation measures in
the city of Adelanto required for implementation of this alternative would be
substantial. The current inhabitants in the off-base residential areas and
businesses would have to be relocated according to the applicable federal and
state relocation statutes. The city of Adelanto will need to enact zoning to
regulate development within the off-base airfield safety zones resulting from the
65 DNL noise contours. In addition, Adelanto's existing residential/commercial
zoning for the area west of the base to U.S. 395 would have to be revised to
accommodate airport development.
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4.2..3 Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative

Land Use. The on-base land uses associated with the Commercial Airport with
Residential Alternative are consistent with the land uses adjacent to the base in

the cities of Adelanto and Victorvile, with the exception of the proposed

on-baen Industrial land use west of the airfield. This Industrial use would be
Incompatible with Adelanto's residential developrment that is adjacent to the
west base boundary, north from Air Bass Road to Brockman Avenue.

Zoning. This alternative Is generally consistent with existing zoning In the city of
Adelanto except for the proposed Industrial use within the city boundary (In the

southwest cdmer of the base) that would conflict with the currently zoned
OS-PL (Figure 4.2-6). This area would need to be rezoned for Industrial use

before this development could occur. The city of Adelanto and county of San
Bernardino would need to revise zoning regulations within the airfield safety

areas.

General Plans. The Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative is

consistent with the city of Adelanto's Interim General Plan (The Planning Center,
1 990a) to the north, however, to the south the proposed on-base residential
area south of Air Base Road would be adjacent to land designated for Industrial

uses. This alternative is inconsistent with the San Bernardino County General
Plan (1 990c) since the plan Identifies rural living north of the base. This area
would include lands impacted at the north end of the north-south runway, by

65 DNL (see Table 4.2-1). This alternative is also inconsistent with the city of

Victorville's General Plan (Cotton, Beland and Associate, Inc., 1988) In that their
plan Identifies Industrial uses adjacent to George AFB south of Air Base Road
on the south and east sides. On base the land use is residential and, therefore,
it would be surrounded by Industrial uses. The San Bernardino County ALUC
would need to modify the Airport Hazards portion of the General Plan because

of the reduced noise footprint in the area at the north end of the north-south

runway that is within county jurisdiction.

Aesthetics. The Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative is not expected

to have any on-base adverse effects on features of medium visual sensitivity.
Some impact to features of low visual sensitivity within the city of Adelanto are
anticipated, because of the proximity of the industrial and residential areas.

Cumulative Impacts. There would be no cumulative impacts to land use and

aesthetics.

Mitigation Measures. The city of Adelanto and county of San Bernardino
would need to modify zoning to regulate development within the new/revised

airfield safety areas and noise contours to mitigate this impact. Architectural
design standards and landscaping requirements would have to be Implemented
in the city of Adelanto, to minimize the visual Impacts of the on-base Industrial
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uses, which are dose to the off-base residential area to the west The city of
Victorve would either need to revise the General Plan (Cotton, Beland, and
Associate, Inc., 1988) to compatible uses adjacent to the base or would need to

insure that screening be provided between the Industrial and proposed on-base

residential uses.

4.2.2.4 Geneal Aviation CenterA tet

Land Use. The land uses associated with Implementation of the General
Aviation Center Alternative are generaily consistent with the existing land uses

since on-base land uses would be similar to preclosure uses. The effects of this
alternative on the surrounding land use would also be similar to the Comr, ercial
Airport with Residential Alternative.

The major difference between the General Aviation Center Alternative and the

other alternatives is that the reuses are greatly reduced. All reuse development
proposed Is on base in existing developed areas with open space areas for

which redevelopment is not proposed. The only exception is a small portion of
the southwestern comer of the base, which will be reused for a storage area for

aircraft (aviation support). This proposed aviation support land use would be
incompatible with Adelanto's residential development that Is adjacent to the
west base boundary and would require visual separation by a fence or

landscaping (Figure 4.2-7).

Zoning. The General Aviation Center Alternative is generally consistent with

the residential and industrial zoning presently in place in the cities of Adelanto
and Victorville and San Bernardino County regulating areas surrounding George
AFB property. The only conflict is with Adelanto's zoning due west of the south

end of the crosswind runway. The proposed on-base use is aviation support
whereas the adjacent land in Adelanto is zoned single family residential (R-1)

and multifamily residential (R-3).

General Plans. The General Aviation Center Airport would greatly reduce
noise contours as compared to the other airport plans. No contour of 65 DNL
would occur outside of the airfield. Therefore, current restrictions pertaining to
noise impacts could be modified to allow residential development with the

aviation safety areas as identified in the San Bernardino County General Plan

(1989).

Aesthetics. On-base adverse effects on features of medium-visual sensitivity

are not expected as a result of implementation of the General Aviation Center
Alternative. The on-base areas that are undeveloped will generally remain as

undeveloped land. No visual effects to the golf course are expected because Its

reuse would continue in the same activity and the surrounding area would again

remain undeveloped.
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such as U.S. 396, Air BaN Road, and Shiny Road.

Cumulmtive ImpeClL Them would be no ctanulatlvo impacts to land uea and

aesthetics.

Mitigation Measures. Mitigetion measmea may be Implemented by the city of
Adelanto to minimize off-base impacts • from the General Avlatlon
Center Alternative. ArcMoctural d•Ign s•dards and landscaping
requlrements ean be • to mlnlmlze the vbuel Impacts of on-base
aviation support land use west of the akfleld tothe adjacent residential area in
the city of Adelanto.

4.2.2.5 Non-Aviation Alternative

Land Use. Because the airflekl would not be operationel under the
Non-Avlatlon Alternative, Industdal and resldentlel land uses can be expanded
on base. The airfield would be converted for industrial uses, uUlizing the
existing runways and aprons for perking and open-air storage yards. The
development of residential uses in the vacant areas of the base would
essentially become residential in character. Adjacent residential areas would be
impacted by the elimination of the adverse effects of airfield operations
(Figure 4.2-8).

Zoning. The planned Non-Avlatlon Alternative Is generally consistent with
zoning, with the exception of the proposed residential development within the
boundaries of the city of Adelanto. Thb area, in the southwest comer of the
base, b currently zoned OS-PL and would need to be rezonad for residential
development.

General Plans. The Non-Aviation Alternative on base residential use is
consistent with the San Bemardino County General Plan (1990c) in that rural
living (RL-5) residential uses are shown north of the base with the exception
being the on-base industrial use on the east and north boundary of the base
from Desoto Avenue south to El Mirage Road that adjoins the off-base RL-5
district.

This alternative is inconsistent with the city of Adelanto's intedm General Plan
(The Planning Center, 1990a) in that it identifies airport development district to
the north and east of the base. Adjacent to this area the land use on base is to
be residential. The other Inconsistency with Adelanto's plan is the industrial use
south of Air Base Road that is adjacent to on-base residential uses.
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Aesthetics. The Non-Aviation Alternative Is not expected to result In any
adverse effects on features of medium visual sensitivity.

Portions of the on-base industrial development would be visible from the
proposed residential areas, where adjacent, and would need to be visually
screened to avoid undesirable views. However, overall, the Non-Aviation
Alternative Is not expected to significantly affect the visual and aesthetic quality
of the base. Some open portions of the base, especially the areas south of Air
Base Road and northwest of the cantonment, would be developed. They would,
therefore, be transformed from open space to an urban environment.

Cumulative Impacts. There would be no cumulative Impacts to land use and
aesthetics.

Mitigation Measures. Minor mitigation measures may be implemented for the
Non-Aviation Alternative. Where industrial zoning is adjacent to the base In the
cities of Adelanto and Victorville, measures will need to be taken to visually
screen views from the residences into the industrial areas. The city of Adelanto
would need to rezone that portion of the base presently for residential use. The
cities of Adelanto and Victorville would need to revise their General Plans to be
compatible with the proposed on-base uses.

4.2.2.6 Other Land Use Concepts. Impacts of each proposed federal
transfer and other independent land use concepts are evaluated for
compatibility with land use plans and regulations, impacts to on- and off-base
land uses, and general land use trends in the region.

U.S. Department of Justice

Land Use and Zoning. The proposed transfer would necessitate a change in
category from vacant or industrial use to institutional. The new land use would
be compatible with Adelanto's manufacturing/industrial zoning to the east.
Victorville adjoins the base to the south and west. The Victorville General Plan
(Cotton, Beland and Associate, Inc., 1988) indicates the proposed zoning to be
light industrial, and thus compatible with an FFC.

Aesthetics. This federal transfer is not expected to have any adverse effects on
any visually sensitive areas.

U.S. Department of Interior

Land Use and Zoning. This would result in no change from current land use
and would be consistent with local zoning and land use.

Aesthetics. Transfer of the base recreational facilities will have no significant
impact on aesthetics.
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U.S. Department of Tlanspoitallon

Land Us and Zoning. This reuse would be compatible with land use and
zoning associated with the ImplmeOato of the Proposed Action or
alternatives, except for the Non-Avlation Alternative. The garage would be
compatible because it would be located In either aviation support, business
park, or commercial reuse areas. However, it would not be compatible In the
Non-Aviation Alternative because it would be located within the Institutional
area. In the short term, the garage could probably be accommodated In the
Institutional area, because the Institutional reuse would develop over a longer
time period.

Aeatheticm. The transfer of the Automotive Hobby Shop to the U.S. DOT wll

not result In significant visual Impacts.

U.S. Department of Education

Land Use and Zoning. This transfer would be consistent with all proposed
uses except for those associated with the Proposed Action and the International
Airport Alternative. Although the schools could be retained In either of these
plans, there are no residential reuses proposed. Therefore, the schools would
be Isolated In an incompatible commercial or business park development San
Bernardino County requests three or more unspecified existing facilities.
Potential reuse would be compatible with land use and zoning In the local area.

Aesthetics. The transfer of existing facilities to the Adelanto School District or
San Bernardino County would not result In significant visual Impacts because
the use of these facilities would not change signiflcantly.

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

Land Use and Zoning. The continued use of (Alaska Circle Community) as
housing would have no effect on current land uses. The limited number of units
(60 residences) would, however, be isolated from other residential areas under
the land uses associated with the Proposed Action and the International Airport
Alternative. Demolition of the residential units Is proposed under each of these
reuse alternatives.

Aesthetics. No new construction is proposed for this transfer and, therefore,
no significant visual Impacts are anticipated.

San Bernardino County Work Furlough Program

Land Use and Zoning. This proposal would be compatible with land use under
all reuse plans except the Proposed Action and the International Airport
Alternative. Within these two plans there are no provisions for any type of
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reidential reuse. However, In the short term, the International Aiport
Alternative would retain the residential ars and, therefore, this reuse would
W y be compatible. The remaining alternatves retain the dormioris which
could be used for the San Bernardino County Work Furlough Program.

Aesthetics. Reuse for Inmate housing is proposed for the dormitories. No
substantial change in function or new construction is proposed; therefore, no
signilcant visual impacts are anticipated.

Medkil Facliies,

Land Use and Zoning. This reuse would be compatible with land uses
associated with the Proposed Action and alternatives, because It would not
result in a change from current land uses.

Aesthetics. Conveyance of the base hospital would have no significant visual

or aesthetic impacts.

4.2.2.7 No-Action Alternative

Land Use. The No-Action Alternative would cause no physical changes In
on-base land use. Functionally, there would be no use of base land or facilities.
DMT personnel would continue to maintain the buildings and grounds.
Because the federal government would retain ownership of the base under the
No-Action Alternative, the property would remain outside the jurisdiction of the
local communities and the county. The No-Action Alternative would have
beneficial effects with respect to off-base land use. Residential areas southwest
of the base, which are currently exposed to high noise levels from airfield
activities, would no longer experience noise Impacts.

The No-Action Alternative would not affect the ultimate requirement to
rernedlate hazardous waste sites on base, but it would reduce the urgency of
cleanup. As long as the sites were stabilized and did not present a danger to
off-base areas and natural resources, remedlation could be delayed.

Zoning. As long as the base remained unused, there would be no apparent
conflict with local zoning or land uses.

General Plans. Permanent base closure, however, would be inconsistent with
local reuse plans.

Aesthetics. The No-Action Alternative is not expected to significantly affect the
visual and aesthetic quality of the base or the surrounding area. Some
landscaped portions of the base would receive less intensive maintenance.
The absence of human activity on the base would enhance and accelerate the
return to natural conditions in some areas.
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Cunwative Impacts. The NoAction Alternative would have no cumulative
Impects on land use and aesthetics.

Mitgation Measures. There would be no land use Impacts as a result of the

No-Action Alternative. Therefore, no mitigation measures would be required.

42.3 Transportation

The effects of the Proposed Action and alternatives on each component of the
transportation system are presented in this section. Mitigation measures are
suggested for those components Ikely to experience substantial and adverse
changes under any or all of these alternatives.

Project-generated effects of the various alternatives on road traffic were

assessed by estimating the number of trips generated from on-site employment
and residential use projected for each reuse alternative. Non-project generated
trips were calculated from changes In the Victor Valley area population

associated with each alternative. Taking Into account total trips and
road-segment capacity, LOS changes on key road segments were computed for

each alternative (see Table 3.2-1 for definitions). Changes In work and,
therefore, travel patterns, were derived by assigning workers to, or removing
workers from, the most direct commuting routes.

The reuse of George AFB under the Proposed Action and each of the
alternatives (except No-Action) would lead to Increased use of local roads and
highways, especially In the vicinity of Adelanto and Victorville. Traffic volumes

on community roadways would continue to Increase through the year 2013. Air

Base Road Is the only roadway that currently provides direct access onto
George AFB (by way of the Main Gate and the Housing Gate). For analytical
purposes in this study, Air Base Road Is divided into two parts: Air Base Road

East and Air Base Road West. Traffic from the base to Victorville and 1-15 would

use Air Base Road East, and traffic from the base to Adelanto would use Air
Base Road k& Construction and renovation of on-site facilities are projected
to take plac-- tý,r-jghout the study period. Effects of construction worker traffic

have been adued to the effects of traffic generated by potential on-base
operations workers and visitors to the base area. U.S. 395 and Village Drive are

also Important to base generated traffic because they provide direct
connections to Air Base Road.

Changes In the volume of peak-hour traffic on key community roads that are not
the result of project-generated traffic are assumed to be consistent with

changes projected for Victor Valley population without the project. U.S. 395
would have the greatest non-project-generated traffic because it would start

with a greater baseline volume in the year 1993. It would operate at LOS D even

without base-generated traffic. It would have a peak-hour volume of about

1,770 vehicles by the year 2013, not Including project-generated traffic.
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The airspace analysis examines the type and level of aircraft operations
projected for the Proposed Action and Alternatives and compares them to how
the airspace was configured and used under the preclosure reference. The
same constraints and considerations were assumed as existed during
preclosure, such as terrain, runway configurations, and other airport and airway
traffic. Full use of the R-2508 airspace complex by DOD would cwtinue. Both

the Proposed Action and the International Airport Alternative assumed the

continued availability of radar coverage for the base to ensure optimum safety
and efficiency of air traffic control operations. The Impact analysis considers
the relationship of the projected aircraft operations to the operational capacity
of the airport, using criteria that have been established by the FAA for
determining airport service volumes. Potential effects on airspace use were
assessed, based on the extent to which the Proposed Action or alternatives
could (1) require modifications to the airspace structure or air traffic control

systems and/or faclities; (2) restrict, limit, or otherwise delay other air traffic in

the region; or (3) encroach on other airspace areas and uses.

The FAA is ultimately responsible for evaluating the specific effects the reuse of

an airport will have on the safe and efficient use of navigable airspace by
aircraft. Such a study is based on detals from the airport proponent's Airport
Master Plan and consists of an airspace analysis, a flight safety review, and a

review of the potential effect of the proposal on air traffic control and air
navigational facilities. Once this study Is completed, the FAA can then

determine the actual requirements for facilities, terminal and enroute airspace,
and Instrument flight procedures.

The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) recently

completed the Southern California Aviation System Study Update (SCAG, 1991).
This study indicates that air passenger demand in Los Angeles, Orange,

Riverside, and San Bernardino counties will exceed 88 MAP in the year 2000.
The constrained capacity (air space, noise, and ground access restraints on

airport capacity) of existing airports In those counties will be only 63.3 MAP
This means that up to 24.7 MAP will have to be accommodated at new airports

In the region. Therefore, reuse of George AFB for air passenger service under

any of the aviation alternatives would be able to absorb part of the projected
excess demand with minimal effect on passenger loads at existing airports.

It is assumed here that the effects of the alternative reuses of George AFB on
ridership at the Victorville AMTRAK station will change (increase) in proportion
to population changes induced by each alternative.

4.2.3.1 Proposed Action

Roadways. In addition to Air Base Road East, Air Base Road West, U.S. 395,
and Village Drive, three other roadways are assumed to provide future access to

the base area. They are Shay Road to the east, Helendale Road to the north,
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Tlds read would provide dbect access to At Baea Road and the MaJn Gate anm
from the south and would mlleve conslderable tmffic congestion on At Base
Road and VBage Drive.

Traffic genemUon for 8 vadety of land usea has been analyzed for the Propoead
Action. The major generator would be the 11,e60 offlce park employeea
projected to uea about 612 acrea of larKI on the base by the year 2013. Other
land usea Include commercIM aviation (about I million passengem annually),
general avlatlon (approximately 22,200 flights annually), avlatlon support, golf
course (2o employees), and parks and vacant land (3O employees).

Effects of Project Generated Traffic on Key Community Roads. The number
of dally tdpa generated by each type of proposed land use, in addition to
construction workers, was estirnated based upon Proposed Action projections
for number of passengers, general aviation flights, employees, and dwelling
units, depending upon the particular land use proposed. TaMe 4.2-2 shows the
distribution of the AADT generated by the Proposed Action operations and
constmcUon workers on each of the key community roads for each of the study
years through the year 2013. Inthe peak construction year of 2003, only about
3.1 percent of the traffic would be generated by construction worker• In
making these projections it was assumed that Air Base Road, U.S. 395, and
VNage Drive would be used in the same proportions that they are currendy used
by persons generating trips at George AI=B. Assumptions mede for the
percentage of base-generated traffic that would use each of the defined key
community roads are cited previously.

The most Important key community road would be Air Base Road East, which
would carry about 31,600 daily trips generated by the Proposed Action by 2013.
At Base Road West would receive about 14,400 trips, U.S. 395 about 7,700
trips, Vilage Drive about 18,200 trips, Shay Road about 9,600, B Mirage Road
about 9,600, and Helendale Road about 4,800 trips that year. By the year 2013,
the Proposed Action is projected to generate about 95,900 trips daily. This is
about 5.3 times the approxlmatdy 18,000 trips generated by the base in lo00
(Victor Valley Economic Development Authority, 1990b), and substantially
higher than the estimated caretaker status of about 180 tdps per day (50 DMT

employees at 3.6 trips per day each).
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Talel 4".3- Projecton of Annual Average Daly Traffic (AADT) on Key ConmnuLty Roads

enerawte by the Proposed Action (Opereaonm and Cornsuction Worknr)

Roadymy 1993w 1998 2003 2013

Air ase Road East
Opeton 90 10,304 20,788 31,483

Constructlon 0 650 673 164
Total 90 10.954 21,461 31.647

Air Base Road West

Operations 50 4,684 9,449 14,311

Construction 0 295 306 75
Total 50 4,979 9,755 14,386

U.S. 395
Operations 20 2,498 5,040 7,632

Construction 0 158 163 40

Total 20 2,656 5,203 7,672

Vilage Drive

Operations 20 5,933 11,969 18,127

Construction 0 374 387 94

Total 20 6,307 12,356 18,221

Shay Road
Operations 0 3,123 6,299 9,540

Construction 0 197 204 50

Total 0 3,320 6,503 9,590

El Mirage Road

Operations 0 3,123 6,299 9,540

Contruction 0 197 204 50

Total 0 3,320 6,503 9,590

Helendale Road
Operations 0 1,561 3,150 4,770

Construction 0 98 102 25

Total 0 1,659 3,252 4,795

Totals
Operations 180 31,226 62,994 95,403

Construction 0 1,969 2,039 498

Total 180 33,195 65,033 95,901

Note: (a) DIo mae Team
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Figures 4.2-9a and b show project- and non-project-generated peak-ho0ur traffic
for the years 1990, 1993, 1998, 2003, and 2013 (the ltr four being the project
study years) for each of the seven key community roads. Air Base Road East
and U.S. 395 would realize the greatest peak-hour traffic loads. Those two
roadways would realize peak-hour traffic of about 4,500 and 2.700 vehicles
respectively by the year 2013. These loads are far in excess of present capacity
and would require Improvements and widening to accommodate the anticipated
peak-hour traffic.

Summary of Effects on Key Community Roads. Figures 4.2-9a and b also
show the projected LOS for each key community road. Air Base Road East
would be most affected by the Proposed Action. To avoid failing to LOS F, it
would be necessary to widen Air Base Road East to 4 lanes by 1999. Air Base
Road West and U.S. 396 would have to be widened to 4 lanes by the years 2012
and 2001, respectively. No improvements would be required to maintain LOS E
or better on the other key community roads.

Effects on Key On-base Roads. It is assumed for the Proposed Action that
existing on-base roads would remain in place and that additional roads would
be constructed to accommodate new land uses west of the airport, and south of
Air Base Road. It Is apparent from the Proposed Action land use map that the
majority of the traffic generated by Industrial uses would use on-base roads that

are not yet built. Peak-hour traffic generated by office park, aviation support,
residential, and other minor uses would use existing on-base roads. The

distribution of this traffic Is projected to be similar to that of the present time.
In 1994, the first year of operation, Cory Boulevard's peak-hour volume would
reach 880 under the Proposed Action; its LOS would be level D. With its
four-ane section, however, Phantom Street would maintain an acceptable LOS
of A through the year 2013, when its peak-hour volume would reach only about

780.

Airport Capacity. Aviation activities identified under the Proposed Action
Include air passenger service, corporate and private flying (general aviation),
and other related aviation activities, such as aircraft maintenance and airline
training. These operations could include a variety of aircraft ranging from
helicopters and small, single engine propeller-type aircraft to large, passenger

jets, such as B-747s and DC-1Os. The projected number of flight operations
and the fleet mix associated with the Proposed Action are shown In Table 4.2-3.
FAA standards (FAA, 1983) were utilized to determine the Annual Service
Volume (ASV), as a reasonable estimate of the airport's operational capacity

based on the existing runway configuration, fleet mix, weather conditions, etc.,
that would be encountered in I year. Projected operations were then compared
to the ASV to determine if the airport capacity can meet forecasted demands.

Under the Proposed Action, the ASV would range from approximately
265,000 operations in 1993 to 215,000 operations by the year 2013. This
reduction Is attributable to the variety of aircraft operating at the airport in later
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Table 4L2-3. Projected Avbilon FOrecast- Proposed Action

Average Annual Operations
1998 19M 2003 2013

Aviation Category
Air Passenger 0 18,200 21,300 23.100
Anrcdt Maintenance 0 1,600 2.600 4,000
Airline Training 10,000 10,000 10,000 10.000
General Aviation 0 23,800 30,800 38,900

Total Operations 10,000 53,600 64,700 76,000

Fleet Mix (Percent of Total Operations)
Helicopter 0 2 2 3
Piston Engine 0 40 42 44
Turboprop 0 31 29 23
Narrow Body Jet 0 8 11 16
Wide Body Jet 100 19 16 14

Soume: P&D Technologies, 1990.

years, which could increaea time spacing Intervals for runway operations.
Because forecasted operations represent only about 35 percent of the ASV by
2013, no capacity constraints would be expected.

Airspace/Air Traffic. The Proposed Action and this analysis assume that the
same type of radar coverage and navigational aids would be provided for the
airport, as existed prior to base closure, in order to maintain an equivalent level
of terminal ATC services for the reuse aviation activities. However, the
continuation of such coverage and services would depend on whether the
existing radar system is retained or replaced, with a remote link established to
the Edwards FAA RAPCON facility. A VOR navigational aid with DME would also
have to replace the military TACAN system, which is not compatible with civi
airborne equipmenL The existing ILS is compatible with civil aircraft
Instrumentation and could either be retained or replaced to maintain this
approach capability. The decision to Install these radar and navigational
systems would depend on operational needs and availability of funds, as
determined by the FAA and airport development authority.

Airspace requirements under the Proposed Action should be the same as those
In effect under the preclosure baseline (see Figure 3.2-12), with the airspace
designated as the Ground Controlled Approach Area permanently absorbed by
the Edwards FAA RAPCON. The Proposed Action identifies a requirement for a
control tower which, along with navigational aids, would require that an airport
traffic area, control zone, and transition area be established to provide
protective airspace for airport traffic and Instrument flight procedures.

Figure 4.2-10 Ilustrates a vertical profile of the airspace structure for the George
AFB ROI and those elements that could potentially constrain or be constrained

by reuse aviation activites. The Edwards FAA RAPCON controls airspace over
George AFB at 13,000 feet MSL and below, including the V12 and V386 airways,
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on which traffic transits at altitudes of 8,000 feet MSL and above. The Los
Angeles ARTCC handles enroute traffic above this airspace above 13,000 feet
MSL The FAA RAPCON Is also responsible for military flight operations within

the full lateral and vertical limits of the R-2508 Complex airspace. The airspace
of R-2515 Is delegated by FAA RAPCON to Edwards Military Radar Unit for
control of all flight operations within R-2515. Air traffic control would, therefore,
require sufficient maneuvering airspace to separate and sequence simultaneous
Instrument arrivals and departures at George AFB without conflicting with other
airspace uses.

Civil aircraft approaching or departing George AFB could be routed to remain
3 nm south of the Complex I Charlie MOA and R-2515 boundaries when this
airspace Is active. Based on preclosure experience with military cargo aircraft
(C-5s and C-141s), large air-carrier type aircraft could be routed directly to the
airport (visual approach) or to an ILS approach commencing 8 to 10 miles north

of Runway 17 without encroaching on R-2515 airspace. Aircraft departures
could also be routed via standard Instrument procedures (SIPs) or as otherwise
directed by Edwards FAA RAPCON to remain clear of this airspace.
Figure 4.2-11 illustrates the potential Instrument arrival and departure flight
tracks for Runway 17, which Is used nearly 75 percent of the year because of
prevailing wind directions. Edwards FAA RAPCON could generally provide
individual aircraft handling for the level of operations projected under the
Proposed Action, as traffic workload permitted.

VOR/DME instrument approach procedures, similar to the preclosure low
TACAN procedures depicted on Figures 3.2-14 and 3.2-15, may be viable for
Runway 17/35 with holding patterns and arcing flight tracks that would not affect
other airspace uses in the ROI. The FAA Is responsible for designing and flight
checking such procedures and would have to examine alternatives that could
minimize conflict with these other airspace uses. These published procedures
are required for use when the air traffic control radar system is inoperative and
can assist in expediting the traffic flow and alleviate airspace congestion, as
necessary, during peak traffic operations. Aircraft remaining in a rectangular
radar traffic pattern for successive ILS approaches, such as for airline training,
could remain within 10 nm of the airfield, which was accomplished in preclosure
conditions for military practice approaches (see Figure 3.2-13). VFR operations,
which would primarily Include the general aviation aircraft, would normally fly

directly to and from the airfield.

The number of annual operations projected by the year 2013 represents nearly
a 50-percent increase over preclosure military operations. However, about half
of these projected operations may be conducted by general aviation aircraft,
which would place less demand on the ATC and airspace systems than did the
military operations. While additional airspace could be used compared to the

closure baseline, it would appear that these operations could be
accommodated within the ROI. It Is also not likely that the Proposed Action
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would affect or be affected by the closure and reuse of Norton AFB and
associated aircraft realignment actions at March AFB due to the manner In
which the FAA has segregated Its ATC airspace jurisdiction of the FAA's Radar
Approach Control at Ontario Airport, which does not ovedap the ATC airspace
allocated to the Edwards FAA RAPCON.

It should be noted that If the existing or a replacement radar system Is not
provided as assumed for the Proposed Action, the ATC capacity for handling

Instrument aircraft operations at George AFB would be greatly reduced. Other
FAA radar antenna systems in the region do not provide coverage below 4,500
feet MSL in the Victor Valley area. Therefore, non-radar ATC procedures would

be required for operations below 4,500 feet MSL, which would Increase the
sequencing and separation standards that would have to be applied by the
Edwards FAA RAPCON. Similarly, if no navigational aid capability was provided
for the base, this airfield could be restricted to VFR operations only, which is not
normally conducive to air carrier operational requirements.

Air Transportation. The commercial airport identified under the Proposed
Action would have a long-term (year 2013) passenger volume of approximately
1 MAF! with capabilities of handling up to 15 MAP although passenger volume
could increase substantially beyond the 2013 study horizon. This passenger
volume represents approximately 19 percent of the 1990 passenger traffic

through Ontario International Airport (5.4 MAP), and 8 percent of the long-term
projected traffic at Ontario (12 MAP).

The SCAG recently completed forecasts of air passenger demand in Southern

California for the years 2000 and 2010 (SCAG, 1991). Regional total air
passenger demand was projected at approximately 90 MAP in the year 2000
and 118 MAP in the year 2010. These forecasts are substantially greater than
the 58.7 MAP total of 1988. The commercial airport identified under the

Proposed Action would meet part of this unsatisfied demand for air travel.
Other regional airports are expected to continue operating at or above capacity.
Air cargo shipments through the commercial airport under the Proposed Action
can be expected to help meet the growing demand for air freight capacity

projected by SCAG through the year 2010 (SCAG, 1991).

The existing private airports in the Victor Valley may not suffer a loss of
patronage with the introduction of general aviation at the George AFB airport

because, unless accommodations are better and/or fees are less, private aircraft
owners would have little reason to leave the airport they are now using. As new
private aircraft are introduced to the Victor Valley, their owners might be more
Inclined to use the new facilities at the George AFB airport. The Proposed
Action assumes that about 120 general aviation aircraft could be expected to be
based at George AFB by the year 2013 (P & D Technologies, 1990). Based on

standard ratios, they would produce about 60 flights (departures) per day.
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Railroad Transportation. With the Introduction of Industrial uses at George
AF', the existing rail spur right-of-way extending east from the base about
2 miles to the Union Paclfic/AT&SF line could be expected to be reconstructed
to accommodate freight traffic. Depending upon the type of industrial uses
developed at the base, the rail spur could be expected to serve one to five trains
per week. The freight that could be developed by the Proposed Action would
be very small compared to the total amount that presently uses the Union
Pacific/AT&SF line In that area.

Ridership on the AMTRAK system out of Victorville Is expected to Increase in
proportion to population Increases In the Victor Valley. Under these
circumstances, with the Proposed Action, annual ridership at the Victorville
AMTRAK station would Increase by about 58.4 percent from 4,600 to about

7,300 by the year 2013.

Cumulative Impacts. The proposed realignment of U.S. 395 would have the
mitigating effect of reducing roadway congestion and improving LOS. Air Force
base closure and realignment activities In the region (Norton, March, and
Edwards AFBs) are not expected to have an impact on traffic generation In the
Victor Valley area.

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required for any of the
transportation components.

4.2.3.2 International Airport Alternative

Roadways. In addition to Air Base Road East, Air Base Road West, U.S. 395,
and Village Drive, two other roadways are assumed to provide future access to
the base area. They are Desert Flower and El Mirage roads to the west (see
Figure 2.3-1). Based on land use arrangements, it is projected that about
50 percent of the project-generated traffic under the International Airport
Alternative would use Desert Rower and El Mirage roads.

The roadways identified for this study as key community roads and the
percentage of base-generated traffic they are projected to carry are: Air Base

Road East (10), Air Base Road West (5), U.S. 395 (33), Village Drive (12), Desert
Flower Road (20), and El Mirage Road (20). The City of Victorville General Plan
Circulation Map proposes that Amethyst/Cobalt Road be improved to major
arterial status with 100 feet of right-of-way (City of Victorville, 1990). This road
would provide direct access to Air Base Road and the Main Gate area from the

south and would take considerable congestion off Air Base Road and Village
DrN i.

Traffic generation for five types of land uses has been analyzed for the
International Airport Alternative. The most important traffic generators would be
the nearly 530 acres of hotel park area that could support nearly 26,000 resort
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hotel rooms, and the airport terminal on the west side of the project area, with
Its projected 25 MAP by the year 2013. Between them, these two land uses
would generate over 210,000 dally trips by the year 2013.

Effects of Project Generated Traffic on Key Community Roads. The number
of daly trips generated by each type of proposed land use, In addition to
construction workers, was estimated for the operations period based upon the
International Airport Alternative projections for number of passengers, hotel
rooms, and acres of office/business park. Table 4.2-4 shows the distribution of
the AMDT generated by the International Airport Alternative operations and

construction workers on each of the key community roads and for each of the
study years through the year 2013. In the peak construction year (2013) only
about 1.3 percent of the traffic would be generated by construction workers. In
making these projections it was assumed that Air Base Road, U.S. 395, and
Village Drive would be used In the same proportions that they are currently used
by persons generating trips at George AFB.

Desert Flower and El Mirage roads would carry about 62,200 dally trips each
generated by this alternative by 2013. Air Base Road East would receive about
31,500 trips, Air Base Road West about 15,700 trips, U.S. 395 about 101,200
trips, and Village Drive about 37,200 trips that year. By the year 2013, the
International Airport Alternative Is projected to generate about 310,100 trips
daily (Including non-project generated traffic). This Is about 17 times the

approximately 18,000 trips generated by the base in 1990 (WEDA, 1990b), and
substantially higher than the estimated caretaker status of about 180 trips per
day (50 DMT employees at 3.6 trips per day each).

Figures 4.2-12a and b show project- and non-project-generated peak-hour
traffic for the years 1990, 1993, 1998, 2003, and 2013, for each of the key
community roads. U.S. 395 would have a peak-hour traffic volume of about
13,600 by the year 2013. By that year U.S. 395 Is expected to achieve freeway

status. Desert Flower and El Mirage roads would realize the next greatest
peak-hour traffic loads. Those two roadways would realize peak-hour traffic of

about 7,200 vehicles each by the year 2013. These loads far exceed their
present capacity and Improvements and widening would be required to
accommodate anticipated peak-hour traffic.

Summary of Effects on Key Community Roads. Figures 4.2-12a and b also
show the projected LOS for each key community road. To avoid falling to
LOS F, it would be necessary to widen Air Base Road East to 4 lanes by the year
2000, and Air Base Road Westto4 lanes by2013. U.S. 395 would haveto be

widened to 4 lanes by 1995, to 6 lanes by 2002, and 8 lanes by 2009 to avoid
LOS F. El Mirage Road and Desert Flower Road would have to be widened to

4 lanes by the year 1997, and 6 lanes by 2013. No Improvements would be

required to maintain LOS E or better on the other key community roads.
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Table 4.2-4. Projection of Annual Average Day Traffic (AADT) on Key Communft Roads

Generat by the International Airport Afterntivie (Operatons and Construction Workers)

Roadway 19MM' 1998 2003 2013

Air Base Road East
Operations 90 14,400 17,154 30,614
Construction 0 535 47 903
Total 90 14,935 17,201 31,517

Air Base Road West
Operations 50 7,200 8,577 15,307
Construction 0 233 21 393
Total 50 7,433 8,598 15,700

U.S. 395
Operations 20 47,520 56,608 101,028
Construction 0 116 10 196
Total 20 47,636 56,618 101,224

Village Drive
Operations 20 17,280 20,585 36,737
Construction 0 279 25 471
Total 20 17,559 20,610 37,208

El Mirage Road
Operations 0 28,800 34,308 61,229
Construction 0 582 51 981
Total 0 29,382 34,359 62,210

Desert Flower Road
Operations 0 28,800 34,308 61,229
Construction 0 582 51 981
Total 0 29,382 34,359 62,210

Totals
Operations 180 144,000 171,540 306,144
Construction 0 2,327 205 3,925
Total 180 146,327 171,745 310,069

Noat: (a) 1hpoel Inagemn Team

NI of these effects assume that no form of public transportation would be

available to potential airline passengers. The city of Adelanto's HDIA plan
assumes that the airport will remain relatively small until the SST becomes

available to the high desert. Construction of that line would considerably
reduce roadway use in the Victorville/Adelanto area. Operations of the SST are
now tentatively scheduled for the year 2000. The Adelanto plan proposes three
to four trains per hour in order to accommodate the needs of an International

Airport The Super Speed Train Commission originally conceived a direct
,xon-stop train between southern Califomia and Las Vegas, but has also
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considered minimum Interim stops that would accommodate potential travelers
to Las Vegas from the San Bernardino, Victor Valley, and Palmdale areas.

Assuming that four trains per hour used a terminal at a High Desert International
Airport with 1,000 passengers on each train, these 4.000 passengers would
reduce the peak-hour volumes by about 2,500 vehicles. This would reduce the
projected peak-hour traffic generated by this alternative by about 7 percent.

Effects on Key On-base Roads. It is assumed for the International Airport
Alternative that all existing on-base roads would ultmately be replaced and that
new roads would be constructed to accommodate new land uses east and west
of the airport. It Is not apparent from the HDIA Plan map what new roadways
would be bult, and therefore no analysis of those future on-base traffic

conditions has been made. As International Airport plans mature and specific
land uses are defined, a comprehensive on-base traffic analysis should be made
to assure adequate traffic movement within the complex.

Airport Capacity. Aviation activities Identified under this alternative include air

passenger service, air cargo, corporate and private flying (general aviation), and

aircraft maintenance. These operations could include a variety of aircraft types
ranging from helicopters and small, single-engine propeller aircraft to large,
cargo/passenger jets such as B-747s and DC-10s. The projected number of
flight operations and the fleet mix associated with this alternative are shown In
Table 4.2-5. Planned airfield expansion would include separation of the existing
runways and construction of an additional new runway parallel to each of them.
Based on these projections, the fleet mix and the new runway configuration, the
ASV for each of the projected years would range from approximately 275,000
operations In 1998 to 355,000 operations by the year 2013. This Increase is

attributable to the parallel runways that would be added In later years which
would increase the capacity of the four runways to accommodate more aircraft

operations. The projected annual operations by 2013 exceeds the ASV capacity
by 47 percent, which could result in air traffic delays and airport constraints
using the proposed runway configuration.

Airspace/Air Traffic. The International Airport Alternative and this analysis

assume that the same type of radar coverage would be provided for the airport,
as existed prior to base closure, in order to support the high number of aircraft
operations proposed under this alternative. Because this alternative includes
the need for additional runways, it also identifies a requirement for added

navigational aids and instrument approach procedures to these runways.
However, as discussed for the Proposed Action, the retention of radar coverage
and Installation of navigational aid systems for reuse would depend on
operational needs and availability of funds, as determined by an in-depth FAA
study after the airport proponent's completion of an Airport Master Plan.
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Table 4.2-& Projected Aviation Fomrea - twnedaonal Apor Alternative

Aver Annua Operations
19K 1996 2003 2013

Aviation Category
Air Passenger 0 60,000 200,000 525,00M
Air Cargo 0 2,000 3.000 4,000
Aircraft Maintenance 0 2,000 3,000 4,000
General Aviation 0 19,400 58,400 137,300

Total Operations 0 103,400 264,400 670,300

Fleet Mix (Percent of Total Operations)
Hel•copter 0 2 2 2
Piston Engine 0 16 18 17
Turboprop 0 25 25 2
Narrow Body Jet 0 56 54 46
Wide Body Jet 0 1 1 34

Source: Based on forecasts from P&D Tedhnaiogle. ond Cuans.

Airspace requirements for this alternative would be initially the same as those in

effect under the preclosure reference (see Figure 3.2-12) during the earlier years
of the International Airport operation This alternative identifies a requirement
for a control tower which, along with navigational aids, would require that an
airport traffic area, control zone, and transition area be established to provide
protective airspace for airport traffic and Instrument flight procedures.

As airport growth continues, the existing airspace structure, as depicted In
Figures 3.2-12 and 4.2-10, may not be sufficient to accommodate the higher
volume air carrier operations projected for the later years. Similar high-density
operations at other major airports such as Los Angeles, Chicago, Atlanta, and
New York utilize a network of standard terminal arrival routes (STARs) and SIPs
to funnel air traffic Into and out of the airport environment with minimal direct
handling by ATC agencies. These routes procedurally separate all traffic for the
active runways and normally extend beyond the immediate area of the airporL
Because Runway 17 Is the primary landing runway at George AFB, based on
prevailing wind directions, STARs to this runway may require more airspace to
the north to effectively align and sequence successive arrivals to the proposed
paralel runways. This could, therefore, require additional maneuvering airspace
In the southern portion of R-2515 at altitudes below 15,000 feet MSL

Departure operations could be conducted from the Runway 21 parallels with
routes separating east and west bound traffic departures so that they do not

conflict with arrival routes to Runway 17. The traffic flow Into and out of the
airport could be affected If stronger wind conditions forced ths flow to land and
takeoff to the north (Runway 35) or the northeaet (Runway 03). Because of the
high terrain surrounding the southern and eastern areas of the base, fewer

options would be available for routing traffic to/from these runways. As a result,

landing/takeoff Intervals would increase, causing potential airport delays and
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requiring the use of "flow control* measures for other aircraft destined for the

airport

Instrument approach procedures predicated on VOR, DME, and 11. facilities
would have to be designed by the FAA for radar out contingencies, as well as
for possible use when arriving aircraft have to be placed into holding patterns
near the airport. Such procedures may be similar to those used in preclosure
conditions (see Figures 3.2-14 and 3.2-15) or could utilize a atear drop profle,
which begins over the airport and terminates with a descending outbound and
Inbound track to the landing runway. The amount of protective airspace
required to contain these Instrument approaches could further Infringe on other

airspace uses In the region. The FAA would be ultimately responsible for
designing these procedures and assessing potential effects on these other uses.

The number of annual operations projected by the year 2013 would be an
Increase of nearly 13 times the number of preclosure military operations. About
20 percent of these projected operations may be conducted under VFR by

general aviation, which would place less demand on the ATC and airspace
systems than did the military aircraft. However, considering the overall high
number of IFR operations and the additional airspace required to support
airport arrival and departure routes, this alternative has the potential to limit or
delay air traffic In the region and encroach on other airspace uses. Aircraft
operations during peak hour traffic periods could saturate the ATC system and
therefore limit or delay arrivals and departures and constrain enroute traffic as
the International Airport traffic is being funneled to and from the airway
structure. Arrival and departure routes for Edwards AFB, China Lake Naval
Weapons Center, Palmdale Airport, and the R-2508 complex could also be
affected since they may have to be adjusted to segregate those operations from
International airport traffic. It is not likely that this airport would have a direct
effect on ATC airspace serving Norton AFB, March AFB, and Ontario Ail air
traffic. However, an Indirect Impact could occur If operations from thesL
respective locations are delayed from entering the regional enroute traffic flow
as a result of air traffic generated by the International airport. VFR operations at
the small public and private airports in the vicinity could continue to function
without adverse effects although their ease of access may be limited by more
stringent airspace controls and associated ATC communications requirements.

The potential encroachment of this Alternative on R-251 5 airspace would have
an Impact on DOD's overall use of the R-2508 complex. Present and planned
future test and training programs require full use of this complex and any loss of
its airspace to accommodate the International airport's operations could
jeopardiz, these programs.

As noted In the Proposed Action, the ATC capacity for handling instrument
aircraft operations at George AFB would be greatly reduced iN the existing radar
surveillance system is not retained or replaced, and interfaced to an air traffic
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control facUlty. Slmiary, without the avalabiity of navigational aids for the
airport, this airfield may not be conducive for air carrier operations.

Air Transportation. The lntemational airpo would handle aimately
25 MAP by the year 2013, with expansion capablities of up to 50 MAP This
passenger volume Is nearly five times that of the 5.4 MAP handled by Ontario
International Airport In 1990, and more than twice the 12 MAP volume projected

at Ontario In the long term.

SCAG has forecast regional total air passenger demand at 118 MAP In the year
2010. Total air passenger volume through presently operating airports was

estimated by SCAG to be constrained by airspace, ground noise, and ground
access at approximately 63 MAP in the long term (SCAG, 1991).

Consequently, by the horizon year used in this study (2013), about 55 MAP
(118 MAP demand less 63 MAP capacity) In air travel demand would go unmet

under SCAG's forecast without new airport development. Other regional
airports consequently are expected to continue operating at or above capacity if
the International Airport Alternative is implemented. Air cargo shipments
through the International airport would help meet the growing demand for air

freight capacity projected by SCAG (1991).

Railroad Transportation. With no industrial uses proposed for the International
Airport Alternative, there would be no need for the reconstruction of a rail line on

the existing rail right-of-way between the base and the Union Pacific/AT&SF line

about 2 miles to the east. If reconstructed, however, it could be used to bring
construction materials to the base during heavy terminal and runway
construction periods.

Ridership on the AMTRAK system out of Victorville Is expected to increase In
proportion to population Increases In the Victor Valley. Under this alternative,

annual ridership at the Victorville AMTRAK station would increase by about
73.7 percent from 4,600 to about 8,000 by the year 2013.

Cumulative Impacts. This alternative, coupled with other future airport growth

and development planned for southern California, could place additional
demands on airspace use that may not be able to be fully accommodated. The
International Airport concept could be accommodated If deemed necessary by

market demands, however It would likely be at the expense of other airspace
uses In the area with a particular direct impact on DOD missions within the

R-2508 Complex. The true extent of any impacts resulting from this alternative

could not be fully defined until a formal airport proposal is submitted to the FAA
and a comprehensive airspace analysis is conducted which would consider the

cumulative effects of all regional airspace/airport actions. If implemented, the
International Airport could be a key factor in determining how airspace In this
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southern California region Is aligned in the future and what effects it would be
permitted to have on other airspace uses.

The SST would have the long-term effect of mitigating traffic Impacts I it Is
Implemented In conjunction with the International Airport Alternative (a
projected 7 percent reduction In peak-hour traffic volume).

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures for airspace Impacts could not be
fully determined until completion of an FAA analysis. The findings and
recommendations of such analysis, coupled with future use of technological

advances such as a microwave landing system (which can allow an off-set or
angled approach to a runway), may help reduce the actual impacts the
International Airport could have on the airspace environment. Although planned
Improvements and upgrades for the ATC and navigational systems, under the
National Airspace System Plan, will enhance the safety and efficiency of
airspace use, they are not expected to substantially Increase airport/airspace
capacity. While the Impacts Identified in this analysis are conceptual in nature,
any planned airport growth for George AFB that could affect airspace use in the
R-2508 Complex should generate early Interaction between the FAA, DOD, and
the appropriate airport development authority to ensure the mutual beneficial

use of airspace. It is the FAA's purpose to pursue the most effective means
available in making airspace use as compatible as possible for all users.

4.2.3.3 Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative

Roadways. In addition to Air Base Road East, Air Base Road West, U.S. 395,
and Village Drive, four other roadways are assumed to provide future access to
the base area. They are Shay Road to the east, Helendale Road to the north,

and El Mirage Road and Crippen Avenue to the west (see Figure 3.2-8). It is
projected that only about 25 percent of the base-generated traffic under this
alternative would use the latter four roads.

The roadways identified for this study as key community roads, and the

percentage of base-generated traffic they are projected to carry are: Air Base
Road East (33), Air Base Road West (15), U.S. 395 (8), Village Drive (1.4), Shay
Road (10), El Mirage Road (5), Crlppen Avenue (5) and Helendale Rroad (5).
The City of Victorville General Plan Circulation Map proposes that
Amethyst/Cobalt Road be improved to major arterial status with 100 feet of
right-of-way (City of Victorville, 1990). This road would provide direct access to

Air Base Road and the Main Gate area from the south and would take
considerable pressure from Air Base Road and Village Drive.

Traffic generation for a variety of land uses has been analyzed for this
alternative. The major generator would be the 8,200 dwelling units proposed on
nearly 2,000 acres of base land by the year 2013. Other land uses include
commercial aviation (about I MAP), general aviation (about 38,900 flights
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Table 4.2-6 Projection of Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) on Key Community Roads
Generated by the Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative (Operations and

Construction Workers)

Roadby 1_99_ 1998 2003 2013

Air Base Road East
operations 90 24,803 33,625 48,387
Construction 0 140 163 0
Total 90 24,943 33,688 48,387

Air Base Road West
Operations 50 11,274 15,239 21,994
Construction 0 64 74 0
Total 50 11,338 15,313 21,994

U.S. 395
Operations 20 6,013 8,127 11,730
Construction 0 34 39 0
Total 20 6,047 8,166 11,730

Village Drive
Operations 20 14,281 19,302 27,859
Construction 0 81 94 0
Total 20 14,362 19,396 27,859

Shay Road
Operations 0 7,516 10,159 14,663
Construction 0 43 49 0
Total 0 7,559 10,208 14,663

Crippen Avenue
Operations 0 3,758 5,080 7,331
Construction 0 21 25 0
Total 0 3,779 5,105 7,331

El Mirage Road
Operations 0 3,758 5,080 7,331
Construction 0 21 25 0

Total 0 3,779 5,105 7,331

Helendale Road
Operations 0 3,758 5,080 7,331
Construction 0 21 25 0

Total 0 3,779 5,105 7,331

Totals
Operations 180 75,161 101,592 146,626

Construction 0 425 494 0
Total 180 75,586 102,086 146,626

Note: (a) Mpasal Management Team
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annually), aviation support (about 2,000 employees), co•nmercial redtanu
(about 280,000 square feet of floor space), college (about 700 students), high
school (about 1,160 students), hospital (60 employees), and parks and vacart
land (20 employees).

Effects of Project Generated Traflic on Key Community Roads. The number
of daly trip generated by each type d proposed land use, In addition to
construction workers, was estimated for the operations period bed upon the
Commwci Airport with Residential Alternative projections for number of
passengers, general aviation ligh•t, employees, students, and dwelling uis,
depending upon the particular land use proposed. Table 4.2-6 shows the
distribution of the AADT generated by this alternative's operations and

construction workers on each of the key community roads and for each of the
study years through the yer 2013. In the peak construction year of 2003, orgy
about 0.5 percent of the traffic would be generated by construction taff In
making these projections It was assumed that Air Base Road, U.S. 395, and
Wage Drive would be used in the same proportions that they are currently used
by persons generating trips at George AFB.

The most important key community road would be Air Base Road East, which
would carry about 48,400 dally trips generated by this alternative by 2013. Air

Base Road West would receive about 22,000 trips, U.S. 395 about 11,700 trips,
Vilage Drive about 27,900 trips, Shay Road about 14,700, Crippen Avenue
about 7,300, E Mirage Road about 7,300, and Helendale Road about 7,300 trips
that year. By ie year 2013, this alternative is projected to generate a total of
about 146,600 trips daly. This is about eight times the approximately 18,000
trips generated by the base in 1990 (WEDA, 1990), and substantially higher
than the estimated caretaker status of about 180 trips per day (50 DMIT
employees at 3.6 trips per day each).

Figures 4.2-13a and b show project- and non-project-generated peak-hour
traffic for the years 1990, 1993, 1998, 2003, and 2013, for each of the key
community roads. Air Base Road East and VWage Drive would realize the
greatest peak-hour traffic loads because they would carry project-generated
traffic. Those two roadways would realize peak-hour traffic of about 5,800 and
3,200 vehicles respectively by the year 2013.

Summary of Effects on Key Community Roads. Figures 4.2-13a and b also
show the projected LOS for each key community road. Air Base Road East
would be most affected by this alternative. To avoid falling to LOS F, It would be
necessary to widen Air Base Road East to 4 lanes by the year 1996. Air Base
Road West and U.S. 395 would have to be widened to 4 lanes by the years 2006
and 1998, respectively. No improvements would be required to maintain LOS E
or better on the other key community roads.
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Effects on Key On-base Roads. It is assumed for the Commercial Airport with
Residential Alternative that most existing on-base roads wil remain in place and

that additional roads will be constructed to accommodate new land uses west
of the airport, and south of Air Base Road. It Is apparent from this alternative's
land use map that the majority of the traffic generated by industrial uses would
use on-base roads that are not yet buit. Peak-hour traffic generated by
commercI , aviation support, residential, and other minor uses would use
existing on-base roads. The distribution of this traffic is projected to be similar
to that at present. In 1994, the first year of operation, Cory Boulevard's
peak-hour volume would reach about 1,530 under this alternative; its LOS would

be an unacceptable level E. With its four-lane section, however, Phantom Street
will maintain an acceptable LOS of B through the year 2013, when its peak-hour
volume would reach only about 1,200.

Airport Capacity. Airport capacity for this alternative would be the same as
that of the Proposed Action.

Airspace/Air Traffic. There would be no changes to the air traffic and airspace
use analysis discussed for the Proposed Action.

Air Transportation. Air passenger volumes under the Commercial Airport with
Residential Alternative are projected to be the same as for the Proposed Action.
Air transportation impacts of this alternative consequently would be similar to
those of the Proposed Action.

Railroad Transportation. With the introduction of industrial uses at George
AFB, the effects on raNl freight transportation in the area would be the same as
those discussed for the Proposed Action.

Ridership on the AMTRAK system out of Victorville is expected to increase in

proportion to population Increases in the Victor Valley. Under this alternative,
annual ridership at the Victorville AMTRAK station would Increase by about
52.1 percent from 4,660 to about 7,000 by the year 2013.

Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative impacts under this alternative would be the
same as those for the Proposed Action.

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required for any of the

transportation components.

4.2.3.4 General Aviation Center Alternative

Roadways. In addition to Air Base Road East, Air Base Road West, U.S. 395.
and Village Drive, two other roadways are assumed to provide future access to
the base area. They are Shay Road to the east and Crippen Avenue to the west
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(see Figure 3.24). It Is projected that only about 15 percent of the

base-generated traffic under the Proposed Action would use the latter two roads.

The roadways Identified for this study as key community roads and the
percentage of base-generated traffic they are projected to carry are: Air Base
Road East (35), Air Base Road West (20). U.S. 395 (10), Village Drive (20), Shay
Road (5), and Crippen Avenue (10). The City of Victorville General Plan
Circulation Map proposes that Amethyst/Cobalt Road be Improved to major
arterial status with 100 feet of right-of-way (City of Victorvlle, 1990). This road
would provide direct access to Air Base Road and the Main Gate area from the

south and would relieve pressure from Air Base Road and Village Drive.

Traffic generation for a variety of land uses has been analyzed for the Proposed
Action. The major generator would be the 1,030,000 square feet of
commercial-retal floor space projected to use about 280 acres of land on the
base by the year 2013. Other land uses Include aviation support (about
3,200 employees), residential (about 1,100 units), general aviation (about
50,000 flights annually), elementary school (about 1,200 students), golf course
(20 employees), and parks and vacant land (200 employees).

Effects of Project Generated Traffic on Key Community Roads. The number
of daly trips generated by each type of proposed land use, In addition to
construction workers, was estimated based upon Proposed Action projections
for number of students, general aviation flights, employees, and dwelling units,
depending upon the particular land use proposed. Table 4.2-7 shows the
distribution of the AADT generated by the General Aviation Center Alternative
operations and construction workers on each of the key community roads for
each of the study years through the year 2013. In the peak construction year of
2003, only about 0.1 percent of the traffic would be generated by construction
workers. The most Important key community road would be Air Base Road
East, which would carry about 33,600 dally trips generated by this alternative by
2013. Air Base Road West would receive about 19,200 trips, U.S. 395 about
9,600 trips, Village Drive about 19,200 trips, Shay Road about 4,800, and
Crippen Avenue about 9,600 trips that year. By the year 2013, the General
Aviation Center Alternative Is projected to generate about 96,100 trips daily.

This Is about 5.3 times the approximately 18,000 trips generated by the base In
1990 (VVEDA, 1990), and substantially higher than the estimated caretaker
status of about 180 trips per day (50 DMT employees at 3.6 trips per day each).

Figure 4.2-14a and b show project- and non-project-generated peak-hour traffic
for the years 1990, 1993, 1998, 2003, and 2013 (the latter four being the project
study years) for each of the key community roads. Air Base Road East would
have the greatest peak-hour traffic loads. It would realize peak-hour traffic of

about 3,030 vehicles by the year 2013. This is far In excess of its present
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Table 4.2-7. Projection of Annual Averae Daily Traffic (AMDT) on Key Community Roads

Generated by the General Aviation Center Alternatv (Operations and Construction Workers)

Roedwav 1993" 1998 2003 2013

Air Base Road East
Operations 90 27,769 33,582 33,626
Construction 0 11 35 0
Total 90 27,780 33,617 33,626

Air Base Road West
Operations 50 15,868 19,190 19,215
Construction 0 6 20 0
Total 50 15,874 19,210 19,215

U.S. 395
Operations 20 7,934 9.595 9,607
Construction 0 3 10 0
Total 20 7,937 9,605 9,607

Village Drive
Operations 20 15,868 19,187 19,215
Construction 0 6 20 0
Total 20 15,874 19,207 19,215

Shay Road
Operations 0 3,967 4,797 4,804
Construction 0 2 5 0
Total 0 3,969 4,802 4,804

CrIppen Avenue
Operations 0 7,934 9,595 9,607
Construction 0 3 10 0
Total 0 7,937 9,605 9,607

Totals
Operations 180 79,340 95,946 96.074
Construction 0 31 100 0
Total 180 79,471 96,046 96,074

Note: (a) OePOemW Mnagement Teem

capacity and improvements and widening would be required to accommodate
the anticipated peak hour traffic.

Summary of Effects on Key Community Roads. Figures 4.2-14a and b also
show the projected LOS for each key community road. To avoid falling to
LOS F, it would be necessary to widen Air Base Road East to 4 lanes by the year
1996, and U.S. 395 would have to be widened to 4 lanes by the year 1997. No
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Improvements would be required to maintain LOS E or bettor on the other key
community roads.

Effects on Key On-base Roads. It is assumed for this alternative that existing
on-bass roads would remain In place and that additional roads would be
constructed to accommodate new land uses west of the airport, and south of
Air Base Road. It Is apparent from the General Aviation Center Alternative land
use map that the majority of the traffic generated by aviation support uses
would use roads that are not yet built. Traffic generated by the other uses would
use existing on-base roads. The distribution of this traffic is projected to be
similar to that at present. In 1994, the first year of operation, Cory Boulevard's
peak-hour volume would reach about 800 under this alternative; its LOS would

be D. With its four-lane section, however, Phantom Street would maintain an
acceptable LOS of A through the year 2013, when its peak-hour volume would
reach only about 780.

Airport Capacity. Aviation activities associated with this alternative primarily
focus on air show and experimental aircraft demonstrations, corporate and
private aviation, and aircraft maintenance. These operations could include a
variety of aircraft ranging from small single- and multi-engine propeller aircraft
(general aviation) to large cargo and air passenger-type aircraft (maintenance/
overhaul). The types of general aviation aircraft may also include various
vintage and experimental airplanes that would be a part of the air show and
demonstration activities. The projected number of flight operations and the fleet
mix associated with this alternative are shown in Table 4.2-8. Based on these
projections and continued use of the existing runway configuration, the ASV
through the year 2003 would be 200,000 operations. In all cases, the projected
number of operations would not exceed 20 percent of the service volume.

Table 4.2-8. Projected Aviation Forecast - General Aviation Center Alternative

Average Annual Operations
1993 1998 2003 2013

Aviation Category
Aircraft Maintenance 500 1,600 2,600 4,000
General Aviation 12,000 27,000 35,000 50,000
Total Operations 12,500 28,600 37,600 54,000

Fleet Mix (Percent of Total Operations)
Piston Engine 80 80 80 80
Turboprop 8 8 8 8
Narrow Body Jet 10 10 10 10
Wide Body Jet 2 2 2 2

Source: Derived from P&D Technologies Forecasts and Cline, 1990.
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Airspace/Ai Traffic. The type and level of aircraft operations Identified for the
General Aviation Center are normally conducted under visual flight rules and

would not necessarily require radar, control tower, and navigational aid services.

A contractor-operated control tower may be assumed, however, to monitor air

show activities and maintain separation standards between non-participating
airport traffic. The need for navigational aid and Instrument approach
procedures would be contingent on future activities and the requirement for

such capability, as determined by the airport sponsor and validated by the FAA.

Airspace requirements under this alternative may be less than those in effect

under the preclosure baseline. An airport traffic area would only be established

to protect airport operations i a control tower is implemented. A control zone

and transition area need be established only If Instrument approach procedures
were developed for the airport. Most air show operations and demonstrations

would normally be conducted within the local airport environment. Most other

general-aviation traffic would transit directly to and from the airfield in visual

flight conditions. Some corporate aircraft and the larger types shuttled to the

base for maintenance may utilize ATC radar services; however, they would likely

not exceed 10 to 15 operations a day and would not pose any constraints on

other airspace uses in the ROL.

The number of annual operations projected by the year 2013 is nearly the same

as those that occurred during preclosure military operations. However,

considering the type of aircraft involved with this alternative and their
predominant use of visual flight procedures, there would be much less demand

on the ATC and airspace systems. Based on the assumptions previously

discussed and Information presently available, it does not appear that the

General Aviation Center would cause any impacts that would limit or delay other

air traffic In the area or encroach on other airspace uses.

Air Transportation. Implementation of the General Aviation Center Alternative

would provide no commercial air passenger or air cargo service to meet

projected regional demands. The existing private airports in the Victor Valley

may not suffer a loss of patronage with the introduction of general aviation at

the George AFB airport because, unless accommodations are closer or better

or fees are lower, private aircraft owners would have little reason to leave the

airport they are now using. As new private aircraft are introduced to the Victor

Valley, their owners might be more inclined to use the new facilities at the

George AFB airport. This alternative assumes that there would be about
140 flights (departures) per day by 2013. Based on standard ratios, there would

be about 300 aircraft based there.

Railroad Transportation. Without the introduction of industrial uses at George

AFB, the existing rail spur right-of-way extending east from the base about

2 miles to the Union Pacific/AT&SF line would not be expected to be

reconstructed.
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Ridership on the AMTRAK system out of Victorvile Is expected to Increase in
proportion to population Increases In the Victor Valey. Under these

circuntances. with the General Aviation Center Alternative, annual ridership at
the Victorvile AMTRAK station would Increase by about 5.7 percent from 4,600
to about 4,860 by the year 2013.

Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative Impacts under this alternative would be the
same as those for the Proposed Action.

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required for any of the
transportation components.

4.2.3.5 Non-Aviation Alternative

Roadways. In addition to Air Base Road East, Air Base Road West, U.S. 395,
and Village Drive, four other roadways are assumed to provide future access to
the base area. They are Shay Road to the east, Helendale Road to the north,
and El Mirage and Crippen roads to the west. It is anticipated that about
57 percent of the base-generated traffic under the Non-Aviation Alternative
would use Air Base and Crippen roads (see Figure 3.2-8).

The roadways Identified for this study as key community roads, and the

percentage of project-generated traffic thTy are projected to carry, are: Air Base
Road East (28), Air Base Road West (13), U.S. 395 (7), Village Drive (16), Shay
Road (5), Crdppen Avenue (16), El Mirage (10), and Helendale roads (5). The

City of Victorville General Plan Circulation Map proposes that Amethyst/Cobalt
Road be Improved to major arterial status with 100 feet of right-of-way (City of
Victorville, 1990). This road would provide direct access to Air Base Road and
the Main Gate area from the south and would take considerable pressure off Air
Base Road and Village Drive.

Traffic generation for a variety of land uses has been analyzed for the
Non-Aviation Alternative. The major generator would be the proposed 13,150
residential units developed In the project by the year 2013. Other land uses
include commercial retail uses (218,000 square feet of floor space), business

park (4,680 employees), high school students (about 1,160), college students
(about 8,400), hospital (60 employees), golf course (20 employees), parks and
open space (about 30 employees).

Effects of Project Generated Traffic on Key Community Roads. The number
of daily trips generated by each type of proposed land use, In addition to
construction workers, was estimated for the operations period based upon
Non-Aviation Alternative projections for number of employees, students, square
feet of retail area, and dwelling units, depending upon the particular land use
proposed. Table 4.2-9 shows the distribution of the AADT generated by the
Non-Aviation Alternative operations and construction workers on each of the
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Table 4.2-9. Projection of Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) on Key Community Roads

Generated by the Non-Aviation Alternative (Operations and Construction Workers)

Roadway I-__'_w 199 2003 2013

Ar Base Road East
Operations 90 17,001 29,853 51,761
Construction 0 90 90 186
Total 90 17,091 29,943 51,947

Air Be" Road West
Operations 50 7,893 13,860 24,032
Construction 0 42 42 87
Total 50 7,935 13,902 24,119

U.S. 395
Operations 20 4,250 7,463 12,940
Construction 0 22 22 47
Total 20 4.277 7,485 12,987

Village Drive
Operations 20 9,715 17,059 29,578
Construction 0 51 51 107
Total 20 9,766 17,110 29,685

Shay Road
Operations 0 3,036 5,331 9,243
Construction 0 16 16 33
Total 0 3,052 5,347 9,276

El Mirage
Operations 0 6,072 10,662 18,486
Construction 0 32 32 67
Total 0 6,104 10,694 18,553

Crippen Avenue
Operations 0 9,715 13,024 29,834
Construction 0 83 83 107
Total 0 9,798 13,107 29,941

Helendale
Operations 0 3,036 4,070 9,243
Construction 0 16 16 33
Total 0 3,052 4,086 9,276

Totals
Operations 180 60,718 101,322 185,117
Construction 0 352 352 667
Total 180 61,070 101,674 185,784

Note: (a) Disposal Management Team
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key community roads for each of the study years through the year 2013. In the
peak construction year, 2013, only about 0.3 percent of the traffic would be
generated by construction workers. In making these projections It was
assumed that Air Base Road, U.S. 395, and Village Drive would be used In the
same proportions that they are currently used by persons generating trips at
George AFB. Assumptions made for the percentage of project-generated traffic
that would use each of the defined key community roads are noted above.

The most Important key community road would be Air Base Road East, which

would carry about 51,900 daily trips generated by the Non-Aviation Aitemative
by 2013. Air Base Road West would receive about 24,100 trips, U.S. 396 about
13,000 trips, Village Drive about 29,700 trips, Shay Road about 9,300 trips, E
Mirage Road about 18,600, Crippen Avenue about 29,900 trips, and Helendale

Road about 9,300 trips that year. By the year 2013, this alternative Is projected
to generate about 185,800 trips daily. This Is about ten times the approximately
18,000 trips generated by the base in 1990 (VVEDA, 1990), and substantially
higher than the estimated caretaker status of about 180 trips per day (50
caretaker employees at 3.6 trips per day each).

Figures 4.2-15a and b show Non-Aviation Alternative project- and non-project-
generated peak-hour traffic for the years 1990, 1993, 1998, 2003, and 2013, for
each of the key community roads. Air Base Road East would realize the
greatest peak-hour traffic loads because it would carry project-generated traffic
of about 5,500 vehicles in 2013. Village Drive and Crippen Road would each
realize peak-hour traffic of about 3,000 and 2,900 vehicles respectively, by the

year 2013.

Summary of Effects on Key Community Roads. Figures 4.2-15a and b also
show the projected peak-hour volume and LOS for each key community road.
To avoid falling to LOS F, it would be necessary to widen Air Base Road East to
four lanes by the year 1998, Air Base Road West by 2007, U.S. 395 by 1999,
and Crippen Road by the year 2005. No Improvements would be required to
maintain LOS E or better on the other key community roads.

Effects on Key On-base Roads. It is assumed for the Non-Aviation Alternative
that existing on-base roads would remain in place and that additional roads
would be constructed to accommodate new land uses on the western part of
the base, and south of Air Base Road. It Is apparent from the Non-Aviation
Alternative land use map that the majority of the traffic generated by uses in
these areas would use roads that are not yet built. Peak-hour traffic generated
by Industrial, commercial, business park, some residential, and other minor
uses would use existing on-base roads. The distribution of this traffic is
projected to be similar to that at present. In 1994, the first year of operation,
Cory Boulevard's peak-hour volume will reach 900 under the Non-Aviatlon
Alternative; its LOS would be level D. With Its four-lane section, however,
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Phantom Street would maintain an acceptable LOS of A through the year 2013
when Its peak-hour volume would reach only about 800.

Alrspace/Air 11aftlc. The use of George AFB for non-avlation purposes could
have a beneficial effect on air traffic and airspace In the ROI by elkninating a
contributing source of aviation activities In the area. Airspace actions
associated with this alternative would be as specifically addressed in the
No-Action Alternative (Section 4.2.3.7).

Air Transportation. Implementation of the Non-Aviation Alternative would
provide no commercial air passenger or air cargo service to meet projected
regional demands.

Railroad Transportation. With the Introduction -,trial uses at George
AFB, the existing rail spur right-of-way extending a&- irom the base about
2 miss to the Union PacflcIAT&SF line could be expected to be reconstructed
to accommodate freight traffic. Depending upon the type of Industrial uses
developed at the base, the rail spur could be expected to serve one to five trains
per week. The freight that could be developed by the Non-Aviation Alternative
would be very small compared to the total amount that presantly uses the Union
PacfifcIAT&SF line in that area.

Ridership on the AMTRAK system out of Victorville is expected to increase In
proportion to population Increases In the Victor Valley. Under this alternative
annual ridership at the Victorville AMTRAK station would increase by about
51.3 percent from the projected approximately 4,600 in 1991 to about 6,950 by
the year 2013.

Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative impacts under this alternative would be the
same as those for the Proposed Action.

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required for any of the
transportation components.

4.2.3.6 Other Land Use Concepts. Transportation effects are discussed in this
section for each proposed federal transfer and Independent land use concept
(Section 2.3.5). The analysis considers the impact of the Implementation of
each of these plans in conjunction with the Proposed Action or alternatives.
The net change In traffic generated is presented. This analysis concentrates
only on roadway transportation because these alternatives will not affect
airspace, air, or rail transportation.

U.S. Department of Justice. The Federal BOP request for use of 850 acres of
George AFB south of Air Base Road would employ about 1,000 persons, who
would generate about 4,030 dagly trips. For the Proposed Action, the AADT and
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peak-hour traffic would be reduced by about 7.1 percent; for the International
Airport Alternatve, about 7.6 percent; for the Commercial Airport with
Residential Alternative, about 17.6 percent; with the Non-Aviation Afternatve,
21.3 percent; and with the General Aviation Center Alternative, AADT would be
increased by about 2.7 percent.

U.S. Depatment of Interim This transfer would result in the reduction of
AMDT and peak-hour traffic volume by about 0.2 percent for the International
Airport Alternative.

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development For the Proposed
Action there would be a reduction of AADT and peak-hour traffic volume of
about 0.7 percent; and for the International Airport Alternative, about 1.4 percent.

U.S. Department of Education. This transfer would affect traffic Impacts for
two alternatives. For the Proposed Action there would be a reduction of AADT
and peak-hour traffic volume of about 0.8 percent; and for the Interrational
Airport Alternative, about 0.2 percent.

San Bernardino County Work Furlough Program. Employee-generated
traffic changes would be smilar to those under the BOP proposal. For the
Proposed Action, there would be a reduction of AADT and peak-hour traffic
volume of 2.2 percent; for the International Airport Alternative, there would be a
reduction of 0.1 percent.

Medical Facilities. Reuse would most likely entail conversion to an out-patlent
clinic, special purpose, or medical teaching facility. Employee-generated traffic
changes would be similar to those under the BOP proposed. For the Proposed
Action, the AMOT and peak-hour traffic volume would be reduced by
1.2 percent; under the International Airport Alternative, they would be reduced

by 1.3 percent

4.23.7 No-Action Alternative. In the absence of any reuse of the base under
the No-Action Alternative, on-base roads would no longer be used except by a
50-person DIMT using prmarily Cory Boulevard. All on-base roads would
operate at LOS A.

Traffic on key community roads would Increase in proportion to the area's
population without the traffic generated by any reuse of the base. U.S. 395,
which Is currently Impacted at LOS E (1,300 vehicles) during peak hour traffic, Is
projected to have a peak hour volume of 1,770 vehicles by the year 2013. This
will require widening of the highway to maintain design capacity standards and

to avoid LOS F. All other key community roads are not projected to be

Impacted by traffic In the area.
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Airspace/Air Traffic. As discussed for the closure baseline, airspace actions
following the closure of George AFB would Include revocation of the George
AFB control zone, cancellation of the George AFB ATA, and the discontinuance
of George AFS's GCA radar traffic area airspace. Cancellation of the George
AFB control zone and ATA would not adversely affect terminal or enroute

airspace management In the area. The closure of George AF8 would also result
In the cancellation of all the existing published Instrument procedures for the
airfield, which would eliminate the need for protecting the airspace associated
with these procedures.

Total closure of George AFB would eliminate all aircraft operations, present or
future, that would use the airspace associated with the alrfield traffic pattern and

the transitioning of aircraft between the airfield and the enroute airspace system.
Enroute air traffic that currently transits the airspace associated with George

AFB flight activity would not be affected by the airbase closure.

Closure of George AFB's GCA radar facility should not adversely affect airspace
management In the George ROI. Removal of the radar would delete air traffic
control radar coverage below 4,500 feet MSL In the area now served by this
facility. However, there would be no significant need for terminal radar services

because there are no other active civil or military airports In this area that have
published instrument approach procedures. Additionally, the George GCA
radar does not provide any vital ATC services to aircraft operating on any of the
federal enroute airways that transit the area.

Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative Impacts under this alternative would be the
same as for the Proposed Action.

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under this

alternative.

4.2.4 Utilities

Direct and Indirect changes In future utility demand for each alternative were
estimated based on historic, preclosure, and per-capita average daily use on
George AFB and in the Victor Valley. These factors were applied to projections
of numbers of future residents and employees associated with each of the

alternatives.

For each utility, the changes In land use associated with the Proposed Action

and alternatives would likely create the need for changes in the existing
distribution and collection systems at George AFB, Including modifications to
on-base water pumping and treatment facilities, wastewater collection systems,
service providers for solid waste disposal, and distribution systems for electricity
and natural gas. Utility corridors would likely be required and new service
entrances with metering may be needed on existing facilities. The full extent of
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these changes howver, cannot presently be anticipated because onay
concepuqA plans of future development currently exist for the site.

For each of the reuse alternatives analyzed In this section, the following
-sumptions ware made:

* The future site developers would undertake any correctie actions
necessary to comply with VVWRA ondlnances Including modifications
to the existing on-base wastewater coillection system and construction
of pre-atment faclhtles If necessary, and wastewate flows from the
site would remain connected to the WWRA Interceptor system and
treatment faclms.

"* The site of George AFB would be serviced by local utility purveyom

"* The specific Infrastructural Improvements required and the associated
costs of such Improvements would be borne directly or Indirectly by the
future site developer(s).

"* On site demand Impacts are expected to be small relative to the utility
provlderes service area demand projections. Consequently,
project-related usage was Included in the total demand and not further
differentiated by location.

Prior to the announcement of the closure of George AFB, the base was planning
to make Infrastructural changes to the water supply system to generally

upgrade the existing system and accommodate additional demand predicted
through 2010. A 1984 report Identified the long-term on-base requirement for an
additional 2.5 MGD in average daily demand by the year 2010. It also
recognized the need for the base to establish water rights of the existing Mojave
River wells. The report Indicated that In 1960 the base and the city of Adelanto
were Jointly issued water rights from the California Department of Water

Resources to pump up to 3.34 cfs from the existing river wells, although both

historic usage and productive capacity of the wells was and remains In excess
of the water rights granted (Lee and Ro, 1984).

This report discussed four potential alternative plans for providing additlonai
water to the base. The plans were as follows:

"* Develop 14 on-base wells to replace existing river wells.

"* Develop 7 on-base wells to augment existing river wells and purchase 4
of the 7 river wells from the city of Adelanto.

"* Develop 7 on-base wells and purchase land and develop additional
river wells near the existing wells.

"* Develop 7 on-base wells and construct a 10.5-mlle plpellne, treatment
plant, and associated faclitles to providea 7-MGD connection with the
California Aqueduct.

The MWA and the numerous Individual water purveyors that serve the
communities In the Victor Valley are presently planning both short- and
long-term Infrastructure Improvements on a relatively large-scale basis In

anticipation of substantial rates of population growth. In the MWA Master Plan,
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three options for the delivery of up to 87 MGD of water from the State Water
Protec via the California Aqueduct were analyzed. The capital costs ranged
from $251.4 millin to $267.4 Millon arid opertng ct were estimated at
about $37.2 minion annually for each option to accommodate expcted grcwNth
through 2010 (1990 dollars).

4.X.4.1 Proposed Action. Table 4.2-10 presents a summary of utility demand
chaniges associated with the Proposed Action.

Table 4.2-10. Utility Demandr Changes In the Victor Valley - Proposed Action

1993 1998 2003 2013
Water Demand

Upper Basin Region (in MGD)

Post-closure 40.4 49.7 59.0 77.5
Proposed Action 40.4 51.5 62.8 83.6

Change from Post-closure 0.0 1.8 3.8 6.1
Percent Change 0.0 3.7 6.5 7.9

Wastewae Generation
VVWRA Servce Area (in MGD)

Post-closure 6.7 10.4 15.5 22.5
Proposed Action 6.7 10.8 16.6 24.3

Change from Poet-closure 0.0 0.4 1.1 1.8
Percent Change 0.0 4.0 6.8 8.0

Solid Waste Generation
Victor Valley Landfills (in millons of cubic yards per year)

Post-closure 0.8 1.01 1.22 1.64
Proposed Action 0.8 1.05 1.30 1.77

Change from Post-closure 0.0 0.04 0.08 0.13
Percent Change 0.0 1.5 3.2 5.3

Eleckrkilty Demand
SCE Victorville District (in MWH/day)

Post-closure 4,801 6,192 7,592 10,275
Proposed Action 4,801 6,363 7,955 10,8655

Change from Post-closure 0 171 363 580
Percent Change 0.0 2.8 4.8 5.6

Natural Gas Demand
SWG Victorvffle District (in thermsa/day)

Post-closwur 305,680 446,616 588,698 875,154
Proposed Action 305,680 455,875 608,035 905,643

Change from Post-closure 0 9,259 19,337 30,489
Percent Change 0.0 2.1 3.3 3.5

Sources: Bsmed on Moavew Wate Agency, 190, Victor Valley Wastews aereclamnaton PAuwthit, 1966; San Bernadino Count
Solid WaeteMangermet Department, 196, 1991; California Energy Conmmleelon, 1990; Southern Califonia Edieon
Company, 1991; Southwes Gae Company, 1991.
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Wate Supply. Under the Proposed Actio water demand within the Upper
Basin region of the MWA service area, which encompasses the Victor Valley.
would Increase over the demand estiraded for the closure baseline
(Figure 4.2-16). In the short term, through about 1995, the overall
project-related Increase In the water demand would remain below an average of
about I MGD. By 2013, the average project-related demand would be 6.1 MGD.

Infrastructural changes would be required throughout the Victor Valley in the

various districts that would experience direct and indirect population changes
from the Proposed Action. Under the Proposed Action, total demand within the

region would reach an average of 83.6 MGD by 2013, approximately 4 percent
greater than the extrapolated MWA projection (80.7 MGD) for that year.

Current extraction rates from the river wells that supply the base are in excess of
levels granted by the California Department of Water Resources. If water
consumption levels Increase substantially from reuse, and/or adjudication of
water rights In the Victor Valley limits the ability to pump from the existing river
wells, future site developers will have to Identify other options for the provision

of additional water.

Specific alterations to the water supply system would be dependent on the
developers requirements and the purveyors' plans to change the existing

on-base supply infrastructure. Formal procedures, consisting of submission of
a tariff map to the California Public Utilities Commission, as well as public review
and hearings, would be required prior to annexation of the base to the service
area by any water purveyor.

The increased population and resulting Increase in water demand from the

Proposed Action would require the MWA and individual water districts in the
Victor Valley to make presently planned long-term Infrastructural improvements
I to 2 years ahead of the schedule Indicated by the MWA Projection. The

overall changes to their short- and long-term plans, however, would not be

substantially different from their current needs assessments which Indicates the

need for major changes throughout the next two decades. Water supply Issues
are analyzed In Section 4.4.2, Water Resources.

Wastewater. Wastewater treatment within the service area of the VVWRA,

which encompasses the Victor Valley, would Increase as a result of the
Proposed Action over estimated treatment levels projected for the closure
baseline (Figure 4.2-17). In the short term, through about 1995, the overall
Increase in the wastewater treatment demand would remain below an average

of about 0.2 MGD. By 2013, the overall Increase from the Proposed Action
would be an average of 1.8 MGD.
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Additional Infrastructural changes would be required throughout the Victor
Valley within the various wastewater collection districts that would experience
direct and Indirect populations changes from the Proposed Action. Total
demand within the VVWRA service area would reach an average of 24.3 MGO
by 2013, approximately 4 percent greater than the VVWRA Implicit projection for
that year.

The Increased population and resulting Increase in wastewater treatment
demand from the Proposed Action would require VVWRA and indvdual
wastewater collection agencies In the Victor Valley to make presently-planned
long-term Infrastructural Improvements about 1 year ahead of the schedule
Indicated by the Wastewater Master Plan. The overall changes to their short-
and long-term plans would not be substantially different from their current needs
assessment, which Indicates the need for major changes throughout the next
two decades. Groundwater quality and related Issues are analyzed In
Section 4.3, Hazardous Materials/Hazardous Waste and Section 4.4.2. Water

Resources.

Solid Waste. Solid waste disposal at the Apple Valley, Hesperia, Phelan, and
Victorville landfills would Increase from the closure baseline as a result of the
Proposed Action (Figure 4.2-18). Under the Proposed Action, the existing
capacities of the four landfills would be reached by 1992 for the Apple Valley
and Victorville landfills, 1996 for Hesperla, and 2006 for Phelan. The additional
expansion potential at the Apple Valley and Victorvive landfils would be reached
by 2004 under the Proposed Action. Although the expansion potential for the
Hesperia landfill has not yet been determined, the county Is presently seeking to

expand Its existing capacity (San Bemardino County SWMD, 1991).

The Increased population and resulting Increase In solid waste disposal from the
Proposed Action would require additional landfill capacity In the Victor Valley

less than 1 year ahead of the schedule Indicated by per-capita solid waste
disposal rates and future population growth. Source reduction and recycling
programs that are presently receiving greater legal and budgetary emphasis
could extend the cumulative landfill expectancies In the Victor Valley by as many
as 5 to 10 years, depending on the actual effectiveness of such programs.

Changes to the county's short- and long-term plans for landfill capacity
expansion In the Victor Valley would not be substantially altered under the
Proposed Action.

Energy

Elf1driJy. Electricity consumption within the SCE Victorville District would
Increase as a result of the Proposed Action over the estimated closure baseline

consumption (Figure 4.2-19). In the short term, through 1995, the overall
Increase in the electricity demand would remain below an average of
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6&7 MWH per day. By 2013, the overa Incease from the Proposed Action
would be an average of 580 MWH per day.

NauamLWaa Natural gs consumption within the SWG Victorvile District would
Increase as a result of the Proposed Action over the estimated closure baseline
consumption (Figure 4.2-20). By 1996, short-term natural gas demand
Increases would be approimately 4.000 therms per day. The long-term
Increase from the Proposed Action would average about 30,500 therms per day
by 2013.

Cumulative Impacts. The SST would Increase demand In the Victor Valley
area. Total electrical demand over the Anaheim to Las Vegas route would be
500,000 kilowatt hours (kwh) per day, and would require 22 substations along
the route. SCE has Indicated that the company would have no difficulty meeting
this additional demand.

The Air Force Base closure and realignment activities In the region (Norton,
March, and Edwards AFBs) are not expected to have an Impact on utilities In the
Victor Valley area.

Mitigation Measures. Because the corrective actions required by the VVWRA
have not been Implemented by the Air Force, new users of the base property
would have to Implement mitigation measures for wastewater treatments. The
type(s) and extent of mitlgations cannot at present be specified, because it
would be dependent on:

"* The specific operating procedures established for the new uses

"* The specific products used
"* The equipment used on site.

Depending on these factors, new users may have to make provisions for
pretreatment of Industrial wastewater. New users would also be required to
obtain discharge permits In accordance with VVWRA.

4.2.4.2 International Airport Alternative. A summary of estimated changes In
utility demand In the Victor Valley region for this alternative Is presented In

Table 4.2-11.

Water Supply. As a result of the International Airport Alternative, water
consumption within the Upper Basin region of the MWA service area would
Increase over estimated closure baseline consumption (see Figure 4.2-16). By
1995, a short-term Increase In water demand would average about 2 MGD. The
long-term overall Increase from the International Airport Altemative, would be an
average of about 13 MGD by 2013.
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Table 4.2-11. Utility Demand Changes; In t#e Vict Valley - International Alrpor Alteirnaive

1993 1998 2003 2013

WteW Demand
Upper Basin Region (in MGD)

Poet-clam" 40.4 49.7 59.0 77.5
International Airport AILt 40.4 57.0 67.3 90.4

Change from Post-closure 0.0 7.3 8.3 12.9
Percent Change 0.0 14.7 14.1 16&7

Wastewater Genrmation
VVWRA Service Area (in MGD)

Post-closure 6.7 10.4 15.5 22.5
International Airport AILt &.7 12.0 17.8 26.4

Change from Poet-closure 0.0 1.6 2.3 3.9
Percent Change 0.0 15.7 14.8 17.1

Solid Waste Generation
Victor Valley Landf lis (In millions of cubic yards per year)

Poet-closure 0.80 1.01 1.22 1.64
International Airport AILt 0.80 1.16 1.40 1.92

Change from Post-closure 0.0 0.16 0.18 0.28
Percent Change 0.0 15.7 14.8 17.1

Electricity Demand
SCE Victorvifle District (In MWH/day)

Post-closure 4,801 6,192 7,592 10,275
International Airport AJlt 4,801 6,867 8,376 11,511

Change from Post-closure 0 675 784 1,236
Percent Change 0.0 10.9 10.3 12.0

Natural Gas Demand
SWG Victorville District (In therrns/day)

Post-closure 305,680 446,616 588,698 875,154
International Airport Alt 305,880 483,270 630,461 940,105

Change from Post-closure 0 36,654 41,763 64,951
Percent Change 0.0 8.2 7.1 7.4

Sources Based on Mojae Water Agency, low0 Victor valley Watwatero = =lmain Authoity, 1968; San Bernardino, Count
Solid Waste Management Department, 19119, 1991; California Energ Commission, 1990, Southern Califonia Edison
Company, 1991: Southwes Gas Company, 1991.

Infrastructurai changes would be required throughout the Victor Valley In the
various districts tha would experience direct and Indirect population changes
from this alternative. Under the Interniational Airport Alternative, total demand
within the Victor Valley would reach an average of 90.4 MGD by 2013,
appro~drately 12 percent greater than the MWA implicit projection for that year

The Increased population and resulting Increase In water demand from the
International AirportAlternative would require the MWA and Indivdual water
districts In the Victor Valley to make presently planned Infrastructural
Imiprovements about 4 years ahead of the schedule Indicated by the MWA
projection. The overall changes to their short- and long-term plans would
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accelerate their current planning strategy, which already indicates the need for
major changes throughout the next two decades.

Wastewater. Wastewater treatment demand would Increase as a result of the
International Airport Alternmtive over estimated closur baseline treatment lewis
(see Figure 4.2-17). By 1996, the short-term Increase In the wastewater
treatment demand would average about 0.4 MGD. The long-term Increase from
this alternative would average about 4 MGD by 2013.

Infrastructural changes would be required throughout the Victor Valley within
the various wastewater collection districts that would experience direct and
Indirect populations changes from the International Airport Alternative. Under
the International Airport Alternative, total demand within the region would reach
an average of 26.4 MGD by 2013, approximately 12 percent greater than the
VVWRA Implicit projection for that year.

The increased population and resulting Increase In wastewater treatment
demand from the International Airport Alternative would require VVWRA and
Individual wastewater collection agencies in the Victor Valley to make
presently-planned long-term Infrastructural Improvements about 4 years ahead
of the schedule Indicated by the Wastewater Master Plan. The overall changes
to their short- and long-term plans would accelerate their current planning
strategy, which already Indicates the need for major changes throughout the
next two decades.

Solid Waste. The four major landfills that accept wastes fro the communities
in the Victor Valley would increase estimated disposal levels as a result of the
International Airport Alternative over those projected for the closure baseline
(see Figure 4.2-18).

The existing capacities of the four landfills would be reached by 1992 for the
Apple Valley and Victorville landfills, 1996 for Hesperia, and 2006 for Phelan.
The additional expansion potential at the Apple Valley and Victorvile landfills
would be reached by about 2003 under the International Airport Alternative.

Expansion plans for the Hesperia landfill would extend the date that cumulative
capacities would be reached in Victor Valley landfills. Source reduction and
recycling programs could extend the cumulative landfill expectancies in the
Victor Valley. Changes to the county's short- and long-term plans for landfill
capacity expansion in the Victor Valley would not be substantially altered under
this alternative.

Energy

Eletick. Electricity consumption within the SCE Victorville District would
Increase as a result of the International Airport Alternative over the estimated
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closure bemline consumption (see Figure 42-19). By 1996, the short-tem
Incre In the electriciy demand would average about 186 MWW1 per day. By
2013, the longterm Increm from the International Airport Alternative would
average about 1.240 MWH per day.

NahuiL Natural gas consumption within the SWG Victorvile District would
Increase as a result of the International Airport Alternative over the estimated
closure baseline consumpion (see Figure 4.2-20). In the short term, through
1995, the overall Increase In the natural gas demand would average about
10,300 therms per day. By 2013, the overall Increase from this alternative would
average about 64,960 therms per day.

Cumulative Impacts. The cumulative Impacts for this alternative are the same
as stated for the Proposed Action.

Mitigation Measures. New users would be required to Implement mitigation
measures as discussed for the Proposed Action (Section 4.2.4.1).

4.2.4.3 Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative. Table 4.2-12
presents a summary of utility demand changes associated with the Commercial
Airport with Residential Alternative.

Water Supply. This alternative would result In Increased water consumption
over estimated closure baseline consumption within the Upper Basin region of
the MWA service area (see Figure 4.2-16). The short-term increase In water
demand would average about 0.6 MGD by 1995. The long-term Increase from
this alternative would be an average of 3.2 MGD by 2013.

Infrastructural changes may be required within parts of the Victor Valley In the
various districts that would experience direct and Indirect populations changes
from this alternative. Extrapolation of the trend Indicated by the MWA projection
of water demand in the Victor Valley In 2010, Indicates that total water demand
would reach an average of about 80.7 MGO by 2013. Under this alternative,
total demand within the Victor Valley would reach about the same level,
80.7 MGD by 2013, as the MWA Implicit projection for that year.

The Increase in population from this alternative is about the same as the
projected decrease resulting from base closure. Because the projections made
by the MWA Included the current demand from George AFB overall, there would
be no real change In the agency water demand projections. The agency and
Individual water districts In the Victor Valley would still need to make presently
planned Infrastructural Improvements at about the same schedule and there
would not be any change to their short- or long-term plans for major changes
throughout the next two decades.
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Table 4.2-I2 Utfty Demand Changes In thes Victor Valley - Commercial Airport with Residential

Aftemative

1993 1998 2003 2013

Water Demand
Upper Basin Region (in MGD)

Post-cdoue" 40.4 49.7 59.0 77.5
Commercial AirportiRealdential AIL 40.4 50.8 60.9 80.7

Change from Post-closure 0.0 1.1 2.0 3.2
Percent Change 0.0 2.3 3.4 4.2

Wastewater Generation
VVWRA Serwice Area (in MGD)
Commercil Alrpor~tResidentlef AIL
Post-closure 6.7 10.4 15.5 22.5

6.7 10.7 16.1 23.5
Change From Post-closure 0.0 0.3 0.5 1.0

Percent Change 0.0 2.5 3.5 4.2

Solid Waste Generation
Victor Valley Landf li (In millons of cubic yards per year)

Post-closure 0.80 1.01 1.22 1.64
Commercial Airport/Residental AIL 0.80 1.03 1.26 1.71

Change from Post-closure 0.0 0.02 0.04 0.07
Percent Change 0.0 2.5 3.5 4.2

Electricity Deaund
SCE Victorville District (In MWH-/day)

Post-closure 4,801 6,192 7,592 10,275
Commercial Alrport/Residentlal AILt 4,801 6,298 7,778 10,582

Change from Post-closure 0 106 186 307
Percent Change 0.0 1.0 1.6 2.7

Natural Gas Demand
SWG Victorville District (in therms/day)

Future 305,680 446,616 588,698 875,154
Commercial Afrport/Residential AIL 305,680 452,367 598,628 891,293

Change from Post-closure 0 5,751 9,930 16,139
Percent Change 0.0 1.3 1.7 1.8

Souroee Based on Malay. Water Pow".y 19W0; Vlato Valley Wastowater Reclamation Authority, 1968; San Bernardino County
Solid Waste Managemnent Depaiment IM 1989191; California Energy Commission, 199W; Southern CaWONia Edison
Company, 1001; Southwest Gas Company, 1901.

Wastewater. Wastewater treatment demand would Increase as a result of the
Commercia Airport with Residential Alternative over estimated closure baseline
treatment levels (see Figure 4.2-17) By 1995, the short-term increase In the
wastewater treatment demand would average about 0.2 MGD. The long-term
lIncrase from this alternative would average about 1.0 MGD by 2013.
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Some infrastructural changes may be required within the various Victor Vdey
wastewater collection agencies that could experience direct and Indirect
population changes from this alternative. Under this alternative, total demand
within the vvWRA service area would reach an average of 23.5 MGD by 2013,
approximael the same as the VVWRA Implick projection for tht year

Because the Increase in population from this alternative Is about the same as
the projected decrease resulting from base closure and the projections made
by VVWRA Included the current demand from George AFB, there would be a no
change in the authoritys wastewater treatment demand projections. VVWRA
and Individual wastewater collection agencies in the Victor Valley would still
need to make presently planned long-term Infrastructuri Improvements at
about the same schedule. There would not be any substantial changes to their
short- or long-term plans for major changes throughout the next two decades.

Solid Waste. Solid waste disposal at Victor Valley landflfs would Increase as a
result of the this alternative over estimated closure baseline disposal levels (we
Figure 4.2-18). The four Victor Valley landfills would reach their existing

capacity level by 1992 for the Apple Valley and Victorville landfills, 1996 for
Hesperia, and 2006 for Phelan. The additional expansion potential at the Apple
Valley and Victorvile landfills would be reached by about 2004 under this
alternative. Expansion plans for the Hesperia landfill would extend the date that
cumulative capacities would be reached In Victor Valley landfills. Source
reduction and recycling programs could extend the cumulative landfill
expectancies In the Victor Valley. Changes to the county's short- and long-term
plans for landfill capacity expansion In the Victor Valley would not be
substantially altered under this alternative.

Energy

EIidcftJ. Electricity consumption within the SCE Victorvifle District would
Increase as a result of the Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative over

the estimated closure baseline consumption (see Figure 4.2-19). Short-term
increases in electricity demand would average 58 MWH per day in 1995. By

2013, the increase from this alternative would average over 300 MWH per day.

Natural Gas. Natural gas consumption within the SWG Victorvile District would
Increase over the estimated closure baseline consumption as a result of this
alternative (see Figure 4.2-20). In the short term, the Increase in natural gas
demand would average about 3,200 therms per day by 1995. In 2013, the
long-term Increase from the Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative

would be an average of about 16,100 therms per day.

Cumulative Impacts. The cumulative Impacts for this alternative are the same
as stated for the Proposed Action.
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Milgatlon Measuuus. Now user would be require to hImpleenit mitigation
measures as discussed for the Proposed Action (see Section 4Z4. 1).

4.2.4.4 General Aviation Center Altewrnative Table 4.2-13 presents a summary
of utilty demand changes associated with the General Aviation Certer
Alternativ.

Table 4.2-13. UtIlity Demand Changes In tOe Victo Valley - General Aviatio Cene Alternative

1993 1998 2003 2013
Wateir Demand

Upper Basin Region (in MGD)

Poet-closure 40.4 49.7 59.0 77.5
General Aviation Center AILt 40.4 51.2 61.0 79.7

Change from Post-closure 0.0 1.5 2.0 2.2
Percent Change 0.0 3.0 3.5 2.9

WasteoWte Generation
VVWRA Service Area (in MGD)

Post-closure 6.7 10.4 15.5 22.5
General Aviation Center AILt 6.7 10.7 16.1 23.2

Change from Post-closure 0.0 0.3 0.6 0.7
Percent Change 0.0 3.2 3.6 2.9

Solid Waste Generation
Victor Valley Landfills (in millions od cubic yards per year)

Post-ckosre 0.80 1.01 1.22 1.64
General Aviation Center AILt 0.80 1.04 1.26 1.69

Change from Post-closure 0.0 0.03 0.04 0.06
Percent Change 0.0 3.2 3.6 2.9

Electricity Demand
SCE Victorvie District (in MWH/day)

Post-closure 4,801 6,192 7,592 10,275
General Aviation Center AIL. 4,801 6,329 7,784 10,486

Change from Post-closure 0 137 192 211
Percent Change 0.0 2.2 2.5 2.1

Natural Gas Demand
SWG Victorville District (in thermsday)

Post-closure 305,680 446,616 588,698 875,154
General Aviation Center AIL 305,680 454,072 598,943 886,263

Change from Post-closure 0 7,456 10,245 11,110
Percent Change 0.0 1.7 1.7 1.3

Sources: Based on Moony Waft Agency, 19W, Victor valley Wastewater Reclamation Authority, 1968; San Bernardino County
SoNi Waste Management Departrnent, 1969,1991; Caliornia Energy Commission, 19W, Soufthrn Calfornia Edison
Ciompany, 1991; SouthwestGassConpany, 1991.

Wateir Supply. This alternative would result in increased water consumption
over estimated closure baseline consumption within the Upper Basin region of
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the MWA service area (ses um 4.2-16). The shot-trmn icrmm Iniwater
demand would erage about 0.7 MGD by 199. The long4erm Increm from
this alternative would be an average of 2.2 MGD by 2013.

Infrastructure changes may be required within parts of the Victor Valey In the
various districts that would expoeence direct and Indirect population changes
from this alternatlive Extpolation of the trend Indicated by the MWA
projection of water demand In the Victor Vlley In 2010, indicates that total water
demand would reach an average of about 80.7 MGD by 2013. Under this
alternative, total demand within the Victor Vaey would reach about the same
level, 79.7 MGD by 2013, as the MWA Implick projection for that yeai

The Increase In population from thls alternative Is slightly les than the projected
decrease resulting from base closure. Because the projections made by the
MWA Included the current demand from George AFB overall, there would be a
slight decrease in the agency water demand projections. The agency and
Individual water districts In the Victor Valley would sti need to make

presently-planned Infrastructural * iprovemerts at about the same schedule.
There would not be any substantial changes to their short- or long-term plans
for major changes throughout the nexo two decades.

Wastewater. Wastewater treatment demand would Increase as a result of the
General Aviation Center Alternative over estimated closure baseline treatment

levels (see Figure 4.2-17). By 1996, the short-term Increase In the wastewater
treatment demand would average about 0.1 MGD. The long-term Increase from
this alternative would average 0.7 MGD by 2013.

Some Infrastructural changes may be required within the various Victor Valley
wastewater collection agencies that could experenc direct and Indirect
population changes from this alternative. Under this alternative, total demand
within the VVWRA service area would reach an average of 23.2 MGD by 2013,
approximately the same as the VVWRA Impicit projection for that year.

Because the Increase in population from this alternative is slightly less than as
the projected decrease resulting from base closure and the projections made
by VVWRA Included the current demand from George AFB, there would be a
slight decrease In the authorty's wastewater treatment demand projections.
VWWRA and Indidual wastewater collection agencies in the Victor Valley would
still need to make presenly-planned long-term Infrastructural Improvements at
about the same schedule. There would not be any substantial changes to their
short- or long-term plans for major changes throughout the next two decades.

Solid Waste. Solid waste disposal at Victor Valley landfills would Increase as a
result of this alternative overestimated closure baseline disposal levels (see

Figure 4.2-18). The four Victor Valley landfills would reach their existing
capacity level by 1992 for the Apple Valley and Victorvile landfills, 1996 for
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Hesperia, and 2006 for Phelan. The additional expansion potential at the Apple
Valley and Victorville landfills would be reached by about 2004 under this
alternative. Expansion plans for the Hesperia landfill would extend the date that
cumulative capacities would be reached in Victor Valley landfills. Source
reduction and recycling programs could extend the cumulative landfll
expectancies in the Victor Valley. Changes to the county's short- and long-term
plans for landfill capacity expansion In the Victor Valley would not be
substantially altered under this alternative.

Energy

FTlacrib. Electricity consumption within the SCE Victorville District would
Increase as a result of the General Aviation Center Alternative over the estimated

closure baseline consumption (see Figure 4.2-19). Short-term Increases In
electricity demand would average 32 MWH per day in 1996. By 2013, the
increase from this alternative would average about 210 MWH per day.

NaturalGa. Natural gas consumption within the SWG Victorville District would
Increase over the estimated closure baseline consumption as a result of this
alternative (see Figure 4.2-20). In the short term, the increase In natural gas
demand would average about 1,751 therms per day by 1995. In 2013, the
long-term increase from the General Aviation Center Alternative would be an
average of about 11,100 therms per day.

Cumulative Impacts. The cumulative impacts for this alternative are the same
as stated for the Proposed Action.

Mitigation Measures. New users would be required to implement mitigation
measures as discussed for the Proposed Action (see Section 4.2.4.1).

4.2.4.5 Non-Aviation Alternative. Table 4.2-14 presents a summary of utility

demand changes associated with this alternative.

Water Supply. The Non-Aviation Alternative would also increase water
consumption within the Upper Basin region of the MWA service area over

estimated closure baseline consumption (see Figure 4.2-16). By 1995, the short
term increase in water demand would average about 0.3 MGD. The long-term
overall increase from this alternative would be an average of 2.8 MGD by 2013.

Infrastructural changes could be required within any Victor Valley district that
experiences direct or indirect population changes from this alternative. Under
this alternative, total demand within the Victor Valley would reach an average of
80.3 MGD by 2013, slightly less than the MWA implicit projection for that year.
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Table 4,2-14. Ufhlty Demand Changes in the Victor Valley - NMonAvation Atternmtve

193 196 2003 2013

Water Demand
Upper Basin Region (in MGD)

Post-closure 40.4 49.7 59.0 77.5
Non-Aviation AlL 40.4 50.4 60.2 80.3

Change from Post-dos" 0.0 0.7 1.2 2.8
Percent Change 0.0 1.4 2.2 3.7

Wastewater Generation
VVWRA Service Ares (in MGD)

Post-closure 6.7 10.4 15.5 22.5
Non-Aviation Al. 6.7 10.6 15.9 23.4

Change from Post-closure 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.9
Percent Change 0.0 1.5 2.3 3.8

Solid Waste Generation
Victor Valley Landfills (In millions of cubic yards per year)

Post-dosure 0.80 1.01 1.22 1.64
Non-Aviation AIL 0.80 1.02 1.25 1.70

Change from Post-closure 0.0 0.02 0.03 0.06
Percent Change 0.0 1.5 2.3 3.8

Electricity Demand
SCE Victorville District (In MWH/day)

Post-closure 4,801 6,192 7,592 10,275
Non-Aviatlon AIL 4,801 6,257 7,714 10,547

Change from Post-closure 0 65 122 272
Percent Change 0.0 1.0 1.6 2.7

Natural Gas Demand
SWG Victondlle District (in therms/day)

Post-dosure 305,680 446,616 588,698 875,154
Non-Aviation Alt. 305,680 450,118 595,214 889,479

Change from Post-closure 0 3,502 6,516 14,325
Percent Change 0.0 0.8 1.1 1.6

sources: Based on Moalay Wat Aency, 19M, Vkfttr Vuley Wastwawe Reclamation Audwity, 196 San Bemardih- County
Soi W.aste Manag*ment Department 199, 1991; Cadfoml Energy Commission, 1990; Southen Ca-ifMorSn Edison
Company, 1991; Soutwe Gas Company, 1991.

The Increase In population from this alternative Is slightly less than the projected

decrease resulting from base closure. Because the projections made by the
MWA included the current demand from George AFB, there would be a slight
decrease In the MWA water demand projections. The MWA and Individual water
districts In the Victor Valley would still need to make presendy-planned
infrastructural improvements at about the same schedule. There would not be

any substantial changes to their short- or long-term plans for major changes
throughout the next two decades.
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Wastewater Demand for wastewater treatment would Increase as a result of
the Non-Aviation Aternative or estimated closure baseline treautent levels

(see Figure 4.2-17). By 1996, the short-term Increase In the wastewate
treatment demand would average about 0.1 MGD. The long-term Increase from
this alternative would average 0.9 MGD by 2013.

Some Infastructural changes may be required within the Victor Valey
wastewater collection agencies that experience direct or Indlrect populations
changes from this alternative. Under the Non-Aviation Alternative, total demand
within the region would reach an average of 23.4 MGD by 2013, slightly less
than the VVWRA Implicit projection for that year Under the Non-Aviation
Alternative, since the VVWRA presently has other unincorporated areas of San
Bernardino County in the Victor Valley as members, it is likely that a contractual
or other type of arrangement could be made to Include the base site Into the
service area of the VVWRA regional treatment plant.

Because the Increase in population from this alternative Is slightly less than the
projected decrease resulting from base closure and the projections made by
the VWWRA Included the current demand from George AFB, there would be a
slight decrease In the authority's wastewater treatment demand projections.
The WWRA and Individual wastewater collection agencies in the Victor Valley
would still need to make presently planned long-term Infrastructural
improvements at about the same schedule. There would not be any substantial
changes to their short- or long-term plans for major changes throughout the
next two decades.

Solid Waste. Solid waste disposal at Victor Valley landfills would Increase as a
result of the this alternative over estimated closure baseline disposal levels (see
Figure 4.2-18).

The Victor Valley landfills would reach their existing capacity levels by 1992 for
Apple Valley and Victorville landfills, 1996 for Hesperla, and 2006 for Phelan
1994. The additional expansion potential at the Apple Valley and Victorville
landfills would be reached by about 2004 under this alternative. Expansion
plans for the Hesperia landfill would extend the date that cumulative capacities
would be reached In Victor Valley landfills. Source reduction and recycling
programs could extend the cumulative landfill expectancies in the Victor Valley.
Changes to the county's short- and long-term plans for landfill capacity
expansion in the Victor Valley would not be substantially altered under this
alternative.

Energy

Ela . Electricity consumption within the SCE Victorville District would
Increase as a result of the Non-Aviation Alternative over estimated closure
baseline consumption levels (see Figure 4.2-19). Short-term Increases In
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electricity demand would average nearly 25 MWH per day by 1995. Long-term

Increases from this alternative would average about 270 MWH per day by 2013.

Nattiral as. Natural gas consumption within the SWG Victorville District would
Increase as a result of the Non-Aviation Alternative over the estimated closure
baseline consumption (see Figure 4.2-20). In the short term, through 1995, the
overall increase in the natural gas demand would average about 1,400 therms

per day. By 2013, the increase from the Non-Aviation Alternative would average
about 14,300 therms per day.

Cumulative Impacts. The cumulative impacts for this alternative are the same
as stated for the Proposed Action.

Mfigatlon Measures. New users would be required to implement mitigation
measures as discussed for the Proposed Action (Section 4.2.4.1).

4.2.4.6 Other Land Use Concepts. Changes in utility demand within each

utility purveyors' service area resulting from the federal transfers and
independent land use concepts would be generally commensurate with
population changes resulting from these activities.

U.S. Department of Justice. This reuse component, when overlaid with the
Proposed Action and International Airport Alternative, would cause an estimated

net reduction of approximately 2,480 direct on-site jobs to each of those reuse
concepts. This reduction represents about 10 percent of the total direct on-site
jobs for the Proposed Action and about 5 percent of the total direct on-site jobs
for the International Airport Alternative. If population in-migration were assumed

to decrease by the same proportion as the estimated reduction In jobs, utility
demand would also decline by about the same proportions (i.e., about
10 percent for the Proposed Action and 5 percent for the International Airport

Alternative). This reuse component, when overlaid with the Commercial Alrport
with Residential and Non-Aviation alternatives, would cause a net Increase of

about 1,000 direct on-site jobs. This change represents about 5 and 8 percent
of the total direct on-site jobs for these alternatives, respectively. If population
in-migration were assumed to increase by the same proportions as the

estimated change in jobs, utility demand would also increase by about the same
proportion (i.e., about 5 percent for the Commercial Airport with Residential and

about 8 percent for the Non-Aviation Alternative).

U.S. Department of Interior. This reuse component, when overlaid with the
Proposed Action, would cause an estimated net reduction of 960 direct on-site

jobs or about 3.8 percent of the total direct on-site jobs for the Proposed Action.
Using the same assumptions stated previously, utility demand would also
decline by about 3.8 percent.
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U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. This reuse
component, when overlaid with the Proposed Action would cause an estimated

net reduction of 677 direct on-site jobs, or about 5 percent of the total direct

on-site jobs for the Proposed Action. Using the same assumptions stated

previously, utility demand would also decline by about 5 percent. When overlaid
with the International Airport Alternative, on-site direct jobs would be reduced by

about 3 percent; If population reductions were of similar magnitude, utility

demand would likely decrease by the same proportionate amount.

San Bernardino County Work Furlough Program. This reuse component,
when overlaid with the Proposed Action would cause an estimated net

reduction of 480 direct on-site jobs, or about 5 percent of the total direct on-site

jobs for the Proposed Action. Usirn the same assumptions stated previously,

utility demand would also decline by about 5 percent. When overlaid with the
International Airport Alternative, on-site direct jobs would be reduced by a
negligible amount; utility demand changes would also likely be negligible.

U.S. Department of Education. No measurable change In utility requirements
would be anticipated for this federal transfer concept when overlaid with any of
the reuse alternatives.

Medical Facilities. Changes in on-site direct jobs and utility requirements are

undetermined for this federal transfer concept when overlaid with any of the
reuse alternatives.

4.2.4.7 No-Action Alternative. Impacts of the No-Action Alternative would be

as described in Section 3.2.4 as closure baseline conditions.

Cumulative Impacts. The SST would Increase electrical demand In the Victor
Valley area. Total electrical demand over the Anaheim to Las Vegas route would

be 500,000 kwh per day, and would require 22 substations along the route. SCE

has Indicated that the company would have no difficulty meeting this additional

demand.

Air Force Base closure and realignment activities In the region (Norton, March,

and Edwards AFBs) are not expected to have an impact on utilities in the Victor
Valley area.

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under this

altemative.
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4.3 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS/HAZARDOUS WASTE

This section addresses the potential Impacts of existing contaminated sites on the
various reuse options, and the potential for environmental Impacts caused by
hazardous materials/waste management practices associated with the reuse
options. Hazardous materials/wastes, IRP sites, storage tanks, asbestos,
pesticides and herbicides, PCBs, radon, and medical/blohazardous wastes will be
discussed within this section.

The U.S. Air Force is committed to the remediation of all contamination at George
AFB due to pest Air Force activities. The DMT will remain after base closure to
coordinate cleanup activities. Delays or restrictions in reuse or disposal of
property may occur due to the extent of contamination and the results of both the
risk assessment and remedial designs determined for contaminated sites.
Examples of possible land use restrictions would be the capping of landfills and
the constraints from methane generation and cap Integrity; as well as the location
of long-term monitoring wells. These restrictions would have to be considered in
the layout of future development. Options to developers Include creation of
parks, greenbelts or open spaces over and around such areas.

Regulatory standards and guidelines will be applied in determining the impacts
caused by hazardous materials/waste. The following criteria were used to identify
potential impacts:

"* Accidental release of friable asbestos during the demolition or
modification of a structure

"* Generation of 100 kilograms (or more) of hazardous waste or
1 kilogram (or more) of an acutely (California Health and Safety Code
Chapter 6.95, Section 25532) hazardous waste in a calendar month,
resulting in increased regulatory requirements

"* New operational requirements or service for all UST and tank systems

"* Any spill or release of a reportable quantity of a hazardous material

"* Manufacturing of any compound that requires notifying the pertinent
regulatory agency

"* Exposure of the environment or public to any hazardous material
through release or disposal practices.

4.3.1 Proposed Action

Haznrdous Materials Management. The hazardous materials applicable to the
operation of a commercial airport are summarized in Table 4.3-1. The types of
hazardous materials used in relation to the Proposed Action would be similar to
those used prior to closure, specifically for aviation-related maintenance and fuel
transportation. The quantities of hazardous materials utilized under the Proposed
Action will be greater than those used under closure baseline conditions.
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Table 4.3-1. Hazardous Material Usage - Proposed Action

Land Use Zones Operation Process Hazardous Materials

Airfield Refueling; anti-/de-Icing; utilization Aviation fuels, propylene glycoi,
of dear zones, runways, taxiways, ethylene glycol, heating oils
airport terminal parking,
administration offices, corporate
and private aviation facilties,
aircraft parking

Aviation Support Operations associated with Fuels, solvents, paints,
aircraft maintenance and degreasers, corrosives, heavy
manufacturing, aeronautics metals, reactives, thinners,
research and development, air Ignitables, heating ols, plating
transportatlon-related industry waste, cyanides, laboratory waste
and warehousing, law
enforcement, airline maintenance,
other governmental administrative
services

Industrial Activities associated with light Solvents, heavy metals,
(Business Park) Industry, research and corrosives, catalysts, aerosols,

development, warehousing, and fuels, heating ols
manufacturing

Commercial Activities associated with offices, Fuels, solvents, corrosives,
(Office/Business Park) light industry, research and Ignitables, heating oils, pesticides,

development, and higher value herbicides, fungicides
warehousing

Public/Recreation Maintenance of existing Pesticides, fungicides, herbicides,
recreational facilities and golf chlorine, heating oils
course

Vacant Land Vacant Pesticides, fungicides, herbicides

Currently, handling of hazardous materials on the base is managed by DOD. If
the Proposed Action were Implemented, each separate organization within the

commercial airport structure would be responsible for the management of

hazardous materials according to applicable regulations. Additionally, each
organization would have to comply with SARA, Section 311, Title III, which
requires that local communities be informed of the use of hazardous materials.

Hazardous Waste Management. The six proposed land use zones (see
Table 4.3-1) would host many operations that are yet to be defined. This section

describes the types of hazardous wastes that may be generated In these land use

zones.

Once the responsibilities of hazardous waste management are allocated to

Individual organizations, proficiency with those materials and spill responses is
required by OSHA regulations (29 CFR). Mutual aid agreements with surrounding

communities may require additional scrutiny and training of emergency staff.
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The presence of numerous Indepeent owner/operaors on the base would
change the regatory requiements and probably Increase te regAstory burden
relative to hazardous wae, m onaent Activitis associatedwith the
Proposed Action would lead to an incem in the amount of hazardous waste
generated compared to the closur baseline.

Insallatio Restomaon Program Sies. The U.S. Air Force Is committe to
continue IRP activities under DERR CERCLA, and the FFA between the U.S. Air
Force, U.S. EPA, California DHS, and the California water quality control board.
IRP activitles wi be coordinated by the DMT end the . iLnmu• ed agencies.

The extent of contaKinmton Is being delineated and both the risk assessment and
remedial designs will be a result of this work. Proposed disposal and reuse of
some George AFB properties may be delayed or limited due to the extent of
contamination as well as ongoing and future IRP activities (Figure 4.3-1). This
process will also Identify current and future monxong of well locations and
consider land use limitations as a result of their presence.

Ultimate decisions on what type of future land use will be implemented at areas
overlying or adjacent to an IRP site will greatiy depend on the overall
characterization of risk to human health posed by the IRP site. This risk
assessment Is an Integral part of the remedial Investigation to be conducted at
IRP sites. Part of the risk assessment Involves estimates of exposure to
contaminants under future land use conditions at the site. This assessment
provides an understanding of the potential exposures to contaminants In the
future and may reveal that the site will not support some potential future land uses.

The IRP sites within each land use area for the Proposed Action are summarized
In Table 4.3-2.

" Airfield - Cleanup activities associated with the industrial storm drain
system are to be completed prior to closure, and are not expected to
Impact flightine operations along the main apron or the proposed airfield
expansion Into the existing cantonment area. Cleanup efforts associated
with a number of landfils and dump sies in the Northeast Disposal Area
may Impact flight operations. Spil sites at the southwest end of the main
runways are not anticipated to Impact flight operations. Land use
restriction may occur based on number and location of monitoring wells.

"* Aviation Support - The proposed construction of aviation support areas
may be delayed by cleanup activities associated with the TCE groundwater
contamination as well as numerous landfils/dump sites within the
Northeast Disposl Area. Cleanup activitles for sites LF-13 and LF-14 have
not been determined. Cleanup efforts within tme CenMal Disposal Area
may delay aviation support and Industrial ruse development proposed for
that area. Monitoring and extraction well locations may delay or restrict
reuse.
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Table 4.3-2. IRP Sites within Land Use Areas - Proposed Action

Proposed Land Use IRP Sites
Akfield TCE Groundwater Plume, Liquid Fuel Distribution System (ST-87),

Industrial Storm Drain (SD-25), DP-03, DP-04, DP-60, LF-13, LF-35, LF-36,
LF-43, LF-45, SD-18, SD-41, SS-30, ST-54. ST-57

Aviation Support TCE Groundwater Plume, Liquid Fuel Distribution System (ST-67),
Industrial Storm Drain (SD-25), DP-02, DP-04, DP-46, FT-19, FT-1 9a, FT-20,
LF-13, LF-14, LF-44, SS-53, SS-55. ST-56, WP-1 1, WP-26, WP-29, WP-32

Industrial Liquid Fuel Distribution System (ST-67),
Industrial Storm Drain (SD-25), DP-01, DP-10, DP-15, DP-33, DP-34, LF-07,
LF-08, LF-1 1, LF-35, LF-37, LF-38, OT-51, RW-09, SD-18, SD-27, SD-28, SS-21,
SS-24, SS-52, SS-58, SS-59, WP-40

Commercial Liquid Fuel Distribution System (ST-67), DP-47, LF-12, LF-39, OT-48, SS-23,
SS-55, WP-16

Public/Recreation OT-22

Vacant Land SD-42

Industrial - Cleanup activities associated with numerous landfills and
dumpsites within the West Perimeter Disposal area and Southeast Disposal
Area as well as spill sites within the Central Disposal Area may delay
industrial development under the Proposed Action.

Commercial - Various IRP sites including a POL leach field, salvage yard,
landills, and spill sites could delay reuse due to clean-up activities.

* Public/Recreation - Reuse of this area should not be affected by IRP site
OT-22.

* Vacant Land - IRP site SD-42 should not Impact the base reuse under the
proposed action.

Underground/Aboveground Storage Tanks. Air flight and maintenance
operations associated with the Proposed Action would require the use of
aboveground storage tanks and USTs. These tanks must be In compliance with
federal, state, and local regulations regarding leak, spill, and overfill protection,
and liability Insurance.

Asbestos. Renovation and demolition of existing structures with ACM may occur
with reuse development. Such activities will comply with all applicable federal,
state and local regulations. The number of structures with ACM is unknown; an
asbestos survey is currently in progress.

Pesticides and Herbicides. Pesticide and herbicide usage associated with the
Proposed Action would increase over amounts currently used, as a result of the
Increase in Public/Recreation and Commercial land uses. Management practices
would conform with FIFRA and state regulations.

PCBs. All federally regulated PCB-contaminated equipment (50 to 499 ppm) will
be removed prior to base closure; therefore, these materials will not create any
impacts. PCB items (5 to 49 ppm) remaining after base closure will be managed
In compliance with state regulations.
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Radon Al radon cesning Surey reult wer ulow EPA's recommended
mitigation level of 4 pCIt of air, thera•oi no further actIon is required and radon
wi have no Impact on ruse acivites

Modcl/B_ l ,,m - ANl of ths materials will be Incinerated and
removed prior to bu closurs. ccordingly, ee materials wll not present any
Impam

Cumulative Imlacs. The Proposed Action would not result in any cumulative
Impacts.

Mitigation Measures. A hazardous materials and waste planning committee
comprising new base users could be established. This planning body could
reduce the coms of enironmental compliance training, waste management, and
mutual Vll response.

All of the IRP sites may not need to be remedlated; however, all of them must be
addressed and propery closed out. Active coordination between the Air Force's
lRP representtve and new construction planning agencies would mitigate
potential problems. The presence of IRP sites may limit certain land uses within
overlying areas; options could Include reuse as open space, green-belt or parks.

Coordination between asbestos removal and new construction or renovation
actions would avoid any potential asbestos impacts. Compliance with the
NESHAP would avoid potential exposure to asbestos during construction and/or
renovation activkie

4.3.2 International AIrpt Alternative

Hazardous Matrils ManageumnL The Proposed Action and the International
Airport Alternative primarily difer in magnitude of land use zones (Figure 4.3-2).
The hazardous materials that would be used in operations of the International
Airport are summarized in Table 4.3-3. The quantities o hazardous materials
used and hazardous waste generated would be greater than under the Proposed
Action, as a result d Increased major aircrt activites associated with an
International Airport

Currently, handling of hazardous materials on the base is managed by DOD. N
the Intenational Airport Alternative were implemented, each searate
organization within the commercial airport structure would be responsibe for the
management of hazardous materials according to applicable regulations.
Additionally, each organization would have to comply with SARA, Section 311,
Tihe III, which requires that local communities be Informed o the use of
hazardous materials.
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Table 4.3-3. Hazardous Material Usage - International Airport Alternative

Land Use Zones Operation Process Hazardous Materials

Airfield Refueling, clear zones, runways, Aviation fuels. propylene glycol,
taxiways, airport terminal ethylene glycol, heating ols

Aviation Support Corporate, helicopter, general Fuels, solvents, paints, degreasers,
aviation use, light line buildings, corrosives, heavy metals, reactives,
aircraft parking and Industry, air thinners, Ignitables
cargo

Industrial/Buslness Park Office complexes, light Industry, Fuels, solvents, corrosives,
Commercial Hotel research and development, training Ignitables, heating ols, heavy

faclity, high tech warehousing and metals, catalysts, aerosols
manufacturing, general
manufacturing, resort/conference
facilities, hotels, golf courses,
recreational, open space.

Commercial Hotel, office complexes, light Heating oils, pesticides, fungicides,
industry, research and development herbicides, fuels, solvents,

corrosives, ignitables, plating
wastes, cyanides, laboratory wastes

Hazardous Waste Management. The four proposed land use zones (see Table
4.3-3) would host many operations that are yet to be defined.

Once the responsibilities of hazardous waste management are allocated to
Individual organizations, proficiency with those materials and spill responses is
required by OSHA regulations (29 CFR). Mutual aid agreements with surrounding
communities may require additional scrutiny and training of emergency staff.

The presence of numerous independent owner/operators on the base would

change the regulatory requirements and probably increase the regulatory burden
relative to hazardous waste management. Activities associated with the

International Airport Alternative would lead to an increase in the amount of
hazardous waste generated compared to the closure baseline.

Installation Restoration Program Sites. The IRP program and remediation
requirements could delay or limit proposed land uses under the International
Airport Alternative. IRP sites and their associated land use under this alternative

are listed in Table 4.3-4.

Airfield - Aightline operations associated with the International Airport
Alternative may be impacted due to the overall airport expansion
(extension and expansion of runways, taxiways and aprons) Into areas
at additional IRP sites. This expansion would extend into the Northeast
Disposal Area, which contains TCE groundwater contamination, as well
as numerous burial sites and landfills that will not be cleaned up prior to
base closure. Remediation facilities for the TCE contamination plume
are ine place and may delay construction of runways or cause them to
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Table 4.3-4. IRP Sites within Land Use Areas - International AirpoM Alternative

Proposed Land Use IRP Sites

Airfield TCE Groundwater Plume, Uquid Fuel Distribution System (ST-6"),
Industrial Storm Drain (SD-25) DP-01, DP-03, DP-04, DP-47, DP-60, FT-19,
FT-19a. LF-13, LF-35. LF-36. LF-37, LF-38, LF-43, LF-45, OT-48, OT-51, SD-le,
SD-27, SD-28, SD-41, SS-21, SS-23. SS-24, SS-30, SS-58, SS-59, ST-54,
ST-56, ST-57, WP-1 1, WP-32

Aviation Support Industrial Storm Drain (SD-25), DP-02, DP-04, DP-46, FT-20, LF-14, LF-44,
SS-53, SS-55, WP-26, WP-29

Industrial DP-10. DP-15, DP-33, DP-34, LF-07, LF-08, LF-11, LF-12. LF-39, RW-09, SS-52,
SS-55, WP-16, WP-40

Commercial LF-39, OT-22
Vacant Land SD-42

be realigned. Monitoring well locations could delay or limit base
reuse under this alternative.

Expansion along the existing flightline may be impacted by cleanup
and monitoring activities associated with the Uquid Fuel Distribution
System (site ST-67). Runway extension to the southwest would
advance into spill sites and landfills In the West Perimeter Disposal
Area, with potential impact to airfield operations. Cleanup and
monitoring activities associated with the JP-4 leak, site SS-30, may
delay or restrict airfield expansion in the Central Disposal Area.

Aviation Support - Aviation support development may be affected
based on its proximity to the base landfill (site LF-i 4) and remediation
and monitoring activities associated with this IRP site.

Industrial - Industrial development may be impacted by cleanup
activities associated with landfills and burial sites In the Southeast
Disposal Area. Installation of monitoring wells may restrict use In this
area. Cleanup efforts are discussed in Section 4.3.1.

Commercial - This land use area is underlain by IRP sites LF-39 and
OT-22.

Vacant Land - IRP site SD-42 should not impact base reuse under this
alternative.

Underground/Aboveground Storage Tanks. Air flight and maintenance
operations associated with the International Airport Alternative would require the
use of aboveground storage tanks and USTs. These tanks must be in compliance
with federal, state and local regulations regarding leaks, spills and overfill

protection and liability insurance.

Asbestos. Renovation and demolition of existing structures with ACM may occur
with reuse development. Such activities will comply with all applicable federal,
state and local regulations. The number of structures with ACM is unknown; an
asbestos survey is currently In progress.
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Pesticdes an Herbkcide Under the Intrnational Airport Alternativ pesticide
and herbicide usage would continue M currently pcticed. An Increase I usage
for airridd mairenance would coutbladnce the elimination of pesticides and
herkbcdes used at the golf cours.

PC,. AN federally regulated PC8-corwmnted equ~pmwt (50 to 409 ppm) wi
be removed prior to bas closure; therufore, these materials wil not create any
ImpactIs P08 items (5 to 49 ppm) remaining after base closure wil be managed
hI compliance with state regulations.

Radon. AN radon screening survey results were below the EPA's recommended
mitigation level of 4 pIll of air. ter[or no action i$ required and radon wil
have no Impact on reuse activities.

MedlcallBlohazandous Waste. AM of these materials will be Incinerated and
removed prior to bass closure. Accordingly, these materials will not present any
impact.

Cumulative Impacts. No cumulative impacts would result under the
International Airport AMen-at.

Mitigation Measures. The same mitigation measures applicable to the Proposed

Action would be appropriate for activitles associated with the International Airport
Alternative. In addition, reallgnment of the runway or relocation of TCE
remedlatlon facilities and montoring wells In the Northeast Disposal Area may be
required In order to eliminate reuse delays.

4.3.3 Commercial Aipr with Residential Alternative

Hazardous Materials Managemen. The Commercial Airport with Residential
Alternative differs from the Proposed Action in that it includes residential and

Institutional land uses (Figure 4.3-3). The usage of pesticides and herbicides
would Increase In comparison to the Proposed Action. The hazardous materials
that would be utlized for operations of the Commercial Airport with Residential

Alternative are summarized In Table 4.3-5. The amounts of hazardous materials

used and hazardous waste generated would be approWmately equivalent to those

under the Proposed Action.

Currently, handling of hazardous materials on the base Is managed by DOD. If
the Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative were Implemented, each
separate organization within the commercial airport structure would be
responsible for the management of hazardous materials according to applicable
regulations. Additionally, each organization would have to comply with SARA,

Section 311, Title III, which requires that local communities be Informed of the use

of hazardous materials.
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Table 4.3-5. Hazardous Material Usage - Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative

Land Use Zones Operation Process Hazardous Materials
Airfield Refueling; anti/de-icing; utilization Aviation fuels, propylene glycol,

of dear zones, runways, taxiways, ethylene glycol, heating oils
airport terminal, parking,
administration offices, corporate
and private aviation facilities,
aircraft parking, fixed-based
operators

Aviation Support Operations associated with aircraft Fuels, solvents, paints, degreasers,
maintenance, aircraft corrosives, heavy metals.
manufacturing, aeronautics reactives, thinners, Ignitables,
research and development, air plating wastes, cyanides and
transportation-related industry and laboratory wastes
warehousing, law enforcement.
airline maintenance, other
government agencies

Industrial Operations associated with light Solvents, heavy metals, corrosives,
industry, research/development, catalysts, fuels, heating oils,
warehousing aerosols

Institutional (Medical) Operation of existing hospital Medical/blohazardous waste,
heavy metals, chemotherapeutic
and radiological sources,
laboratory wastes, solvents

Institutional (Education) Operation of aviation-related Corrosives, reactives, solvents,
training, and public education fuels, Ignitables, paints, heating oils
(existing schools)

Commercial Operation of restaurants, banks Pesticides, herbicides, fungicides,
chlorine, fuels, heating ols

Residential Activities associated with single Heating oils, solvents, pesticides,
family, multi-family units herbicides, chlorine

Public/Recreation Maintenance of existing Pesticides, fungicides, herbicides,
recreational facilities and golf heating oils, chlorine
course

Vacant Land Vacant Pesticides, fungicides, herbicides

Hazardous Waste Management. The nine proposed land use zones (see Table
4.3-5) would host many operations that are yet to be defined.

Once the responsibilities of hazardous waste management are allocated to
Individual organizations, proficiency with those materials and spill responses Is
required by OSHA regulations (29 CFR). Mutual aid agreements with surrounding

communities may require additional scrutiny and training of emergency staff.

The presence of numerous Independent owner/operators on the base would
change the regulatory requirements and probably Increase the regulatory burden
relative to hazardous waste management. Activities associated with the
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Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative would lead to an Increase in the
amount of hazardous waste generated compared to the closure baseline.

Installation Restoration Program Sites. Impacts to the commercial airport with
residential alternative due to IRP activities are discussed below. Table 4.3-6
contains a listing of IRP sites associated with each land use.

Table 4.3-&. IRP Sites within Land Use Areas - Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative

Proposed Land Use IRP Sites

Airfield TCE Groundwater Plume
Industrial Storm Drain (SD-25), DP-03, DP-04, DP-60, LF-13, LF-35, LF-36,
LF-43, LF-45, SD-18, SD-41, WP-32

Aviation Support Uquid Fuel Distribution System (ST-67)
Industrial Storm Drain (SD-25)
DP-02, LF-14, SS-30, SS-55, ST-54, ST-56, ST-57, WP-29, WP-32

Industrial TCE Groundwater Plume
Industrial Storm Drain (SD-25), DP-01. DP-47, FT-19, FT-19a, FT-20, LF-14,
LF-37, LF-38. OT-48, SD-18, SD-27, SD-28, SS-21, SS-23, SS-24, SS-59,
ST-56, WP-1 1, WP-26

Institutional (Medical) None

Institutional OT-48, WP-16
(Education)

Commercial None

Residential DP-10, DP-15, DP-33, DP-34, DP-46, LF-07, LF-08, LF-1 1, LF-12, LF-39, LF-44.
OT-22, OT-51, RW-09, SD-18, SS-52, SS-53, WP-40

Public/Recreation OT-22

Vacant Land SD-42

" Airfield - Right operations for the proposed commercial airport may be
disrupted by cleanup activities associated with the Uquid Fuel Distribution
System (site ST-67). Ongoing cleanup of the TCE groundwater plume In
the northeastern portion of the proposed airfield may not create additional
impacts to this land use.

" Aviation Support - Development associated with this proposed land use
may be impacted by cleanup activities associated with base landfill LF-14.
Cleanup of the Uquid Fuel Distribution System, as well as numerous other
IRP sites within the Central Disposal Area, may delay development of
flightline and other facilities within the Central Base Area.

"* Industrial - Development within the northeast Disposal Area may be
delayed due to cleanup activities associated with the TCE groundwater
plume. Cleanup of numerous other sites in the west perimeter and Central
Disposal Areas may delay construction associated with this proposed land
use.

"* Institutional (Medical) - No IRP sites are associated with this proposed
land use under the alternative.
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- Institutloal (Eucato) - Development associated with tfs proposed
land use may be delayed due to cleanup of a P0L leach field (site WP-16)
and the bae salvage yard (site OT-48).

* Commerwcal- No lRP sies are associated with this proposed lend use
under this altenadve

- Residential - Cleanup activities associated with numerous landfils, bural
sles, and spill skes In the western, eastern, and southeastern sections of
George AFB may delay construction of proposed residential land uses.

e Vacant Land - IRP site SD-42 should not Impact the base reuse under this
alternative.

Underground/Aboveground Storage Tanks. Air light and maintenance
operations associated with the Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative
would require the use of aboveground storage tanks and USTs. These tanks must
be in compliance with federal, state and local regulations regarding leak, spill, and
overfill protection and liability Insurance.

Asbestos. Renovation and demolition of exdsting structures with ACM may occur
with reuse development Such activities will comply with all applicable federal,

state and local regulations. The number of structures with ACM Is unknown; an

asbestos survey Is currently In progress.

Pesticides and Herbicides. Usage of pesticides and herbicides for the
Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative would increase over current

amounts as a result of the Increase In residential development.

PCBs. All federally regulated PCB-contaminated equipment (50 to 499 ppm) will

be removed prior to base closure; therefore, these materials will not create any
impacts. PC8 Items (5 to 49 ppm) remaining after base closure will be managed
In compliance with state regulations.

Radon. All radon screening survey results were below EPA's recommended
mitigation level of 4 pClJ/ of air, therefore, no actlon Is required and radon will
have no Impact on reuse activities.

Medical/Blohazardous Waste. The hospital would generate

medical/blohazardous waste; management practices would conform to Tite 22,
Article 13 of the CCR.

Cumulative Impacts. No cumulative Impacts would result under the Commercial
Airport with Residential Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. The same mitigation measures discussed for the
Proposed Action would be appropriate for activities associated with this
alternative. Reuse of residential areas may carry restrictions based on
remedlation and closure operations performed at specific sites. Reuse as a park,
greenbelt or open space are options available to developers.
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4.3.4 General Aviation Center Alternative

Hazardous Materials Management. The Proposed Action and the General
Aviation Center Alternative differ in the reduced number and types of operations
and the retention of residential areas. Approximately 50 percent of the base has
not been Identified for development (inactive) in this alternative (Figure 4.3-4),
whereas the Proposed Action utilizes the entire base. The effects concerning IRP,
USTs, asbestos, and pesticides and herbicides would be similar to those identified
for the Proposed Action. Smaller quantities of hazardous materials and wastes

would be present under this alternative because of the reduction in aircraft
operations and the absence of any proposed industrial reuse (Table 4.3-7).

Table 4.3-7. Hazardous Material Usage - General Aviation Center Alternative

Land Use Zones Operation Process Hazardous Materials

Airfield Refueling; anti-/de-icing; utilization Aviation fuels, propylene glycol,
of clear zones, taxiways, airport ethylene glycol, heating oils
terminal parking, administrative
offices, corporate and private
aviation facilities, aircraft parking,
fixed base operators

Aviation Support Operations associated with Fuels, solvents, paints,
general aviation use, aircraft degreasers, corrosives, heavy
maintenance metals, reactives, thinners,

ignitables, plating wastes,
cyanides, laboratory wastes

Institutional (Education) Operation of schools Solvents, fuels, ignitables, paints,
heating oils

Institutional (Medical) Operation of existing hospital Medical/biohazardous waste,
heavy metals, chemotherapeutic
and radiological sources,
laboratory waste, solvents

Commercial Operation of existing land Heating oils, solvents, fungicides,
exchange offices, banks and herbicides, pesticides
restaurant establishments

Residential Activities associated with single Heating oil, fuels, solvents,
family and multi-family units herbicides, pesticides, chlorine

Public/Recreation Maintenance of existing Pesticides, fungicides, herbicides,
recreational facilities and vacant chlorine, heating oils
areas, golf course

Vacant Land Vacant Pesticides, fungicides, herbicides

Currently, handling of hazardous materials on the base is managed by DOD. If
the General Aviation Center Alternative were implemented, each separate

organization within the commercial airport structure would be responsible for the
management of hazardous materials according to applicable regulations.
Additionally, each organization would have to comply with SARA, Section 311,
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Tide II, which requires that local communities be lInormed of the use of
hazardous materials.

Hazardous Waste Management. The eight proposed land use zones (see Table
4.3-7) would host many operations that are yet to be defined. This section
describes the types of hazardous wastes that may be generated in these land use
zones.

Once the responsibilities of hazardous waste management are allocated to
Individual organizations, proficiency with those materials and spill responses Is
required by OSHA regulations (29 CFR). Mutual aid agreements with surrounding
communities may require additional scrutiny and training of emergency staff.

The presence of numerous independent owner/operators on the base would
change the regulatory requirements and probably Increase the regulatory burden
relative to hazardous waste management. Activities associated with the General
Aviation Center Alternative would lead to an increase In the amount of hazardous
waste generated compared to the closure baseline.

Installation Restoration Program Sites. The IRP remediation requirements may

delay or limit the proposed land uses Identified under the General Aviation Center
Alternative. Table 4.3-8 lists the IRP sites and their respective land uses under this
alternative.

Table 4.3-8. IRP Sites within Land Use Areas - General Aviation Center Alternative

Proposed Land Use IRP Sites

Airfield TCE Groundwater Plume, Uquid Fuel Distribution System (ST-67),
Industrial Storm Drain (SD-25), DP-03, DP-04, DP-60, LF-13, LF-35, LF-36,
LF-43, LF-45, SD-l8, SD-41, ST-54, WP-32

Aviation Support Uquid Fuel Distribution System (ST-67),
Industrial Storm Drain (SD-25), DP-47, LF-37, LF-38, OT-48, OT-51, SD-18,
SD-27, SD-28, SS-21, SS-23, SS-24. SS-30, SS-58, SS-59, ST-56, ST-57

Institutional (Medical) None

Institutional (Education) None
Commercial Uquid Fuel Distribution System (ST-67), Industrial Storm Drain (SD-25), DP-47,

OT-48, SS-55, WP-16, WP-29

Residential LF-12, LF-39
Public/Recreation OT-22
Vacant Land TCE Groundwater Plume, Industrial Storm Drain (SD-25), DP-01, DP-02,

DP-IO, DP-15, DP-33, DP-34, DP-46, FT-19, FT-19a, FT-20, LF-07, LF-08,
LF-i 1, LF-1 4, LF-44, RW-09, SD-42, SS-52, SS-53, ST-56, WP-1 1, WP-26,
WP-40

* Airfield - IRP cleanup activities of the base landfill would not impact airfield
operations at the northeast end of the runway. Cleanup and monitoring
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wall activities for the Lquid Fuel Distribution System (lo STe 7) may
Impact flghtine operation.

"• Aviation Support - Developmentao proposed aviation support areas may
be Impacted by deenup actions within the Central Dispo Area and the
Uquld Fuel DitIb-MUtion- System.

"• Commercial - The proposed commercial land uses are not expected to be
Impacted by any cleanup activities. Cleanup efforts are discussed in
Section 4.3.1.

"• Institutional (Education) - No IRP sies ae associated with ths proposed
land use under this aitermave.

" Institutional (Medical) - No IRP sites are associated with this proposed
land use under this alternative.

"* Publi/Recreatlon - Reuse of this area should not be affected by IRP site
OT-22.

"* Residential- Proposed residential areas overlay landfls (see Figure 4.3-4)
under this alternative and may have to Incorporate greenbelt, open space,
or parks Into residential areas to accommodate remedlatlon and
monitoring efforts.

"* Vacant land - The entie Southeast Disposal Area and most of the IRP
sites assigned to the northeast disposal area, Including the TCE
groundwater plume, are on vacant land and should not delay or restrict
development under this alternative.

Underground/Aboveground Storage Tanks. Air flight and maintenance
operations associated with the General Aviation Center Alternative would require
the use of aboveground storage tanks and USTs. These tanks must be in
compliance with federal, state and local regulations regarding leak, spill, and
overiall protection, and liability Insurance.

Asbestos. Renovation and demolition of existing structures with ACM may occur
with reuse development. Such actMties will comply with all applicable federal,
state and local regulations. The number of structures with ACM Is unknown; an
asbestos survey is currently In progress.

Pesticides and Herbicides. Under the General Aviation Center Alternative,
pesticide and herbicide usage would continue as currently practiced.

PCBs. All federally regulated PCB-contaminated equipment (50 to 499 ppm) will
be removed prior to base closure; therefore, these materials will not create any

Impacts. PCB items (5 to 49 ppm) remaining after base closure wi be managed

In compliance with state regulations.

Radon. All radon screening survey results were below EPA's recommended
mitigation level of 4 pCOW of air, therefore, no action is required and radon will
have no Impact on reuse activities.

Medical/Blohazardous Waste. The hospital would generate
medical/biohazardous waste; management practices would conform to Tite 22,
Article 13 of the CCR.
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Cumulative Impacts. No cumulative Impacts would result under the General
Aviation Center Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. The same mitigation measures discussed for the
Proposed Action would be appropriate for activities associated with this
alternative.

4.3.6 Non-Aviation Alternative

Hamrdous Materials Management. Effects associated with the Implementation
of the Non-Aviation Alternative (Figure 4.3-5) would be similar to those identified
for the Proposed Action. Because there would be no aviation or associated
maintenance activities under this option, the amounts of hazardous materials
managed would be less than those used under the Proposed Action, The
proposed Industrial activities associated with this alternative, however, might
offset that reduction. The hazardous materials that would be used under the
Non-Aviation Alternative are summarized In Table 4.3-9.

Table 4.3-9. Hazardous Material Usage - Non-Aviation Alternative

Land Use Zones Operation Process Hazardous Materials
Industrial Activities associated with light Fuels, solvents, corrosives, Ignitables,

industry, research and heating oils, heavy metals, catalysts, heating
development, warehousing oils, plating wastes, cyanides, laboratory

wastes, shipping of hazardous materials
Institutional Operation of existing schools and Medical/blohazardous waste, heavy metals,
(Medical/Education) higher education, hospital chemotherapeutic and radiological sources,

laboratory waste, solvents

Commercial Operation of retail/offices Fuels, solvents, corrosives, Ignitables,
heating oils, pesticides, herbicides, fungicides

Residential Activities associated with single Heating oils, solvents, pesticides, herbicides,
family and multi family units fungicides, chlorine

Public/Recreation Maintenance of existing Pesticides, herbicides, fungicides, chlorine
recreational facilities/golf course

Vacant Land Vacant Pesticides, herbicides, fungicides

Hazardous Waste Management. The same effects discussed under the
Proposed Action would apply with implementation of this alternative. Industrial
activit•es may generate similar types of hazardous waste to those of aviation
maintenance activities, but In smaller quantities. Various parties would be
responsible for managing different waste streams In the identified reuse areas.

Installation Restoration Program Sites. The IRP program and remediation
requirements may Impact the land uses identified In this Non-Aviation Alternative
(Figure 4.3-5). IRP sites and their proposed land use under this alternative are
presented in Table 4.3-10.
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TAWe 4.3-10. IRP Sits within Land Use Arms - Non-Aviaton Alternative

Proposed Land Use IRP Sites
Industrial Liquid Fuel Distribution System (ST-67), Industrial Storm Drain (SD-25), SD-27,

SD-28, SS-21, SS-24, SS-30, SS-55, SS-58, ST-54, ST-67, WP-29

Institutional (Medical) None

Institutional (Education) Uquid Fuel Distribution System (ST-"7), DP-47, OT-48, SS-23. SS-55, ST-56,
WP-11, WP-16

Commercial DP-01
Residential TCE Groundwater Plume, Industrial Storm Drain (SD-25), DP-02, DP-03,

DP-04, DP-10, DP-15, DP.33, DP-34, DP-48, DP-60, FT-19, FT-i9a, FT-20,
LF-07, LF-08, LF-11, LF-12, LF-13, LF-14, LF-35, LF-36, LF-37, LF-38, LF-39,
LF-43, LF.44, LF-45, OT-22, OT-51, RW-09, SD-18, SD-41, SS-52, SS-53,
SS-59, WP-28, WP-32, WP-40

Public/Recreation OT-22
Vacant Land SD-42

"* Industrial - Proposed Industrial areas associated with this alternative may
be Impacted by cleanup activities within the central Disposal Area, and
would Include cleanup of the Uquid Fuel Distribution System (site ST-67)

"* Institutional (Medical) - No IRP sites are associated with this proposed
land use under this alternative.

"* Institutional (Education) - Development of proposed educational facilities
may be implemented by cleanup activities associated with the Liquid Fuel
Distribution System as well as numerous other IRP sites within the Central
Disposal Area.

"* Commercial - This area proposed for commercial development may be
Impacted by cleanup activities associated with a paint drum burial site (site
DP-01).

" Residential - Areas associated with the Non-Aviation Alternative overile
numerous landfills, burial sites and fuel spill areas located within the
Southeast and Northeast Disposal Areas. The presence of these IRP sites
within the residential areas may limit the site-specific reuse plans on
locating residential units on or near these IRP sites, depending on the
severity of contamination and level of IRP effort to remediate any
contamination. Reuse as open space, greenbelts, or parks may represent
suitable reuse options. Cleanup and monitoring activities at these sites
could delay development of the proposed residential reuses. Cleanup
activities for proposed residential areas within the West Perimeter and
Central Disposal Areas may also impact development.

" Public/Recreation - Reuse of this area should not be effected by IRP site
OT-22.

Underground/Aboveground Storage Tanks. Maintenance operations
associated with the Non-Aviation Alternative would require the use of
aboveground storage tanks and USTs. These tanks must be In compliance with
federal, state and local regulations regarding leak, spill and overfill protection and
liability Insurance.
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Asbestos. Renovation and demolitin of existing structures with ACM may occur
with reuse developmet. Stch actities wi comply with al applicable fede
state atid i. ,l regulations. The number of stuctures with ACM Is unknown; an
asbestos %ivey b currently In progress.

Pesticides and Hecdes. Pesticides and herbicides usage associated with the
Non-Avatimn Alternative may Increm In several land use areas from quantities

currently used. Management pMctcas would conform to FIFRA and state
regulations.

PCBs. A federally regulated PC8-contarinnated equipment (50 to 499 ppm) wM
be removed prior to base closure; therefore, these materials wil not create any
Impacts. PC• items (5 to 49 ppm) remaining after base closure wil be managed
In compliance with state regulations

Radon. Al radon screening survey results were below EPA's recommended
mitigation level of 4 pCI/ of air, therefore, no action is required and radon would
not create any Impact on reuse activities.

Medical/Blohiazrdous Waste. The hospital would generate medical/

blohazardous waste; management practices would conform to Tide 22, Article 13

of the CCR.

Cumulative Impacts. No cumulative Impacts would result under the
Non-Aviation Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. The same mitigation measures discussed for the
Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative would be appropriate for activities
associated with this alternative.

4.3.6 Other Land Use Concepts

This section will discuss transfers/conveyances within the framework of the IRP

and within the context of the hazardous materials typically associated with their

proposed reuses (Figure 4.3-6). IRP sites associated with each land use concept
are provided In Table 4.3-11.

U.S. Department of Justice. The hazardous materials likely to be utJlized and

the associated waste generated for an FCC would Include fuels, Ignitables,
solvents corrosives, heating ol1s, dry cleaning solvents, pesticides and herbicides.
Cleanup activities at numerous landfills and munitions burial sites within the
Southeast Disposal Area may restrict development of the proposed FCC.

U.S. Department of the Interior. No change in function or use is proposed by
the DOI transfer, and there would be no Impacts due to IRP remedlation activites.

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development No change In function

or use is proposed. These units may have ACM, and removal would, If required,
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Table 4.3-11. IRP Sites within Land Use Areas - Other Land Use Concepts

Proposd Land Use IRP Sites
Federal Correctional Complex DP-1O, DP-15, DPKj, DP-34, LF-07, LF-08, LF-11, RW-O, SS-52, WP4o

Recreation Facilities OT-22
Alaska Circle None

Boron Airway Facility Sector None
Field Office Parking Garage

Adelanto School District None

San Bernardino County Work None
Fulough Dormitories
Private Medical Institution None

temporarily Impact reuse. No impacts would occur due to IRP remedlation

activities.

U.S. Department of Transportation. No change In function or use Is proposed

and hazardous materials used and wastes generated will not change; therefore,
there is no impact IRP remediation activities would not cause any Impacts.

U.S. Department of Education. The hazardous materials likely to be utilized and
associated wastes generated for the reuse as a school, would likely include fuels,
Ignitables, solvents, corrosives, heating oils, paints, degreasers, heavy metals,
reactives, thinners, and laboratory wastes. Reuse of existing buildings must

comply with AHERA regulations. These facilities may contain ACM, and removal
of these materials may delay reuse of these facilities. No impacts would occur
from IRP remedlation activities.

San Bernardino County Work Furlough Program. No change in function or

use Is proposed, therefore, there would be no Impact. Additionally, no impacts
from any IRP activities would be Incurred.

Medical Facilities. The hospital would generate medlcal/blohazardous waste;

management practices would conform to Title 22, Article 13 of the CCR. IRP
remediation activities may not impact reuse.

4.3.7 No-Action Alternative

The only hazardous materials/waste Issues associated with this alternative would

concern the final phases of the IRP activities. The No-Action Alternative would
require the OMT to manage all waste generated under the applicable regulations.

Painting and maintenance would be the primary activities that would involve
hazardous materials.
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Hazdous Materials Mansguemt Hazardous materials would be utzed in
preve-" and regular meatnence actMds, grouids maintenance, and water
treatmert The materials used for these acWl~es would Include pesticides,
herbicides, fuels, paints and corlves. The Dwr would be responsible for
hazardous materials handling Vt as we as hazardous materials
communication requirements of OSHA regulations.

Hazardous Waste Managemenf. With the exception of faclities utized by DMT
personnel, all satellite accumulation points would be cosed before bas closure.
DRMO would dispose of all hazaNdous waste prior to closure. The small amount
of hazardous waste that would be generated under the No-Action Altemative may
enable the DMT to become an eXempt, small-quantity generator

Installation Restoration Program Sites. The DMT would support the utility
requirements for the IRP contractor and provide security for the areas. Ongoing
sampling and pump-and-treat remedial design activities would be continued by
the individual IRP contractors.

Underground/Aboveground Storage Tanks. The three USTs designed in
compliance with 1988 requirements, located at the AGE Service Station (Fac 789)
will be dosed In place. Plans to remove all USTs would be implemented after
closure.

The aboveground storage tanks would be purged to avoid fire hazards. The DMT
would provide cathodic protection, repair, and maintenance of the aboveground
storage tanks and plpin

Asbestos. The Impacts from the No-Action Alternative would be minimal.
Vacated facilitles would likely be boarded up if the No-Action Alternative were
Implemented. All deteriorated asbestos materials will be abated; therefore, ACM
would not be released Into the atmosphere.

Pesticides and Herbicides. Under the No-Action Alternative, the grounds and
golf course would be maintained in such a manner as to facilitate economic
resumption of use. There should not be an appreciable increase In the use of
pesticides and herbicides. Application of pesticides and herbicides would be
conducted In accordance with FIFRA and state regulations to assure the proper
and safe handling and application of all chemicals.

PCBs. All federally regulated PCB-contaminated equipment (50 to 499 ppm) will
be removed prior to base closure; therefore, these materials will not create any
Impacts. PCB Items (5 to 49 ppm) remaining after base closure will be managed
in compliance with state regulations.

Radon. AN radon screening survey results were below EPA's recommended
mitigation level of 4 pCl/I of air, therefore, no further action is required and radon
would not create any Impacts.
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Medlcal/Blohazsrdous Waste. AN of these materials will be disirfected or
removed prior to closure; therefore, these materials will not create an impact

Cumulative Impacts. No cumulative impacts would result under the No-Action
Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. Under the No-Action Alternative, one organization would
be responsible for the basewide management of hazardous materials/waste.

Contingency plans to address spill response would be less extensive than those
required for the Proposed Action or the other reuse alternatives.

4.4 NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

This section describes the potential effects on the natural resources of soils and
geology, water resources, noise, biological resources, and cultural resources In
the base area and the surrounding region.

4.4.1 Soils and Geology

This section describes the potential effects of the Proposed Action and reuse

alternatives on the local soils and geology. The analysis is based on the review
of published literature. Soils and geology will be affected largely during the
construction phase, when local soil profiles are altered and regional aggregate
supplies are tapped. After construction, soils will remain relatively stable
because they will be overlain by facilities or pavements or managed in such a
way that erosion will be minimized.

4.4.1.1 Proposed Action. Regional effects on soils and geology would not be
significant. Use of sand and gravel resources (e.g., for base or drain
construction material) from several large producers adjacent to the Mojave
River, where these resources are plentiful, would not significantly reduce the
availability of these materials.

Local effects on soils and geology would result primarily from the construction
activities associated with the Proposed Action, such as grading, excavating, and
recontouring the soils. These activities could alter soil profiles and the local
topography.

Local soils are highly susceptible to wind erosion and slightly to moderately

susceptible to water erosion; therefore, preventative measures would be
necessary to minimize erosion. During construction, removal of vegetative
cover and disturbance of desert pavement by the exposure of cut slopes and
grading activities would increase the potential for erosion by wind and water.
Most of the on-base areas affected by construction activity have been
previously developed. Renovation of existing facilities could create some
impacts. Off-base land subject to acquisition northeast and south of the
north-south runway would be affected most by construction-related activities.
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Alteration of natural surface and sol conditions will occur as a result of grading,
trenching, and vehicular traffic across undeveloped land surfaces. These
activities will cause degradation of naturally occurring desert pavement and
short-term exposure of underlying soils, all of which will create adverse
conditions related to soil erosion by wind and water.

Over 2,600 acres of land will be disturbed under this alternative including a total
of approximately 200 acres of off-base land. Soils in the various land use areas,
with the exception of recreational/open space areas, would be affected by
construction operations. Construction-related activity associated with
renovation and extension of the existing airfield will affect large areas both on
and off base (about 169 acres). Construction-related activity In the aviation
support areas could potentially disturb approximately 523 acres near the
runway. Renovation, demolition, and construction in the industrial, business,
and commercial areas will affect approximately 1,934 acres, but will be
concentrated in areas already developed by base-related activities.
Approximately 300 acres of existing recreational/open space land will not be
developed and no adverse effects on local soil conditions are expected.

Table 4.4-1 identifies the approximate acreages to be disturbed under this
alternative In each of the three phases (1993-1998, 1998-2003, and 2003-2013)
after base closure. Total off-base land to be disturbed is less than 10 percent of
the off-base area to be acquired (202 acres of the 2,352 acres to be acquired)

for this alternative.

Table 4.4-1. Estimated Acreage to be Disturbed at 5, 10, and 20 Year Intervals - Proposed Action

1 9 1998-2003 203-2013 Iotai
Land Use On-Base Off-Base On-Base Off-Base On-Base Off-Base On-Base Off-Base Total

Airfield 68 - - 101 68 101 169
Aviation Support 130 - 155 238 - 523 - 523
Commercial

Office/
BusinessPark 135 - 135 281 - 551 - 551

Industrial
Aviation-Related 154 - 140 301 - 595 - 595
Business Park - 101 357 - 330 - 687 101 788

Recreation 15 - - - 15 15

Totals 502 101 787 - 1,150 101 2,439 202 2,641

Some existing facilities may not meet current Uniform Building Code (UBC)
design standards for Seismic Hazard Zone 4. The conforming guidelines
followed by the high desert region of San Bernardino County do not go beyond
those of the UBC. Major additions or alterations must meet current seismic
codes; upgrades to the existing structure would only be required if the
modifications cause it to be in violation of any UBC provisions. In addition,
buildings whose use or occupancy was legal at the time the UBC was adopted
may continue to be used or occupied.
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Cumulative Impacts. No cumulative effects on soils are anticipated. A
short-term increase in demand !or construction-related resources (particularly
sand and gravel) is expected during expansion of the existing airfield and
construction of related facilities. Because of the extensive sand and gravel
deposits along the Mojave River and In alluvial terraces nearby, this short-term
increase In demand is not expected to have a long-term effect on future sources
of sand and gravel.

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures are available to minimize erosion
problems associated with wind and water, especially during the construction
phase when trenches and cut slopes are exposed. During construction, the
length of time vegetation and other cover is absent should be minimized. When
cut slopes are exposed, any of the following measures may be useful in limiting
erosion:

"Add protective covering with mulch, straw or other synthetic material
(tacking will be required).

" Umit the amount of area disturbed and the length of time slopes and
barren ground are left exposed.

" Construct diversion dikes and interceptor ditches to divert water away
from construction areas.

" Install slope drains (conduits) and/or water velocity-control devices to
reduce concentrated high velocity streams from developing.

While mitigation measures will help reduce the amount of erosion that could
occur as a result of construction-related activities, erosion by wind and water
cannot be completely eliminated. Application of mulch, straw or synthetic
material has proven very effective over the short term for controlling erosion,
while the planting of windbreakers and revegetation are the most effective
long-term means of reducing erosion. Soils typical of George AFB are highly
erosive. The application of straw at the rate of about 1,000 pounds per acre
would reduce the short-term erosion potential of these soils by about 65 percent
while the application of 2,000 pounds per acre would reduce the short-term
erosion potential by about 95 percent. Application of the straw would require
tacking using a modified sheeps-foot.

After the construction phase, long-term qrosion control can be effectively
accomplished by keeping soils under vegetative cover and planting wind breaks
perpendicular to the predominant wind direction. Revegetating with short
grasses, barley, or alfalfa would reduce the long-term erosion potential by
greater than 50 percent. The type of vegetation used as wind breaks must
comply with FAA standards in areas intended for aircraft runways. After
construction, soils underlying facilities and pavements will not be subject to
erosion.

4.4.1.2 International Airport Alternative. Types of impacts associated with
soils and geology under this alternative would be similar to those under the
Proposed Action, except that the area affected is over twice as large as that
disturbed under the Proposed Action. Effects on mineral resources (sand and
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gravel) in the short term would be considerably greater under this alternative

because of the large amount of new construction required. Although this is a
large Increase over the current and projected requirements for the Proposed
Action, large quantities of sand and gravel are present along the Mojave River

and In surrounding areas; therefore, the long-term impacts to aggregate
resources in the region are considered minor.

Over 4,400 acres of undeveloped land north of the base would be disturbed as a
result of extension of Runway 03/21, construction of a runway parallel to 03/21,
and construction of two new parallel north-south runways and related support
facilities. Impacts from soil erosion are considered to be short term because,
once the construction phase is complete, areas subject to erosion would be

covered by pavement, facilities or revegetation, thus reducing the erosion
potential. Table 4.4-2 shows the total area to be disturbed under each land use
category in each of the three phases (1993-1998, 1998-2003, and 2003-2013)
after closure both on and off base. About 55 percent of the off-base land to be
acquired will be disturbed by this alternative.

Table 4.4-2. Estimated Acreage to be Disturbed at 5, 10, and 20 Year Intervals - International Airport
Alternative

Land Use On-Base Off-Base On-Base Off-Base On-Base Off-Base On-Base Off-Base Total
Airfield 876 3,169 - 876 3,169 4,045
Aviation Support - 268 - 268 - 690 1,226 1,226
Commercial

Hotel 477 - - - 447 - 477
Industrial

General 687 - - - - 687 - 687

Business Park - - 124 125 - 249 - 249
Aviation-related - - 217 - - 186 217 186 403

Total 1.164 268 1.217 3.437 125 876 2.506 4.581 7.087

Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative short-term impacts associated with the
increased local demand on aggregate resources In the area will have a larger

impact when combined with the projected rapid growth in the immediate area.
Long-term Impacts on the availability of aggregate material should be minimal
because there is an abundance of aggregate sources in the region.

Mitigation Measures. Potential mitigation measures would be similar to those
discussed for the Proposed Action.

4.4.1.3 Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative. Land west and
southeast of the runway Is identified for residential, industrial, and aviation
support uses under this alternative, and will sustain impacts similar to those of
the Proposed Action. The total area expected to be disturbed by
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construction-related activity Is about 2.600 acres. In general, however, the
majority of the construction will take place In areas that have already been
disturbed by previous base construction. Table 4.4-3 shows the amount of area
to be disturbed In each of the three phases (1993-1998, 1998-2003, and
2003-2013) after base closure.

Table 4.4-3. Estimated Acreage to be Disturbed at 5, 10, and 20 Year Intervals - Conmmercial Airport
with Residential Alternative

Land Use On-Base Off-Base On-Base Off-Base On-Base Off-Base On-Base Off-Base Total
Aviation Support 67 67 69 - 203 203

Commercial/
Retail 14 9 - - 23 - 23

Industrial 244 490 - 734 734
Institutional

Medical 1 -- 1 1
Education 22 - - 22 22
Public 12 - - 12 12

Residential 314 565 694 - 1,573 1,573
Total 430 885 1.253 - 2.568 - 2.568

Cumulative Effects. No cumulative effects on soils or geology are anticipated
from other projects in the area.

Mitigation Measures. Potential mitigation measures would be similar to those
discussed for the Proposed Action.

4.4.1.4 General Aviation Center Alternative. Under the General Aviation
Center Alternative, a minimal amount of new construction will occur and nearly
all operations would reuse existing facilities. The types of Impacts would be
similar to those of the Proposed Action. Umited new construction and
renovation in the airfield and aviation support areas will create short-term
Impacts to soils by creating barren ground, cut slopes, and open excavations
during the construction phase. Once construction is complete, the potential for
erosion will be minimized because the majority of the area will be overlain by
facilities or pavements. Overall, approximately 220 acres of land are expected
to be disturbed under this alternative. All disturbance Is expected to occur
within 5 years of base closure (1993-1998).

Because all construction will take place in areas already developed, new areas
of unique soils will not be disturbed. Because construction will be minimal,
impacts to sand and gravel resources will also be minimal.

Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative Impacts on soils and geology would not be

likely to occur under this altemative.
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Mitigation Measures. Types of mitigation measures would be similar to those

discussed for the Proposed Action, but would be required on a smaller scale.

4.4.1.5 Non-Aviation Alternative. Under the Non-Aviation Alternative, existing

facilities In the main cantonment area will be renovated for the Institutional land
use, existing base housing will be used for residential land use, and existing

runways will be used both for residential and industrial uses. The types of

Impacts would be similar to those under the Proposed Action. Demolition of the
existing runway will create short-term impacts to soils by creating barren
ground, cut slopes, and open excavations during the construction phase. Once

construction is completed, the potential for erosion would be minimized
because the majority of the area will be overlain by facilities or pavements.
Table 4.4-4 shows the total acreage to be disturbed in each of the three phases
(1993-1998, 1998-2003. and 2003-2013) after closure.

Table 4.4-4. Estimated Acreage to be Disturbed at 5, 10, and 20 Year Intervals - Non-Aviation
Alternative

1993-1998 1998-2003 20032013talQ
Land Use On-Base Off-Base On-Base Off-Base On-Base Off-Base On-Base Off-Base Total

Commercial/
Retail - 9 - 9 18 - 18

Industrial
Business Park 165 165 - 330 660 660

Institutional
Medical 1 - - 1 - 1
Education 69 69 - 144 282 282
Public 12 - - - 12 12

Recreation 4 -- 4 - 4
Vacant Land 15 - - - -15 - 15
Residential 709 - 921 - 1,140 - 2,770 2,770
Total 975 - 1.164 - 1.623 - 3.762 - 3.762

Cumulative Effects. Cumulative effects on soils and geology would not be
likely to occur under this alternative.

Mitigation Measures. Potential mitigation measures would be similar to those

discussed for the Proposed Action.

4.4.1.6 Other Land Use Concepts. As described In Section 2.3.5, several

federal transfers and independent land use concepts have been identified.
These actions may take place in addition to one of the integrated reuse

alternatives.

U.S. Department of Justice. Potential impacts to soils may result from

construction on undeveloped land. Impacts from erosion are expected to be
short term during the construction phase when steep-walled trenches and
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barren soil are exposed. Once construction Is complete, the erosion potential
will be minimized by revegetation or the presence of overlying faclities.

U.S. Department of Interior. This transfer would not create any Impacts to
soils or geology because no construction would be required.

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. This transfer would
not create any Impacts to soils or geology because renovations will be minor
and limited to painting, carpeting, and fixture replacement.

U.S. Department of Transportation. This transfer would not Involve new
construction, impacts to soils and geology are insignificant.

U.S. Department of Education. Impacts to soils and geology are expected to
be insignificant because the majority of the properties/parcels are existing
facilities.

San Bernardino County Work Furlough Program. Impacts to soils and
geology to this action will be insignificant because new construction would be
limited to minor renovation.

Medical Facilities. Impacts to soil and geology as a result of the conveyance
of the base hospital will be insignificant because new construction, if any, would
be limited to minor renovation.

4.4.1.7 No-Action Alternative. The No-Action Alternative would result in no
major new Impacts to the soils and geology of the base area and the
surrounding region. The construction operations associated with this alternative
would be minimal or non-existent and restricted to maintenance-type activities.

4.4.2 Water Resources

The following sections describe the potential impacts on water resources as a
result of the Proposed Action and reuse alternatives. Construction activities
could alter soil profiles and natural drainages, which, in turn, may alter water
flow patterns temporarily. All development will be outside the 100-year flood
plain of the Mojave River; therefore, severe flooding shouild not be a problem.

Projections of water demand are based on criteria used in Mojave Water
Agency estimates that assume per capita water requirements (production)
range from 180 to 257 gallons per day per person and that actual consumption
(water lost through evaporation, etc., and not returned to the groundwater
basin) is 50 percent of production.
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4.4.2.1 Proposed Action

Surface Water. Under the Proposed Action, sole in the airfield and aviation-
support area would be compacted during construction and overlain by asphalt,

asphaltic concrete, or buildings, creating Impervious surfaces that would cause
increased storm water runoff to local storm sewers. Surface water and
near-surface groundwater flow would be affected by the increased amount of
Impervious surfaces around the site. Drainage patterns would be altered to

divert water away from facilities and off of the runways. The acquired land north
and northeast of Runway 17/35 would be most affected by these types of
construction activities. Stormwater discharge (non-point source) from the
airfield may contain waste oils and other contaminants, which could degrade
surface water and groundwater resources. Since all surface water flow is
directed to the Mojave River. which is the primary source of recharge to the
Mojave River Groundwater Basins, groundwater quality may be affected both

locally and downstream.

Groundwater. Under the Proposed Action projected water production and
consumption for the years 1998, 2003, and 2013 are shown in Table 4.4-5.
Water demand will be about the same as current base demands in the year

2003, and will exceed current base demand by 1 to 3 percent by the year 2013.
In the year 2013 water production demand is expected to range from 4.8 to

6.8 MGD (5,365 to 7,660 af/yr). It Is assumed the water will be supplied by a
local water purveyor. The 4.8 to 6.8 MGD water requirement is 1.7 to 2.4 times
the current base production of 2.8 MGD but is expected to contribute only
slightly to the overall drop in groundwater levels currently experienced in the

Upper Mojave Basin.

Table 4.4-5. Projected Water Demand - Proposed Action

Increase Over
Production Consumption Contribution to Current Base

Year (MGD) (af/vr) Overdraft Operations
1993 .
1998 1.5 to 2.1 814 to 1,163 1-2% About I% less
2003 3.0 to 4.3 1,701 to 2,429 3% 0 to 1%
2013 4.8 to 6.8 2,682 to 3,830 4-5% 1 to 3%

Assuming that the entire water requirement is pumped from the local
groundwater basin, and assuming 50 percent of production is returned to the
groundwater basin through deep percolation from wastewater treatment plants,

domestic irrigation, lakes, etc., the actual loss of groundwater from the basin
under this alternative is estimated to range from 2,682 to 3,830 af/yr by the year
2013. This would contribute to the existing overdraft condition, and to the
projected 2013 consumption rate of 76,000 af/yr, by about 4 to 5 percent.

Compared to the ba - werage annual consumption rate (assuming
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50 percent is returned to the groundwater basin), this would result In a not
kicrem in basin wide conaumplon by 1 to 3 percent In the year 2013.

Groundwater withdrawal from the Upper Basin may have a negative impact on
the availability of water further downstream. Pumping more water from the
Upper Basin would reduce the amount of water avalable to reach the basins
downstream and Im"t the amount of water occurring as surface flow at the
Upper and Lower Narrows. Reduced surface flow at the Upper and Lower
Narrows would result in negative environmenl Impacts to the biologic
communities along the river (tul chub and other threatened and endangered
species, see Section 4.4.5). Reduced flow to the Middle and Lower Basins
would further Increase overdraft conditions in these basins by reducing the
amount of water being allowed to recharge this pert of the basin. Before the
new developers/development agency could extract water from the Upper
Mojave Groundwater Basin, they may be required to obtain a license from the
State Water Resources Control Board.

Cumulative Impacts. No other major projects have been identifed. Increased
demand associated with the rapid regional growth has been taken Into account
In the analysis. Therefore, no cumulative Impacts have been identified for the
region.

Mitigation Measures. To minimize ponding in new areas, construction designs
should incorporate provisions for Increased stormwater runoff. These mitigation
measures would be Incorporated into the design and construction of any new
facilities. Construction designs would be required to account for the increased
surface runoff to the Mojave River in order to prevent groundwater quality
degradation. To protect groundwater quality, the project may also be subject to
the NPDES permit system for stormwater discharges during the construction
period and for the duration of airport operation. This provision is contained in
the NPDES Permit Application Regulations for Storm Water Discharges issued
by the EPA as final rule on November 16, 1990. This permit Is required for all
construction activities that would disturb more than 5 acres and for major
transportation facklies that have vehicle maintenance areas, equipment
cleaning areas, and airports.

The Mojave Water Agency has been Investigating ways to supplement
groundwater sources In the Mojave Desert for several years. Any alternative
that uses groundwater resources would contribute to the existing overdraft
conditions currently experienced In the Upper, Middle, and Lower Mojave
Basins. Extraction of groundwater resources may require a license from the
State Water Resources Control Board. Possible alternative sources of water
Include:

"* Purchase of the total 50,800 aflyr allotment from the State Water Project

"* Water conservation

"* Water reuse
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"* Water marketing (or water transfers) Including water exchanges, water

rightsaes, water ingfarmingand oterasin transfes IPi 190)

"* Combined use of surface and groundwater

"* Any combination of the above.

Purchase of the 50,800 af/yr allotment from the State Water Project In Itself
would not be sulficlent to solve the water shortage problems projected for this
area even with no reuse at George AFS. In addition, with drought conditions
currently being experienced, the total allotment for the Mojave Basins may not
be avalable from the SWP.

4.4.2.2 International Airport Alternative

Surface Water. Under the International Airport Alternative, approximately
8,300 acres of undeveloped land north of the current base boundary would be
graded, recontoured, paved, and have facilities constructed upon it. In the

absence of a detailed airport layout plan it Is assumed that over 50 percent of
the airfield area will be overlain by asphalt, asphaltic concrete, etc. and will
result In increased storm water runoff from this area. As a result, natural
drainage patterns will be altered to divert water away from the airfield and
aviation support areas. Extension of Runway 03/21 may alter the natural

drainage of the Industrial storm drain that runs from the southeast side of the
flightllne area, around the northeast end of the runway, and into the Mojave
River. The approximately 8,300 acres north of the existing base will have the
greatest Impacts. Storm water discharge (non-point source) from the airfield
may contain waste oils and other contaminants that could degrade local surface
and groundwater resources.

Groundwater. Under the International Airport Alternative, water production and
consumption for the years 1998, 2003, and 2013 are shown in Table 4.4-6. As
shown In this table, water demand will exceed the current base demand by 3 to
5 percent In the years 1998 and 2003, and will exceed the current base demand
by 5 to 8 percent In 2013. Groundwater production demand In 2013 is expected
to range from 10.2 MGD to 14.6 MGD (11,428 af/yr to 16,318 af/yr). It is

assumed that water will be provided by a local purveyor. The projected water
requirement under this alternative is 3.6 to over 5 times the current average
annual base production.

If the entire water requirement Is drawn from the groundwater supplies, this

would contribute substantially to current and projected overdraft conditions.
Assuming that 50 percent of the water is consumed (i.e., permanent loss from
the groundwater basin), the actual loss of groundwater from the basin would be
between 5,714 aflyr and 8,159 aflyr by the year 2013. This would contribute to
the existing overdraft condition by a maximum of about 11 percent of the
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Table 4.44L Projected Water Demand - International Airp~ Alternative

Increase Over
Production Consumption Contribution to Current Base

Year (MGD) (af/yr) Overdraft Operations
1993 .
1998 5.8 to 8.2 3,225 to 5,246 5 to 8% 3 to 5% greater
2003 6.6 to 9.4 3,674 to 5,246 6 to 8% 3 to 5% greater
2013 10.2 to 14.6 5,714 to 8.159 8to 11% S to 8% greater

projected consumption rate In 2013. Assuming that base consumption Is
50 percent of the current production, the net Increase In the contribution to the
existing overdraft condition would be between 5 and 8 percent by the year 2013.

Cumulative Impacts. As with the Proposed Action, no cumulative Impacts
associated with water resources are expected In the region.

Mitigation Measures. Under the International Airport Alternative construction
designs need to account for increased storm water runoff. In addition, designs
for the extension of Runway 03/21 will have to take into account the natural
drainage pattern of the industrial storm drain that currently extends around the
northeast side of the runway by either Incorporating a drainage culvert under
the runway or some other means to allow continued drainage of the storm
drain. The project may also be subject to the NPDES permit system for storm
water discharges during the construction period and during airport operations.
As with the Proposed Action, alternative sources of groundwater need to be
reviewed on a regional basis If overdraft conditions are to be curtailed. The
additional water requirements under this alternative will require alternative
sources of water on a more rapid schedule.

4.4.2.3 Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative

Surface Water. Effects on surface water are expected to be identical to those
of the Proposed Action with the exception of effects related to off-base airfield
and aviation-support areas, which would not be acquired under this alternative.

Groundwater. Under the Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative,

projected water production and consumption for the years 1998, 2003, and
2013 are shown In Table 4.4-7. Water demand is expected to be about equal to
current base demand by the year 2013. In 2013 water production demand Is
projected to range from 2.5 to 3.6 MGD. Water Is assumed to be supplied by a
local water purveyor. Although this alternative would use about the same
quantity of water as current base activities, any withdrawal of water from the
groundwater basin would contribute to the existing overdraft condition and
would create a negative impact.
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Table 4.4-7. Projected Water Demand - Commercial Akport with Resklential
Alternative

Increase Over
Production Consumption Contribution to Current Base

Year (MGD) (aflyr) Overdraft Operations
1993
1998 0.9to 1.3 506to 722 abou 1% 1 to2% less
2003 1.6 to 2.2 874 to 1,247 1 to 2% 0 to 1% less
2013 2.5 to 3.6 1,420 to 2,027 2 to 3% about same

Assuming that consumption will equal 50 percent of production, the estimated
consumption for this alternative is projected to range from 1,420 af/yr to
2,027 af/yr by the year 2013. This would contribute a maximum of 3 percent of
the projected 2013 consumption rate. The net increase over current base
consumption to the existing overdraft condition would be a maximum of
0.6 percent by the year 2013.

Cumulative Impacts. No cumulative Impacts have been Identified.

Mitigation Measures. Types of mitigation measures would be the same as
those Identified under the Proposed Action, but would be required on a slower
schedule.

4.4.2.4 General Aviation Center Alternative

Surface Water. Effects on surface water are not expected to change over
baseline conditions (i.e., closure) since most reuse activities are expected to
take place In existing facilities.

Groundwater. Under the General Aviation Center Alternative, projected water
production and consumption for the years 1998, 2003, and 2013 are shown In
Table 4.4-8. As shown, water demand under this alternative is not expected to
exceed current base demand over the 20-year period. In 2013 water production
demand is estimated to range from 1.5 MGD (1,714 af/yr) to 2.2 MGD
(2,448 aflyr). Water Is assumed to be supplied by a local water purveyor. The
General Aviation Center Is expected to require less water than current base
operations. However, as with all reuse alternatives, any groundwater withdrawal
from the groundwater system will contribute to the existing overdraft condition
and will result In a negative Impact.

Assuming consumption to be 50 percent of production, the estimated

consumption for this alternative would range from 857 af/yr to 1,224 af/yr. This
would contribute about 2 percent of the projected consumption for the year
2013. Assuming that base consumption is 50 percent of production, the net
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Table 4.441. Projected Water Demand - General Aviation Center Altemaive
Increase Over

Production Consumption Contribution to Current Bse
Year (MGOD) (af/yr) Overdraft Operations
1993 .
1998 1.0 to 1.5 575 to 821 about 1% 1 to 2% less
2003 1.4 to 2.0 790 to 1,128 1 to 2% about % less
2013 1.5 to 2.2 857 to 1.224 1 to 2% about I% less

contribution to overdraft conditions would be about 1 percent less than current
base consumption values.

Cumulative Impacts. No cumulative impacts have been identified In the region.

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures would be similar to those identified
under the Proposed Action, but would be required on a slower schedule.

4.4.2.5 Non-Aviation Alternative

Surface Water. Effects on surface water would be minimal since all
construction and/or demolition will be confined to existing base property.
Residential and industrial development in the existing airfield area will require
installation of stormwater sewer systems which should be incorporated into the
construction design. Effects on surface and groundwater quality are expected
to be positive from this alternative, since the inflow of industrial hazardous
materials would be reduced.

Groundwater. Under the Non-Aviation Alternative projected water production
and consumption for the years 1998, 2003, and 2013 are shown in Table 4.4-9.
Water demand for this alternative is expected to be about the same as current
base demand by the year 2013. In the year 2013 groundwater production
demand is estimated to range from 2.2 to 3.2 MGD. It is assumed that water will
be obtained by a local water purveyor. This alternative is projected to require
about the same amount of water In 2013, as current base activities (average
annual base production is 2.8 MGD). However, any withdrawal of water from
the groundwater basin will contribute to the existing overdraft condition and will
have a negative impact.

Assuming consumption to be 50 percent of production, the estimated
consumption values for this alternative range from 1,260 aflyr to 1,799 aflyr.
This would contribute about 2 percent of the projected annual consumption for

2013. Assuming that base consumption is 50 percent of current production, the
net increase in contribution to the existing overdraft condition would be a
maximum of 0.3 percent by the year 2013.
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Table 4.4-9. Projected Water Demand - Non-Aviation Alternative

Increase Over
Production Consumption Contribution to Current Base

Year (MGD) (af/yr) Overdraft Operations
1993 .
1998 0.5 to 0.8 308 to 440 about 1% about 2% less
2003 1.0to 1.5 573 to 818 about I% about 1% less
2013 2.2 to 3.2 1,260 to 1,799 1 to 2% about the same

Cumulative Impacts. No cumulative Impacts have been Identified in the region.

Mitigation Measures. Types of mitigation measures would be the same as

those identified under the Proposed Action, but would be required on a slower

schedule.

4.4.2.6 Other Land Use Concepts. Only the proposed FCC requested by the

BOP would result in an impact to water resources. The remaining federal

transfers and independent land use concepts would not add significantly to the

water shortage problems currently experienced or expected to be experienced

In the future.

Based on per-capita water production estimates of 180 to 257 gallons per

person per day, water production requirements for this facility are estimated at

between 0.4 and 0.8 MGD. When this federal transfer is overlain with the other

reuse alternatives, a reduction in total population of about 10 percent for the

Proposed Action and about 5 percent for the International Airport Alternative
occurs. As a result, water requirements for these alternatives would likewise be

reduced by the same amount. When this federal transfer Is overlain with the

Commercial Airport with Residential, General Aviation Center, and Non-Aviation

alternatives, a net increase In regional population occurs (5 percent for

Commercial with Residential and 8 percent with the Non-Aviation). As a result,

water requirements for the region would similarly increase by the same amount.

The overall effect on the groundwater basin would result in only a minor

Increase or decrease in groundwater levels.

4.4.2.7 No-Action Alternative. Effects would be limited to positive changes In

surface and groundwater quality. With very limited operations, inflow of new

hazardous materials would be reduced. With no Increase in personnel,

contribution to the existing overdraft conditions would be very minimal, limited

to water consumption by the 50 DMT employees for security and maintenance

activities.
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Cumulative Impacts. With very limited activity, base-related Impacts to water
resources will be minimal; however, the continued rapid growth In the desat
communities will continue overdraft conditions of the groundwater basins.

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures initiated by the Air Force will not be

necessary because no impacts are anticipated. Alternative sources of water will
still be required for the communities.

4.4.3 Air Quality

Air quality impacts could occur during construction and operations associated
with the Proposed Action and alternatives for the reuse of George AFB.
Construction-related Impacts could result from fugitive dust (particulate matter)
and construction equipment emissions over an Intermittent period of 20 years.
Operational impacts could occur from: (1) mobile sources such as aircraft,
aircraft operation support equipment, commercial transport vehicles, and
personal vehicles; (2) point sources such as heating/power plants, generators,
incinerators and storage tanks; and (3) secondary emission sources associated
with a general population increase, such as residential heating.

The methods selected to analyze impacts depend upon the type of air emission

source being examined. The primary emission source categories associated
with the Proposed Action and the alternatives include construction, aircraft,
vehicles, point sources, and Indirect source emissions related to population
increase. Because construction phase emissions are generally considered
temporary and not subject to air quality regulation, analysis is limited to

estimating the amount of uncontrolled fugitive dust that may be emitted from
disturbed areas. Analysis for point source and indirect source emissions
consists of quantifying the emissions and evaluating how those emissions
would affect progress toward attainment or maintenance of the NAAQS and

CAAQS. The ambient effects of aircraft and mobile source emissions are
analyzed by modeling. The Emissions and Dispersion Modeling System
(EDMS) Is used to simulate the dispersion of emissions from airport operations
(USDOT, 1988). The model is run in a screening mode utilizing an array of
1-hour worst-case meteorological conditions.

The following assumptions were made In estimating the effects of the Proposed
Action and alternatives:

For the following source categories, emission inventory amounts for
PMio, SO2, and CO are based on the ratio of source emissions to
population, as defined by the 1987 emission inventory for the San
Bernardino County portion of the SEDAB (ARB,1990): fuel combustion;
waste burning; solvent use; petroleum storage and transfer, industrial
processes; miscellaneous processes (includes farming operations,
construction and demolition, entrained road dust, fires, and other natural
sources); and off-road vehicles. Control measures implemented after
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1987 are assumed to providd only small percentage emission reductions
for these source categories.

"For the same source categories as above, and for the on-road vehicle
category, emission Inventory amounts for hydrocarbons (ROG) and NOx
are based on the ratio of source emissions to population, as defined by the
1991 Draft Air Quality Attainment Plan planning emission inventory
forecasts (SBCAPCD, 1991). The planning inventory forecasts account for
the effect of future control measures.

" For the on-road vehicle category, emission inventory amounts for PMio,
S02. and CO are based on the ratio of source emissions to population, as
defined by the 1987 emission inventory for the San Bernardino County
portion of the SEDAB (ARB,1990). In addition, a factor based on the
change in mobile source vehicle emission rates (as predicted by the ARB's
EMFAC7 emission rate program) is applied to account for the more
stringent tailpipe exhaust emission standards that would apply in future
years.

" For the aircraft ground operation and aerospace ground equipment
categories, emission inventory amounts are based on the ratio of
emissions to flight operations, as defined by the 1988 George AFB
inventory data.

4.4.3.1 Proposed Action. Total estimated emissions of the Proposed Action

are presented in Table 4.4-10 for the years 1993, 1998, 2003, and 2013. The
estimates of aircraft emissions contained in the table are based on EPA aircraft
emission factors provided as part of the built-in data base of the EDMS model.
The EDMS model uses the EPA emission factors and information on peak and

annual LTO cycles to produce an emissions inventory report for the aircraft
operations. Emissions for all other categories of emissions were calculated as
described in Appendix L

Table 4.4-10. Pollutant Emissions Associated with the Proposed Action (tons/day)

Attainment 1987 Emissions
Pollutant Level Inventory Amount (a) 1993 1998 2003 2013

NOx 94(b) 134 1.05 3.38 3.25 7.79

ROG 35(b) 50 0.33 1.74 1.98 3.05
PM10 5 7(c) 100 0.03 3.63 7.17 11.25

SO2 2 75 (d) 11 0.06 0.45 0.85 1.28

CO S56(d) 190 1.00 6.90 11.71 17.46
Notes: (a) Emissions are from the San Bernardino County portion of the Southeast Desert Basin (ARB, 1990;

SBCAPCD, 1991).
(b) Area currently in nonattainment of ozone standard. Attainment projected to occur in 1994

(SBCAPCD, 1991).
(c) Area currently in nonattainment of PM10 standards. Projected attainment date unknown.

SBCAPCD currently preparing attainment plans for this pollutant.
(d) Area currently attaining standards for this pollutant.

Construction. Fugitive dust and combustive emissions would be generated

during construction activities associated with airfield, aviation support,
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Industrial, and commercial land uses. These emissions would be greatest
during site clearing and grading activities. Uncontrolled fugitive dust
(particulate matter) emissions from ground-disturbing activities would be
emitted at a rate of 1.2 tons per acre per month (U.S. EPA, 1985a). The PMio
fraction of the total fugitive dust emissions is assumed to be 50 percent, or

0.6 tons per acre per month.

It is estimated that construction of runway extensions and resurfacing of the
existing runways, demolition and renovation of buildings in the aviation support

and commercial land use areas, and construction of an industrial business park
in the industrial land use area would disturb a total of approximately 2,641 acres

over the 20-year period of project development. The average amount of land

area that would be disturbed at any one time during these construction activities
Is 132 acres. The average unmitigated amount of particulate matter emissions

would therefore be 158 tons per month (79 tons per month of PMio). The
impact of these emissions would cause elevated short-term concentrations of

particulates at receptors close to the construction areas. However, the elevated

concentrations would be a temporary effect that would fall off rapidly with

distance.

Operation. Potential impacts to air quality as a result of air emissions from the

operation of the Proposed Action were evaluated in terms of two spatial scales:
regional and local. The regional-scale analysis considered the potential for
project emissions to cause or contribute to a nonattainment condition in the

San Bernardino County portion of the SEDAB. The local-scale analyses
evaluated the potential impact to ambient air qvality concentrations in the

immediate vicinity of the Proposed Action. The following sections present the

results of these analyses and provide a comparison of the potential air quality

effects of the Proposed Action to the various project alternatives.

The California Clean Air Act of 1988 (CCAA) (Chapter 1568 of the California

Health and Safety Code) and the federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990

(CAAA) establish a variety of air emission management and control

-equirements which will affect both existing and future sources of air pollution in

the state of California. The CCAA in some respects is more restrictive than the

CAAA in that the CCAA requires all air districts in California to achieve and
maintain the CAAQS, which are set at lower levels than the corresponding
NAAQS. The CCAA further requires each air district to achieve annual emission

reductions of nonattainment pollutants of 5 percent or more until attainment is

reached, compared to about 3 percent annual reductions under the CCAA The

CCAA also empowers the California air districts with the authority to Impose a

variety of transportation control measures and controls on indirect and area

emission sources as required to reach and maintain attainment.
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As a result, the evaluation of regional-scale Impacts from the Proposed Action
has considered the effect any new air emissions would have on the air quality
attainment status of the Southeast Desert Air Basin. Because of the different
requirements which apply to nonattainment pollutants versus attainment

pollutants, this analysis is best subdivided by pollutant. The following
paragraphs summarize the results of the regional-scale Impact analysis.

The SEDAB currently does not meet the CAAQS for ozone, and portions of the

basin do not meet the NAAQS for ozone. However, since ozone Is not a
directly-emitted pollutant, emissions of its precursor pollutants NOx and ROG
are regulated Instead. The SBCAPCD has recently released a 1991 Draft Air
Quality Attainment Plan (DAQAP) which describes the methods by which
SBCAPCD plans to reduce the emissions of NOx and ROG In the SEDAB to
meet the requirements of the CCAA and achieve attainment of the ozone
standard (SBCAPCD, 1991). Based upon the analyses provided in the DAQAP,
SBCAPCD has identified the level of basin-wide NOx and ROG emissions which
would result In attainment of the ozone standard. Accounting for growth

projections in the region, and factoring the effect of emission reduction
measures (both existing and proposed). SBCAPCD has projected attainment of
the CAAOS for ozone by 1994.

The potential NOx and ROG emissions from the Proposed Action were

evaluated in terms of how those emissions would affect SBCAPCD's progress
toward attainment and maintenance of the CAAQS for ozone. Emission rates
for NOx and ROG were calculated for the direct sources that would be
associated with each alternative reuse action, as well as for emissions resulting

from increased mobile vehicle activity and other indirect sources linked to direct
and Indirect population growth associated with the reuse alternative. These
emission increases, after accounting for the source-specific reductions
associated with SBCAPCD-planned control measures, would be in addition to
the emission levels projected in the DAQAP.

Table 4.4-10 summarizes the results of the emission calculations for the

Proposed Action for 0, 5, 10, and 20 year Increments after closure (i.e., for the

years 1993, 1998, 2003, and 2013, respectively). This table also provides a
comparison of the magnitude of the reuse-related emissions In relation to the
attainment level (the basin-wide level of emissions above which the area would
be In nonattainment) and the 1987 emission Inventory amount for the San
Bernardino County portion of the SEDAB. Figures 4.4-1 and 4.4-2 Illustrate the
relative level of NOx and ROG emissions, respectively, for the Proposed Action

and each alternative in comparison to the 1987 basin-wide emission totals and
the George AFB preclosure emission level.

These results show that emissions of NOx and ROG could interfere with the
process of reaching the attainment levels by the year 1994, and maintaining
those levels after 1994. All NOx and ROG emissions associated with the
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Proposed Action wil therefore have to be mitigated to the fullest extent possible,
and the remaining portions wil have to be fully offset by the reduction of
emissions from other sources in the area. Potential mitigation measures and
the offset process are discussed below In the mitigation section of this text.

The San Bernardino County portion of the SEDAB does not currently meet the
CAAQS and NAAQS for PMio. The SBCAPCD is currently preparing a DAQAP
for PMio to evaluate the emission control measures which are necessary to

achieve attainment. This information was not available for this EIS, so the PMio
attainment level was estimated by assuming that the ratio of second highest
observed 1987 PMto concentration to the PM1o standard was the same as the
ratio of the PMio 1987 emission baseline to the PMio attainment level. The

attainment level calculated in this fashion Is 57 tons per day, compared to the
1987 baseline PMio emission level of 100 tons per day. However, since

approximately 77 percent of the PMio emissions in the SEDAB are attributable
to natural sources such as road dust and windblown dust, attainment of the
CAAQS for PMio will be difficult to achieve by controlling the small contribution
of emissions from other sources.

Table 4.4-10 provides a comparison of the magnitude of the reuse-related

emissions in relation to the estimated attainment level for PMio. Figure 4.4-3
illustrates the relative level of PMio emissions for the Proposed Action and each

alternative in comparison to the 1987 basin-wide emission total and the George
AFB preclosure emission level. These results show that emissions from the
-Proposed Action would interfere with the process of reaching attainment of the

CAAQS and NAAQS for PMio. PMio emissions associated with the Proposed
Action will therefore have to be mitigated to the fullest extent possible and the
remainder offset by the reduction of PMio emissions from other sources In the

area.

The SEDAB currently meets the CAAQS and NAAQS for N02, CO, and S02.

Because the area is in attainment for these pollutants, SBCAPCD has not made

detailed estimates of future emissions of these pollutants, and has not been
required to establish specific emission reduction measures (except for NO2,
which is managed as a result of its precursor role as NOx in ozone

nonattainment as described above). The process by which emissions of these

attainment pollutants are prevented from creating a nonattainment condition Is
called Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD). This process, which Is

currently administered by EPA in San Bernardino County until the APCD
develops its own approved PSD program, limits the allowable ambient impact of
emissions from new major stationary sources or major modifications to specific
increments designed to prevent any significant degradation of the area's

acceptable air quality. However, the PSD process currently applies only to
N02, S02, and particulate emissions (not CO), and does not provide a

mechanism for dealing with non-stationary sources such as motor vehicles and

aircraft.
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Most of the S02 and CO emissions associated with the Proposed Action and
alternatives would arise from moble sources. Because mobile sources do not
trigger PSD analysis, and CO Is not covered by PSD at all, this analysis
examines the potential for these emissions to cause a nonattainment situation at
some future time. To do this, it was necessary to estimate the basin-wide
emission level for S02 and CO which would result in a nonattainment condition
in the SEDAS. This was accomplished by comparing the 1987 baseline

emission levels to the 1987 ambient concentrations for these pollutants as
described above for PMso. The "attainment levels" calculated in this fashion are
275 tons per day for SO2 and 560 tons per day for CO. compared to 1987

baseline emission levels of 11 tons per day and 190 tons per day, respectively.

Table 4.4-10 summarizes the calculated emission rates for S02 and CO and also
provides a comparison of the magnitude of the reuse-related emissions In
relation to the estimated attainment levels for the two pollutants. Figures 4.4-4

and 4.4-5 illustrate the relative level of S02 and CO emissions for the Proposed
Action and each alternative in comparison to the 1987 basin-wide emission total
and the George AFB preclosure emission level.

These results show that the Proposed Action emissions of S02 and CO will not

be sufficient to jeopardize the attainment status for these pollutants. Current

baseline emissions in the basin are well below the levels which would cause
nonattainment, and the Proposed Action emissions are only a small fraction of

the baseline. In addition, long-term emission trends prepared by the EPA
indicate that both SO2 and CO emissions are declining across the nation and
will continue to decline (U.S. EPA, 1991). The S02 emission decreases are

attributed primarily to three general changes: (1) Installation of fuel gas
desulfurization controls, (2) reduction in the average sulfur content of fuels, and
(3) implementation of emission controls on various industrial processes. CO
emission reductions have been realized primarily due to the increasingly
stringent motor vehicle emission control requirements. Emission reductions
from these requirements have more than offset the CO increases related to

population growth and increased vehicle miles traveled.

Loca Scale

The impacts of emissions associated with operation of the Proposed Action

commercial airport were assessed by use of the Emissions and Dispersion
Modeling System. The EDMS was developed by the FAA and the U.S. Air
Force specifically to prepare airport or air base emission inventories, and to
calculate the concentrations caused by these emissions as they disperse

downwind. Peak-hour scenarios for emissions from both aircraft operations and
vehicle traffic serving the airport were modeled. A variety of worst-case
meteorological conditions which combined 1 meter per second windspeed with

A, D, or F stability class were used as input in conjunction with wind directions

both parallel and perpendicular to the runways and major terminal roadways.
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Ambient temperature was assumed to be 700F. and traffic on the roadways was
assumed to be operating In a 20 percent cold start mode, while traffic in the
parking areas was assumed to be 80 percent cold start. EPA conversion factors
were used to convert the model-predicted 1 -hour Impact results to conservative

screening-level estimates of longer averaging period concentrations (U.S. EPA,

1977). The actual long-term averages would be less than the values produced

by use of the conversion factors.

A summary of the EDMS analysis is presented in Table 4.4-11. The results show

that for a peak-hour airport operation scenario, the maximum 1 -hour pollutant

concentration would occur at a receptor located along the airport property

boundary downwind from the northeast end of the NE-SW runway (Runway

03/21). This receptor is located along the centerline of the runway, and is

approximately 4,000 feet from the end of the runway. The primary contribution

to the Impact at this location is from the aircraft exhaust emitted during takeoffs.

The modeling results indicate that N02 concentrations would exceed standards

in the immediate area surrounding the airport, in particular, that area extending

from the ends of the runways.

Table 4.4-11. Air Quality Modeling Results for the Proposed Action (ug/m3)

Averaging Project Impact is) Background Umiting
Pollutant Time 1993 1998 2003 2013 Concentration(b) Standard(c)

CO 8-hour 60 638 818 1,224 4,500 10,000
1 -hour 86 911 1,169 1,749 7,424 40,000

N02 Annual 91 94 98 100 25 100
1-hour 619 646 692 711 172 470

S02 Annual 7 9 11 13 5 80
24-hour 29 37 44 50 47 131
3-hour 65 84 100 113 121 1,300
1-hour 73 94 111 126 121 655

PM1o Annual 1.8 3.0 2.9 3.3 44.1 30
(geometric)

Annual 1.8 3.0 2.9 3.3 48.1 50
(arithmetic)

24-hour 7.1 12.2 11.7 13.2 112 50
Notes: (a) Maximum impact in all cases occurred at a receptor located on the property line approximately 4,000 feet downwind

from the northeast end of the NE-SW runway (Runway 03/21).
(b) Background concentrations assumed to equal the mean of first-high values monitored at the Victorville, Phelan, and

Hesperia monitoring stations during 1967 to 1989.
(c) Nitrogen dioxide impact concentrations calculated by use of the ozone limiting method of Cole and Summerhays

(1979). Ten percent of NOx assumed to be thermally converted to N02. Conversion of the remainder of NOx to N02
Is limited by the background concentration of ozone. Background ozone concentrations assumed to equal the mean
of first-high values monitored at the Victorville, Phelan, and Hespera mogitoring stations during 1987 to 1989: 1-hour
ozone background - 406j/g/m ; annual ozone background = 70#g/m .
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PMio concentrations may also exceed standards when added to the
background concentration. However, the actual PMso background
concentration which would occur In future years Is not known with certainty.
The PMso background may decline In future years If new control strategies are
Implemented and successful, but this does not seem likely given the large
amount of uncontrollable natural sources of PMio within the SEDAB.

Cumulative Impacts. No other projects have been identified that would cause
adverse cumulative air quality Impacts as a result of development of the
Proposed Action. Development of the proposed SST would be beneficial to air
quality because emissions associated with vehicle transport of passengers to
and from the airport would be reduced.

Mitigation Measures. Air quality impacts during construction would occur
from (1) fugitive dust emissions from ground-disturbing activities and
(2) combustive emissions from construction equipment. The future project
proponent (e.g., redevelopment authority or airport authority) would have the
responsibility of mitigating these impacts. Vigorous water application during
ground-disturbing activities would mitigate fugitive dust emissions by at least
50 percent (U.S. EPA, 1985). Decreasing the time period during which newly
graded sites are exposed to the elements would further mitigate fugitive dust
emissions by some factor directly related to the reduction in exposure time.
Combustive emission impacts could be mitigated by efficient scheduling of
equipment use, implementing a phased construction schedule to reduce the
number of units operating simultaneously, and performing regular vehicle
engine maintenance. The amount of emission reduction provided by these
measures is not known with certainty because of the potential variables in
scheduling. However, it is estimated that Implementation of these measures
would substantially reduce combustive emissions and air quality effects from
construction activities associated with the Proposed Action by 10 to 25 percent.
In addition, all aviation development during the construction phase would
comply with measures contained In the FAA Standards for Specifying
Construction of Airports (FAA, 1990).

Air quality operational mitigation measures and offset purchases would be
necessary to eliminate any Interference with attainment and maintenance of the
CAAQS and NAAQS due to increased emissions from the Proposed Action. As
previously discussed, mitigations and offsets will therefore be required to
eliminate emission increases of NOx, ROG, and PMio. Mitigation measures
would have to be developed by the project proponent (the redevelopment
agency or the airport authority). These measures would have to be coordinated
with the SBCAPCD and the ARB In order to ensure consistency with local and/or
regional air quality attainment plans.

Potential mitigation measures would most likely focus on some type of land use
or transportation planning and management measures to reduce motor vehicle
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polution. The purpose of the measures would be to reduce vehicle miles
traveled, vehicle trips, and peak hour travel. These reductions would, therefore,

reduce both regional and localized vehicle-related emissions of NOx, ROG, and

PMi0.

The types of operational mitigation measures that could be Implemented

Include: (1) development of a comprehensive airport shuttle system to reduce

personal vehicle use; (2) use of off-site parking and parking lot shuttles for
long-term parking needs; (3) development of a light rall or trolly (electric)

transportation system to service the airport; (4) promotion of carpools and

vanpools by providing a rider matching service, preferential parking and
financial Incentives; (5) financial incentives to encourage the use of public

transit; (6) Improvements such as bicycle lanes, storage facilities and showers

to increase the use of bicycling as a mode of transportation; and (7) on-site

location of facilities that would reduce the need for off-site travel (e.g., childcare

facilities, cafeterias, postal machines, automated tellers, etc.).

The amount of emission reduction achieved would depend on the particular

mitigation measures selectea. Emissions remaining after application of all

practicable mitigation measures would have to be offset by reducing similar

pollutant emissions from other area sources by a ratio greater than one for one.

Emission offsets are generally obtained by methods such as: (1) direct

purchase and shutdown of an emitting source; (2) installation on existing

sources of new or additional control equipment beyond that which is currently
required by regulation; and (3) innovative and non-traditional methods such as

construction of bus shelters to induce increased mass transit ridership, buying

and removing from service older model on-road vehicles, or paving of unpaved

parking and road areas to reduce particulate emissions.

The SBCAPCD recently proposed New Souri view (NSR) regulations that

would establish a system for acquiring, bankinr,, and transferring air emission

reduction credits. These rules are expected to be approved by EPA in 1992.

NSR is a process used to determine whether the construction or modification of

stationary sources of air pollutant emissions will Interfere with attainment or

maintenance of a NAAQS. A major new source or major modification to an

existing source located In a nonattainment area for a pollutant to be emitted by

the proposed source or modification would be required to obtain offsetting

emission reductions for the pollutant or its precursors prior to construction or

modification.

Offsetting emission reductions, or emission reduction credits, can be obtained

by the shutdown or permanent curtailment of emissions of the applicable

pollutants from existing sources. Under the SBCAPCD proposed rules, owners

of existing stationary sources that permanently shutdown or curtail operations

may apply for emission reduction credit certificates. The owner must apply
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within 90 days after shutdown or curtailment and must provide the necessary
emissions calculation data. Emission reduction credits that become avalable
due to the failure of the owner of the emitting facility to timely file for the

certificates would be forfeited. The amount of emission reduction credits
received will depend on whether the emitting source employed reasonably

available control technology (RACT). RACT Is technology required by Section
172 of the Clean Air Act to be installed on existing major sources in

nonattainment areas and reflects controls Identified in EPA guidance to the

states as necessary in ozone nonattainment areas. If the unit employed RACT,
the available ERCs equal the actual reduction in emissions. If RACT was not

used prior to shutdown or curtailment, the available ERCs equal the amount of

emissions that would nave been emitted If the unit had operated with RACT.

The ERC certificates may be used, held for later use, or transferred In whole or
in part. When eventually used to offset emission increases from a new or

modified stationary source, a penalty in the form of varying offset ratios (ratio of

ERCs to increased emissions from a new or modified source) may be imposed

depending on the distance of the new or modified source from the shutdown or

curtailed source that generated the ERC. The following table lists the offset

ratios based on location of the new or modified source requiring the offset from

the shutdown or curtailed source:

Within the same source 1 to 1

Within 15 miles of the source 1.2 to 1
15 to 49 miles of the source and within air basin 1.5 to 1

50 to 100 miles, and within air basin 2.0 to I

More than 100 miles, and within air basin 3.0 to 1

The SBCAPCD will use the ERC program as part of its Air Quality Attainment

Plan to reduce overall air emissions and attain compliance with the state and

federal air quality standards. As described above, the ERC program obtains
reductions in overall emissions by imposing a RACT forfeiture and offset

penalties.

The permanent shutdown or curtailment of existing stationary sources of air

pollutants at George AFB could result in a significant amount of available ERCs
for precursors to ozone and a moderate amount of ERCs for PMio. Due to the

RACT forfeiture and offset penalties associated with ERCs, the permanent

shutdown or curtailment of all or a portion of existing stationary sources at
George AFB could contribute to reductions in overall emissions within the

district. The extent of impact would depend on how the reuse and development

activities are subject to NSR and where they obtain any necessary emission
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reduction offsets prior to construction or modification of major sources of air
pollutant emissions.

Transfer or conveyance, without permanent shutdown or curtailment, of existi

emitting sources at George AFB to reuse organizations would not result In
accumulation of ERCs for those sources. A change of ownership of the sources
without permanent shutdown or curtailment of emissions would require the new
owner to apply to the SBCAPCD for a permit to operate. The new owner would
not be subject to NSR requirements so long as the new owner proposed to
operate the existing emitting source without modification or change in operating
conditions. Under those circumstances, the application for a new permit to
operate would serve as a temporary permit for operation of the existing emitting
source.

Emission offsets are often difficult to obtain and may require a large
commitment of time and money in order to do so. As was the case for
mitigation measures, the future project proponent must therefore establish a
dialogue with the SBCAPCD and the ARB well in advance of project initiation in
order to ensure that the necessary amount of offsets will be established, found,
and properly credited.

4.4.3.2 International Airport Alternative. The primary difference between this
alternative and the Proposed Action is the size of the aircraft operations. The
large airfield, airport, and aviation support areas associated with the
International Airport operations would increase the amount of air traffic and
population-related emissions.

Construction. Construction impacts from this alternative would be greater than
under the Proposed Action because of the large amount of development
needed for the airport and aviation-support areas. It is estimated that a total of
7,087 acres will be disturbed by construction over the 20-year period of project
development. Approximately 354 acres would be disturbed at any one time
during this period, resulting in unmitigated particulate matter emissions of
425 tons per month (213 tons per month of PMto). The impact of these
emissions would cause elevated concentrations of particulates at receptors
close to the construction areas. The concentrations would fall off rapidly with
distance from the construction areas.

Operation. Table 4.4-12 summarizes the results of the emission calculations for
the International Airport Alternative for the 5, 10, and 20 year increments (i.e., for
the years 1998, 2003, and 2013, respectively). Emissions for the year 2013

increase substantially over the year 2003 emissions, particularly In the case of
NOx, ROG, and CO. These large Increases are a result of the large number of
aircraft operations occurring in the year 2013, which causes queuing to take
place on the taxiways prior to takeoff. Queue length and queue time increase
as a function of the number of planes attempting to take off during any given
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Table 4.4-12. Pollutant Emissions Associated with the International Airport Alternative
(tons/day)

Attainment 1987 Emissions
Pollutant Level Inventory Amount (a) 1998 2003 2013

NOx 94(b) 134 7.31 12.98 47.67

ROG 35(b) 50 3.53 3.99 52.51
PM1o 57(c) 100 1.89 15.44 25.99
S02 2 7 5 (d) 11 0.42 2.72 6.49

CO 5 60 (d) 190 13.32 29.14 181.13
Notes: (a) Emissions ae from the San Bernardino County portion of the Southeast Desert Basin (ARB, 1990;

8BCAPCD, 1991).
(b) kea currently In nonattainment of ozone standard. Attainment projected to occur In 1994 (SeCAPCD,

1991).
(c) Area currently In nonattainment of PM10 standards. Projected attainment date unknown.

SBCAPCD currently preparing attainment plans for this pollutant.
(d) Area currently attaining standards for this pollutant.

time period; queue times of up to 50 minutes can be experienced during peak

takeoff hours. Large amounts of emissions are released as the aircraft wait in

the takeoff queue. Queuing emissions account for 14.8 percent of the total NOx

emissions from all emission source categories combined (refer to Appendix I1),
68.5 percent of total CO emissions, and 81.0 percent of total ROG emissions.

This table also provides a comparison of the magnitude of the reuse-related

emissions in relation to the attainment level (the basin-wide level of emissions

above which the area would be In nonattainment) and the 1987 emission
inventory amount for the San Bernardino County portion of the SEDAB.

These results show that emissions of NOx, ROG, and PM1o could interfere with

the process of reaching and maintaining attainment of the CAAQS and NAAQS.

All NOx, ROG, and PM1o emissions associated with the International Airport

Alternative will therefore have to be mitigated to the fullest extent possible, and
the portions remaining after mitigation will have to be fully offset by reducing

emissions of these pollutants from other sources in the area. Section 4.4.3.1

(Regional Scale) provides a discussion of the PSD program currently

administered by EPA In San Bernardino County.

Most of the S02 and CO emissions associated with the International Airport

Alternative and alternatives would arise from mobile sources. Because mobile

sources do not trigger PSD analysis, and CO is not covered by PSD at all, this

analysis examines the potential for these emissions to cause a nonattainment

situation at some future time.

Table 4.4-12 summarizes the calculated emission rates for S02 and CO and also

provides a comparison of the magnitude of the reuse-related emissions in

relation to the estimated attainment levels for the two pollutants. These results

indicate that the International Airport Alternative emissions of S02 and CO
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would not be sufficient to jeopardize the attainment status for these pollutants.

Current baseline emissions in the basin are well below the levels which would
cause nonattainment, and the International Airport Alternative emissions (with

the exception of year 2013 CO emissions) are only a small fraction of the

baseline. In addition, long-term emission trends prepared by the EPA indicate
that both S02 and CO emissions are declining throughout the nation and will
continue to decline (U.S. EPA, 1991). The large amount of CO emissions
associated with the International Airport Alternative in the year 2013 is primarily

due to increased traffic congestion and queueing of aircraft during peak
operational hours. The CO ton per day amount is nearly equivalent to the entire
1987 baseline emissions for the basin. Nonetheless, current baseline emissions
are so low that the addition of the project CO emissions to the baseline would
still not exceed the estimated attainment level of emissions.

The Impacts of emissions associated with operation of the International Airport

Alternative were assessed by use of the Emissions and Dispersion Modeling
System. Included in the modeling were peak hour scenarios for both aircraft

operations and vehicle traffic serving the airport. Meteorological conditions and
other parameters input into the model were the same as previously described
for the modeling of the Proposed Action. EPA conversion factors were used to
convert the model-predicted 1-hour impacts to conservative screening-level
estimates of longer averaging period concentrations (U.S. EPA, 1977). The
actual long-term averages would be less than the values produced by use of the
conversion factors.

A summary of the EDMS analysis is presented in Table 4.4-13. The results show
that for a peak hour airport operation scenario, two high concentration locations
would be produced. The maximum 1-hour CO pollutant concentration would

occur at a receptor located along the airport property boundary approximately
5,000 feet downwind from the main terminal roadway. The primary contribution
to the impact at this location is from on-road vehicle exhaust. Maximum impact

for all other pollutants occurred at a receptor located on the property line
approximately 11,250 feet downwind from the south end of the north-south
runway. The primary contribution to the impact at this location is from aircraft
exhaust emitted during takeoffs.

The modeling results indicate that N02 concentrations would exceed standards
in the immediate area surrounding the airport, in particular, that area extending
from the ends of the runways. N02 1-hour concentrations would exceed
standards during each modeled year of the project, but would get progressively
worse until concentrations in the year 2013 were approximately three times
higher than the CAAQS. Emissions of S02 and PM1o would cause exceedance
of the CAAQS and NAAQS beginning sometime between the years 2003 and

2013. Emissions and concentrations Increase dramatically when the airport
begins to reach capacity during this time period and traffic congestion and

aircraft queueing on the runways begins to occur.
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Table 4.4-1& Air Quality Modeling Results for the International Airport Aternative (ig/m3)

Averaging Prolact Inmect• Background sUtnQ.c
Pollutant Time 1998 2003 2013 Concentration St a

CO 8-hour 2,150 2,702 5,432 4,500 10,000
1 -hour 3,072 3,860 7,760 7,424 40,000

NO2(c) Annual 31 79 156 25 100
1-hour 310 497 1,271 172 470

S02 Annual 1 5 150 5 80
24-hour 6 19 598 47 131
3-hour 13 43 1,346 121 1,300
1-hour 14 48 1,496 121 655

PMi 0  Annual 0.2 0.6 98 44.1 30
(geo-etri)

Annual 0.2 0.6 98 48.1 50
(arithmetic)
24-hour 0.7 2.4 394 112 150

Notes: (a) The maximum 1-hour CO pollutant concentration would occw at a receptor located along the airport property
boundary approximately 5,000 feet downwind from the main terminal roadway. Muximum Impact for all other
pollutants occurred at a receptor located on the property line approximately 11,250 feet downwind from the south
end of the noith-eouth runway.

(b) Background concentrations assumed to equal the mean of first-high values monitored at the VIctorville, Phelan, and
Hesperia monitoring stations during 1907 to 1W.

(c) Nitrogen dioxide Impact concentrations calculated by use of the ozone limiting method of Cole and Sumnerhays
(1979). Ten percent of NOx assumed to be thermaly onverted to N02. Conversion of the remainder of NOx to N02
Is limited by the background concentration of ozone. Background ozone concentrations assumed to equal the mean
of first-high values monitored ah Vctorville, Phelan, and Hesperia moditoring stations during 1987 to 196: 1-hour
ozone background - 406 #g/m ; annual ozone background - ,Opg/tfl.

Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative impacts are the same as those provided for

the Proposed Acton.

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures and offset purchases are the same

asthose, rcommended for the Proposed Action (Section 4.4.3.1).

4.4.3.3 Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative. This alternative

differs from the Proposed Action In that approximately 2,000 acres of land are
used for residential areas rather than for aviation support, commercial and

Industrial uses. Aso, unlike the Proposed Action, the airfield area Is not

expanded under this alternative. However, the number and type of aircraft

operations is assumed to remain the same as for the Proposed Action.

Construction. Construction Impacts for this alternative would be less than for

the Proposed Action because of reduced disturbance In the airfield and aviation

support areas. It Is estimated that a total of 2,568 acres will be disturbed over

the 20-year life of the project. Approximately 128 acres would be disturbed at

any one time during this period resulting In unmitigated particulate matter

emissions of 154 tons per month (77 tons per month of PM to). The Impact of
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these emissions would caus elevated concentrations of particuite at receptors
located cloes to the construction areas. However, the elevated concentrations
would be a tenoray effect tht would rapidly decrease with distance from the
constrcon areas.

OperatkIo Table 4.4-14 surmarIzes the results of the emission calculations for
the Commercial Airport with Residential anteraive for 0, 5, 10, and 20 year
Increments after closure (Le., for the years 1993,1998, 2003, and 2013,

respectively). This table also provides a comparison of the magnitude of the
reuse-related emissions In relation to the attainment level (the basin-wide level
of emissions above which the area would be In nonattainment) and the 1987

emission Inventory amount for the San Bernardino County portion of the
SEDAB.

Table 4.4-14. Pollutant Emissions Associated with the Commercial Airport with
Residential Alternative (tons/day)

Attainment 1987 Emissions
Pollutant Level Inventory Amount (a 1993 1998 2003 2013
NOx 94()) 134 1.05 2.61 3.54 4.54
ROG 35(b) 50 0.33 0.95 1.23 1.42
PM1o 57(c) 100 0.03 2.18 3.71 5.98
S02 275 (d) 11 0.06 0.32 0.48 0.73
CO 560(d) 190 1.00 5.05 7.23 10.80

Notes: (a) Emissions e from the San Berrwdino County porion of the Southeast Desert Basin ARB. 19W0;
SBCAPCD, 1991).

(b) Arm currently In nonattainment of ozone standard. Attainment pojected to ocur in 1994 (SBCAPCD,
1991).

(c) Area currently in nonattainnent of PM1O sictandaes. Pmocted attainment date unknown.
SBCAPCD curreny prepag attinment plans Wor t pollutant

(d) Atca urmnty a•tning taards for tils pollutant.

These results show that emissions of NOx, ROG, and PMio, although relatively
small In comparison to baseline Inventory amounts, could Interfere with the

process of reaching and maintaining attainmert of the CAAOS and NAQS. AN
NOx, ROG, and PMio emissions associated with the Commercial Airport with

Residential Alternative would, therefore, have to be mitIgated to the fullest extent

possible, and the portions remanig after mitigation offset by reducing
emissions of these pollutants from other sources In the area. Section 4.4.3.1

(Regional Scale) provides a discussion of the PSD program currently
administerd by EPA In San Bernardino County.

Table 4.4-14 sumrrmarizes the calculated emission rates for S02 and CO and also

provides a comparison of the magnitude of the reuse-related emissions In

relation to the estimated attainmet levels for the two pollutants. These results
Indicate that the Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative emissions of

SO2 and CO would not be sufficient to Jeopardize the attainment status for these

pollutants. Current baseline emissions In the basin are well below the levels
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which would cause nonattainment, and the Commercial Airport with Residential
Alternative emissions are only a small fraction of the baseline. In addition,
long-term emission trends prepared by the EPA Indicate that both S02 and CO
emissions are declining throughout the nation and wil continue to decline
(U.S. EPA, 1991).

The Impacts of emissions associated with operation of the airport under this
alternative were assessed by use of the Emissions and Dispersion Modeling
System. The airport operations for this alternative are assumed to be the same
as for the Proposed Action. Therefore, all inputs and results for this alternative

are the same as previously described for the modeling of the Proposed Action.
Please refer to Section 4.4.3.1 for a description of the results.

Cumulative Impacts. No other projects have been identified that would cause
adverse cumulative air quality Impacts as a result of development of the
Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures and offset purchases are the same

as those recommended for the Proposed Action (Section 4.4.3.1).

4.4.3.4 General Aviation Center Alternative. The General Aviation Center

Alternative would convert the existing airfield and aviation support areas to
private aviation use. The airfield activity and number of annual flights associated
with this alternative would be lower than under the Proposed Action. A minimal
amount of new construction is proposed under this alternative, and

approximately 50 percent of the base would remain vacant.

Construction. Some fugitive dust and combustive emissions would be
generated during activities associated with construction of new aviation support
facilities and renovation of buldings in the commercial and residential land use
areas. It is estimated that a total of only 220 acres will be disturbed by
construction during the life of this project alternative. An average of 11 acres
would be disturbed at any one time, resulting In an unmitigated amount of
particulate matter emissions equal to 13 tons per month (6.5 tons per month of
PMio). The impact of these emissions would cause elevated short-term

concentrations of particulates at receptors close to the construction areas.
However, the elevated concentrations would be a temporary effect that would
fall off rapidly with distance.

Operation. Table 4.4-15 summarizes the results of the emission calculations for

the General Aviation Center Altemative. This table also provides a comparison
of the magnitude of the reuse-related emissions In relation to the attainment
level (the basin-wide level of emissions above which the area would be in

nonattainment) and the 1987 emission Inventory amount for the San Bernardino
County portion of the SEDAB.
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Table 44.15. Pollutant Emissions Associated with the General Aviation Center Alternative
(tonsiday)

Anainment 1987 Emissions
Polutant level Inventory Amount 1990 2003 2013
NOx 94PI 134 1.38 1.73 1.71
ROG 3 5(b) 50 0.60 0.54 0.66
PM1o 5710) 100 2.43 3.30 3.60
S02 2 75(d) 11 0.25 0.35 0.39

190Wd)IS 3.72 4.86 5.38
Notes: (a) Emissions are from the San Bernardino County portion of the Southeast Desert Basn (ARB. 1i990

SBCAPCO, 1991).
(b) Area currently in nonattainment of ozone standard. Attainment projected to occur in 1994 (SOCAPCD,

1991).
(c) Area currently in nonattainment of PM1O standards. Projected attainment date unknown.

S8CAPCO currently preparing attainment plans for this pollutant.
(d) Area currently attaining standards for this pollutant.

These results show that emissions of NOx, ROG, and PMlo, although relatively

small In comparison to baseline inventory amounts, could Interfere with the
process of reaching and maintaining attainment of the CAAQS and NAAQS. All
NOx, ROG, and PMio emissions associated with the General Aviation Center
Alternative would therefore have to be mitigated to the fullest extent possible,
and the portions remaining after mitigation offset by reducing emissions of

these pollutants from other sources in the area.

Section 4.4.3.1 (Regional Scale) provides a discussion of the PSD program

currently administerd by EPA In San Bernardino County.

Table 4.4-15 summarizes the calculated emission rates for S02 and CO and also

provides a comparison of the magnitude of the reuse-related emissions in
relation to the estimated attainment levels for the two pollutants. These results

Indicate that the General Aviation Center Alternative emissions of SO2 and CO

would not be sufficient to jeopardize the attainment status for these pollutants.
Current baseline emissions In the basin are well below the levels which would
cause nonattainment, and the General Aviation Center Alternative emissions are

only a small fraction of the baseline. In addition, long-term emission trends

prepared by the EPA Indicate that both S02 and CO emissions are declining
throughout the nation and will continue to decline (U.S. EPA, 1991).

The Impacts of emissions associated with operation of the airport under this

alternative are expected to be similar, albeit somewhat less, than the impacts
associated with the Proposed Action. The maximum amount of aircraft

operations under the Proposed Action scenario Is 76,000 while the maximum
number for the General Aviation Center Alternative is 54,000. (Refer to Section
4.4.3.1 for a description of the results of the Proposed Action modeling and

Impacts.)
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Cumulative Impacts. No other projects have been identified that would cause
adverse cumulative air quality Impacts with this alternative. The proposed SST
would provide beneficial air quality Impacts by reducing the amount of
emissions associated with vehicle transport of spectators to and from the airport

during air shows.

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures and offset purchases are the same

as those recommended for the Proposed Action (Section 4.4.3.1).

4.4.3.& Non-Aviation Alternative. The Non-Aviation Alternative would

eliminate the airfield and aviation support areas and convert the base property

to entirely Industrial, institutional, commercial, residential, and recreational uses.

Construction. Construction impacts for this alternative would be approximately

the same as those for the Proposed Action. It Is estimated that a total of

3,762 acres will be disturbed by construction during the life of this project

alternative. Approximately 188 acres would be disturbed at any point In time

during this period, resulting in unmitigated particulate matter emissions of

226 tons per month (113 tons per month of PMio). The Impact of these

emissions would cause elevated concentrations of particulates at receptors

located dose to the construction areas. However, the elevated concentrations

would be a temporary effect the would rapidly decrease with distance from the

construction areas.

Operation. Table 4.4-16 summarizes the results of the emission calculations for

the Non-Aviation Alternative. This table also provides a comparison of the

magnitude of the reuse-related emissions In relation to the attainment level (the

basin-wide level of emissions above which the area would be In nonattainment)

and the 1987 emission Inventory amount for the San Bernardino County portion

of the SEDAB.

Table 4.4-16. Pollutant Emissions Associated with the Non-Aviation Alternative (tons/day)

Attainment 1987 Emissions
Pollutant Level Inventory Amount (a) 1998 2003 2013
NOx 94() 134 0.78 1.23 2.04

ROG 35(b) 50 0.32 0.51 0.81

PM1o 57(-) 100 1.31 2.40 5.25

S02 2 7 5 (d) 11 0.14 0.25 0.55
CO S56(d) 190 1.78 3.02 6.67

Notes: (a) Emissions are from the San Bemardino County portion of the Southeast Desert Basin (ARM, 1990
SBCAPCD, 1991).

(b) Area currently in nonattainment of ozone standard. Attainment projected to occur In 1994 (SBCAPCD,
1991).

(c) Area currently in nonattainment of PMlo standards. Projected attainment date unknown.
SBCAPCD currently preparng attainment plans for this pollutant.

(d) Area currently attaining standards for this pollutant.
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Section 4.4.3.1 (Regional Scale) provides a discussion of the PSD program
currently administerd by EPA In San Bernardino County.
Table 4.4-16 summarizes the calculated emission rates for S02 and CO and also

provides a comparison of the magnitude of the reuse-related emissions in
relation to the estimated attainment levels for the two pollutants. These results

indicate that the Non-Aviation Alternative emissions of S02 and CO would not

be sufficient to jeopardize the attainment status for these pollutants. Current
baseline emissions in the basin are well below the levels which would cause

nonattainment, and the Non-Aviation Alternative emissions are only a small

fraction of the baseline. In addition, long-term emission trends prepared by the
EPA Indicate that both S02 and CO emissions are declining throughout the

nation and will continue to decline (U.S. EPA, 1991).

Cumulative Impacts. No other projects have been identified that would cause
adverse cumulative air quality impacts as a result of the Non-Aviation Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures and offset purchases are the same

as those recommended for the Proposed Action (Section 4.4.3.1).

4.4.3.6. Other Land Use Concepts. Several federal transfers and independent

land use concepts have been identified, as described in Section 2.3.5.
Implementation of these reuse proposals is assumed to be in conjunction with

that of the Proposed Action or alternatives. Potential changes in air quality

resulting from Implementation of one or more of the federal transfers and land

use concepts are described below.

U.S. Department of Justice. The complex would generate some additional air

emissions associated with heating and power requirements, and mobile source

emissions related to vehicle traffic generated by employees and service
vehicles. The amount of emissions would be small compared to total emissions

associated with full implementation of the Proposed Action or alternatives.

U.S. Department of Interior. This transfer could cause some slight increase in

emissions over the amount associated with facility use during preclosure

conditions If the number of facility users increases. Additional users from the

community would generate an increase in vehicle traffic to and from the

recreational facilities.

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. This transfer would

not create additional air emissions, and may reduce emissions slightly if the

number of vehicles owned by the low-income and homeless tenants is less than

the number that would be present under circumstances of general population

occupation.

U.S. Department of Transportation. This transfer would have no impact on air

quality.
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U.S. Department of Education. Transfer of these facilties and properties
would have beneficial effects on air quality because the presence of local
educational facilties would reduce vehicle travel for the residents living In the

area.

San Bernardino County Work Furlough Program. Slight Increases In air

emissions could be associated with this conveyance, depending on the number

of employees required and related vehicle-miles of travel.

Medical Facilities. Increases In air emissions could be associated with this

transfer, depending on the number of employees required, the number of
patients/students accommodated, and related vehicle-miles of travel.

4.4.3.7 No-Action Alternative. The No-Action Alternative would not require

further use of the base after closure. The Air Force would place the base in a

caretaker status intended to minimize deterioration of the existing utilities and

structures. There would be no active uses of the property.

The No-Action Alternative would have no adverse Impact on air quality. Air

quality conditions at the time of closure may not be affected by continued
maintenance of the base at the closure level of activity. in fact, there may be

some level of air quality benefit associated with maintaining the base at a

reduced level of activity compared to the levels of activity associated with either

the Proposed Action or reuse alternatives.

Cumulative Impacts. There are no other projects currently planned for the

George AFB area that would have a cumulative air quality impact as a result of

the No-Action Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. Air quality mitigation measures are not required for the

No-Action Alternative because there are no significant impacts associated with

this alternative.

4.4.4 Noise

Environmental Impact analysis related to noise Includes the potential effects on

the local human and animal populations. This analysis will estimate the extent

and magnitude of noise levels generated by the Proposed Action and

alternatives, using the predictive models discussed below. The baseline noise

conditions and predicted noise levels will then be assessed with respect to

potential annoyance, speech interference, sleep disturbance, hearing loss,

health and land-use impacts.

Methods used to quantify the effects of noise such as annoyance. speech

Interference, sleep disturbance, health and hearing loss have undergone

extensive scientific development during the past several decades. The most
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current and reliable measures are noise-Induced hearing loss and annoyance.
Extra-auditory effects (those not directly related to hearing capability) are also
Important, although they are not as well understood. The current scientific

consensus Is that "evidence from available research reports Is suggestive, but it
does not provide definitive answers to the question of health effects, other than
to the auditory system, of long-term exposure to noise" (National Academy of
Sciences, 1981). The effects of noise are summarized within this section and a
detailed description is provided in Appendix J.

Annoyance. Noise annoyance is defined by the EPA as any negative

subjective reaction to noise on the part of an Individual or group. Table 4.4-17
presents the results of over a dozen studies of transportation modes, including
airports, Investigating the relationship between noise and annoyance levels.

Table 4.4-17. Percentage of Population Highly Annoyed by Noise
Exposure

DNL Interval Percentage of Persons Highly Annoyed

<65 <15

65-70 15-25

70-75 25-37
75-80 37-52

Source: Adapted from National Academy of Sciences, 1977.

This relationship has been suggested by the National Academy of Sciences
(NAS, 1977) and recently re-evaluated (Fidell et al., 1989) for use In describing
peoples' reaction to semi-continuous (transportation) noise. These data are
shown to provide a perspective on the level of annoyance that might be
anticipated. For example, 15 to 25 percent of persons exposed to DNL of 65 to

70 dB would be highly annoyed by the noise levels.

Speech Interference. One of the ways that noise affects daily life is by
prevention or impairment of speech communication. In a noisy environment,

understanding speech is diminished when speech signals are masked by
Intruding noises. Reduced intelligibility of speech may also have other effects;

for example, if the understanding of speech is interrupted, performance may be
reduced, annoyance may increase, and learning may be impaired. Research

suggests that aircraft flyover noises that exceed approximately 60 dB interfere
with speech communication. Increasing the level of the flyover noise maximum

to 80 dB will reduce the intelligibility to zero, even if the person speaks in a loud
voice.

Sleep Interference. The effects of noise on sleep are of concern, primarily In

assuring suitable residential environments. Early studies suggest that various
noise levels between 25 and 50 dBA were associated with an absence of sleep
background disturbance. Because no known health effects were associated
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with either waking or sleep-stage changes, either of which was potentially useful
as a descriptor of sleep disturbance.

The noise descriptor that may best describe the effect of noise on sleep Is the
SEL The SEL takes into account an event's sound Intensity, frequency
content, and time duration, by measuring the total A-weighted sound energy of
the event and Incorporating it into a single number. Unlike DNL., which
describes the daily average noise exposure, SEL describes the normalized
noise from a single flyover, called an event.

Studies (Lukas, 1975; Goldstein and Lukas, 1980) show great variability In the
percentage of people awakened by exposure to noise. A recent review
(Pearsons et al., 1989) of the literature related to sleep disturbance, Including
field as well as laboratory studies, suggests that habituation may reduce the
effect of noise on sleep. The authors point out that the relationship between
noise exposure and sleep disturbance Is complex and affected by the
interaction of many variables. The large differences between the findings of the
laboratory and field studies make it difficult to determine the best relationship to
use. The method developed by Lukas would estimate seven times more
awakening than the field results reported by Pearsons.

The relationships between percent awakened and SEL are presented In

Figure 4.4-6. These relationships consider the sound attenuation provided by a
residential building with the windows open. Appendix J contains further

information on the derivation.

Hearing Loss. Hearing loss is measured in decibels and refers to a permanent
auditory threshold shift of an Individual's hearing in an ear. The EPA (EPA,
1974) has recommended a limiting daily energy value of Leq 70 dBA to protect
against hearing impairment over a period of 40 years. This daily energy average
would translate into a DNL value of approximately 75 dBA or greater. Based on
EPA recommendations (U.S. EPA, 1974), hearing loss Is not expected In people
exposed to 75 DNL or less.

Health. Research investigating the relationship between noise and adverse
extra-auditory health effects have been inconclusive. Alleged extra-auditory
health consequences of noise exposure which have been studied Include birth

defects, psychological illness, cancer, stroke, hypertension and cardiac
illnesses. Although hypertension appears to be the most biologically plausible

of these consequences, studies addressing this issue have failed to provide
adequate support. Studies that have found negative consequences have failed
to be replicated, thereby questioning the validity of those studies (Frerichs et al.,
1980; Anton-Guirgis et al., 1986). Studies that have controlled for multiple
factors have shown no, or very weak, associations between noise exposure and
extra-auditory effects (Thompson and Fidell, 1989). The current state of
technical knowledge cannot support inference of a causal or consistent
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relationship, nor a quantitative doserespons, between residential aircraft noise
exposure and health consequences.

Animals. Literature concerning the effects of noise on animals Is not large, and
most of the studies have focused on the relation between dosages of
continuous noise and effects (Belanovskil and Omel'yanenko, 1982; Ames,
1974). A review of 209 claims pertinent to aircraft noise spanning a 32-year
period suggested that economic loss was smal, that the major source of loss
was panic Induced In naive animals, and that experimental literature Is
Inadequate to document long-term or subte effects (Boides et al., 1990). No
controlled study has documented any serious accident or mortality on livestock,
despite extreme exposure to noise.

Land Use Compatibility. Estimates of total noise exposure resulting from
aircraft operations, as expressed using DNLI can be Interpreted In terms of the
compatibility with designated land uses. The Federal Interagency Committee
on Urban Noise developed land-use compatibility guidelines for noise (USDOT,

1980). Based upon these guidelines, suggested compatibility guidelines for
evaluating land uses In aircraft noise exposure areas were developed by the
FAA and are presented In Section 3.4.4. The land use compatibility guidelines
are based on annoyance and hearing loss considerations previously described.
Part 150 of the FAA regulations describes the procedures, standards and
methodology governing the development, submission and review of airport
noise exposure maps and airport noise compatibility programs. It describes the
use of yearly DNL In the evaluation of airport noise environments. It also

identifies those land-use types that are normally compatible with various levels
of exposure. Compatible or Incompatible land use Is determined by comparing
the predicted DNL level at a site with the recommended land uses.

Noise Modeling. In order to define the noise Impacts from aircraft operations

at George AFB, the FAA approved Noise Exposure Model (NOISEMAP) version
6.0 which was utilized to predict 65, 70, and 75 DNL noise contours and SEL
values for noise-sensitive receptors. Appendix J defines these descriptors. The
contours were generated for the Proposed Action for the baseline year (1993)
and three future year projections (1998, 2003, and 2013), and for the
International Airport Alternative and General Aviation Center Alternative for three
future year projections (1998, 2003, and 2013). These contours were overlaid

on a U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) map of the base and vicinity. Input data to
NOISEMAP Include Information on aircraft types; runway use; takeoff and
landing flight tracks; aircraft altitude, speeds, and engine power settings; and
number of daytime (7 a•m. to 10 p.m.) and nighttime (10 p.m. to 7 a~m.)
operations.

Surface vehicle traffic-noise levels for roadways In the vicinity of George AFB
were analyzed using the FHWA's Highway Noise Model (FHWA, 1978). This
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model Incorporates vehicle mbc, traffic volume projections and speed to
generate DNL

Major Assumptions. Half of all aircraft operations were assumed to be takeoffs
and half were landings. Aircraft operations and mix are included In Appendix J.
All operations were assumed to follow standard glide slopes and takeoff profiles
provided by the model.

Major roads leading to or around the base were analyzed. Traffic data used to
project future noise levels were derived from Information gathered In the traffic
study presented In Section 4.2.3. Traffic data used in this analysis are presented
In Appendix J.

4.4.4.1 Proposed Action. Figures 4.4-7 through 4.4-9 outline the flight tracks
for the Proposed Action. The results of the aircraft noise modeling for the

Proposed Action are presented as noise contours in Figures 4.4-10 through
4.4-13, for the years 1993, 1998, 2003, and 2013, respectively. Table 4.4-18
presents the area and population affected by the Proposed Action air traffic
noise by each representative year. The Proposed Action is estimated to expose

approximately 552 acres and no people to a DNL of 65 dB or greater in the year
1993. This Is estimated to reach approximately 920 acres and no people by the

year 2013.

Table 4.4-18. Noise Exposure for the George AFB Alternative Development Plans

Area Within Noise Contour Approximate Population
(acres) Exposed

DNL Range DNL Range
Year Proposed Action and Alternatives 65-70 70-75 > 75 65-70 70-75 > 75

1993 Proposed Action* 329 155 68 0 0 0

International Airport Alternative 0 0 0 0 0 0

Commercial Airport with Residential AIL* 328 155 68 0 0 0

General Aviation Alternative 11 2 0 0 0 0

1998 Proposed Action 460 222 69 0 0 0

International Airport Alternative 2,930 1,260 568 64 0 0

Commercial Airport with Residential Alt. 468 223 69 0 0 0

General Aviation Alternative 23 11 2 0 0 0

2003 Proposed Action 520 242 74 0 0 0

International Airport Alternative 4,985 2,067 1,097 258 35 0

Commercial Alrport with Residential AIL 521 242 74 0 0 0

General Aviation Alternative 51 11 7 0 0 0

2013 Proposed Action 571 261 88 0 0 0

International Airport Alternative 2,831 1,825 1,040 128 0 0

Commercial Airport with Residential Alt 571 261 88 0 0 0

General Aviation Alternative 92 14 11 0 0 0

"Only aidine training operatlone would be conducted In this year.
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The contours around the north/south runway (17/35) are due primarily to ailine
traiing operations. In 1998, 2003, and 2013 the runups for the maintenance
operations are evident In the higher noise contours around the runup pads near
the ends of Runway 03/21.

Analysis suggests that for the Proposed Action, some aircraft overflights would
affect the sleep of some residents In the area. In 1993 the noisiest plane would
be the 747-200. In 1998 the noisiest plane would be the Stage 11727-200
aircraft This aircraft comprises less than 1 percent of the jet aircraft. The most
common jet aircraft In this year would be the 747-200 followed by the 737-200
and 757-200. In 2003 the noisiest plane would stil be the 727-200. This aircraft
comprises less than 1 percent of the jet aircraft. The most common jet aircraft
In this year would still be the 747-200 followed by the 737-200 and 757-200. In
2013 the noisiest plane would be the 747-200. This aircraft Is expected to be the
most common jet aircraft In this year followed by the 737-200 and 757-200. The
SEL was calculated at representative noise-sensitive receptors for the most
common and noisiest commercial aircraft and the results are presented In
Table 4.4-19.

Surface traffic sound levels are presented In Table 4.4-20. These levels are
presented In terms of DNL as a function of distance from the centedine of the

roadways analyzed. There would be an estimated 171 residents In areas
exposed to noise levels of DNL 65 or greater due to surface traffic by the year
2013.

Cumulative Impacts. There are no cumulative Impacts expected from noise
sources for the Proposed Action.

Mitigation Measures. No impacts from aircraft noise have been identified
based on the FAA land use guidelines presented in Table 3.4-8. Mitigation
would not be required for aircraft noise for the Proposed Action. A barrier along
Air Base Road and portions of U.S. 395 may be feasible and could reduce traffic
noise levels at nearby residences to below DNL 65 dB. Barriers for other
roadways are not considered to be feasible due to the number of driveways and
Intersections near the impacted roadways. Mitigation measures such as a

sound attenuation program could be implemented to reduce Interior noise
levels for sensitive receptors exposed to DNL 65 dB or greater. Preventative

measures such as restricting residential and hospital development to areas
outside DNL 65 dB and Incorporating barriers Into community development can
be used for future development.

The effectiveness of the operational and management mitigation measures

presented here cannot be completely determined without extensive modeling.
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Table 4.4-1. Sound Exposure Levels at Nobse-Sensmive Receptors

SEL
MD-

Ahuae Location DC-9 727 737 747 757 Wm83
rotpoeed Action Adelanto Rd & wetret Ave 84 95 81 87 82 87

and Commercial U.S. 395 & Barlet Ave. 86 as 72 78 74 78
~Mworthwl U.S. 395 & Crppen Ave OD 82 60 72 69 72

Rsuldentlal Crippen Am &deanto Rd a6 87 74 78 78 s0
Air Bae Rd & Adelanto Rd 102 106 so 96 s0 94

Cobalt Rd & Iu: 18 73 75 6G 78 6s6 6

U.S. 395 & Route 18 73 75 a8 77 85 as
Mojave Or & Bevado Rd 61 63 45 59 50 51
Beer Valley Cutoff and 1-5 57 80 51 61 40 52

Shadow Mtn Rd & SlvWer Lake Pkwy 75 80 62 66 63 70
Shay Rd off of Runwy 03/21 75 77 62 6a 65 67
The Bureau of PriFonsaFclty 74 75 61 73 66 67

aska rcle Housing 73 75 60 70 65 67
San Benardino Work Furlough 82 84 69 75 76 76
Dormitories
Private Medical Institution 75 77 62 71 6G 6a
'Aclorville Hospitai 54 54 33 45 39 43

iternational Adelanto Rd & Bartlett Ave 104 110 90 99 90 96
Airport U.S. 395 & Bartlett Ave 94 95 50 57 60 85

U.S. 395 & Cdppen Ave a6 77 73 79 74 76
Crippen Ave & Adelanto Rd 97 97 83 90 84 go
Air Base Rd & Adelanto Rd 101 105 68 95 87 93

Cobalt Rd & Route 18 73 75 68 70 66 68

U.S. 395 & Route IS 82 85 78 80 76 77
Mojave Or & Bevado Rd 61 63 45 53 50 52
Bow Valley Cutoff and 1-15 58 60 52 55 50 53
Shadow Mtn Rd & Silver Lake Pkwy 87 95 74 85 73 60
Shay Rd off of Runway 03/21 81 73 56 62 60 76

The Bureau of Prisons Facility 75 76 63 67 a6 6a
Alaska Circle Housing 75 75 62 66 65 67

San Bernardino Work Furlough 85 84 66 75 11 77
Dormitories
Private Medcal Instiution 77 78 65 69 71 69
Victorville Hospital 52 54 34 42 39 43

General Aviation Adelanto Rd & Bartlett Ave 81 67

U.S. 395 & Bartlett Ave 72 78
U.S. 395 & Crippen Ave 66 72

Crippen Ave & Adelanto Rd 74 78
Air Base Rd & Adelanto Rd 89 96

Cobalt Rd & Route IS 68 78
U.S. 395 & Route 18 68 77
Mojave Dr & Eevado Rd 45 59
Bear Valley Cutoff and 1-15 51 51

Shadow Mtn Ad & Sliver Lake Pkwy 62 68
Shay Rd off of Runway 03/21 62 66
The Bureau of Prisons Facility 61 73

Alaska Circle Housing s0 70
San Bernardino Work Furlough 69 75
Dorffdode

Private Medical Institution 62 71
Victorville t - 33 45
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Table 4.4-20. Distance to DNL from Roadway Centerine - Proposed Action

Distance (feet)
No. of No. of No. at

Year Roadway DNL 65 Residences DNL 70 Residences DNL 75 Residences

1998 Air Bass Road West 70 0 0 -
Air Base Road East 160 3 50 0 -

U.S. 395 270 21 80 0 30 0
8 Mirage Road 40 0 0 0

Helendale Road 0 - -
Village Drive** 90 2 0 -
Shay Road 40 0 0 -

2003 Air Base Road West 120 2 40 0 -
Air Base Road East 260 5 90 2 -

U.S. 395 340 21 100 0 30 0
El Mirage Road 80 0 0 -

Helendale Road 40 0 0 -
Village Drive"* 150 2 60 0 -

Shay Road 70 0 0 -
2013 Air Base Road West 170 6 60 0 -

Air Base Road East 360 6 130 2 -
U.S. 395 430 43 130 0 40 0
El Mirage Road 110 0 30 0 -
Helendale Road 60 0 0 -
Village Drive"* 210 2 80 0 -

Shay Road 110 0 30 0 -
*Contained within roadway.
"*Number of houses between Air Base Road and power lines south of Clovis Street (approximately 1.5 miles).

4.4.4.2 International Airport Alternative. Figures 4.4-14 and 4.4-15 present

the flight tracks for the International Airport Alternative. The results of the

aircraft noise modeling for the International Airport Alternative are presented as

noise contours in Figures 4.4-16 through 4.4-18.

The contours around the north end of the north/south runways (17R, 17L, 35R,

and 35L) are due primarily to arrivals. Around the south end of the north/south

runways the contours are due primarily to takeoffs. The break In the contours

near the north end of the runways is an artifact of the model, since it stops

considering noise from landing aircraft at the point where they touch down.
Runups for the maintenance operations are evident in the circular noise

contours south of the proposed terminal. The contours to the southwest of

runways 03L, 03R, 21 L, and 21 R are due primarily to departing aircraft.

It is estimated that the International Airport Alternative would expose

approximately 4,758 acres and 64 people to a DNL of 65 dB or greater in the
year 1998. This is estimated to be approximately 5,696 acres and 128 people by

the year 2013. Table 4.4-18 presents the approximate number of acres and
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peo - wthin each ONLoptliy rang for each repren at
year. Based on the results presented In Table 42-18 and the FM land use
guidelines, the residential land uses within the 8 dB contour present an
Incompatible land use.

Anlyi sugges that for the International Airport Alternative, some aircraft
overflights would affect the sle of some residents In the area. In 1996 the
noisiest plane would be the 727-200. This aircraft comprises less than 1 percent
of the non-general aviation aircraft. The most common jet aircraft In this year
would be the DC-9-30 followed by the 737-30 and MD-80. In 2003 the noisiest
plane would be the 747-200. This aircraft comprises los than 1 percent of the
jet aircraft. The most common jet aircraft In this year would sti be the 737-300
followed by the DC-9-30, MD-80, and 757-200. In 2013 the noisiest plane would
be the 747-200. The most common jet aircraft In this year would be the 757-200
followed by the 747-200 and MD-83. The SEL was calculated at reprsentative
noise-sensitive receptors for the most common and noisiest aircraft and the
results are presented In Table 4.4-19.

Surface traffic sound levels, presented in Table 4.4-21, are represented In terms
of DNL as a function of distance from the centerline of the roadways analyzed.
There would be an estimated 1,209 residents In the areas exposed to noise
levels of DNL 65 or greater due to surface traffic by the year 2013.

Cumulative Impacts. There are no cumulative Impacts expected from noise
sources for the International Airport Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. Measures that could be considered to reduce the
effects of aircraft noise Include:

"* Operational measures. Change takeoff, climb-out, or landing
procedures; change flight tracks, limit or rotate primary runway usage,
enforce prescribed flight track use and fan out departure flight tracks.
Prohibit or limit Stage II aircraft operations.

"* Preventive measures. Acquire undeveloped land adjacent to the runway
that Is exposed to aircraft noise of DNL 65 dBA or greater. Restrict
residential and hospital development to areas outside the DNL 65 contour.

"* Management measures. Impose curfews, Impose noise-related landing
fees, develop noise monitoring system, establish a community relations
office.

"* Remedial measures. Acquire moble home sites and single-family
housing areas exposed to aircraft noise of DNL 70 dB or greater.
Redevelop mobile home sites to other compatible uses Establish and
conduct a sound attenuation program for single-famiy residences,
schools, hospitals, and churches in areas exposed to aircraft noise of
65 dB or greater.
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Table 4.4-21. Distnce to DNL from Roadway Centedine - International A~rpost Alternative

DOsance (fee)
No. of No. of No. of

Year Roadway DNL 65 Residences DNL 70 Residences DNL 75 Residences
1998 Air Base Road Wet 100 2 40 0

Air Bae Road Est 200 3 70 2 *

U.S. 395 1,010 150 330 21 100 0
El Mirage Road 300 0 100 0 40 -

Desert Flower 310 0 100 0 40 0
Vllage Drlve** 200 2 70 0

2003 Air Base Road West 120 2 40 0
Air Base Road East 230 4 80 0 *

U.S. 395 1,170 187 380 23 120 0
8 Mirage Road 340 0 120 0 40 0
Desert Flower 360 0 120 0 40 0
VIlage Drive** 230 2 80 0

2013 Air Base Road West 190 6 70 0 30 0
Air Base Road East 370 6 130 0 50 0
U.S. 395 1,880 308 630 74 200 13
8 Mirage Road 580 0 210 0 70 0
Desert Flower 620 0 210 0 70 0
Village Drive** 400 8 140 2 50 0

-Contalned within roadway.
**Number of houses between Air Base Road and power lines south of Clovis Steet (approximately 1.5 miles).

A barrier along Air Base Road and portions of U.S. 395 may be a feasible way to
reduce surface traffic noise levels at nearby residences to below DNL 65 dB.
Barriers for other roadways are not considered to be feasible due to the number
of driveways and Intersections near the Impacted roadways. Mitigation
measures such as a sound attenuation program similar to that Identified for
aircraft noise mitigation could be Implemented to reduce Interior noise levels for
sensitive receptors exposed to DNL 65 dB or greater. Preventative measures
such as restricting residential and hospital development to areas outside DNL
65 dB and Incorporating barriers Into community development can be used for

future development.

The effectiveness of the operational and management mitigation measures
presented here cannot be completely determined without extensive modeling.
The preventative measures would reduce future Impacts In areas where this
measure Is Implemented. The remedial measures such as acquiring homes
exposed to 70 dB or greater climinates these impacts completely. Sound
attenuation programs In areas exposed to 65 dBA can be effective at reducing
the noise Impacts to Interior spaces.

4.4.4.3 Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative. Flight operations
under this alternative are the same as for the Proposed Action; therefore,
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Figures 4.4-7 through 4.4-9 are also applicable for the light tracks of the
Commerc Airport with Residential Alternative. The noise contours for the
Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative are the same as those for the
Proposed Action. and are also applicable to Figures 4.4-10 through 4.4-13.
Because some land uses are not the same under this alternative and the
Proposed Action, the effects of the noise would be different for these two
actions.

It Is estimated that the Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative would
expose approximately 551 acres and no people to a DNL of 65 dB or greater in
the year 1993. This Is estimated to reach 920 acres and no people by the year
2013. Table 4.4-18 presents the approximate number of acres and people
residing within each DNL compatibility range for each representative year.
Analysis suggests that for the Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative,
the noisiest overflight may affect the sleep of some residents In the area for the
years 1998, 2003, and 2013. The flight operations are the same as in the
Proposed Action. The SEL was calculated at representative noise-sensitive

receptor locations and the results are presented in Table 4.4-19. These results
are identical to those shown for the Proposed Action, In Section 4.4.4.1.

Surface traffic sound levels are presented in Table 4.4-22. These levels are
presented In terms of DNL as a function of distance from the centerline of the
roadways analyzed. There would be an estimated 281 residents In areas
exposed to noise levels of DNL 65 or greater due to surface traffic by the year
2013.

Cumulative Impacts. There are no cumulative impacts expected from noise
sources for the Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. No impacts from aircraft noise have been identified
based on the FAA land use guidelines presented In Table 3.4-8. Noise
mitigation would not be required for aircraft noise for the Commercial Airport
with Residential Alternative. A barrier along Air Base Road and portions of U.S.
395 may be a feasible way to reduce noise levels at nearby residences to below
DNL 65 dB. Barriers for other roadways are not considered to be feasible due
to the number of driveways and intersections near the impacted roadways.
Mitigation measures such as a sound attenuation program similar to that
identified for aircraft noise mitigation could be implemented to reduce Interior
noise levels for sensitive receptors exposed to DNL 65 dB or greater.
Preventative measures such as restricting residential and hospital development
to areas outside DNL 65 dB and Incorporating barriers into community
development can be used for future development.

The effectiveness of the mitigation measures presented here cannot be
completely determined without extensive modelling.
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Table 41422. Dlslanse to DNL from Roadway Centerline - Comierclal AW wt• h
Relidential Alternative

Distance &aes)
No. of No. Of No. of

Year Roadway DNL 65 Residences DNL 70 Residences DNL 75 Reldenic
1986 Air Bae Road Weut 140 2 50 0

Air ase Road East 300 5 100 2
U.S. 395 340 21 110 0 40 0
El Mirage Road 50 0 * 0 *

Helendale Road 50 0 * *

Vllage Drve* 170 2 60 0
Shay Road 80 0 30 0 *

2003 Air Base Road West 180 6 60 0
Ai Base Road East 380 7 130 0 50 0
U.S. 395 390 29 130 0 50 0
El Mirage Road 60 0 30 0
Helendale Road 60 0 - *

Village Drve** 220 2 80 0 *

Shay Road 110 0 40 0 *

2013 Air Base Road West 250 9 90 2 30 0
Air Base Road East 520 17 180 3 60 0
U.S. 395 500 43 160 13 50 0
El Mirage Road 80 0 30 0
Helendale Road 80 0 30 0 *

Village Drve"** 310 8 110 2 *

Shay Road 160 0 50 0 *

-Conrnod wWM roadway.
"•"Number of hous betwe Air Ban Road rand powwr kne south of 0ovis Stret (approximately 1.5 mks).

4.4.4.4 General Aviation Center Alternative. Figures 4.4-7 and 4.4-8 show
the flight tracks for the General Aviation Center Alternative. The results of the
aircraft noise modeling for the General Aviation Center Alternative are presented

as noise contours In Figures 4.4-19 through 4.4-22.

The General Aviation Center Alternative Is estimated to expose approximately
13 acres and no people to a DNL of 65 dB or greater In the year 1993. This Is
estimated to be approximately 117 acres and no people by the year 2013.
Table 4.4-18 presents the approximate number of acres and people residing
within each DNL compatiblty range.

Analysis suggests that the noisiest overflight may affect the sleep of some
residents in the area. The SEL was calculated at representative noise-sensitive
receptor locations and the results are presented In Table 4.4-19. The number of

aircraft types are reduced for this alternative, since commercial aircraft
operations are limited to maintenance activities.
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Surface traffic sound levels are presented in Table 4.4-23. These levels are
presented in terns of DNL as a function of distance from the centeline of the
roadways analyzed. There would be an estimated 325 residents in areas
exposed to noise levels of DNL 65 or greaer due to surface traffic by the year
2013.

Cumulative Impacts. There are no cumulative Impacts expected from noise
sources for the General Aviation Center Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. No Impacts from aircraft noise have been identified
based on the FAA land use guidelines presented In Table 3.4-8. Noise
mitigation would not be required for aircraft noise for the General Aviation
Center Alternative. A barrier along Air Base Road and portions of U.S. 395 may
be a feasible way to reduce noise levels at nearby residences to below DNL 65
dB. Barriers for other roadways are not considered to be feasible due to the
number of driveways and intersections near the Impacted roadways. Mitigation
measures such as a sound attenuation program similar to that identified for
aircraft noise mitigation could be Implemented to reduce Interior noise levels for
sensitive receptors exposed to DNL 65 dB or greater. Preventative measures
such as restricting residential and hospital development to areas outside DNL
65 dB and Incorporating barriers Into community development can be used for
future development

The effectiveness of the mitigation measures presented cannot be completely
determined without extensive modelling.

4.4.4.5 Non-Aviation Alternative. Under the Non-Aviation Alternative, there
would be no airport activity and less surface traffic than the Proposed Action or
International Airport Alternatives; therefore, there would be less noise Impacts
than under the aviation-related alternatives. Surface traffic sound levels are
represented in terms of DNL as a function of distance from the centedine of the
roadways analyzed (Table 4.4-24). There would be an estimated 394 residents
in areas exposed to noise levels of DNL 65 or greater due to surface traffic by
the year 2013.

Cumulative Impacts. There are no cumulative impacts expected from noise
sources for the Non-Aviation Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. A barrier along Air Base Road and portions of U.S. 395
may be a feasible way to reduce noise levels at nearby residences to below DNL
65 dB. Barriers for other roadways are not considered to be feasible due to the
number of driveways and intersections near the Impacted roadways. Mitigation
measures such as a sound attenuation program similar to that Identified for
aircraft noise mitigation could be implemented to reduce interior noise levels for
sensitive receptors exposed to DNL 65 dB or greater. Preventative measures
such as restricting residential and hospital development to areas outside DNL
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Table 4.443. Diahtnce to DNL from Roadway Centedine - General Aviation Center Alternative

Distance (feet
No. of No. of No. of

Year Roadway DNL 65 Residences DNL 70 Residences DNL 75 Residences

1998 Air Bass Road West 160 6 50 0

Air Base Road East 320 6 100 2

U.S. 395 360 23 110 0 30 0
Crippen Avenue 80 12 *

Village Drive* 180 2 60 0

Shay Road 40 0 * *

2003 Air Base Road West 210 6 70 0 *

Air Base Road East 370 6 120 2
U.S. 395 410 33 130 0 40 0

Crippen Avenue 100 39 30 0 *

Village Drive* 210 2 70 0 *

Shay Road 60 0 * - *-

2013 Air Base Road West 220 6 70 0 *

Air Base Road East 380 7 130 2 50 0

U.S. 395 460 43 150 13 40 0

Cnppen Avenue 110 39 30 0 *

Village Drive** 210 2 80 0 *

Shay Road 60 0 *

"Contained within roadway.
"**Number of houses between Air Base Road and power lines south of Clovis Street (approximately 1.5 miles).

65 dB and incorporating barriers into community development can be used for
future development.

The effectiveness of the mitigation measures presented cannot be completely

determined without extensive modelling.

4.4.4.6 Other Land Use Concepts

U.S. Department of Justice. The proposed FCC is not planned to be located
within the 65 dB contour for the Proposed Action or alternatives. As such, no
noise Impacts on the prison have been identified. Based upon the available

details of this transfer, no noise impacts have been Identified from the prison on
the surrounding areas.

U.S. Department of Interior. The recreational facilities proposed to be
transferred do not lie within the 65 dB contours for any of the alternatives. No
noise impacts on these facilities have been identified. Additionally, based upon
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Table 4.4-24L Distance to DNL from Roadway Centedine - Non-Aviation Alternative

Year Roadway Distance (feet)
DNL 65 No. of DNL 70 No. of DNL 75 No. of

Residences Residences Residences
1998 Air Base Road West 100 2 30 0 *

Air Base Road East 210 3 70 0
U.S. 395 300 5 100 0 30 0
E Mirage Road 100 0 40 0
Helendale Road 30 0 *

Village Drive"a 110 2 - *

Shay Road 30 0 * -
Cridpen Avenue 70 0 30 0

2003 Air Base Road West 160 6 50 0
Air Base Road East 350 6 120 0 50 0
U.S. 395 380 23 120 0 40 0
El Mirage Road 130 0 50 0 a 0
Helendale Road 50 0 ' -
Village Drive** 190 2 60 0
Shay Road 50 0 -
CriDpen Avenue 120 39 40 0 a

2013 Air Base Road West 270 9 80 2 30 0
Air Base Road East 550 17 180 3 60 0
U.S. 395 520 43 160 13 50 0
El Mirage Road 290 0 100 0 40 0
Helendale Road 90 0 30 0
Village Drive"* 320 8 100 0 *
Shay Road 90 0 30 0
Cionen Avenue 200 39 70 0 30 0

"Contained within roadway.
"Number of houses between Air Base Road and power lines south of Clovis Street (approximately 1.5 miles).

the available details of this transfer, no noise impacts have been identified from
the recreational facilities on the surrounding areas.

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. The residences
requested for transference lie outside the 65 dB contours for airport noise.

Some of the residences nearest Air Base Road could be exposed to noise levels

above DNL 65, but as described in the alternatives, a noise barrier could be
used as mitigation. No noise impacts have been identified from the housing on

the surrounding areas.

U. S. Department of Transportation. The facility requested for transference
lies outside the 65 dB contours. No noise impacts have been identified for this

facility. Based upon the available details of this transfer, no noise impacts have
been identified from this facility on the surrounding areas.

U.S. Department of Education. The facilities proposed to be transferred for

the Department of Education do not lie within the 65 dB contours for any of the
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alternatives. No noise impacts on these facilities have been identified.
Additionally, based upon the available details of this transfer, no noise impacts
have been Identified from the educational facilities on the surrounding areas.

San Bernardino County Work Furlough Program. The dormitory or barracks
of the proposed work furlough program are not proposed to be located within
the 65 dB contour for the Proposed Action or alternatives. No noise impacts on
these facilities have been identified. Additionally, based upon the available

details of this conveyance, no noise impacts have been identified from these
facilities on the surrounding areas.

Medical Facilities. The base hospital does not lie within the 65 dB contours for
any of the alternatives. No noise impacts on this facility have been identified.
Additionally, no noise impacts have been identified from the hospital on the
surrounding areas.

4.4.4.7 No-Action Alternative. There would be no airport activity and minimal
surface traffic under the No-Action Alternative. The anticipated surface traffic
noise is estimated to be less than that of any of the other alternatives.

Cumulative Impacts. There are no cumulative impacts expected from
transportation noise sources under the No-Action Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. Noise mitigation measures would not be required under
the No-Action Alternative because there are no adverse effects associated with
this alternative.

4.4.5 Biological Resources

The Proposed Action and alternatives (except No-Action) would result in
alteration or loss of vegetation and wildlife habitat, including habitat for the
desert tortoise, a federally and state-listed threatened species. These impacts
are described below for each alternative.

Assumptions used in analyzing the effects of the Proposed Action and

alternatives include:

" All staging and other areas disturbed temporarily by construction would be
placed in previously disturbed areas (e.g., paved or cleared areas), to the
fullest extent possible.

" Proportions of disturbance associated with each land use category were
determined based on accepted land use planning concepts. Development
within each parcel could occur at one or more locations anywhere within
that category, unless designated as vacant land on the project maps.

4.4.5.1 Proposed Action. Development of a commercial airport at George
AFB would affect biological resources primarily through vegetation/habitat loss,
aircraft noise, and air pollutant emissions. The project area includes 5,073 acres
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on the base, and an additional 2,352 acres off base (2,217 acres to the north
and 135 acres to the south). Construction activities would disturb
approximately 2,439 acres on base and 202 acres off base. The primary
Impacts of disturbance would be loss of native vegetation and Its associated
value as wildlife habitat and loss of habitat for the desert tortoise.

Vegetation. Overall, the Proposed Action would result In a maximum loss of
approximately 1,290 acres of creosote bush scrub with scattered Joshua trees
(native desert habitat) on base and another 202 acres off base, and 2 acres of

riparian and wetland vegetation on base. The remainder of the construction
disturbance (1,147 acres on base) would be in ruderal vegetation or presently
disturbed areas that have low biological value. Disturbances would be spread
over time in three development phases as shown In Table 4.4-25. These losses
would result from new construction and renovation of existing airfield, aviation

support, industrial, and commercial facilities. The least impact on native
vegetation would occur in Phase 1 when most of the development involves use
of previously disturbed areas. Losses of native vegetation increase in the next
phases as more relatively undisturbed areas are used. ,iuring operations,
vegetation maintenance around the airfield for safety could convert creosote
bush scrub to ruderal vegetation through mowing or use of oil palliatives for
dust control. In addition, Joshua trees in this area may be removed as part of
those maintenance activities.

Table 4.4-25. Direct Impacts of the Proposed Action on Vegetation by
Phase (acres)

Habitat Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
Native Vegetation(a) 120 500 857
Previously Disturbed(b) 483 287 394

Total 603 787 1,251
(a) Includes creosote bush scrub, Joshua trees, and riparian and wetland vegetation.
(b) Includes ruderal vegetation and disturbed areas (paved, barren, or buildings).

About 1 to 2 acres of riparian and wetland vegetation in the two drainages on
the east side of existing housing and the one east of the crosswind runway

could be directly affected if these drainages were modified (e.g., channelized) to
accommodate increased peak stormwater runoff resulting from a greater area of
impervious surfaces. Diversion of runoff to other (new) drainage structures
could reduce the annual water flow in these drainages with detrimental Indirect
effects on the existing vegetation. These effects could occur during any of the
phases and some would likely occur in each phase.

Most of the 374 acres in the eastern part of the base identified as
recreation/vacant land (including the 77-acre golf course) are assumed to
remain in their present state, but up to 15 acres of creosote bush scrub could
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be lost In Phase 1. However, use of off-road vehicles, such as mountain bikes
and motorcycles, in the 220 acres of creosote bush scrub and small riparian
scrub areas (about 1 acre) would likely continue and could Increase with greater
ease of access, thus accelerating erosion and loss of native vegetation In the
area. Indirect effects would also occur as a result of sediment and chemicals
(e.g., cement, and fuels or lubricants leaked or spiled) carried in runoff from
construction sites and paved surfaces during operations.

Replacement of vegetation with facilities, maintenance of vegetation near the
runways for safety, altered runoff and drainage patterns, and runoff of pollutants
would have long-term effects that would continue during operation. The
resulting loss of native vegetation, particularly Joshua trees, pencil cholla, and
riparian and wetland vegetation, would constitute adverse impacts.

Wildlife

Habitat Alteration and Loss. Wildlife would be affected by a long-term loss or
alteration of habitat (see Vegetation discussed above) within the base
boundaries and the 473 acres to be developed off-site (of which 202 would be
disturbed by construction), except where drainages are indirectly altered off
site. Loss or alteration of habitat would affect common wildlife species by
displacement of mobile species to adjacent areas and mortality of less mobile
species. If the adjacent habitat is already at its carrying capacity, the displaced

animals would compete with the residents for available resources, causing
ecological disruption until the populations decrease and equilibrium is
re-established. Species that would be affected, if present, include those with
relatively small home ranges such as some birds (e.g., roadrunner, cactus wren,
American kestrel, and burrowing owl), mammals (e.g., jackrabbit and kangaroo
rat), and reptiles. The loss of habitat could also affect wider-ranging species
that forage in the area such as raptors (e.g., golden eagle, ferruginous hawk,
and red-tailed hawk) and predatory mammals (e.g., coyote and kit fox). The
ultimate effect would be a decrease in local populations of these species.

Loss of on-base landscaped areas would reduce the habitat available for
species adapted to urban settings. Effects on their populations would be
negligible because the area lost would be small compared to that available in
the area and most, if not all, would be replaced by new landscaping.

Converting a maximum of 1,492 acres of creosote bush scrub to aviation
support, industrial, and commercial development and fragmenting
approximately 1,240 acres as vacant lands scattered among the developments
would increase the abundance of species tolerant of these changes such as

common ravens, house sparrows, European starlings, rock doves (domestic
pigeons), and rodents. An increase In their population size in the area could
adversely affect native species through predation (e.g., ravens on desert
tortoise) or competition.
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dsa/Ac.thft. Activities and noise associated with demolition and construction
of facilities would have short-term effects on local wildlife by causing those
Intolerant of such disturbances to avoid the vicinity of the project. Noise,
activities, and lighting associated with operation of the airport and
industrial/commercial facilities would continue these effects indefinitely.
Operation of the airport would continue the aircraft noise and visual-presence
effects presently occurring as a result of flight operations at George AFB. The
type and frequency of noise events, however, would change because different
aircraft would be involved. Most flight activity would be associated with the
north-south runway and occur between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m. About 70 percent of
these flights would be small, non-jet aircraft (see Table 4.2-3) that produce
much less noise than commercial or military jet aircraft. The maximum (single
event) estimated sound level over the Mojave River is 73 dB. This would occur
infrequently because jet use of the airport would be a small proportion of the
total flights and most activity would be on the north-south runway.
Consequently, overall effects on wildlife populations adjacent to the base would
be short term because most would be expected to habituate to the disturbance
and return to their former habitats.

Effects on Aquatic Biota. No perennial aquatic habitats would be directly
affected by the Proposed Action. Loss or alteration of the ephemeral drainages
in the area would have minimal effects on aquatic biota.

Threatened and Endangered Species. Several federally and state-listed
endangered, threatened, or candidate species in the vicinity of George AFB
could be affected by the Proposed Action. The desert tortoise, a threatened
(federal and state) species is known to be present and would be affected by the
Proposed Action as described below. Other listed or candidate species that

may be present but have not been documented to be on the base (see
Appendix K) could also be affected by the project.

Desert.ToQtois. Surveys on George AFB and in its immediate vicinity have
located populations of the desert tortoise, a federally listed threatened species.
Tortoises occur in low density (20 to 50 tortoises per square mile) in the north
and southwest areas of the base, with one high-density area (50 to 100 per
square mile) in the northeast corner.

Development of a commercial airport on George AFB could result in
disturbance or loss of 753 acres of known habitat for the federally listed
(threatened) desert tortoise, including 188 acres of high-density habitat by 2013.
This would leave 116 acres of high density habitat and 165 acres of low density
habitat intact outside the base boundary. The low density habitat would be lost
In Phase 2 and the high density habitat in Phase 3. New taxiways to the aviation
support areas and the perimeter road, to be relocated, may pass through one or
both tortoise habitats during Phase I. Construction and use of these facilities
could result in a permanent loss of habitat and tortoise mortality through road
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kill, for example. The amount of habitat affected would depend on location of
the road and taxiways. No construction of other faclitles is expected to occur
in this area. Sol disturbance could Increase erosion and decrease plant (food)
productivity. In addition, construction workers may collect tortoises for pets.
Even handling them could result In stress or damage that would reduce their
survival.

In addition to the disturbance or loss of known habitat, a maximum of 857 acres
of unsurveyed potential tortoise habitat could also be disturbed or lost. New
taxiways would be built In the aldield area during Phase 3, resulting In loss of up
to 100 acres and fragmentation of 177 acre. Another 580 acres are in the
proposed business park area, and this habitat would be permanently lost:
135 acres In Phase 1, about 225 acres In Phase 2, and 220 acres In Phase 3.

Indirect effects of the Proposed Action could also affect the desert tortoise. Any
project-related Increase In the local raven populations could adversely affect the
desert tortoise through Increased predation. Increasing human presence in the
area would increase the potential for Illegal collection of tortoises for pets.
These effects would add to those of habitat loss.

The loss or disturbance of habitat and individual tortoises would constitute an
adverse impact on this species. All tortoises within the area that would be
disturbed during construction would need to be counted to quantify the impact,
and this impact would likely require mitigation as described below. The Air
Force has conducted Informal Section 7 consultation with USFWS for potential
land conveyance to private parties.

If portions of the property containing desert tortoises are transferred to another
federal agency, that agency may be required to conduct additional consultation
under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act prior to Irreversible or
irretrievable commitment of resources to any project that could adversely affect
the desert tortoise. Formal consultation under Section 7 of the Endangered
Species Act Is required If the federal agency determines that its action may
affect listed species or critical habitat or if formal consultation is requested by
the Director of the USFWS. Formal consultation Is a process between the
USFWS and the federal agency that concludes with the USFWS's issuance of a
biological opinion that states whether or not the federal action Is likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of listed species or result In the destruction
or adverse modification of critical habitat A no-jeopardy opinion may Include
restrictions on the amount of Incidental adverse effects to listed species and
critical habitat. A USFWS opinion that the project could Jeopardize the
continued existence of a listed species or result in the destruction or adverse
modification of critical habitat, known as a jeopardy opinion, would also Include
reasonable and prudent alternatives, if any, that the federal agency could
implement to avoid jeopardizing the listed species or critical habitat. If a
jeopardy opinion Is issued, the federal agency wil either alter or cease its action
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to comly with the n-pdy mandate In Section 7(a)(2) of the Endangered
Species Act or seek an exemption from this mandat under Section 7(h) of the
Act.

For propertles conveyed to non-federal and private parties, those parties would

be subject to the prohibitions listed In Section 9 of the Endangered Species Act
(16 USC §1538) and 50 CFR Part 17, Subparts C,D,F, and G. For certain

activities Involving the export, possessko taking, sde, or transport of
threatened or endangered animal species, Including the desert tortoise,
non-federal and private parties would be required to obtain a permit under
Section 10 of the Endangered Species Act (16 USC §1539) and 50 CFR Part 17,
Subparts C and D.

.Oth ie. Habitat loss could affect the Mohave ground squirrel (a
Category 2 candidate for federal listing and state-listed as threatened), San
Diego coast homed lizard (federal candidate for listing and state designated as
a species of special concern), and other candidate or sensitive species
(Appendix K) if any of these species are present in or use the areas proposed
for development.

Sensitive Habitats. The three small, on-base wetlands would likely be
disturbed or possibly lost as a result of project construction and operation.
Drainage patterns would likely be altered during development of the airport and
runoff would be Increased as a result of greater areas of impervious surfaces.
The existing drainages may be lined with concrete for flood and erosion control,
which would eliminate the present wetlands and associated riparlan habitat; a
maximum of 1.32 acres of wetlands could be affected. In addition, the wetlands

could be adversely affected by sedimentation associated with construction,
scour from increased runoff, and possibly accidental spils of toxic materials
(during construction and operations). Although the area lost or degraded would
be small and relatively Insignificant biologically, this would be an adverse effect
because federal and state policies dictate no net loss of wetlands. As noted
above for vegetation, Impacts would likely be spread over all three phases.

Filling of wetland areas totalling less than 10 acres does not require an

Individual COE permit, since this is an activity covered by the existing
authorization of a nationwide permit. Filing of a wetland between I and
10 acres requires prior notification to the COE, whereas filling of a wetland
under 1 acre does not However, notification of the COE Is recommended even
In those cases where filing of less than 1 acre is anticipated.

Cumulative Impacts. Vegetation and widlife habitat loss or alteration resulting
from developing a commercial airport at George AFB would add to the small
losses associated with planned highway upgrading and construction of other
projects such as the SST. The Increase in vehicular traffic associated with the
proposed airport could be offset somewhat by predicted decreases in traffic, If
and when the SST Is completed.
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Mitigtmon Measures. Because the desert tortoise is a federally listed species.
USFWS may require mitigation or conservation measures to protect the
species. Such measures could range from complete avoidance of known
habitat areas to preparation and Implementation of a habitat conservation plan
by the new property owner for habitat that would be lost to any proposed
development. For the latter, the project developer would have to consult with
USFWS, Callfomia Department of Fish and Game, and possibly BLM to develop
a habitat conservation plan prior to construction. The contents of this plan
would depend on the official policy of the USFWS at that time regarding this
species. Mitigation measures could range from redesign of the Proposed
Action to avoid disturbance of tortoise habitat, to a capture and relocation
program. The latter would Include (1)surveys conducted In all areas that would
be developed to locate tortoises, (2) collection and relocation of all Individuals
located to nearby suitable habitat using methods approved by these agencies,
and (3) a monitoring plan for the relocation site(s) to be conducted for 3 years
to determine survival rate and to identify further mitigation if necessary. Another
potential mitigation measure would be to set aside and improve compensation
habitat.

Surveys would also need to be conducted by the project developer in the
appropriate season to determine if any federal candidate plant or animal species
are present In the proposed development area. If any are found, a mitigation
plan would need to be developed and implemented.

Complete avoidance of disturbance to known desert tortoise habitat would be
highly effective in preventing impacts to the species. To be 100 percent
effective, however, indirect impacts (e.g., ORV use, including bicycles, and
collecting) would also need to be controlled. Development of a habitat
conservation plan would also protect desert tortoises, but the effectiveness
cannot be quantified until such a plan is developed and specific measure In the
plan are evaluated.

Wetlands on base would be protected in compliance with Executive Order
11990 and Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. Mitigations could include
(1) avoidance of direct and Indirect disturbance of wetlands through facility
design; (2) on-site (if possible) replacement of any wetlands lost at a ratio
determined through consultation with USFWS and COE; (3) recreation of
wetland habitat elsewhere on site or purchase and fencing of any off-site
replacement habitat; and (4) monitoring (until habitat becomes well established)
of any replacement wetlands required to determine the effectiveness of
replacement and any remedial measures necessary. Avoidance of disturbance
could include controlling runoff from construction sites into drainages through
use of berms, silt curtains, straw bales and other appropriate techniques.
Equipment could be washed in areas where wash water could be contained and
treated or evaporated.
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Protection under Executive Order 11990 would depend on the type of
stipulations placed on the land conveyance. Effectiveness could range from 0
to 100 percent. Section 404 of the Clean Water Act generally applies only to
wetlands larger than 1 acre, and thus, would not be effective in protecting the
small wetlands on George AFB.

Avoidance of direct and Indirect Impacts to wetlands would be 100 percent
effective In protecting these habitats Controlling runoff of pollutants to
wetlands can be accomplished with existing techniques, but monitoring Is
necessary to ensure that the measures are employed correctly and that
structures are maintained adequately. Re-creation of wetland habitats (either on
or off site), however, can have varying success In mitigating that loss. Unless
the new habitat is fully developed prior to the loss, no mitigation Is obtained for
the temporal loss of this habitat. Re-creation of wetlands has had varying

degrees of success in the past

4.4.5.2 International Airport Alternative. Conversion of George AFB anl the
surrounding area to an international airport would affect biological resources
primarily through vegetation/habitat loss including 5,755 acres of habitat having
value to wildlife as compared to a total of 1,492 acres for the Proposed Action.
Effects of operation are not expected to have substantial Impacts on wildlife
populations as described below.

Vegetation. Development of the HDIA, its support facilities, and related
commercial developments would result in the use of 13,426 acres of land: 8,353
acres off base and 5,073 acres on base. Construction activities could cause a
maximum loss of 1,424 acres of creosote bush scrub and 1 acre of wetlands on
base, and 3,680 acres of creosote bush scrub plus 650 acres of Joshua tree
woodland off base, through vegetation clearing and grading for facility sites and
staging areas (e.g., materials and equipment storage). The remainder of the on-
and off-base areas that would be disturbed during construction (1,332 acres) is
landscaped or does not support vegetation due to the presence of pavement
and buildings. As for the Proposed Action, these disturbances would be spread

over time in three development phases (Table 4.4-26). Most of the development
In each phase would be In areas of native vegetation. Phase 2 is predominantly
airfield development

Vegetation maintenance around the runways for safety during operation of the
airport would adversely affect at least part of the remaining airfield expansion
area. In addition, areas of native vegetation temporarily disturbed during
construction may not recover to pre-project conditions and would thus remain
weedy or semi-barren. The loss of native vegetation would have an adverse
impact, particularly for Joshua trees and pencil cholla. The latter two species

occur scattered throughout the creosote bush scrub and are given special
consideration under the California Desert Native Plant Act.
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Table 4.4-26. Direct: Impacts of the International Airport Aftemaigtive on
Vegetation by Phase (acres)

Habitat Phase I Phase 2 Phase 3

Native Vegetation(a) 1,185 3.694 875

Previously Disturbed•b) 247 960 125

Total 1,432 4,654 1,001

(a) incudes creosot bush scrub, Joshua tree, and uiparian and wedand vegetation.
(b) Iludes ruderal vegetation and disturbed areas (paved, barren, or buildings).

Construction of the airport would result in changes in the topography and/or
drainage patterns of lands on the base and within the ADD. particularly through
development of drainages to carry storm runoff from impermeable surfaces.
This would likely cause adverse effects on the ephemeral washes and their
associated sparse riparian/wetland plant assemblages by removing vegetation
or altering the natural flow regime. The increased peak runoff may require
channelization and maintenance of existing or new drainages to control erosion
and flooding. This could result in a loss of native vegetation and prevent its
reestablishment. Increasing temporal flow in existing drainages could cause a
periodic removal of vegetation through scour while increased moisture could
stimulate plant growth. A decrease in temporal flow in natural channels through
diversion to other drainage structures could reduce the water supply to
vegetation along the natural channels, thereby affecting its growth and

productivity. Runoff of sediments from disturbed soils, construction materials
such as cement, and fuels or lubricants leaked onto paved surfaces could also
affect vegetation in these drainages. Existing drainages that contain
wetland/riparian vegetation supported by runoff from developments (e.g.,
housing and runways) could be adversely affected through alteration of runoff
patterns and channelization. Impacts could be minimized by controlling
development and regulating runoff near these areas. Wetlands are discussed
under Sensitive Habitats within this section.

Wildlife

Habitat Alteration and Loss. The primary effects of the International Airport
Alternative on wildlife would be a long-term habitat alteration or loss that could
cause a decrease in the local population size of species associated with desert
scrub communities (see Vegetation above for areas affected) as described for
the Proposed Action. The area affected, however, would be much larger. In
addition, fragmentation of desert scrub habitat (i.e., 3,777 acres in parcels of
vacant land interspersed with development) would reduce its value to wildlife
and the carrying capacity for most native species. Effects would be additive to

those of direct habitat loss.
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As for the Proposed Action, removal of on-base landscape trees, shrubs, and
grasses would result In habitat loss for species adapted to urban settings with
potential effects on their populations. Ukewise, the change In habitat from
native vegetation to Industrial development would result In an increase in
species tolerant of these changes resulting in additional adverse effects on

native species.

NoLse. W. Construction activities and the associated noise would have
short-term effects on local wildlife, as described for the Proposed Action but

over a larger area. Noise, activities, and lighting associated with the operation
of an airport would continue these effects indefinitely.

During airport operations, aircraft noise and visual presence could startle and
negatively affect wildlife living near the airport, particulady in the Mojave River
riparian zone. However, most species that inhabit the area are probably already
noise-tolerant as a result of the present jet noise from George AFB.

Jet use of the airport would increase from about 57 percent of the estimated
annual operations in 1998 to 79 percent In 2013 (see Table 4.2-5). Most of the
noise would be concentrated to the north of the north-south runways and
southwest of the crosswind runway (see Figures 4.4-14 through 16). The
maximum (single event) estimated sound level over the Mojave River Is 73 dB.

Most flight activity would occur between the hours of 7 a.m. and 10 p.m. with

few flights (primarily landings) crossing the Mojave River. Noise events from the
proposed International airport thus would generally be lower in magnitude but

more frequent than from the present military jet operations at George AFB. The
greater frequency (number) of noise events over time may cause some wildlife
(individuals) to avoid the ends of the runways, but populations of these animals
in the region would not be adversely affected. Most animals would adapt to the
noise. Wildlife use of the Mojave River riparian forest would not be adversely

affected as described for the Proposed Action.

Effects on Aquatic Biota. No perennial aquatic habitats are present in the area
that would be developed under the proposed international airport, other than
the maintained pond for golf course irrigation. Loss or alteration of the
ephemeral drainages on the site would have minimal effects on aquatic blota.
Increased runoff from impervious surfaces of the proposed development could
provide more water for aquatic biota.

Threatened and Endangered Species. Several federally and state-listed

threatened, endangered, and candidate species are known to occur within the
vicinity of George AFB and could be affected by development of the proposed
international airport, particularly the desert tortoise.

D.e rtoi. The entire planning area for the ADD has not been surveyed
specifically for the desert tortoise, but suitable habitat is present and may

contain additional tortoises. Development of the international airport would
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result In the physical disturbance of 4,583 acres. Because of fragmentation.
however, the disturbance or loss of suitable tortoise habitat could be 9,040
acres, Including the entire 304 acres of high-density habitat and 585 acres of
low-density habitat. The remaining 8,150 acres affected by the project are
unsurveyed suitable habitat that could support low tortoise densities.

Approximately 415 acres of the low-density habitat and all 304 acres of the
high-density habitat would be within the airfield category to be developed in
Phase 2. Extension of the existing crosswind runway and construction of a new
runway parallel to it would fragment and reduce these habitats by as much as
50 percent or more. Other facilities would not be constructed In these areas,
but habitat disturbance could occur as a result of maintenance activities such as
mowing and use of oil palliatives. As described for the Proposed Action,
possible collection by workers would adversely affect the tortoise populations.
The remaining approximately 170 acres of low-density habitat would be
permanently lost due to construction of industrial aviation facilities.

About 5,565 acres of suitable tortoise habitat are In the airfield area north of the
base where new runways would be built in Phase 2. Approximately 50 percent
(2,783 acres) of this habitat would be permanently lost and additional areas
would be disturbed by construction activities. Another 2,585 acres of suitable
habitat are present in areas where aviation support, industrial, and industrial

aviation facilities would be built. Approximately 1,800 acres of this would be
permanently lost: 625 acres in Phase 1, 1,300 acres in Phase 2, and 875 acres

in Phase 3. Fragmentation of the habitat within these development areas could
Increase the loss of viable habitat (i.e., large enough to support a population of
desert tortoises) substantially.

Indirect effects on the desert tortoise would be similar to those described for the
Proposed Action, but the larger area proposed for development would increase
the potential for such impacts. Such effects would be additive to the direct
impacts of habitat disturbance and loss.

In summary, a minimum of 377 acres of low-density habitat, 152 acres of high
density habitat, and 4,583 acres of suitable habitat but unsurveyed would be lost
during construction of the airport as detailed in the preceding paragraphs. This
habitat loss would be an adverse impact requiring formal consultation with the
USFWS, as described for the Proposed Action. Mitigation for these losses
would be required (see Mitigations).

Ote.i3ma. The Mohave ground squirrel, a species listed by California as
threatened and a Category 2 candidate for federal listing, also occurs within the
project area. The relatively undisturbed acreage within the ADD is suitable

habitat for the squirrel, and any loss of habitat would constitute an adverse
impact.
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The San Diego coast homed lizard has been observed just outside the project
ares and is probably common throughout the area, as suitable habitat is
present Development of the airp: - could possibly adversely affect this federal
candidate species through habitat loss and Increased predation by ravens
attracted to the project or by other species displaced by the project.

Two annual plant species that are candidates for federal listing, the desert
cymopterus and the Mojave monkeyflower, are likely to occur in the ADD
according to known habitat, distribution, and nearby reported occurrences;
however, surveys for these plants have not been undertaken at the optimum
time of year. These species could possibly be adversely affected by
development of an airport.

Several additional sensitive species that occur within the ADD (primarily
California Species of Special Concern, see Appendix K) could also be negatively
affected by the international airport through habitat loss.

Sensitive Habitats. Construction of the international airport would likely affect
the small wetlands on the base. The base residential area would not be
preserved and incorporated into the airport plans, and the two small wetlands

on the east side of the housing area would likely be adversely affected during
demolition of the residential area and replacement with commercial facilities in
Phase 1. In addition, the increase in impervious surfaces would generate more
runoff than from the housing area, and this would probably be channeled into
these natural drainages. Effects on the wetlands could be positive, negative, or
negligible, depending on the quantity and quality of this runoff. The 0.87-acre
wetland in a drainage in the northeastern part of the base would likely be
removed by new construction in Phase 2. However, the creation of larger
runways and other impervious surfaces in the same vicinity would probably lead
to increased runoff that would create similar conditions elsewhere in the
drainage, assuming the drainages would not be lined with concrete. If the
wetlands were not directly removed during construction of the airport and
associated facilities, they could be adversely affected by sedimentation
associated with construction or scour from increased runoff. Impacts and
permit requirements would be as described for the Proposed Action.

The wetland and riparian areas associated with the Mojave River would not be

directly impacted by construction or normal operation of the international
airport because the river is not included in the ADD. Runoff from the airport
during construction and operations would be unlikely to add sediments (sand,
soils and construction material) and pollutants to the Mojave River, but if they
occur would likely be local and short term.

Cumulative Impacts. Vegetation and wildlife habitat loss or alteration resulting
from the development of an international airport at George AFB would add to

the small losses associated with planned highway upgrading and construction

of other projects such as the SST. The increase in vehicular traffic associated
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with the airport could be offset somewhat by predicted decreases In traffic I and
when the SST is completed.

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures to offset adverse effects would be
similar to those described for the Proposed Action.

4.4.5.3 Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative. Effects of
construction and operation of this alternative on biological resources would be
similar to those discussed for the Proposed Action (Section 4.4.5.1). The total
amount of natural vegetation and habitat lost or altered would be nearly the
same. The 473 acres off base would not be used In this alternative, but most of
the 297 acres of vacant land (primarily creosote bush scrub) In the Proposed
Action would be used for residential development. This would increase the loss
of native vegetation and wildlife habitat by about 46 acres. Native vegetation
losses would occur in each of the three development phases as shown in
Table 4.4-27. The quantity lost in the first two phases is due to new residential
development while the loss in Phase 3 would result from residential and
industrial development.

Table 4.4-27. Direct Impacts of the Commercial Airport with Residential
Alternative on Vegetation by Phase (acres)

Habitat Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
Native Vegetation(a) 143 428 969

Previously Disturbed(b) 287 457 284

Total 430 885 1,253
(a) Includes creosote bush scrub, Joshua trees, and riparian and wetland vegetation.
(b) Includes ruderal vegetation and disturbed areas (paved, barren, or buildings).

Loss or alteration of 1,540 acres of native vegetation and fragmentation of the
remaining 717 acres of this vegetation type on the base would reduce its value
to wildlife and thus the local abundance of native animals. Non-native species
would be favored by the habitat change and could adversely affect native
wildlife through predation or competition as described for the Proposed Action.

The potential for disturbance of high-density desert tortoise habitat (188 acres)
would be the same as for the Proposed Action prior to full development (i.e.,
disturbance of 63 acres in Phase 1 and loss of 125 acres in Phase 3). About
185 acres of low-density habitat in the southwest portion of the base would be
permanently lost to industrial development in Phase 3. The remaining 100 acres
of this habitat would be in the safety clear zone south of the runways and
surrounded by development. Fragmentation of the habitat in this manner would
likely result in an area too small to support a viable tortoise population because
individual home ranges are generally on the order of 100 to 640 acres (Burge,
1977; Berry, 1974). Thus, the entire 285 acres of low-density habitat would be
lost.
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The 430-acre, low-density tortoise habitat In and adjacent to the northeast

comer of the base would also be fragmented by this alternative. Part would be
permanently lost as a re.,ult of industrial (Phase 3) and residential (Phase 1)
development, and part would be In the safety clear zone at the end of the
crosswind runway. Approximately 70 acres would be left as a linear corridor of
vacant land nearly surrounded by development (mostly residential), and
150 acres along the eastern base boundary would remain undeveloped.
Recreational activities of residents, such as mountain biking and dirt biking
(motorcycles), would degrade the undisturbed habitat and possibly cause direct
mortality of tortoises. Furthermore, handling or collection of desert tortoises for
pets by local residents would likely occur. Thus, the tortoise population In this
area would likely be eliminated due to residential development.

The amount of suitable habitat permanently lost would be about 480 acres.
Indirect effects would be similar to those discussed for the Proposed Action and
would add to the direct habitat loss impacts. Overall habitat loss, including

indirect effects of collection or handling and increased predation, would have an
adverse impact on the desert tortoise. Formal consultation with USFWS and
mitigation would be required, as described for the Proposed Action. Other

sensitive species would be affected the same as for the Proposed Action.

Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative impacts are the same as for the Proposed
Action.

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures would be the same as for the
Proposed Action, but would be required only within the base boundaries.

4.4.5.4 General Aviation Center Alternative. Construction and operation of
this alternative would affect biological resources through vegetation/habitat loss,
aircraft noise, and air pollutant emissions. The area to be used would be
approximately 2,840 acres (of which 220 acres would be subject to disturbance)
with the remaining 2,233 acres to be left in its present state. Loss of creosote
bush scrub and impacts to the desert tortoise are the primary impacts of this
project, and all would occur in Phase 1.

Vegetation. Vegetation within the 1,573-acre airfield designation would not be
directly affected by construction activities. During operations, however,
vegetation maintenance for safety could convert creosote bush scrub to ruderal
vegetation through mowing or use of oil dust palliatives. Development of

aviation support facilities would affect 15 acres of creosote bush scrub and
205 acres of ruderal vegetation and disturbed areas.

Minor disturbances to existing landscaping could occur during modifications to

existing buildings, including housing units. The small wetland and riparian

scrub areas on the base are not likely to be affected by these construction

activities.
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Use of the creosote bush scrub areas for movie sets In otherwise undeveloped
area could disturb the native vegetation and soils, leading to a weedy or
semi-barren condition. In addition, use of off road vehicles in the vacant land
adjacent to the housing area would likely continue and could increase due to
greater ease of access. This activity would Increase erosion and loss of native

vegetation in both creosote bush scrub and riparian scrub plant communities.
Loss or long-term disturbance of native vegetation, particularly Joshua trees,
pencil cholla, and riparian vegetation, would have adverse effects on the local
vegetation.

Wildlife. Wildlife would be affected by the long-term alteration or loss of habitat
(primarily vegetation as discussed above). Construction activities (Phase 1)
would displace mobile species to adjacent areas and cause mortality of less
mobile species as described for the Proposed Action. The amount of habitat
and number of animals, however, would be smaller. Activities and noise
associated with construction would cause those animals intolerant of such
disturbances to temporarily avoid the area. Operation of the facilities proposed
would continue many of the current noise, lighting, and visual effects on wildlife,

but the type and frequency of noise events would change. Most of the flights
would be small non-jet aircraft that produce much lower sound levels than do
military jets. Flight activity would be primarily a!ong the crosswind runway and
during the day. Overall effects on wildlife populations on or adjacent to the
base would be short term because most animals would habituate to the
disturbance and return to their former habitats. The General Aviation Center
Alternative would not directly affect aquatic habitats on or adjacent to the base.

Threatened and Endangered Species. Development of the General Aviation
Center Alternative on George AFB would be unlikely to adversely affect most of
the listed or sensitive species known from the vicinity of the base (Appendix K).

DesertTrise. The proposed development (all in Phase 1) would cause a
permanent loss of approximately 9 acres of low-density desert tortoise habitat
and divide the habitat into two segments as a result of new road construction to
connect Shay Road with residential and commercial areas. The airfield would
encompass 118 acres of high-density and 330 acres of low-density tortoise
habitat, but no construction activities are expected to occur in these areas.

Construction-related activities, including indirect effects however, could
adversely affect the desert tortoise and their habitat as described for the
Proposed Action.

The loss or disturbance of habitat and individual tortoises would constitute an
adverse impact on this species. Formal consultation with the USFWS and
mitigation under Section 7 or Section 10 of the Endangered Species Act, as
amended, would be required.

Otenie. Habitat disturbance or loss could affect the Mohave ground

squirrel, San Diego coast horned lizard, and other candidate or sensitive
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species, if any of these species are present in or use the areas proposed for
development.

Sensitive Habitats. The three small wetlands on the base are not likely to be
directly affected by the General Aviation Center Alternative. The wetland in the
drainage ditch along the northeast side of the crosswind runway could be
affected by runoff of sediment from runway or commercial construction and
possibly by accidental spills of toxic materials during construction.

Cumulative Impacts. Vegetation and wildlife habitat loss or alteration resulting
from developing an aviation center at George AFB would add to the small
losses associated with planned highway upgrading and construction of the SST
project.

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures would be similar to those described
for the Proposed Action. Mitigation, however, would be required only within
base boundaries and on a lesser scale as a result of the lower impacts
associated with the General Aviation Center Alternative.

4.4.5.5 Non-Aviation Alternative. Development of non-aviation facilities and
residential areas on the base would require demolition of some existing
aircraft-related facilities and construction of new industrial and institutional
facilities and of residential units. Of the 3,762 acres to be disturbed during
construction, a maximum of 1,819 acres would be creosote bush scrub. The
remainder of the disturbance would be in ruderal vegetation, urban/landscaped
areas, and disturbed areas. The distribution of the impacts In the three
development phases is shown in Table 4.4-28. The loss of native vegetation is
related primarily to residential development although industrial development in
Phase 3 contributed 120 acres. Landscaping of residential areas would provide
habitat for species (primarily non-native) tolerant of human activity and adapted
to this type of environment. An increase in these species could adversely affect
local populations of native species through competition or predation. The
existing 1.32 acres of wetlands and associated riparian habitat on base would
likely be lost or altered, as described for the Proposed Action.

Table 4.4-28. Direct Impacts of the Non-Aviation Alternative on
Vegetation by Phase (acres)

Habitat Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
Native Vegetation(a) 45 579 1,195
Previously Disturbed(b) 930 585 428

Total 975 1,164 1,623
(a) Includes creosote bush scrub, Joshua trees, and riparian and wetland vegetation.
(b) Includes ruderal vegetation and disturbed areas (paved, barren, or buildings).

On-base desert tortoise populations would be directly and indirectly affected by
the Non-Aviation Alternative. In Phase 3 approximately 160 acres of
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high-density habitat would be permanently lost, and 28 acres would remain in a
strip between two residential areas. About 475 acres of low-density habitat
would be lost (300 acres in Phase 1, 50 acres in Phase 2, and 125 acres In
Phase 3) with 90 acres remaining in a strip of vacant land between residential
areas. As for the Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative, approximately
480 acres of suitable habitat would be permanently lost (Phase 2). The narrow
band of habitat remaining between residential areas Is unlikely to support a
viable tortoise population in the long term as a result of small habitat size and

indirect effects of human presence (e.g., collecting and off-road vehicle activity).
Thus, this area would be added to the direct habitat loss. Placing residential

areas adjacent to the remaining high- and low-density habitat along the
northeast comer of the base would increase the potential for similar indirect
effects in these habitats. Another indirect effect that could occur is an increase
In the population of ravens or other tortoise predators. Overall impacts on the
species would be adverse and require formal consultation with the USFWS, as
described for the Proposed Action.

Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative impacts are the same as for the Proposed
Action.

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures would be the same as for the
Proposed Action but within the base boundaries only.

4.4.5.6 Other Land Use Concepts. As described in Section 2.3.5, several
federal transfers and independent land use concepts have been Identified.
These actions may take place in addition to one of the integrated reuse
alterations.

U.S. Department of Justice. Potential impacts to biological resources may
result from construction of the FCC on undeveloped land. The parcel consists
of creosote brush scrub with a lesser area of ruderal habitat. The western and
southern portions of the proposed site are unsurveyed, but assumed to be
low-density tortoise habitat. The remaining acres are not assumed to be viable
tortoise habitat. Construction of facilities and operational activities could result
in a maximum loss of 580 acres of potential tortoise habitat as discussed for the
Proposed Action.

U.S. Department of Interior. This transfer would not result in any impacts to

biological resources because no construction would be required.

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. This transfer would
not result in any impacts to biological resources because renovations would be
minor and limited to painting, carpeting, and fixture replacement.

U.S. Department of Transportation. Because this transfer would not involve
new construction, there would be no impact to biological resources.
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U.S. Department of Education. Impacts to biological resources are expected
to be minimal or nonexistent because the majority of the properties/parcels are

existing faclities.

San Bernardino County Work Furlough Program. No impacts to biological
resources would result from this action because new construction would be
limited to minor renovation.

Medical Facilities. No impacts to biological resources would result from the
conveyance of the base hospital because new construction, If any, would be
limited to minor renovation.

4.4.5.7 No-Action Alternative. Maintenance of the base under the DMT would
have minimal adverse effects on biological resources. A reduction in human

activity and a cessation of aircraft flights would reduce disturbance (particularly

by noise) to wildlife on and In the vicinity of the base. Habitat quality for wildlife
could improve if mowing of nonlandscaped areas Is terminated, thereby
allowing vegetation to grow to its natural height. Cessation of landscape
Irrigation in the housing area would reduce the water supply to the two small
wetlands (about 0.5 acre combined) adjacent to the housing. This could reduce
the size of these wetlands or possibly eliminate them. No physical alteration of
the habitat would occur, however, and wetland vegetation could reestablish If
the water supply were restored.

Cumulative Impacts. No cumulative impacts would result from the No-Action
Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required.

4.4.6 Cultural Resources

Potential impacts were assessed by (1) Identifying types and possible locations
of reuse activities that could directly or indirectly affect cultural resources,

(2) identifying the nature and potential significance of cultural resources In
potentially affected areas, and (3) classifying potential effects as significant,
insignificant, or beneficial.

Air Force requirements under Section 106 of the NHPA are completed, since

SHPO concurred that the disposal of George AFB would have no effect on
historic properties. However, reuse activities could still affect cultural resources
which may exist in off-base parcels to be acquired under certain plans.

4.4.6.1 Proposed Action. Because there are no significant historic properties

or paleontological resources on base, reuse activities will not affect cultural
resources. Furthermore, no concern was expressed by Native Americans when

consulted regarding reuse activities on base. Therefore, reuse activities would
not affect Native American resources.
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Off-base parcels identified for acquisition may contain cultural resources. The
off-base area along the Mojave River terrace Is known to be highly sensitive in
regard to the presence of subsurface archaeological deposits. Eastern

boundaries of the airfield and aviation support land areas lie close to this
terrace. However, no Impact Is foreseen In conjunction with the potential
development of this property, because provisions of the NHPA and the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide for the consideration of
cultural resources prior to any ground disturbance. Furthermore, off-base areas
Included within the overall airport district would be subject to provisions of
NEPA under FAA mandates regarding requirements for ALP approval.

Cumulative Impacts. No cumulative impacts are anticipated In association
with the implementation of the Proposed Action.

Mitigation Measures. A complete cultural resource investigation in and around
off-base areas proposed for development would be required of the reuse
proponent prior to any construction or ground-disturbing activity. Sites
potentially affected by these actions will thus be identified and mitigation
measures to eliminate or reduce adverse effects may then be developed

accordingly.

If methods are developed In consultation with SHPO, this identification effort will
ensure compliance with cultural resource requirements.

4.4.6.2 International Airport Alternative. This alternative is similar in nature to
the Proposed Action, with the major difference being the amount of and location

of off-base land identified for acquisition. The off-base parcel proposed for the
crosswind runway extension lies very close to the significant archaeological
deposits along the Mojave River. In addition to the sensitivity of the Mojave
River terrace area, the northern portions of the off-base properties are likely to
contain historic resources. This likelihood is based on historic map and archival
research that Indicates use of this area dating back to the 1880s.

Beyond this additional area of probability where cultural resources may be
found, the discussion regarding impacts for the Proposed Action
(Section 4.4.6.1) is equally appropriate for this alternative.

Cumulative Impacts. No cumulative impacts are anticipated in association
with the implementation of the International Airport Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. Appropriate mitigation measures are the same as those
outlined for the Proposed Action.

4.4.6.3 Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative. This alternative is
similar to the Proposed Action, except that all reuse plans are to be contained
within current base boundaries. Therefore, reuse activities will have no effect on
cultural resources.
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Cumulative Impacts. No cumulative Impacts are anticipated In association

with the Implementation of the Commercial Airport with Residential Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures are required for this alternative.

4.4.6.4 General Aviation Center Alternative. Since all activity is contained
within on-base property, this alternative will have no effect on cultural resources.

Cumulative Impacts. No cumulative impacts are anticipated in association

with the Implementation of the General Aviation Center Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures are required for this alternative.

4.4.6.5 Non-Aviation Alternative. Since all activity is contained within on-base
property, there will be no effect on cultural resources.

Cumulative Impacts. No cumulative impacts are anticipated in association

with the Implementation of the Non-Aviation Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures are required for this alternative.

4.4.6.6 Other Land Use Concepts. None of the proposed plans Identified as

federal transfers or independent land use concepts would have an impact on

cultural resources.

4.4.6.7 No-Action Alternative. There would be no effect on cultural resources

resulting from implementation of the No-Action Alternative.

Cumulative Impacts. No cumulative impacts are anticipated in association
with the implementation of the No-Action Alternative.

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures would be required under this

alternative.

4.5 IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES

Irreversible and irretrievable resource commitments are related to the use of

nonrenewable resources and the effects that use of these resources will have on
future generations. Irreversible effects primarily result from use or destruction of

a specific resource (e.g., energy and minerals) that cannot be replaced within a
reasonable time frame. Irretrievable resource commitments involve the loss in
value of an affected resource that cannot be restored as a result of the action

(e.g., extinction of a threatened or endangered species).

Disposal of George AFB will not result in any irreversible and irretrievable

commitments of resources.
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S RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SHORT-TERM USE AND LONG-TERM PRODUCTITY
OF THE ENVIRONMENT

Short-term uses of the biophysical components of man's environment Include
direct construction-related disturbances and direct Impacts associated with an
Increase In population and activity that occurs over a period of less than
5 years. Long-term uses of man's environment include those Impacts occurring
over a period of more than 5 years, including permanent resource loss.

Construction effects from the Proposed Action and alternatives would result In
short-term adverse impacts on local air quality, soil erosion, vegetation, desert
tortoise habitat, and traffic. After construction Is completed, most of these
Impacts would subside, with the exception of vegetation and desert tortoise
habitat loss. Effects on these resources would be greatest In off-base, high
desert areas to be acquired. Mitigation measures, such as replanting vegetation
and relocation of habitat set-aside for tortoises, would be implemented to
reduce the overall impacts to these resources in the long term. The only other

potential adverse long-term effect would be acceleration of aquifer drawdown in
the Mojave basin. This aquifer is already in a state of overdraft that would be
exacerbated by the development of the George AFB property. Local water
authorities have been seeking alternative methods of using/providing water to
remedy this situation.
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CHAPTER 5
CONSULTATION

AND COORDINATION



5.0 CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

The federal, state and local agencies and private agencies/ organizations that were contacted
during the course of preparing this Environmental Impact Statement are listed below.

FEDERAL AGENCIES

Federal Aviation Administration
Environmental Protection Agency
National Solid Waste Management Association
Soil Conservation Service
United States Air Force, George AFB
United States Department of the Interior/National Park Service
United States Department of Transportation
United States Fish and Wildlife Service
Veterans Administration

STATE AGENCIES

California Department of Airports
California Department of Fish and Game
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
California Department of Parks and Recreation
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans)
California Environmental Protection Agency
California State University - Planning Department
State Office of Historic Preservation

LOCAIJREGIONAL AGENCIES

Adelanto Water District
Apple Valley Ranchos Water District
City of Adelanto
City of Hesperia
City of Victorville
County of San Bernardino
County of Victor Valley
Department of Health and Safety, Public Water Supply
Hesperia Water District
Mojave Water Agency

Personal consultant to city of Adelanto, Dan Cortwright
San Bernardino Associated Governments

San Bernardino County Air Pollution Control District
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San Bernardno County Solid Waste Panni and Recycling
Southern California Association of Governments
Town of Apple Valley
Victor Valley Economic Developmnt Authority (WEDA)
Victor Valley Wastewater Reclamation Authority (V WRA)

PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS AND INDMDUALS

Bechtel Corporation

ERA
P&D Technologies
Southern California Edison Company
Southwest Gas Corporation
The Planning Center -Adelanto
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CHAPTER 6
LIST OF PREPARERS
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6.0 UST OF PREPARERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

W. David Ahibom, Project Environmental Professional, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.A, 1980, Geography, California State University. San Bernardino
Years of Experience: 9

RauI Alonzo, Environmental Specialist, The Earth Technology Corporation
A.A, 1980, Graphic Arts, Santa Ana Community College, California
Years of Experience: 13

Thomas J. Bartol, Ueutenant Colonel, U.S. Air Force, Director Environmental Division, AFRCE-BMS/DEV
B.S., 1972, Civil Engineering, U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs
M.S., 1980, Management, Purdue University, Indiana
Years of Experience: 19

Robert D. Becerra, Captain, U.S. Air Force, U.S. Air Force Environmental Planning, AF/CEVP
B.A, 1980, Architecture, University of New Mexico
M.A., 1990, Public Administration, Troy University, Alabama
Years of Experience: 11

Robert W. Blakely, Airspace Studies, Science Applications International Corporation
B.S., 1962, Aviation Management, Auburn University
Years of Experience: 28

Denise R. Caron, Disposal Management Team, Chief - Environmental, George AFB, California
B.S., 1980, Chemistry, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York
B.S., 1980, Environmental Chemistry, State University of New York
College of Environmental and Forestry, Syracuse, New York
Years of Experience: 10

Jon A. Clarletta, Senior Technical Research Assistant, Acentech
B.A., 1987, Psychology, California State University, Northridge
M.S., 1990, Experimental Psychology, California State University, Northridge
Years of Experience: 3

Dale Clark, Captain, U.S. Air Force, Environmental Project Officer, AFRCE-BMS/DEVE
B.S., 1982, Civil Engineering, Auburn University, Auburn
M.S., 1989, Civil Engineering, NC State University, Raleigh
Years of Experience: 10

Doug Cole, Program Manager, Chief Planning Branch, AFRCE-BMS/DEVE
B.A., 1978, Economics/Geography, Callfomia State University, San Bernardino
Years of Experience: 13

Craig M. Congdon, Environmental Planner, Robert D. Niehaus, Inc.
B.S., 1986, Geography/Geology, University of California, Riverside
Years of Experience: 5

Douglas E. Cover, Senior Air Quality Program Manager, Science Applications International Corporation
B.S., 1976, Meteorology, Pennsylvania State University
Years of Experience: 15

Sandra Lee Cuttino, P.E., Environmental Manager, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.S., 1979, Civil Engineering, University of Callfomia, Davis
Years of Experience: 12
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Paid Davis, Deputy Program Manager, Robert D. Niehaus, Inc.
B.S., 1978, Ernvronmenlal Science, University of Caifornia, Riverside
Masters of Environmental Administration, 1984, University of California. Riverside
Years of Experience: 13

Jackie Eldridge, Senior Technical Editor, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.S., 1971, Biology, Faiteigh Dickinson University, New Jersey
M.S., 1979, Marine and E Science, Long Island University, New York
M.B.A., 1983, National University, California
Years of Experience: 16

Derence Fivehouse, Major, U.S. Air Force, Staf Judge Advocate
B.A., 1978, International Affairs, University of Colorado, Boulder
J.D., 1980, Law, University of Arkansas, Fayeteville
LLM., 1990, Environmental Law, George Washington University, Washington, DC
Years of Experience: 10

Nathan Gale, Resource Studies Manager, Robert D. Niehaus, Inc.
B.A., 1978, Middle Eastern Studies, University of California, Santa Barbara
M.A., 1979, Geography, University of California, Santa Barbara
Ph.D., 1985, Geography, University of California, Santa Barbara
Years of Experience: 11

Aaron Goldschmidt, Environmental Analyst, Robert D. Niehaus, Inc.
B.A., 1984, Geography, University of California, Santa Barbara
M.A., 1987, Geography, University of California, Santa Barbara
Years of Experience: 6

Larry Gorenflo, Regional Systems Analyst, Robert D. Niehaus, Inc.
M.A., 1981, Anthropology, University of Michigan
Ph.D., 1985, Geography, University of California, Santa Barbara
Years of Experience: 5

Debi Ann Green, Project Environmental Specialist, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.A., 1989, Chemistry, California State University, Long Beach
Years of Experience: 7

Peter L Grill, Staff Environmental Specialist, The Earth Technology Corporation
Environmental Studies, California State University, San Bernardino
Years of Experience: 3

Tony Gulang, Senior Staff Geologist, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.S., 1984, Geology, Western Illinois University, Macomb
Years of Experience: 5

William T. Johnstone, Airport Planner, Federal Aviation Administration
B.S., 1957, Uberal Arts, Ohio State University
M.R.C.P., 1971, Urban Planning, Oklahoma University
Years of Experience: 20

Rachel Jordan, Senior Staff Environmental Specialist, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.S., 1972, Biology, Christopher Newport College, Newport News, Virginia
Years of Experience: 4

Stephen Und, Consultant, Acentech, Inc.
B.A., 1984, Physics, University of Northern Iowa
M.S., 1988, Engineering, University of Texas, Austin
Years of Experience: 6
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Wiliam R. Livingstone, Principal Planner, Robert D. Niehaus, Inc.
B.A., 1950, Architecture, University of Southern California
M.A., 1966, Urban and Regional Planning, University of Southern California
Years of Experience: 41

Loretta Martin, Deputy Program Manager, Robert D. Niehaus, Inc.
B.A., 1969, English, University of California, Riverside
Years of Experience: 10

Wiliam Muir, Senior Project Geologis, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.S., 1980, Geology, California State University, Long Beach
M.S., 1984, Geology, California State University, Long Beach
Years of Experience: 11

Jason Nakashima, 1st Lieutenant, U.S. Air Force, Environmental Project Officer, AFRCE-BMS/DEVE
B.S., 1989, Electrical Engineering, University of California, Los Angeles
Years of Experience: 2

Robert D. Niehaus, Principal Economist, Robert D. Niehaus, Inc.
B.A., 1972, Government, Oberlin College, Ohio
Ph.D., 1979, Economics, University of Maryland, College Park
Years of Experience: 20

Maurice E. Norton, III, Manager, Facility Engineering, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.A., 1966, Mathematics, Concordia College, Moorehead, Minnesota
Years of Experience: 21

Ramon E. Nugent, Supervisory Consultant, Acentech, Inc.
B.S., 1969, Engineering Science, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa
Years of Experience: 22

Sam C. Rupe, Major, U.S. Air Force, Staff Judge Advocate, AFRCE-BMSIDES
B.S., 1977, History, U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado
J.D., 1984, Law, University of Miami, Miami, Florida
LLM., 1991, Environmental Law, George Washington University, Washington, DC
Years of Experience: 7

Bernard Siegl, Staff Anthropologist, The Earth Technology Corporation
B.S., 1988, Anthropology, Califomia State Polytechnic University at Pomona
Years of Experience: 3

Robert M. Silsbee, Economic Analyst, Robert D. Niehaus, Inc.
B.A., 1980, Economics/Environmental Studies, University of Califormia, Santa Barbara
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4-34, 4-44 National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), 1-1,

1-2, 1-4, 1-5, 1-9, 4-1
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), 3-117,

John Wayne Airport, 3-42 3-118
Joint Powers Authority (JPA), 2-3 National Pollution Discharge Elimination
Joshua tree woodland, 3-6, 3-107, 4-184 System (NPDES), 3-89, 4-121, 4-123

National Priorities List (NPL), 1-9, 3-61
L National Register of Historic Places (NRHP),

Land use, 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, 2-7, 2-12, 2-13, 2-14, 2-17, 3-118, 3-119

2-18, 2-20, 2-22, 2-24, 2-25, 2-26, 2-28, 2-29, 2-30, Native American Resources, 3-119

2-31, 2-33, 2-34, 2-35, 2-37, 2-39, 2-40, 2-41, 2-44, Nitrogen dioxide (N02), 3-92, 4-133, 4-138,

2-45, 2-47, 3-1, 3-7, 3-9, 3-12, 3-14, 3-15, 3-16, 4-144, 4-145

3-17, 4-1, 4-2, 4-5, 4-6, 4-7, 4-9, 4-10, 4-11, 4-16, Nitrogen oxides (NOx). 3-94, 3-97, 4-128, 4-130,

4-18, 4-20, 4-22, 4-23, 4-24, 4-25, 4-27, 4-29, 4-37, 4-133, 4-139, 4-140, 4-142, 4-143. 4-145, 4-146,

4-38, 4-42, 4-46, 4-47, 4-61. 4-52, 4-56, 4-58, 4-60, 4-148
4-63 4-65, 4-114, 4-115, 4-118, 4-126, 4-129, Noise exposure model (NOISEMAP), 4-1554-139, 4-147, 4-150, 4-155 Noise-sensitive areas, 3-106

Landf4ll, 4-109 Norton AFB, 2-47, 3-32, 4-36, 4-44

Apple Valley, 3-50, 4-85 Notice of Intent (NOI), 1-4

Hesperia, 3-50 0
Phelan, 3-50
Victorville, 3-50, 4-85 Occupational Safety and Health Administration

Long Beach Airport, 3-42 (OSHA), 3-57, 3-79, 4-89. 4-112
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power Off road vehicle (ORV), 3-106, 3-110

(LADWP), 3-12 Ontario International Airport, 3-6, 3-41, 4-36, 4-45

Los Angeles International Airport (LAX), 3-42 Ozone (03), 3-92, 3-94, 3-97

M P

Mammals, 3-110 Paleontological Resources, 3-119

March AFB, 2-47, 4-36, 4-44 Palisades Ranch, 3-40
Medical and biohazardous waste, 3-1 Palmdale Airport, 3-41, 3-42, 4-44
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Particulate matter (PM1o), 3-92, 3-94, 3-97, 4-127, San Diego coast homed lizard, 3-114
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Problem area wetlands, 3-114, 3-115 4-139, 4-143, 4-146, 4-149
Public meeting, 1-4 Southern California Association of
R Governments (SCAG), 4-26, 4-36, 4-45

Southern California Edison Company (SCE).

Radar Approach Control (RAPCON), 3-31, 3-32 2-15, 3-51, 3-53

Radon, 3-1, 3-81, 3-82, 4-97, 4-112 Southwest Gas Company (SW Gas), 2-16, 3-53,

Radon Assessment and Mitigation Program 3-55

(RAMP), 3-82 Southwest pond turtle, 3-114

Railroads, 3-6 Southwest Portland Cement Company, 3-4
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4-130, 4-139, 4-140, 4-142, 4-143, 4-146, 4-148 Spill Prevention and Response Plan, 3-57

Record of Decision (ROD), 1-2, 2-41, 3-73, 3-74 Standard terminal arrival (STAR), 4-43

Regional air quality, 3-94, 4-139 State Water Project (SWP), 2-15, 3-91

Regional aquifer, 3-89, 3-91 Sulfur dioxide (S02), 3-92, 3-94, 3-97, 4-127,

Remedial action (RA), 3-64, 3-73 4-128, 4-133, 4-135, 4-143, 4-144, 4-146, 4-147,

Remedial design (RD), 3-64 4-148, 4-150

Remedial investigation (RI), 3-64 Sun Hill Ranch, 3-40
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(RCRA), 3-55, 3-58, 3-75, 3-76 4-39, 4-46, 4-87, 4-139, 4-149, 4-188, 4-194

Riparian habitat, 3-111 Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act

Riparian scrub, 3-107 (SARA), 3-61, 3-64, 4-89

Riparian vegetation, 3-107, 3-115 Surface drainage, 3-88

Riparian/wetland habitat, 3-107 Surface water, 3-88, 4-120, 4-122, 4-123, 4-124,

Roadways, 2-36, 4-25, 4-26, 4-27, 4-29, 4-37, 4-125

4-38, 4-42, 4-46, 4-47, 4-51, 4-52, 4-58, 4-135, T
4-136, 4-137, 4-138, 4-155

Rodent control, 3-110 Tactical Air Command (TAO), 3-6
Ruderal habitat, 3-107 Tactical air navigation (TACAN), 3-35, 4-32, 4-34
S Temporary lodging facilities, 3-11

Terminal radar approach control (TRACON), 1-3

San Andreas Fault, 3-86 Threatened and endangered species, 3-112
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District (SBCAPCD), 3-92, 3-97, 4-130, 4-133, Toxic Substance Control Division (TSCD), 3-80,

4-139, 4-140, 4-141, 4-142 3-81

San Bernardino County Associated Traffic flow conditions, 3-20

Governments (SANBAG), 3-21 Trichloroethylene (TCE), 1-5, 1-8, 3-57, 3-72,

San Bernardino County Department of 3-73, 3-91, 4-95
Environmental Health Services (DEHS), 3-58,
3-76, 3-79

San Bernardino County Ubrary, 2-44
San Bernardino County Solid Waste Management

District (SWMD), 3-50, 3-51, 3-53
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U.S. Code (USC), 3-55
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development (HUD), 2-44
U.S. Department of Transportation, 2-44, 4-23,

4-111, 4-119, 4-150, 4-182, 4-199
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), 3-112,

4-189, 4-193, 4-197, 4-199
Underground storage tanks (USTs), 1-5, 3-76,

3-79, 4-92, 4-96, 4-101, 4-105, 4-112
Union Pacific Railroads, 3-6
Upper Mojave Basin, 3-89, 3-90, 3-91
Urban/landscaped habitat, 3-107

V

Vegetation, 3-106, 3-107, 3-109, 3-114, 4-115
Very high frequency omnidirectional range

(VOR), 4-32, 4-34, 4-44
Victor Valley Economic Development Authority

(VVEDA), 1-3, 1-6, 1-8, 2-3, 2-5, 2-7, 2-9, 2-12,
2-13. 2-26, 2-46, 2-47

Victor Valley Infrastructure Enhancement
Program, 3-21

Victor Valley Wastewater Reclamation
Authority (VVWRA), 1-5. 1-7, 1-8. 2-15, 2-46, 3-46,

3-47, 3-48, 3-50, 3-51, 4-80, 4-82, 4-85
Visual flight rules (VFR), 3-30, 4-34, 4-36, 4-44
Visual resources, 3-17
Visual sensitivity, 3-17, 3-19, 4-9, 4-16, 4-18, 4-22
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs). 3-73

W

Wastewater, 1-7, 2-15, 2-31, 2-36, 2-40, 2-46,
3-43, 3-46, 3-47, 3-48, 3-51, 3-73, 4-65, 4-120

Water supply, 2-15, 3-43, 3-46
West Storm Drain, 3-74
Wetlands, 3-114, 3-115
Wildlife resources, 3-110
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